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Abstract
The phonology, morphology and semantics o f  six Northern Chin languages are 
investigated in terms o f their relationships with Old Burmese and Old Chinese. 
Regular correspondences are achieved through a vertical two vowel system and a 
segmentally derived three tone system. A word list with reconstructed Northern Chin 
forms, o f  which several are used in the comparisons with Old Burmese and Old 
Chinese throughout the work, is included as an appendix.
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List o f Sino-Tibetan Roots
Page numbers are in round brackets.
[#1] Bitter (75) [#47] Fathom (122) [#93] Blood
[#2] Barking-Deer (76) [#48] Mouth (122) [#94] Thin
[#3] Wind (77) [#49] Forest (124) [#95] Itch
[#4] Moon (78) [#50] Extinguish (124) [#96] Smell
[#5] Finger (79) [#51] Braid (126) [#97] Snot
[#6] Dove (81) [#52] Leaf, Flat (126) [#98] Near
[#7] Weep (82) [#53] Warm (127) [#99] Low, Soft
[#8] Fall (83) [#54] Round (128) [#100] Red
[#9] Wither (85) [#55] Swell (128) [#101] Leech
[#10] Alive, Green (85) [#56] Water (129)
[#11] Louse (86) [#57] Tongue (131)
[#12] Creeper (87) [#58] Fire (132)
[#13] Lick (88) [#59] Tail (133)
[#14] Road (89) [#60] Foot, Leg (133)
[#15] Break (90) [#61] Middle (135)
[#16] Suck (90) [#62] Boil (136)
[#17] Erect (91) [#63] Soft (136)
[#18] Emerge (92) [#64] Child (137)
[#19] Vagina (92) [#65] Fat (138)
[#20] Wash (93) [#66] Nose (140)
[#21] Hot (94) [#67] New (141)
[#22] Meat (94) [#68] Body-Hair (142)
[#23] Stand (95) [#69] Snake (142)
[#24] Length (96) [#70] Congeal (143)
[#25] Hurt, 111 (96) [#71] Eye (143)
[#26] Kill (97) [#72] Name (146)
[#27] Itch, Breath (97) [#73] Tie (146)
[#28] Rot (98) [#74] Nail, Claw (147)
[#29] Bear (99) [#75] Heavy (147)
[#30] Ashamed (100) [#76] Maggot (149)
[#31] Night (100) [#77] Bend, Knee (150)
[#32] Discard (102) [#78] Bone (151)
[#33] Son-in-law (103) [#79] Palm, Sole (152)
[#34] Ripe (103) [#80] Fruit (155)
[#35] Bamboo (104) [#81] Parrot (156)
[#36] Dumb (106) [#82] Stone (157)
[#37] Dog (108) [#83] Dream (158)
[#38] Steal (109) [#84] Tree (160)
[#39] Slingshot (112) [#85] Liver (160)
[#40] Sun (113) [#86] Die (162)
[#41] Smoke (114) [#87] Fish (162)
[#42] Child (114) [#88] Ear (163)
[#43] Jaw (115) [#89] Person (166)
[#44] Carry (117) [#90] Father (167)
[#45] Village (118) [#91] Grandmother (167)
[#46] Rain (120) [#92] Grandfather (168)
(184)
(185) 
(185) 
(201) 
(201) 
(202) 
(203) 
(205) 
(207)
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Symbols
* Precedes a reconstructed form; the standard practice o f  not using an asterisk
before Middle Chinese forms is adopted here and further extended to Old 
Burmese due to its similarly strong textual foundation.
** Precedes a speculative reconstructed form.
Precedes a Type B syllable in Old Chinese.
> Identifies the immediately following form as a derivative o f  the immediately
preceding one.
< Identifies the immediately preceding form as a derivative o f  the immediately
following one.
~  Separates a Northern Chin form 1 from its inflected form 2.
/ Separates alternative forms whether in free variation or complementary
distribution.
3* Signifies ‘allofamic’ variation as coined by M atisoff (1978a: 16-7) and
discussed in 7.5; usage is confined to when citing roots reconstructed by 
Matisoff.
Denotes a missing initial or rhyme unless preceding or following a whole
morpheme in which case it denotes its position in a compound.
  Underlines an irregular correspondence in the word list.
I 1 Encloses the gloss o f  a suspected loanword or onomatopoeic word in the word
list.
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Conventions
i. Transcriptions
The proposals o f  the International Phonetic Association (IPA) are generally followed 
throughout the work. Excluding the following three cases, exceptional cases are noted 
with the IP A transcription between square brackets as *[ ] ’:
e Treated in the same relationship to e as i to i and u to u. Consequently, the 
modern Burmese open rhyme [e] is not distinguished in the transliteration here 
horn the diphthong ei such that IPA [e], [ei], [ei?] are treated as ei, ei, ei?.
0 Treated in the same relationship to o as i to i and u to u. Consequently, the
modern Burmese open rhyme [o] is not distinguished in the transliteration here 
from the diphthong ou such that IPA [o], [ou], [ou?] are treated as ou, ou, ou?.
1 The modern Mandarin vowel corresponding to IPA [?;] after alveolar affricates
and fricatives or [zj after retroflex affricates and fricatives.
ii. Spectrograms
s Seconds (on the horizontal axis)
kHz Kilohertz (frequency on the left axis; pitch on the right axis)
iii. Appendix (Northern Chin Word List)
Generally only one root is reconstructed for cases o f  vocalic ablaut and this usually 
favours the most common variant. The distinction o f suffixal -s' on an original 
obstruent coda and root final -s is not always clear with root final -s being posited in 
all cases where suffixal evidence is not forthcoming at present. The following 
alphabetical arrangement is used:
Consonants: ?-, b-, d-, dz-, k-, Id-, k!7-, kr-, &V, /-, hl-, m-, bm~, n-, hn~, y-,
ht]~, P-, p h~, r-, hr~, s-, t~, I1-, ts-, tsh-, w-
Vowels: e, a, e, e , 1, i, 0, o, u, u
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iv. Orthographic Forms:
Burmese and Chinese orthographic forms are generally noted after their modem  
transcriptions in Standard Burmese, as defined in Nishi (1998:257), or Mandarin 
Chinese respectively. Distinct Inscriptional Burmese forms are noted, where 
applicable, directly after the Written Burmese forms from which they are separated by 
a forward slash 7 ’. Early Middle Chinese forms, as reconstructed in Pulleyblank 
(1991b),1 and Old Burmese forms are noted directly after their respective native 
orthographic forms. Old Chinese forms are separated from Early Middle Chinese ones 
with a backwards arrow *<’.
1 Pulleyblank’s final -a and -d glides are both written as -a.
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Abbreviations
i. Inscriptional Sources
BB Xiaotun Dierben: Yinxu Wenzi: Bingbian .2|£: f i b t H M I S
-  Zhang Bingquan (1957-72)
BD Inscriptions Collected by King Bodawpaya cpscooocpcps in Upper Burma
-  Taw SeinKo (1913)
HJ Jiaguwen Heji
-  Guo Moruo & Hu Houxuan (1978-82)
IB Inscriptions o f  Burma (o |0 o o ^ 6 !S |6 ;G o q p o S ® o q p s
-  Luce & Pe Maung Tin (1933-56)
LK The Lokahteikpan g co ocoo oo o^ s
- B a  Shin (1962)
MZ The Burmese Face o f  the Myazedi (ggooo  Inscription at Pagan
-  Duroiselle (1919)
OBEP Old Burma — Early Pagan (volume 3)
-L u c e  (1969-70)
SIP Selections from  the Inscriptions o f  Pagan 6  G oq p oo  © opg | ogo1 c  s
-  Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1928)
UB Inscriptions Collected in Upper Burma (volume 1)
-T a w  SeinKo (1900-03)
WK Wetleyi-in Kubyauk-gyi o t o ( ^ ; 3 3 c s<^g(oooo(o? s
-  Luce & Whitbread (1971)
YZ Yinqi Yizhu
-  Jin Zutong (1939)
ii. Lexical Categories
n noun
V verb
vb benefactive verb
vi intransitive verb
vt transitive verb (regardless o f  any additional intransitive function)
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iii. Burmese Grammatical Forms
Adopted from Watkins (2005:xv-xvi) accordingly:
ATTR Attributive
EMPH Emphatic
OBJ Object
PL Plural
REAL Realis
REM Remote (temporal/spatial)
SUBJ Subject
iv. Languages and Proto-languages
IB Inscriptional Burmese
NC Northern Chin
OB Old Burmese
OC Old Chinese
SB Standard Burmese
ST Sino-Tibetan
WB Written Burmese
Mi Mizo
Si Sizang
Te Tedim
Th Thado
Za Zahau
Zo Zo
v. Individuals
M James A. Matisoff
P&S Ilia Peiros & Sergej A. Starostin
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Preface
The Northern Chin, Old Burmese and Old Chinese comparisons presented here are 
generally from the works o f Matisoff with supplementary insights afforded 
predominantly by Peiros & Starostin (1996). An attempt has been made to discuss all 
o f the Northern Chin forms presented in the works o f  Matisoff which should allay any 
concerns regarding cherry-picking o f  the data.2 Although new comparative forms are 
rarely introduced, it is hoped that the establishment o f  regular phonological 
correspondences in this work will greatly facilitate such a task in the future.
M atisoff s and Peiros & Starostin’s reconstructed Tibeto-Burman and Sino-Tibetan 
roots are noted at the top o f every proposed comparative set.3 The term Tibeto- 
Burman is noted by M atisoff (1991b:472) to have been applied in the 1850s to a 
group o f  related languages, including Northern Chin, with the name stemming from 
the value attached to the extensive, and still extant, literary traditions o f  Tibetan and 
Burmese. The term Sino-Tibetan seems to have been first used by Kroeber in his 
editorial forward to Shafer (1938), although the first meaningful discussion appears in 
Shafer’s response (1940:302) to Maspero’s queries (1938:206) regarding its validity. 
The term Sino-Tibetan is used here in accordance with the generally accepted notion4 
o f  a genetic relationship between the Chinese and Tibeto-Burman languages; no 
position is adopted here regarding the various approaches towards the exact nature o f  
this association.5
The terms Burma and Burmese w ill be used in preference to Myanmar with the term 
Burman being applied exclusively to the majority ethno-linguistic group o f  Burma 
unless occurring in the compound Tibeto-Burman. In a work such as this on historical 
linguistics, it seems appropriate to note that the terms Burma (boma1 ©ao) and
Myanmar (mja'ma1 «o) are variant derivatives from the same Old Burmese word.
In his study o f  Tavoyan Burmese, Okell (1995:105-6) notes a common interchange o f  
Standard Burmese mj-, when derived from Old Burmese mr~, with Tavoyan bj~; he
2 Matisoff (2003) includes a large majority of these forms which are mostly restricted to Mizo.
3 These have been standardised in notation according to the principles discussed above. Variant forms 
not relevant to this work are omitted for simplicity.
4 See Miller (1988) and Beckwith (2002a) for dissenting views.
5 See Handel (2008) for further discussion.
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cites one inverse example o f Standard Burmese bj- and Tavoyan mr- to further 
suggest that a similar shift may perhaps be reflected in the names Burma and 
Myanmar. The Written Burmese form for boma1 ooo supports such a proposal with
the voiced initial not belonging to the Old Burmese phonological system,6 yet an 
account is still required for the -n coda in the first syllable o f  mja'ma1 for which 
the orthography suggests mran’ma1. The solution is provided by Luce’s observation 
(1959b:53) that the -n coda is not always present in Inscriptional Burmese where it 
also occurs as (woo mram'ma1.
6 See the discussion in 2.2.
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Chapter 1: Northern Chin Overview
‘7  was brought up to regard Far Eastern languages generally as (i) 
Monosyllabic (consisting o f  words o f  one syllable); (ii) Invariable (not 
modified by any inflexions); and (iii) Isolating (destitute o f  syntax). Chin is a 
language which disproves all three statements. ”
- G .  H. Luce (1959a:30)
Broad generalisations Luce’s remarks may be, but even in today’s more informed 
linguistic environment, the verbal inflections and surface vocalic length distinctions7 
o f  many Chin languages pit them against the norm for members o f  the Sino-Tibetan 
language family. The study here focuses on a reconstruction o f  the phonology and 
morphology o f  Northern Chin based on a closely related group o f  languages, spoken 
in the Chin Hills on the Burmese side o f  the border with India. Specific attention is 
paid to external comparisons with Old Burmese, as attested in inscriptions,8 and Old 
Chinese.9 To compare evidence o f such different time depths may seem anachronistic, 
but the unique insights afforded reveal striking typological similarities with the 
conservative Northern Chin languages that have not succumbed as easily to time’s 
gentle erosion as have the modern Burmese or Chinese languages.
1.1 Subgrouping
Bradley (1997:26-31, 2002:90-1) splits off a Central Chin group from what is 
classified here as Northern; Peiros (1998:180) treats Bradley’s Northern and Central 
branches as one which represents the approach adopted here. Peterson (2000:79;95), 
who focuses in particular on the evolution o f  the r phoneme (2000:81-5) and on 
shared morphosyntactic traits (2000:85-95), retains Bradley’s distinction o f  a Central 
group but fuses his Northern and Southern groups together. Particularly as regards
7 Sun (1982:286-91) shows that the few instances of distinctive vowel length in other Tibeto-Burman 
languages are marginal or secondarily derived.
8 The traditional date for the earliest inscription is 1112-3 AD. Duroiselle (1913:1-2) notes a few 
inscriptions prior to this date but cautions (1921:v-vi) that due care must be applied in ascertaining the 
originality of many of these. Luce & Pe Maung Tin (1933-56:I.4;II:4-5;IV:8-10) are even more 
discerning than Duroiselle, although Luce (1969-70:1.96) does recognise that some undated inscriptions 
may well have an earlier provenance.
9 Old Chinese is traditionally reconstructed back to the time of the Shijing book of poetry compiled 
between 1000 - 600 BC. Palaeographical evidence in the earliest Chinese inscriptions takes this back 
two centuries earlier.
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Southern Chin evidence, a thorough discussion o f such subgrouping issues is beyond 
the scope o f  this work. While the phonological and morphological evidence to be 
presented here shows Bradley’s division o f a Central Chin group to be not simply a 
geographical one, the overwhelming similarity between these Central languages and 
their more Northern counterparts, particularly in terms o f  degrees o f  mutual 
intelligibility as opposed to the Southern ones, supports the clumping o f  them together 
at least for the purposes o f  this exposition.
1.2 Nomenclature
The term used by Northern Chins to refer to themselves is customarily transliterated 
as Zo which may be reconstructed in Northern Chin as *jow‘. The name Chin is 
usually treated as a Burmese exonym, tjV sycs k^ag11,10 comparable in usage to the
term Kuki on the Indian side o f  the border which Lehman (1963:5) suggests to be 
Manipuri in origin,11 The Chin are unequivocally attested in some o f  the later 
Burmese inscriptions:
coo5(^faSo§3»§tlea»...e|f SoSaDgS (UB 49.21)
Thet Mrun12 Chin p l  rule a t t r . .. Arakan k in g  SUBJ
The Arakanese King... who ruled over the Thet, Mrun and C hin}3
Luce (1959a:25-6, 1959d:89, 1976:35, 1985:1,80) suggests the homophony shared 
with the Burmese word for companion, ally n is due to a history o f  relative 
amicability between the Chins and the Burmans. However, if  Luce’s association 
(1959a:25, 1959c:60, 1985:1.86) o f  the Chin with the Chindwin valley is correct then 
earlier inscriptional evidence supports the reconstruction o f  an original medial -/- in 
Chin as s c  khlag:14
CO J
10 Lehman (1979:1-2, 1992b:62) rejects an exonymic source and prefers to derive the name from a 
Southern Chin word meaning person n which he suggests was co-opted into Burmese; the viability of 
this proposal is beyond the scope of this work.
11 A hyphenated form Kuki-Chin is often found; this is somewhat tautological and the term Chin is 
exclusively used here due to its Burma-specific focus.
12 See Luce (1985:1.94-5) for a suggestion that this may refer to the Mru ethnic group.
13 Based on an original translation by Luce (1959a:25).
14 Inscriptional evidence only supports medial -j- in the word for companion, ally n; the confusion of -/- 
with -j- in Old Burmese does not rule out the possibility of a medial -/- but the uniqueness of forms in - 
j -  makes this unlikely.
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^cogcooolG oooo^ .o . (BD 38.10)15 
Chindwin16 from  include ATTR slaves...
Slaves included from  Chindwin...
The number o f Chin languages spoken in Burma is difficult to quantify; Luce 
(1962a:2) suggests that his sampling o f  just over twenty northern and southern 
varieties may represent around half the actual number. Bradley (2007:168) suggests 
there to be around 550,000 speakers o f Northern Chin languages in Burma;17 reliable 
figures for individual languages are mostly unavailable. The six Northern languages 
studied here may be viewed as generally spreading northwards from Zahau as the 
furthest south through to Sizang, Tedim, Zo and Thado in the North with Mizo 
flanking Zahau on the West. All six languages have missionary-based orthographies 
in which tone is never marked and surface vowel length is noted somewhat 
inconsistently i f  at all. Official orthographies for Zo and Sizang have only been 
established in recent years with projects to translate the Bible into their respective 
languages instead o f  having to rely on the Tedim standard. The languages are 
arranged in the following order in the data-set due to it reflecting the most natural 
layout in terms o f  phonological linkages between them.
1.2.1 Mizo
Lorrain (1940) terms this language Lushai as it is spoken in India. Luce (1959a:22) 
and Lehman (1963:16) distinguish the Burmese variety as Hualngo, although the 
more general term Mizo (mi'^zow1), encompassing both the Indian and Burmese 
varieties, appears to be preferred. Bradley (2007:168) notes that the large numbers o f  
speakers in India make Mizo the most widely spoken o f  all Chin languages. The 
comprehensiveness o f  Lorrain’s work, in spite o f its lack o f  tonal distinctions, has 
bestowed upon it the most attention in Tibeto-Burman studies. The speech recorded is 
that o f  a middle-aged man from bm m mlajl village.
15 Luce & Pe Maung Tin (1933:4) question the originality of this inscription and Luce (1962a:65) 
suggests it to be an early copy. Nevertheless, solid evidence for a medial -/- is found elsewhere in the 
inscriptions where reference is made to a Chindwin g a r d e n ( I B  294.24) in which goo^  is an 
Old Burmese rendition of Written Burmese guqjo£ garden n that is noted by Hla Pe (1960:79) to be a 
Pali loanword.
16 Luce (1985:1.77) translates this literally as Hole o f the Chins; Matisoff (1989:600) suggests 
Wellspring o f  the Chins may be a nicer turn-of-phrase.
17 Bradley actually divides this between 150,000 for his Northern Chin group and 400,000 for his 
Central Chin group.
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1.2.2 Zahau
Barely distinguishable from Laizo (lafzow11) with which comparisons are occasionally 
drawn in the data-set, Zahau (zanihawm) is often conflated with this and several other 
languages spoken in Falam (ffelam111) township under the general term Falam  Chin.18 
The name Laizo, composed o f  laj1 middle n and a sandhi altered zow1 Zo, should be 
carefully distinguished from Bradley’s observation (2007:168) o f  a more generic 
usage o f the term in reference to the many, often mutually unintelligible, languages 
within his Central Chin group. The first syllable Lai should also be differentiated from 
its individual use as the distinct language spoken in Hakha township south o f  Falam to 
which reference is occasionally made. The Zahau speech recorded here is that o f  a 
young woman from the central Falam area.
1.2.3 Thado
Sparsely represented in Burma, Thado (thaKIdow1) is often referred to as Thado-Kuki to 
reflect its Indian base. Bradley (2007:168) notes it to be the largest Kuki language 
with over 50,000 speakers. Lehman (1963:5) suggests Thado speakers were pushed 
north into Manipur by Mizo speakers in the mid 19th century. The speech recorded is 
that o f a middle-aged man from soutf'pe? village. Reference is also made in 5.2.2 to 
Luce’s observations (1959a:21, 1962c) regarding a northern variety o f  Thado, known 
as Xdngsai19 and found in Sagaing division outside the boundaries o f  Chin state, 
which provides interesting evidence concerning the evolution o f  lateral codas in 
Northern Chin.
1.2.4 Zo
Identical in name to that o f the Chin people in general, the use o f  the term Zo (zow1) 
in reference to a specific Chin language should be clearly distinguished in the same 
manner as the term Laizo above. It is spoken both in Tedim and Tonzang (tonnzar}') 
townships. The latter is the focus o f  the study here, although Luce (1962b) notes the 
Zo to be the original inhabitants o f  Tedim before being largely ousted by those now 
referred to as Tedim below. The speech recorded is that o f  a middle-aged man from 
vrf'lun1 village in Tonzang township.
18 The language Khualsim, as surveyed by Luce (1959a:22, 1962a), may also be included here. See 
Lehman (1963:105) for a brief comment on the linguistic situation in and around Falam.
19 Luce’s vowel o equates with the Thado diphthong ou discussed in 1.4.1 below.
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1.2.5 Tedim
Often transliterated Tiddim, as it is found in Henderson (1965), Tedim (tedim111) is the 
language o f  the township that bears its name. Bradley (2007:167) notes the adoption 
o f  the township name for this language to have replaced the name Kamhau; Luce 
(1962b) more specifically notes this to have been the name o f  a 19th century chieftain, 
whose very closely related Sokte dialect persists in a few nearby villages, who led his 
followers into Tedim and drove the original Zo speakers northwards. Tedim is the 
only Chin language that had started to develop an orthography before the arrival o f  
missionaries in the early 20th century.20 The speech recorded is that o f  a late middle- 
aged man from k flu m 1 village. Reference is sometimes made in the data-set to 
Saizang (safzai)1) and Teizang (tej'zarj1) on the basis o f  knowledge from Tedim 
speakers; both these languages are treated by Luce (1962a:5) and Henderson 
(1963:551) respectively as closely related dialects to Tedim.
1.2.6 Sizang.
Confined to the Burmese side, Sizang (si'zag1) is spoken in several scattered villages 
south o f  Tedim by a very small population. Stern (1963:224-5) notes the occasionally 
encountered name Siyin to be a transliteration o f  Standard Burmese sllinjin sosuocs and
adds that this small linguistic group rose to prominence as a result o f  their spirited 
resistance to the British colonial incursions into the Chin hills which later made them 
favoured recruits for colonial armies. The speech recorded is that o f a middle-aged 
woman from suer/do11 village, also known as tsmliidean^n.
1.3 Data Sources
Reliable descriptions o f  Northern Chin languages are extremely scarce; the data 
presented here is from original fieldwork conducted in Burma during 2006-7. The 
transcriptions are based on recordings from a single individual native speaker for each
20 The Pau Chin Hau movement with its related orthography is described in Bennison (1933:194-5;217- 
8). From personal discussions with a few remaining practitioners of the belief-system, it appears the 
original logographic script, unavailable to Bennison, is still used in the oral recitation of learned texts 
but never fully developed an established system of marking all the necessary distinctions. By contrast, 
the later syllabic variant, discussed in more detail by Bennison, appears to systematically extend down 
to the marking of non-phonemic surface differences but the unwieldiness that this entails has no doubt 
led to its ousting by the romanised missionary orthography leaving it to be now preserved more for the 
sake of tradition than out of any functional purpose.
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language made in a sound-proofed room in Rangoon; lexical elicitation, prior to 
recording, was conducted with several additional speakers who could verify the 
elicited vocabulary and occasionally provide variant forms. The original wordlist was 
based on morphemes for which solid Sino-Tibetan roots, replete with semantic and 
phonological variation, had been established in the literature.21 In this sense it was 
essentially a development o f  the proposals in Matisoff (1978a: 133-47;283-96, 2000c) 
and Wilkins (1996) to find a culturally specific and semantically flexible means o f  
elicitation. Naturally any attempt to rein in the data in this manner was only o f limited 
effect such that the initial surveys o f  each language ended up being only broadly 
based on the original wordlist as semantically congruous but phono logically disparate 
words, or words deemed etymologically related, were gradually introduced by the 
speakers.
Acknowledging Huffman’s (1976:541) cautionary insights regarding the inadequacy 
o f  large unfettered wordlists for solid comparative work, the data was collated and 
patterns o f  phonological shift were established before then commencing the elicitation 
process for a second time with the original wordlist being discarded in favour o f  the 
prompting o f  speakers to fill in gaps by identifying cognates according to the now  
established correspondences; this concomitantly allowed confirmation o f  any 
irregularly patterning forms as true exceptions rather than errors in transcription or on 
the part o f  the speaker.22 As a relatively homogeneous group, extensive semantic 
shifting in Northern Chin is not particularly common; difficulties in identifying 
cognates were more often based around relative usage with common words in one 
language being restricted to the older poetic or song-based layer in another. A  
particularly valuable outcome o f  this second stage o f elicitation was the establishment 
o f  lexical variation in verbal inflections which the speakers were asked to provide via 
prompting through knowledge o f syntactic structures based on previous observations 
in the literature 23
An awareness o f  the possible distorting effects o f  tone sandhi and speaker 
multilingualism had to be maintained throughout the elicitation process. Speakers
21 In particular Matisoff (2003) and Peiros & Starostin (1996).
22 See the discussion below.
23 Syntactic analyses of Northern Chin are naturally much more reliable than phonological descriptions; 
see footnote 444 for some examples.
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sometimes initially cited sandhi alternated inflections based on the conditioning 
environment in the sentences they concocted to generate the inflections. Nevertheless, 
when eliciting single morphemes, excluding cases o f  indivisible binomial forms, tone 
sandhi was generally not a problem.24 Speaker multilingualism occasionally caused 
disagreements amongst speakers with forms being cited; cases no doubt remain and 
may account for some discrepancies in data-set. It should also be noted that, 
particularly when citing verbal inflections, speakers were liable to make analogical 
errors much akin to an English speaker mistakenly saying catched for caught.
There was a time when it would have seemed that the necessity to carry out such 
fundamental research on the basic phonology o f  these fascinating languages would 
have been completed long before the present day. The once promising future 
inaugurated by The Chin Hills Linguistic Tour o f  1954 by Eugenie Henderson, 
Theodore Stem and Gordon Luce did not seem to have fate on its side. The 
foreshortening o f  the trip and the loss o f  much o f  Henderson’s data on the tour is 
recounted by Luce (1959a:20-3, 1968:106), and the projected combined work based 
on the tour, Studies in Chin Linguistics, never made it to publication:25 Henderson’s 
reduced contribution appeared separately in 1965; Stern’s was partially published in 
1963 but the textual data on which it was based only appeared later in a different 
journal in 1984; Luce’s mammoth contribution, Common form  in Burma Chin 
Languages, based on further research from his base in Rangoon and including much 
data from Southern Chin languages, still remains largely unpublished.26 Other good 
contributions have been isolated and tend to have lacked any substantial comparative 
setting.27
24 Sandhi altered binomial forms are noted in the data-set as such. A thorough analysis of tone sandhi is
beyond the scope of this work; a brief discussion may be found in Luce (1962a: 11) with more detailed 
analyses for Sizang by Stern (1963:230-3), Tedim by Henderson (1965:13-4;34-9), Mizo by Weidert 
(1975:53-6) and Zahau by Osbume (1979:183). See also the discussion of the Sizang high tone in 1.6.1. 
5 Henderson’s typed introduction (1962), as well as her preface to Luce’s contribution, may be found 
in the collection of her papers at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London.
26 A small selection of it may be found in Luce (1985:I.82-6;II.70-87); the complete work may be 
found in the collection of Luce’s papers at the National Library of Australia.
27 The only published comparative study of several languages is Ohno (1965) but this is limited to 
written forms and only the first part on initials ever appeared.
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1.4 Northern Chin Rhymes
The five vowels o f  Northern Chin are generally regular across all six languages; they 
superficially appear to be divisible into two sets o f  distinctive length except in open 
syllables where the vowel naturally surfaces as long unless occurring as the short 
unstressed initial syllable o f  a disyllabic compound.28 Stem (1963:228-9) differs from 
all other analyses o f  Northern Chin languages to suggest in his analysis o f  Sizang that 
the length distinction may be better interpreted as syllabic peaking on the vocalic 
nucleus or on the sonorant coda. This is supported by some similar observations by 
Melnik (1997a: 17) on Lai Chin, and helps to account for the longer realisations o f  
sonorant codas after short vowels such that, particularly in rising contour tones, the 
distinction in syllable length is relatively small whether the vowel surfaces as long or 
short. Stem’s distinction may be more conventionally noted in terms o f  syllable 
weight; with weight being unable to fall on an obstment coda, in purely notational 
terms it makes more sense to mark the distinction on the vowel, although with 
sonorant finals it could equally well be marked on the coda instead. For the purposes 
o f  exposition, the vowels e and o, for which a more conventional transcription would 
call for [e:] and [o:] will be treated here in the same structural relationship to e and o as 
i and u with i and u. This approach essentially follows the structural arrangement o f  
the American phonetic system, as originally outlined by Boas et. al. (1916:2-3;9), 
while incorporating Halle & Mohanan’s (1985:72-6) refinements regarding tense e 
and lax e to then further extend it to o and o. The intent here is not to assume any 
tense/lax distinction in Northern Chin vowels but rather to incorporate Pulleyblank’s 
observation (2003:723) that an association o f  syllable weight with the traditional 
tense/lax distinction may sometimes be drawn. Lindau’s observations (1978:557-9), 
noting tense vowels to be relatively more centralised in the vowel space, sits well with 
the phonetically reasonable transcription o f  the low vowel as an alternation o f  e and a 
to give the following vocalic distinctions in Northern Chin:
i/i u/u
e/e o/o
e/a
28 This concomitantly renders such unstressed syllables unable to bear distinctive tone.
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The two spectrograms below o f  the Sizang words lim" image n and lim" ball o f  string 
n show the difference in surface realisation o f  syllable weight on the coda or on the 
vowel:
o 0.6 s
1 i m
1.4.1 Diphthongs
The analysis here treats -j and -w  as codas that may freely occur after all vowels 
excluding i/i and u/u respectively. Alternatively, Luce (1962a:55-60) treats all such 
cases as rising diphthongs ending in -i or -u. The situation in Mizo, for which 
Henderson (1948:716) and Bright (1957b: 101) use -j and -w  while Burling 
(1957:154-5) and Weidert (1975:7) use -/' and -u, rests on little more than, as Bright 
(1957a:25) notes, a question o f priorities regarding phonemic minimalism or syllabic 
regularity. Phonetically there is o f course no real distinction and the discussion is 
rather inconsequential especially as linguists have naturally dwelled on the 
transcriptional distinction between the glides -j and -w and their vocalic counterparts 
-/ and -u when the distinction is equally valid to all other sonorant codas which just 
happen to lack such transcriptional flexibility. However, in phonological terms, the 
divorcing o f  the synchronic from the diachronic entailed in the phonemic analysis, 
means the syllable will be favoured in this work.
With the exception o f  the secondary dissimilatory diphthongisations o f  Sizang e to ea 
in all environments except before -t, -n and in open syllables, and Sizang o to oa 
before -j ,29 the establishment o f  glide codas restricts diphthongs to two contrastive
29 The diphthong ea is not noted by Stem (1963) but is noted in table A of Luce (1962a).
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types distinguished by the presence or absence o f rounding. Contrary to Stem’s 
suggestion (1963:229) that Sizang diphthongs have contrastive weight, which most 
likely stems from a confusion with Tedim either on the part o f  himself or his 
informant, syllabic weight is manifested with the nucleus either at the end in Mizo, 
Zahau, Zo and Tedim or at the beginning in Thado and Sizang:
Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
ia ia ei te ia ie
ua ua ou uo ua UE
The following surface variations may be noted: Zo uo and Sizang ue surface as ue and 
ue respectively before -j; Mizo, Zahau and Sizang reduce the unrounded diphthong 
before -nm to e in derived forms while all six languages, excepting Tedim, reduce the 
rounded diphthong to o in the same environment;30 all six languages reduce the 
rounded diphthong before -mm to o in derived forms. It should also be remarked that 
the Thado diphthongs -ou and -ei tend to approximate the pure vowels [o:] and [e:] as 
noted by Luce (1962a:57-9). In open syllables, they are very similar to the closed 
rhymes -ow [oo]31 and -ej from which they are nonetheless consistently discernible in 
words like koo"1 burrow n and kow111 call vt or hlei‘" snap vt and hlejm sift vt:32
30 There is an exceptional case in the word for froth vi in Thado and Zo where the change does not 
appear to occur.
31 This surface realisation is supported by Luce (1962a:60, 1985:11.70-87) who writes [ou].
32 The words sift vt and snap vt are both inflected forms.
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5Weidert’s rather arbitrary rejection (1981:31-2) o f Henderson’s proposal (1948:721) 
to interpret the high vowel components in Mizo ia and ua as palatal and labial features 
o f  the syllable initial is questioned by Matisoff (1982:29) who suggests that in 
diachronic terms it is o f  little relevance whether one treats the feature as part o f  the 
initial or the nucleus. For most Tibeto-Burman languages MatisofFs comment would 
be valid, but treating the first part o f  the diphthong as part o f  the initial reopens the 
possibility in Northern Chin for contrastive syllable weight in individual languages, as 
Stem supposed for Sizang diphthongs, which does not occur. The two spectrograms 
o f  Tedim piaq1 and Sizang piei]1 come into being vi below exemplify the difference in 
syllable weight between the two languages:
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1.4.2 Codas
Codas are always unreleased and are voiceless unless sonorant. A discussion o f the 
correspondences o f  morphological inflections requires a diachronic analysis that will 
be addressed in Chapter 7. The correspondences o f  uninflected forms are noted below:
Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
-k -k - ? - ? -k -k
-r -r -? -? / -a -k -k
- ? - ?
in in
- ?
h i
~j - j - j - j ~ j - j
-w -w -w -w -w -w
-t -t -t -t -t -t
- I - I - I - I - I - I
~P ~P ~P ~P ~P -P
~U -v -v -v -v -v
-n -n -n -n -n -n
-m -m -m -m -m -m
1.4.2.1 Zahau -ow? /  -ew?
Zahau -ow tends to be pronounced with a more open articulation than in the other five 
languages where it surfaces as [ou]. Consequently words like tow? seat vt are barely 
distinguishable from the inflected form tew? o f taw111 sulk vi. Luce (1962a:60) notes 
this also to be the case in some Mizo dialects.
1.4.2.2 Glide Codas and Syllable Weight
Henderson (1948:716-7) makes no vocalic length distinctions before glides in Mizo, 
but Bright (1957a:25-6) notes a distinction before -j o f  all possible vowels in Mizo
30
and tacitly assumes one before -w. Unless the surface vocalism is shortened for 
morphological reasons noted in 7.1, the Mizo data here only supports Bright’s 
distinctions (1957a:25-6) o f -ej/-aj and -oj/-oj such that his other distinctions may be 
rejected accordingly: the data in Weidert (1975:24) suggests Bright’s -ej, contrasting 
with regular -ej, to be restricted to certain phonological exceptions associated with 
adverbial and onomatopoeic words which may be safely excluded;33 Bright’s case in 
point for -uj is the word hmujI1! muzzle n which is the only instance in the data-set 
without -uj and for which a proposal for an external source is made in 6.5.4 ;34 there 
are no cases o f  variation before -w, for which -iw, -ew, -ow \o u \3S -aw  are attested, 
except for hlewI leech n for which an external origin is suggested by the irregular 
initial correspondences with the other Northern Chin languages.
The Mizo distinctions o f  -ej/-aj and -oj/-oj may be extended to the other five Northern 
Chin languages, although Thado form 2 derivations with - a f ,  - o f 1 and -ufB tend to 
surface as - v f ,  - o f  and - o f  such that gaj1 pregnant vi may occur in form 2  regularly 
as gaj111 or in a reduced form gej111 while gaj111 impregnate vt and its regular form 2 gej111 
are invariable. The other languages also concur with Mizo in not supporting any real 
distinction between -ej,36 -iw, -ew, -ow \?u\, -aw. The only exceptional forms are the 
following: Thado has -iw  instead o f -iw  in elbow n, which is the only word attesting 
this rhyme, such that whether this is a regular Thado reflex or the result o f  the word 
being a contraction o f  an original compound noun, as Luce (1962a:60) tentatively 
suggests, remains unclear; -ew  is attested in one case in Thado, Zo and Sizang under 
deplete vi. However, a clear distinction between -uj and -uj may be found in both 
Thado and Tedim as supported by Luce’s transcriptions (1985.11:70-87) o f  -wi and -ui 
respectively. Sizang concurs with Mizo solely reflecting -uj, and this may be extended 
to Zahau although -uj shifts to -i after coronal initials; Zo conversely merges them as - 
u j31 Occasional differences between Tedim and Thado seem to be due to external
33 These cases are not addressed in the work here; see Henderson (1965:94) and Bhaskararao (1989:110) 
and for a discussion of the special phonological characteristics of adverbs in Tedim.
34 Zahau hmojni visage n reflects the regular unstressed vowel.
35 A transcription of -ow would concur better with the other three diphthongs with syllabic weight on 
the vowel rather than the coda, but the discussion of the Zahau surface articulation in 1.4.2,1 suggests 
-d w  to be more appropriate
36 Two Zahau words, ?ej' ~ ?ejm eat vi and kej11 n, have variants ?i' ~ ?ira and ki1 respectively.
37 The exceptional case of Zo vuj- elephant n is also irregular in its initial in Sizang and is treated as an 
Austroasiatic loanword in 6.5.4.
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influences: Tedim tuj11 water n and tuj1 egg n correspond to Thado toj" water n and toj1 
egg n, but table A in Luce (1962a) has Thado tuj1 egg n and Luce (1985:II.72;82) has 
Xongsai tuj" water n and tuj1 egg n which suggest the variation may be due to the 
influence o f  a similar alternative word for water n in Thado discussed under Water 
(#56); Thado quj11 run-down vi, corresponding to Tedim poj11, may have been 
influenced by a semantically identical variant gooj11. On the basis o f  the above, the 
following distinctions may be made:
Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
-uj -uj / - i -uj -Hi -uj -uj
-uj -uj / - i -m -w -uj -uj
1.4.2.3 Thado -? and Syllable Weight
There is a reduction o f  the surface length o f  vowels bearing syllabic weight in Thado 
syllables before a glottal stop. In words in tones I and II this is not to the extent o f  a 
vowel not bearing syllable weight and the distinction is not noted in the transcription 
here;38 in words in tone III the vocalism merges with that o f  a vowel without syllable 
weight and is noted as such in the transcription. Consequently the inflected form o f  
Thado pe?'1 back-kick vi is pe?, which can no longer bear distinctive tone,39 rather than 
pe?m as would be expected by analogy with Zo which, excluding tonal distinctions, is 
homophonous in the uninflected form. The two Thado forms are shown below :40
5 5 kHz
0.4 s 0.4 s
3X If length rather than syllable weight were being marked, this could be distinguished as [:] and [’] 
after the vowel.
39 This change renders it homophonous with the uninflected Thado word pe7 fla t vi.
40 The glottal coda in Thado and Zo is wholly unrelated to that of Mizo, Zahau and Tedim; Sizang does 
not attest a glottal coda.
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1.4.2.4 Zo - ? / -a
When corresponding to Mizo or Zahau -r, the Zo glottal coda is only retained after the 
mid-vowels e/e and o/o\ after i/i, u/u and e/a it has vocalised to a .41 The resulting 
reflexes o f  ia and ua remain distinct from the original Zo diphthongs ie and uo 
discussed in 1.4.1. The glottal coda in Zo is much weaker than in Thado; the 
distinction between Zo -? and Tedim -k in the spectrograms below for Zo pe?! back- 
kick vi and Tedim pek1 wag tail vi is discernible but is not nearly as pronounced as in 
the Thado example discussed in 1.4.2.3 42
0 0.45 s 0 0.45 s
p e 7 p e k
1.5 Initials
Northern Chin has a three-way distinction o f  voiceless, voiceless aspirated and voiced 
obstruents. Sonorants may additionally be pre-aspirated in Mizo and Zahau although, 
as noted by Luce (1962a:43-4), there are occasional discrepancies where one or the 
other patterns like Thado, Zo, Tedim or Sizang in not distinguishing the aspiration. It 
is probably not coincidental that many o f  the words noted by Loffler (2002a: 133-4) as 
discrepant in the Southern Chin language Maraa correspond to the ones listed here 
and it is likely that many such cases may be attributable to external influences.
41 There are a few exceptions in the data-set which appear to provide a rare opportunity to clearly 
isolate inter-Chin loanwords. A good example is Zo na?1 nose n which should regularly correspond to 
Mizo hnar' as na1 but is most likely a late loan in place of the more commonly used binome nepkoom 
nose n literally meaning snot burrow n.
42 When uttered in isolation, there is a very faint glottalic constriction in Zo tone II syllables which 
makes them difficult to distinguish from a slightly more clearly articulated glottal coda.
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Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
k- k- k- k- k- k-
//'- /<*- X- X - X- If-
t- t~ k- k- k- k-
t"- £*- x- X- X- lil-
r-
1,
r-u g- g~ g~ y-
r- r- g~ g~ g~ y-
V - V- h- h- h- h-
h- h- h- h- h- h-
f f y- y- y- y-
> V y- y- y- y-
t- t- t- t - / f t - / f t - / f
S- tfl- f - t - / s - i 1- /  s-
d- d- d- d- d- d-
ts- ts- f t- t- t-
f / - f t- t- t-
ts1'- s- s- s- s- s-
s- s- s- s- s- s-
V- v- V- V- V- v- /  h-
z- z- 3 - / z - z - z- z-
n- n- n- n- n- n-
V hn- n- n- n- n-
/- l- l- /- l- l-
hl- hl- l- /- l- l-
i- tl- H- t- t- t-
tlh- 1th- hl- H -/h - X-
p l Pl P~n Pl Pl Plp h- Ph- P - PK P - PK
b- b- b- b- b- b-
m- m- m- m- m- m-
hm- hm- m- m- m- m-
0- ?- 0- 0- 0- 0-
1.5.1 Alveolars versus Dentals
The coronals t-, d~, (h)l- have a dental articulation in Mizo and Zahau. Luce
(1962a:40) extends this to the other four languages which is supported by Stem  
(1963:226) for Sizang. However, the evidence here supports Henderson (1965:9- 
10; 16) in noting purely alveolar articulations in Tedim, and contrasts Stem in only 
noting a dental articulation in Sizang for unaspirated t-\ Zo appears to parallel Sizang 
while Thado inconsistently attests a dental articulation for th- as well. The dental 
articulation in Mizo and Zahau,43 most likely represents the original state o f affairs 
with the shift to an alveolar articulation possibly influenced by Burmese; in this 
regard it would be interesting to compare the reflexes on the Indian side. There is an
43 This may also be extended to the lateral plosives i- and tlh~.
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allophone tf- o f  Zo, Tedim and Sizang t- before i/i which is reflected as s- when from 
underlying S'- except in Sizang where it becomes tf1
1.5.2 Luce’s n2 -
Luce (1962a:52, 1962b, 1985:11.70-87) transcribes Zo, Thado and Tedim g- as -g~. 
This pre-nasalisation is not noted by Henderson (1965:16) for Tedim and, although 
there is possibly some faint nasalisation o fg -, the spectrograms below o f  Tedim gem1 
forest, territory n and rjem1 dare vt do not conclusively warrant a transcription o f  >}g- 
for the former. Nevertheless, Luce’s observation provides a nice bridge between g- 
and the nasal //- in Sizang, and the role o f  nasalisation as an articulatory mechanism 
for maintaining voicing will be discussed further in 3.5.2 .3.
lUIUIwalUUi^tUl
5
0.75 s
5 kHz
0.75 s
1.5.3 Z o hl- and h-
The variation between hl- and h- in Zo, when not correlating with h- in any o f  the 
other languages, generally reflects speaker idiosyncrasy. One informant made a 
lexical distinction between the two such that moon n was always hlalu and wing, 
feather n was always ha111. The relevance o f this to theories o f  lexical diffusion, as 
proposed by Wang (1969:12-8) are discussed in 8.1.1. In the word list only the 
transcription hl- is used.
1.5.4 Voiced Fricatives
Thado post-alveolar 3 - appears to be slipping towards the alveolar 2 - attested in the 
other languages. This variation is also noted by Luce (1962c); in the word list only the
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transcription 3 - is used.44 The labiodental fricative v- occurs as h- before u/u in Sizang. 
Both these changes hint at the previous source o f  the voiced fricatives in the glides */- 
and *w- which tempers the proposals for phonemic minimalism, discussed in 1.4.1, in 
treating the codas -j and -w  as -i and -w 45
1.5.5 Zahau ?-
The glottal stop is essentially a default feature o f vocalic onset but the marked 
contrast o f  overtly creaky phonation in Zahau in comparison to the other languages 
suggests Osbume’s (1975:3) tentative supposition o f a distinct phoneme in Zahau to 
be preferable. Henderson (1965:13; 16) and Stem (1963:226) both note a prominent 
glottalic onset in the word for dog n in Tedim and Sizang respectively; Weidert 
(1981:9) questions Henderson’s transcription and the data-set here provides no 
evidence for such an onset in either language. The glottalic onset in the spectrogram 
for Zahau ?oj" dog n is clearly evident when compared to Tedim oj" dog n:
0  0.6 s 0  0.6 s
? o j 0  j
1.6 Tones
In syllables with syllable weight falling on the vowel or the sonorant coda, Mizo and 
Zahau have four possible tones while Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang have three.
44 Notably there are also a select few cases of x- being articulated as if-; whether this represents dialect 
confusion or shift is unclear and only the transcription x- is used in the data-set.
45 There are two words where Sizang reflects v- before u: vot ash n and the song word voj'saj1 elephant 
n; the irregular Tedim vocalism vot for the former suggests a possible external source but it could just 
be a case of sporadic euphonic ablaut as discussed in 7.5.2.2; the latter has irregular syllable weight in 
Zo and is treated as an Austroasiatic loanword in 6.5.4.
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Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
I 1 A k -1 ■1 >1
Ha N i i \ k k k
lib h u
III 'i A \ A
1.6.1 Tone I
This is attested in Mizo, Zo and Tedim as a level tone. Stem’s observation (1963:229- 
30) that in Sizang it often surfaces as a low level tone J is also supported here, but his
treatment o f the frequent Sizang high level tone 1 as part o f  the basic tone system is
correctly identified by Luce (1962a:68) as a result o f  sandhi. The Thado and Zahau 
rising contours correlate with tone 11(a) elsewhere, but Hyman (2005) and Osburne 
(1979:183) note them respectively to have high level sandhi alternates. Although 
Osburne also notes an alternation in Zahau with the low falling tone in a separate 
environment, it is tempting to invoke Yue-Hashimoto’s suggestion (1986:171-3) that 
sandhi alternations o f  tones that have undergone flip-flop, in this case between tones I 
and II, may reflect earlier forms. Treating tone I as an original level tone would 
support its treatment in the introduction to Chapter 6  as the unmarked form, but 
further research into Northern Chin tone sandhi is required.
Stopped syllables with syllable weight not falling directly on the vowel are generally 
not tone bearing units; their pitch tends to approximate that o f  tone III. Consequently 
the occlusion o f Mizo and Zahau -r to -? or -k in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang usually 
involves concomitant re-assignation o f  syllable weight to the vowel if  not already 
there. However, in Tedim and Sizang there are a few exceptions in tone I in which the 
syllable weight has not shifted solely to the vowel but the syllable has curiously 
retained the distinctive tone contour. The case o f  Tedim thek* new vi, corresponding to 
Mizo t^r1 new vi, is also noted by Henderson (1965:20),46 and may be contrasted with 
Tedim thek itch vi which, along with Mizo thuk itch vi, is unable to bear distinctive 
tone. In the spectrograms below the Tedim word for new vi has a higher pitch contour 
than the default contour in the following word itch vi:
46 It is equally applicable to Sizang.
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0 . 0.25 s 0 . 0.25 s
t b k t b k
The same word, usually after the animal prefix se-, also means serow n in Tedim and 
Sizang; the irregular correspondence between the Mizo and Zahau forms, tW  and 
thBr" respectively, suggests an external origin. Another case in the data set involves 
Tedim hek1 difficult vi which is confined to a binomial form that allows Henderson 
(1965:94) to suggest that its curious behaviour may be attributable to its adverbial 
status.47 The sole other case in the data-set is Tedim kok1 peel up vi, whose tonal 
contour is supported by Bhaskararao (1996:54), which has a transitive derivative xok 
that curiously does not bear distinctive tone. The cases above are all equally 
applicable to Sizang, and although a specific account cannot be made for the curious 
tonal contour o f  new vi, the evidence above suggests its exceptional status may stem 
from a previous adverbial or external source.48
1.6.2 Tone II
The treatment o f  tones Ila and lib in Mizo and Zahau as a secondary split from an 
original single category follows the proposals by Luce (1959a:28-9, 1985:1.83), 
whose tone categories II and III are inverted in the terminology used here, and is 
discussed in 6.1. Osburne (1975, 1979:183) does not distinguish tones Ila and lib in 
Zahau, but the distinction is noted in table I o f Luce (1959a), table A o f  Luce (1962a), 
Luce (1962d) and Yip (2004:972). The rising contour for this category in Mizo, Zo, 
Tedim and Sizang is supported by a possible flip-flop o f  tones I and II in Zahau and
47 The curious phonology of adverbs was noted in footnote 33.
48 It is perhaps of relevance that the Tedim form, unlike the Sizang form, does not inflect. However the 
failure of other morphemes to always exploit their inflectional potential due to the gradual reduction of 
inflections across all the languages makes this an unreliable indicator of anything being amiss.
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Thado discussed in 1.6.1. It is probably not coincidental that a flip-flop o f  Zahau 
tones I and Ila would bring its tone system into complete alignment with Mizo.
1.6.3 Tone III
This is attested as a falling tone in all the languages which concurs nicely with its 
historical source proposed in the introduction to Chapter 6 . Luce (1962d) and table I 
o f  Luce (1959a) only note Thado tones I and II but elsewhere Luce (1962a:68, 1962c) 
notes the tone III contour which he suggests may be associated with phrase intonation; 
it is unequivocally attested in the word list here. The contour o f  Zo tone III is 
supported by Luce (1962a:68, 1962d), but it sometimes appears to approximate that o f  
Tedim tone III which conversely has a sandhi variant, noted by Luce (1962a:l 1), that 
parallels the Zo contour.
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Chapter 2: Old Burmese
The validity o f  orthographic evidence alongside modem dialect evidence has been the 
subject o f some rather inconsequential debates concerning the reconstruction o f  Lolo- 
Burmese and hence Old Burmese. As noted by Beckwith (2002b:213-4), the main 
difficulty stems from an over-reliance on modern Written Burmese forms in the 
literature. While M atisoff (1969:119-20) chides Burling (1967:3) for rejecting Written 
Burmese as a valid source o f  evidence for his reconstruction o f  the Lolo-Burmese 
subgroup, Jones (1970:231) believes Matisoff goes too far in the other direction. 
Unfortunately, the lack o f  any real concordance o f  Inscriptional Burmese forms 
means that inscriptional evidence, gleaned haphazardly from sporadic citations in 
other academic works, tends to be unjustly conflated with Written Burmese in terms 
o f  usefulness. Benedict’s dismissal (1972a:41) o f  the pivotal role o f  Inscriptional 
Burmese in distinguishing Tibeto-Burman medials is approvingly cited by Matisoff 
(1978b:30, 2003:70) which will no doubt allay some o f Jones’ concerns but not those 
o f  Beckwith. The unwieldiness o f  Inscriptional Burmese in terms o f  its inconsistent 
spellings is noted by Pe Maung Tin (1929:78) but he hastens to observe its paramount 
importance in elucidating the evolution o f the language. Notably, Ba Shin’s study 
(1962:36-9) o f  the regularities behind the alternations shows them to represent little 
more than orthographic variation before script standardisation, from which the 
fundamental underlying system, as will be presented below, is not difficult to deduce.
2.1 Vocalism
2.1.1 Three Vowel i/u/a system
Jones (1976:45) reduces the vocalism to a three vowel system accordingly:49
SB OB SB OB SB OB
- i 0 - i -u  - -u -a —o -a
-e i G -  / o c . .- C O  -IJ -w e i g -  / -oSO L -u j -e - C O -a j
-e l -im -OU j S  Q ) -um -Cl - § ( - ) -am
-e l o c - in -ou  T<f -un -a e -an
-a l o e 7 C ~iy -au g - o c -ut) -1
c
- C -at}
-e i? o c - o - ip -ou? -u p -a? - 5 -a p
-ei? o c  -C O - i t -OU? - 0 0 -u t -a? - 0 0 -a t
49 Common variant forms are shown in parentheses; the rhyme -o e-o / -5 -aw is often also found as <s~ 
o5 in the inscriptions.
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-ai? -j^ oo -ik -au? g—doo -uk -£? -o5  -ak
O / O C / c-ou -  / - o  -uw -o <0—0  / - o  -aw
-i? -© -ac
-i/ei/e -go  -aji
Following a line o f  thought similar to Duroiselle (1915:99-102), Jones (1988:207) 
removes the rhyme -go  -aji due to its various non-nasal -i, -ei, -e pronunciations50 in
Modern Burmese.51 Contrary to Duroiselle, and in line with the criticisms made by 
Blagden (1916a:94-5), he supposes that it once existed but was lost very early on, 52 
yet his treatment o f the two palatal codas as -<b -ac and -go  -aji disregards Shafer’s
proposal (1941:22) to treat them as reflecting Old Burmese -ik and -ig in which the 
palatal feature o f  the vowel is assumed to have shifted to the coda. If Shafer’s 
proposal is correct, an account then has to be made for what °oS and °c  (Jones’ -ik
and -ig) represent. A year previous to Shafer’s article, Luce (1940:304) had suggested 
that most words with such rhymes seem to be 8 th and 9th century Shan loanwords. 
This proposal is restated in Luce (1985:1.100) and the tacit assumption that the 
remainder are from Mon, Shan and Pali/Sanskrit is made in Luce (1977b, 1977c). 
Shorto, in Pulleyblank (1963:217), also supports Luce’s proposal for an external 
source. Unaware of, or unwilling to accept, Luce’s proposal, Benedict (1972a:76)53 
proposes that the source o f  these rhymes was Tibeto-Burman long *-u;k and *-un] in 
contrast to the short rhymes *-uk and *-uy which gave g^doS and g^dc as in Jones’
scheme. Nishi (1997:983-4) marvels at Benedict’s ability to find such cognates in 
Tibeto-Burman when none are to be found in much more closely related Burmish 
languages. This conundrum is solved by Dempsey (2001:207-8) who shows that 
Benedict’s correspondence sets are based on faulty associations. O f relevance to the 
work here are Benedict’s comparisons (1972a:77-8, 1988b: 14) o f  pai? tjloS pik belly «,
50 The former two pronunciations generally reflect reading and colloquial pronunciations respectively. 
Regarding the latter, Nishi (1974:26, 1999:667) observes that it is confined to a handful of grammatical 
words attested in the inscriptions with -oS (<s~) -ij that appear to have orthographically merged with -gS - 
aji although their modern pronunciations reflect -uS -cij.
51 Jones notes, but does not distinguish, a further pronunciation of -aji -g5 as -T which is homophonous 
with the modem pronunciation of -S. -at] and is now orthographically distinguished in Written Burmese 
as -£• Bradley (1985:194) attributes this mainly to loanwords, but it is actually a standard development 
from the palatalisation of -n by palatal medials as will be discussed below.
52 Maran (1971:40-1) makes a similar claim.
53 This is still accepted by Matisoff (2003:286;361).
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gk^a!1 3 0 ^ 0  (3)khig’ branch n,54 mai? ^ 0 0  mik dark vi /  hmaf § c  '’mig1 downcast vi
with Mizo pukIIb concave vi,55 kugI,a tree-trunk n and, muk1Ib dull (colour) vi; Shorto 
(2006:148-9) shows the first Burmese form to he Mon-Khmer in origin and Luce 
(1977b) shows the following three to be Shan. The external origin o f  sai? c^r5 cik
plant vt, which Benedict compares with Mizo fok erect vi, has not been identified but 
the correct source o f  the Mizo form is identified under Erect (#17). Shafer’s proposal, 
with the additional observations by Luce and Shorto, allows Gong (1980:458-61) to 
modify Jones’ scheme by omitting °o5 and °c  from consideration accordingly:
0 -i -  -u
ToS -uj
-0  -a
°o5 -ij -00  -aj
-im T §  ( j )  -um 
-un
- 0  ( - )  -am
0  c -in -an
c
-iy 6—OC -U1J - £  -ay
0  c
- 0 -ip - 0  -up - 5  -ap
-it c , -00  -Ut - c o  -at
c-© -ik 6—000 -uk 
-uw
-0 0  -ak 
- 0  -aw
2.1.2 Two vowel i/a system
A distributional issue, not raised by Jones or Gong, occurs with medial -w-. The fact 
that it may freely occur after any consonant leads Matisoff (1976b:v, 1986:83) to treat 
it as part o f the rhyme rather than as part o f an initial consonant cluster. In terms o f  
the phonological system o f  Inscriptional/Written Burmese this is entirely justified and 
compares with the kaikou/hekou (rounded/unrounded) distinction in Middle Chinese 
at around the same time. A concomitant difficulty with this otherwise sound proposal 
is that medial -w- is restricted in distribution to before the low vowel a. Noting this 
complementary distribution o f  -u with -wa,56 Pulleyblank (1963:214-8) reanalyzes -u 
as -wi thereby reducing the system to a two vowel i/a contrast:57
54 Note also okai11 okkj” bough n.
55 Benedict’s comparison of fum Hi puwk < *‘pokw stomach n and fiim /H phuwk < *,hpokw cave n with 
this Mizo form is possible.
56 Medial -w- may not occur before a -w coda.
57 Pulleyblank also suggests that the variant form § of the initial creaky tone vowel g um, as well as its 
regular tone form of § u\ in which the vowel um is surmounted by creaky -  im or regular tone - is 
evidence for the vowel u having been treated as a complex sound wi or ui at the time of orthographic 
establishment. However, inscriptional evidence supports Shorto’s suggestion, noted in Pulleyblank, that 
its modem form is due to script standardisation rather than any phonological motivation. Furthermore,
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o -i 7  ~wl —O -a 3 ° -wao c 
-CO -ij ToS -wij -CO -aj
c -waj
o c-G -im -<§ ( j )  -wim - § ( - ) -am - S  ( - )O v O ' -warn
-in -win -an c -wan
c
- E -ip 6—o c  -wirj
c
- c -at} co C -wap
-ip -<5 -wip - 6 -ap co ° -wapo c 
-OO -it -j-oo -wit -OO -at co ° ° -watc-© -ik G -o o S  -wik c-OO -ak c-OO -wak
o c 
7 ° -iw
c- o -aw
2.1.3 Two Vowel i/a System
2.1.3.1 - ik /-in  versus -ac / -an
In the above discussion, it has been assumed that Shafer’s derivation o f-©  -ac from -
ik is phono logically reasonable. Lehman (1970:5) and Matisoff (1973a:79) both note 
that the modem standard Burmese pronunciation o f -i? [i?] implies an extraordinary 
circular sound change in which the palatal feature that originally shifted from the 
vowel to the consonantal coda has subsequently shifted back to the vowel again. A  
more significant difficulty is that while palatal medials were able to palatalise 
Inscriptional Burmese dental codas, as will be discussed below, the high front vowel 
in Shafer’s rhymes -it and -in was not able to do so. Bradley (1985:194) claims that -
© -ac has been pronounced -i? since at least 1450 but this results from a misreading o f
Miller (1954:383)58 and, as Dempsey (2001:219) observes, a prejudice towards later 
developments. Dempsey (2001:218) uses Hla Pe’s data (1960:74;94) on Pali 
loanwords to show that Shafer’s -ik must have been much closer in pronunciation to -
© -ac as its conventional transcription would indicate.59 In his original analysis, Jones
(1976:45) observes that the digraph ° is restricted to the velar codas - o  -w, -go  -k, - c
-y in a similar manner to the digraph g - o .  He logically concludes that the phonetic
change undergone before velars by the sound represented by -  caused the scribes to
although Pulleyblank notes that these forms are not found in Mon, the corresponding form in other 
Indie scripts shows no evidence of a superscript i vowel.
58 The date cited by Bradley presumably refers to an unrelated Burmese tribute that, according to Miller, 
was made to the Chinese court in 1451. Miller (1954:371-2) suggests the Sino-Burmese vocabulary 
dates from works made sometime in the 16th century but notes that the compiler was born in 1649 and 
the preface to the work to which it is attached is dated 1683.
59 Hla Pe (1960:93) notes that the transcriptions indicate that -gS appears to have already lost its 
nasality.
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create a new symbol ° to represent it. In purely synchronic terms this is reasonable
and, in light o f the phonological difficulties with Shafer’s hypothesis, Nishi’s 
(1999:676) berating o f  Jones for not acknowledging Shafer’s contribution may not be 
entirely warranted. The complementary distribution o f  -  and ° makes it curious how
much the phonological value o f the latter has been debated in the literature;60 this is 
particularly the case when, as noted by Ba Shin (1962:28) and Sawada (2003:346), 
there are even instances in the inscriptions when the digraph ° is found simply as -
before velars. Consequently, following Luce’s and Shorto’s observations that °oo  and
°c  represent loanwords an account must be made for how the palatal finals -® and -
£ 0  came to replace what in synchronic terms should be their slots in the system.
2.1.3.2 Reanalvsis o f  i as i
Pulleyblank (1963:218) reinterprets i as i to create a vertical vowel system  
corresponding to his analysis o f  Old Chinese as having a vertical d/a vowel system .61 
Pulleyblank’s proposal also helps to account for contrasts like -  and -oS which in
Jones’ and Gong’s systems represent -i and -ij. In phonological terms reconstructing 
two separate rhymes o f  this nature does not pose any difficulties; in phonetic terms, 
unless one is perhaps assuming a vowel length distinction, they are indistinguishable. 
Ironically this appears not just to be a stumbling block for phonologists trying to 
tether their theories down to a phonetic reality, but a difficulty for some o f  the early 
Burmese scribes whose constant confusion o f these two rhymes renders Luce 
(1981 :iii) unable to disambiguate them. It is tempting to assume that they are simply 
scribal variations devoid o f  phonological significance much like the free alternation o f  
-am as - «  or However their systematic distinction in Written Burmese and
phonetic distinctiveness in modern spoken Burmese means this must not be the case. 
Reinterpreting them as -t and -ij allows for a very close but distinct interpretation o f  
the two that under the lax spelling laws o f  the inscriptions would have easily been 
confused. Ideally the Chinese d/a alternation would correlate perfectly with Burmese 
i/a as Pulleyblank’s layout would imply. In fact the standard lowering o f  Sino-Tibetan
60 The debate stems from as early as Blagden (1914:138) and Wolfenden (1929:197) through to 
Dempsey (2001:206-15) who essentially follows Jones’ lead.
61 Nishi’s response to this (1999:678) may be taken as representative of the general field of linguistics 
where current dogma dictates that all vowel systems must be triangular.
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d to Burmese a  in all syllables unaffected by preceding labializing or palatalizing 
features,62 or the codas -j, -w  and -/, means Sino-Tibetan rhymes such as -dk and -ak 
have merged in Burmese as the latter.
2.1.3.3 Palatal Rhymes -wac and -wan:
Pulleyblank (1977-8:191-2), who incidentally makes no note o f  what would otherwise 
be an inherent contradiction o f  his previous article, rejects his former treatment o f  -©
and -go  as -ik and -it) to propose that they actually represent original palatals which
support his reconstruction o f  palatal codas in Old Chinese. Pulleyblank does not 
discuss how this interpretation affects the symmetry o f the Old Burmese vowel 
system but support for his proposal comes from the fact that there is evidence for the 
labialised rhymes -©  -wac and -go  -waji in the inscriptions. They are so sparsely
attested that it is tempting to treat them as scribal errors but, unlike the cases 
discussed in Ba Shin (1962:36-9), the phonological motivation for such variation is 
unclear. Luce (1981:50;60) notes that the seldomly occurring -wac appears to be a 
variant o f -o S  -wit which it settles as in Written Burmese. Only one nasal form, tjwei11
g°3js /  o^go klwaji11 serve vt, has been found in the inscriptions but the consistency o f
its spelling is noted in Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:38), Luce (1981:65) and Nishi 
(1974:26).63 Nishi (1999:668) notes the loss o f  the coda in Written Burmese to be 
curious, but in terms o f  its modern pronunciation in -wei it is entirely concordant with 
other words with an original -go  -aji rhyme. 64 It seems likely that the inherent 
incompatibility o f  labial and palatal features in the same syllable led -wap, to become - 
wei much earlier than -ap became -ei; the development o f  -wac into -wit concurs with 
the later development o f  -ac into -it (and modern -iT), after the original rhyme in -o 5  - 
it had shifted to a more diphthongal articulation that would eventually give modem - 
ei?. In light o f  the above it seems that Old Burmese -©  -wac and -go  -wap had
almost entirely lost their palatal articulations prior to Inscriptional Burmese and that 
their occasional attestations are relics o f  their former selves.
62 See the discussion in 5.1.2.
63 There is one case where the medial -w- appears to be lacking but Nishi suggests this to be due to a 
problem of space on the inscription rather than through any phonological motivation.
64 Nishi notes a similar occurrence in the word tfeuzurr g o ^ : / gpepoo klajf'zaw11 grace, favour n whose 
provenance, which still remains unclear since Blagden’s (1916b:28) and Taw Sein Ko’s (1915:97) 
discussion, is most likely from an external source.
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2.1.4 The Rhymes o f  O ld Burmese65
OB ST OB ST
o -i < * -0 )9 l - o -a < * -a / - 9
o c
-OO -ij < *-GPJ -o o -<v < *-aj /  -al
-im < *-jdm - 5 -am < *-am /  -dm
-■? -in < *-jdn -an < *-an /  -an
- iy ) < - -6 -ay < *-ay /  -dij
- < - c -aji < *-atf /  -dtj /  -jdij
-ip < *-jdp -5 -ap < *-ap / -dp
o c 
-OO -it < *-jdt -o o -at < *-at /  -dt
/O c
(T oo -ik) < - c-OO -ah < *-ak /  -dk
- < - c-© -ac < *-ali /  -dij /  -jdk
o c 
7 ° -iw < *-Q)dw /  -wd
c- o -aw < *-aw
OB ST OB ST
-  -wi < rp66 -o  -wa < *-wa
ToS -wij < *-Wdj /  -wdl -oS -waj < *-waj / -wal
- o  ( j )  -wim < *-wdm Q ) -wam< *-wam
-<| -win < *-wdn -<| -wan < *-wan
g—o c  -wiy < *~G)ayw / ~(j)dyw / -wdl] - c  -w a p < *-warj
- < - o S  ~wc^  < *-warf /  -wdrf•§<i
'■'Oi- < *-wdp -8  -wap < *-wap
- c o  -wit < *-wdt - c o  -wat <o *-wat
g—o c o  -wik < *-(j)akw /  ~(j)dkw /  -wdk -oo  -wak < *-wak
- < - - ©  -wac < *-wali / -wdU
The Sino-Tibetan sources are based on comparative evidence to be discussed 
throughout this work. The merger o f -jdk and -jdij with -dli and -dif in Old Burmese as 
-© -ac and -£Q -aji has left available slots in the system for the loanwords in ~oo -ik
and jC  -iy whose phonological values correlate with what would otherwise have been
predicted for -jdk and -jdij by analogy with the developments o f  -jdt and -jdp to -ip and
65 For simplicity, the Sino-Tibetan rhotic *-r is not included in this chart due to its dialectal variation 
discussed in 5.2.4. Northern Chin and Chinese cognate sets have not been found in the following 
chapters to account for all of these changes which are assumed on the basis of structural symmetry 
alone; it is hoped they will be confirmed by further research. Medial -j- is not noted before a because it 
is retained as part of the initial complex in Burmese without fusing with the rhyme as it did before a; 
see the discussion below. Along with medial -w before labialised codas, medial -j- is similarly 
indistinct before palatalised codas.
66 The rhyme *-wdl would be expected by analogy with *-a/ but this appears to merge with *-wdj 
instead as paralleled by the merger of *~(w)a! with *-(w)aj. A discussion of Old Burmese -wi and its 
corresponding form in Northern Chin is found in 5.2.3.1.
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-it. The expected development o f  -jdk and -jarj to -ik and -iij has been overridden by 
the ability o f  velars to maintain a palatal articulation but the affinity between the two 
nicely accounts for Bradley’s observation (1985:192;194) that in the Arakanese and 
Marma dialects o f  Burmese, -oo  and -© have merged in pronunciation.67
2.2 Pure Initials
Hla Pe’s observation (1948:62, 1960:97) that native Burmese words are not spelled 
with voiced initials is well-founded. Consequently Old Burmese, as it is generally 
attested in the inscriptions, appears to distinguish initials purely on the basis o f  
aspiration. The lists o f  words in Okell (1969:205-8) and Thurgood (1981:35-7) show 
that, in the case o f  verbs, this often marks a distinction o f  transitivity with the 
aspiration, following the Northern Chin evidence in 7.4, being derived from a prefixal 
s-. The emergence o f  voicing sandhi in Burmese is discussed by Nishi (1998:255-9) 
who notes that in several cases voicing appears to have been retained after the loss o f  
preceding syllables.68
A few late changes in the pronunciation o f  initials are dated by Pe Maung Tin 
(1922:129-30) to have begun around the end o f  the 18th century: the shift o f the 
palatals © c- and so ch- to the sibilant articulations s- and sh-;69 the shift o f  the original
sibilant oo s-, concomitant with the former shift o f  the palatals, to a dental fricative Q-
;70 the merger o f  r- with oo j - .71 Excluding the merger o f  hj -  and V  as which
caused some orthographic confusion and will be discussed further below, none o f  the 
above had any effect on the orthography, and the Old Burmese initials may be treated 
as follows:
67 The distinctive case of -g5 -aji was discussed above. Nevertheless, the nasal counterpart °c has 
merged with secondary palatalised -n codas now represented as -g; see the discussion below.
68 See also Benedict (1972a:21-2).
69 The latter is typologically very unusual and in many varieties of modem spoken Burmese is not 
distinguished.
70 This is commonly realised as a dental affricate,/©.
71 The time of the merger of all obstruent codas to a glottal stop and the reduction of all nasal codas to 
nasalisation of the preceding vowel most likely occurred around the same time; Pe Maung Tin 
(1922:130) suggests it to have occurred later than the above changes but Yanson (2006:119) suggests 
sometime around the middle of the 18th century.
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SB OB SB OB SB OB SB OB
k - 00- kr A*- s>- lil- y- c - y- V 9" V
s- ©- c- sh- 30- cb- p - s - p - hp - a - V
t- oo- t~ th- co- th- n- n- hn- t - bn-
P~ o - p - Ph~ <9 - Ph~ m- Q— m- /jm- bm-
P CJO- P f- hj~ j - n- r- f- r V
l- co- /- hl- °?" bl- w- o - w- bw- 9" bw~
0- 00 - s- h- oo- h- ?- 33- ?-
2.3 Medials
The generally accepted treatment o f  medial -  -w- as part o f the rhyme in Inscriptional
Burmese rather than as a medial like -j -j-, 0  -r- and -  which have a far more
restricted distribution, was noted above. A difficulty in distinguishing -w- in this 
manner was hinted at by the requirement to set up a Sino-Tibetan -j- after all 
consonant types to account for later developments in Burmese vocalism. A closer 
study o f Burmese orthography suggests that -j- may actually be reconstructed for Old 
Burmese with the same distribution as medial -w- such that it too may be separated 
from -r- and -/-.
2.3.1 Medials and -w-
Disregarding aspiration, the following table shows all possible initial types with a 
vocalism .72 The evidence for reconstructing Old Burmese medial -j- in cases where it 
is not attested consistently in Written Burmese or Inscriptional Burmese will be 
discussed on a case-by-case basis below.
SB OB ST SB OB ST
f OCJJ- k}~ < *Ig- kw- °3 “ kw- < */cw-
P~ S-. P~ < *yj- yw- 9 - JJW- < *1)W-
s- ©- cj~ < *cp cw- s - cw- < * c w -
(PP P~ < *p-) p w - E9- pw - < *JIW-
s- ®- cj~ < *tj- tw- ° 8 - tw- < *tw-
p - s - p - < *nj- nw nw- < *nw-
pj- 4 1 - p p < *PP pw- 9 “ pw- < *pw-
mj- 4 J - m y < *mp mw- 8 “ mw- < *mw-
P 4 " 7 4 J - rj~ < *rp rw- 9 “ rw- < *rw-
72 The medials -j- and -w- are not retained in syllables with a vocalism due to them merging according 
to the principles discussed in 2.1.4,
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lj- Cvqj- U- < *lj- Iw- ° 3 - Iw- <
f - “j - < *sj- sw- sw- < *sw-
f - S l- /o p —,o q j - ,a y - “j - < *hj- ? - ? < —
- — - < — jw - ° a - jw - < *jw-
? - ? < *1*7- - - ~ < -
j - c o - j- < *?> w- o - w- < *?w-
73As with Old Chinese, the medials may co-occur in the same syllable as -jw-. The 
fact that -j- takes precedence suggests that lack o f  evidence for medial -j- after initial 
w- may perhaps stems from phonotactic constraints concerning syllable structure.
2.3.1.1 Inscriptional Burmese n- and Written Burmese nr-
Taking the orthographic evidence at face value creates a curious distributional 
difficulty, noted by Okell (1971:23), whereby -j-, -r~, and -I- may occur after k-, p -  
and m- while only ~r~ may occur after //- as (c - . This leads Bradley (1979:147), in
spite o f  the lack o f  supporting evidence in Loloish languages, to propose tjr- clusters 
in Lolo-Burmese; Matisoff (2003:81) similarly follows Benedict (1972a:44) in 
reconstructing Tibeto-Burman ijr- on the basis o f the Burmese evidence. Yanson 
(1990:57-9, 2006:104-5) dismisses Bradley’s suggestion, which may also be extended 
to Benedict and Matisoff, by noting that the only word with qr- in the Inscriptions is 
the Pali loanword (coo graj hell n, now written goje11 c<q, 74 to further suggest that
original rjj- became spelled as rjr- in Written Burmese after the merger o f  the medials 
-j- and -r-. Yanson’s proposal convincingly suggests that the transcription gr- is used 
more as an orthographic convention based on the existence o f  such a combination in 
the script, to which it should be added that in most cases the Written Burmese spelling 
has settled in favour o f/i-. A clear example o f this is jioo1 frjiw1 dark (in colour) vi
which has an orthographic variant with medial -r- (c[ that Matisoff (2003:184) notes 
but does not attempt to explain. The proposal that ji-  may represent an original rjj- is 
supported by Nishi’s observation (1974:18-19, 1999:675) that ji~ was not 
distinguished from gj- before a high front vowel in much the same way that c c jj -  kj-,
as noted by Nishi (1977:47-8), never occurs before a high front vowel in Inscriptional 
Burmese but in Written Burmese is always attested with the medial. Both Nishi
73 Unfortunately no comparative sets with -jwa in Old Burmese or Old Chinese have been found so it 
remains unclear whether in Northern Chin the palatal or labial element dominated.
74 The Pali origin is supported in Hla Pe (1960:89).
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(1974:20) and Yanson (2002c) use this to suggest that before a high front vowel, 
velars never had a palatal medial in Old Burmese; this is supported by the discussion 
o f rhymes above in which the medial -j- o f  jd  combines with the following 3 to give i 
and ultimately i .
2.3.1.2 Inscriptional Burmese ri- and Written Burmese r-
Medial -j- is also attested after the liquids /- and r~; the former is maintained in 
Written Burmese whereas the latter, as noted by Benedict (1972a:54), has simplified 
to ^ r-. Yanson (2002b: 166) criticises Benedict’s observation by citing ja1 ooo / s p  rja1
dry f ie ld  n;15 Nishi (1975:3, 1977:46-7) notes this to be the sole exception and that its 
spelling with j -  only began sometime between the 18th and 19th centuries, right around 
the time when the initial r- was merging with j - ,  under an incentive to differentiate it 
from ja1 ep / 6p  rja1 hundred n.
2.3.1.3 O ld Burmese ci~ and Inscriptional/ Written Burmese c-
Another key source o f  identifying an original medial -j- may be found in N ishi’s 
observation (1974:1, 1999:668-9) that, along with initial / - ,  it caused secondary 
palatalisation o f  the dental codas -t and -n.76 In the case o f  nasal codas, Nishi (1974:26) 
notes that these secondary palatalised ones may be distinguished from the original 
palatal nasals by their modern standard Burmese pronunciation -i as opposed to - 
i/ei/e.77 The Written Burmese orthographic distinction between -g§  for original
palatals and - g  for secondarily derived ones is noted by Nishi (1997:979-80;992) to
be a recent development with the latter rarely occurring in the later inscriptions and 
being so far unattested in the earlier ones. Consequently, in spite o f  the lack o f  
orthographic distinction where both are attested as © -, Nishi (1974:16) is able to
make a distinction between c- and cj- in Old Burmese which concurs well with 
M atisoff s distinction (1969:157) o f  dental 1s- and palatal c- in Lolo-Burmese. In the
75 Yanson notes Hla Pe’s suggestion (1967a:75) that it is a Mon loanword from the 15th century but 
misreads him to assume that it is not attested in Mon before the 15th century; on this basis Yanson 
suggests it must be a Burmese loanword into Mon. Peiros (1997:245) supports Hla Pe’s suggestion for 
an external source.
76 In an interesting development, original Sino-Tibetan -j9- which gave Old Burmese vocalic 4- was 
left without the palatal force to palatalise dental codas between Inscriptional Burmese and Written 
Burmese while -ja-, which retained the palatal, was able to do so.
77 Hla Pe (1960:92-3) observes that there is frequent interchange between and in Pali loanwords 
supporting the nasalised evolution of the former.
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reconstruction here a transcription o f  c- and cj- will be maintained due to the 
assumption that it is the palatal medial -j- rather than any inherent palatal features o f  
the initial that caused the coda fronting; this will be discussed further below.
2.3.1.4 O ld Burmese ni- /  ti- and Inscriptional/Written Burmesen- /  c-
Words beginning with g g - j i-  in Written Burmese are not numerous; when those o f
demonstrable origin in i]j- are removed, the list becomes even smaller and suggests 
that the remaining cases o fji- may be derived from nj-. Further research is required to 
confirm this but the curious distributional anomaly with ®- c- appearing in both initial 
and coda position but -ji only in coda position will be seen in 3.5.1 to be paralleled in 
Old Chinese, and significantly -t and -n only occur as codas after ji-  when the rhyme 
is labialised via medial -w- which may have inhibited the spreading o f  the palatal 
feature. Evidence for a shift o f  nj- to ji-  may be found in correspondence sets like 
Night (#31) with Northern Chin *janm night n corresponding with Burmese jii111 gog / 
g o i jian111 night n, or Low, Soft (#99) to account for a possible association between 
jia111 go jiam111 soft, inferior, subside (as pain/fever) vi and ne~im nim111 low, low-lying, 
inferior vi.
Some cases o f  c-, but not all due to the attestation o f  cj-, may possibly be similarly 
derived from tj-. There are in fact a few cases o f oqj- tj- in Written Burmese but Nishi
(1974:19) treats them as peripheral to the Old Burmese phonological system and 
(1974:43) specifically criticises M atisoffs use (1972a:30) o f  the variant spelling 
oqjoooqjoo tjaktjak o f the adverb te?te? cooooooo taktak completely as evidence for 
reconstructing a Lolo-Burmese *dj-.n
2.3.1.5 Inscriptional Burmese hi- /  hi- / s i -  and Written Burmese hr-
Nishi (1999:675) shows Written Burmese V- to fluctuate with several inscriptional 
forms: op- hj- \  oqj- hj-\ oqj- sj-. Excepting loanwords like ja11 / oqjo sjam11 Shan n, 
in which the sibiliant initial is original, 79 or oji1 3 3 /  3 3 d j^<5 9 hrar)‘ lord n, in which 
Yanson’s suggestion (2002b: 164) o f a Pali origin confirms an original rhotic initial, it
78 See also the discussion under Red  (#205).
79 See Luce (1959c:68-9) and Yanson (2002c) for further discussion.
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is difficult to establish the original form. To some o f  N ishi’s cases internal 
phonological and morphological evidence offers a solution: Yanson (2002c) shows ji111 
^ / uo hi111 be vi to have developed into Written Burmese hr- via an intermediary stage 
hj- triggered by an epenthetic medial -j- as was noted to occur with k- before high 
front vowels in 2.3.1.1; the word ji11 / ap.| hjann yoke (o f animals) n may be
reconstructed as hrann via a plausible association with Ji1 '’jaji1 put side by side vt
which, as the transitive derivation o f  ja1 ran1 side-by-side vi, should be 
reconstructed as ^  hranx pu t side-by-side vt showing coda palatalisation to have 
occurred after ejj- V had begun shifting toward its modem palatal articulation f-  via 
o^j- hj- or up- In other cases like eight vi, discussed in 6.5.4, and Ashamed 
(#30), external Sino-Tibetan evidence can provide a correct reconstmction.
2.3.2 Medials -I- and -r-
2.3.2.1 Inscriptional Burmese -I- and Written Burmese -j- /  -r-
Disregarding the case o f  rjr-, for reasons outlined above, the medials -  -I- and 0  r-
are restricted to k-, p -  and m- .81 Cases o f  (co- hr- in Inscriptional Burmese are shown
by Yanson (1978, 1994:366-7) to be due to Mon scriptural influence on Written 
Burmese V and may be discounted. Nishi (1977:41-3) and Luce (1985:1.106)
show that Inscriptional Burmese -/- merged with -j -j- after velars but -r- after
bilabials in Written Burmese before all ultimately merging as -y- : 82
SB OB SB OB
f (<  kr-) E s - kr- f (< kj-) CXJj- / 0 0 -c o kl-
Pj~ (•< p r -) § - pr- Pj~ Pr~) s - / O -CO pl-
mj- (<  mr) (o~Cj mr- mj- (< mr-) 6 - / « -  CO ml-
80 See the discussion in 6.4 regarding the association of tones I and II.
81 Benedict (1972a: 111) notes an apparent confusion between bilabial obstruent and sonorant prefixes 
in Tibeto-Burman. Although this perhaps helps to account for why there is no evidence for velar nasal 
clusters in Old Burmese native words, the clear distinction between p- and m- in Burmese remains 
unexplained.
82 See Okell (1971:15-20) and Nishi (1977:44-7) for a discussion of some exceptional cases.
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23 .2 .2  Inscriptional Burmese -li~
There are a few cases in the inscriptions where the medial com bination^ -Ij- is
attested. Nishi (1977:43-5) suggests that after velars this generally seems to reflect the 
change > ~V~ > -j- but that after bilabial initials -Ij- also appears to shift to -j- 
which contradicts the general shift o f  -/- to -r- in that environment. He tentatively 
suggests that in such cases the original medial combination may have been -Ij- as 
attested in words like mjoo11 qj|s mjiw11 seed, type, lineage n which occurs in the
inscriptions variously asj^o mliw orojjo mljiw. The fact that in initial position the 
lateral I- could support a medial -j- suggests that plj-  or mlj- clusters, which as 
discussed in 3.5.2 stem from a Sino-Tibetan bilabial prefix, add support to Nishi’s 
hypothesis. This analysis could also be extended to velar initials but the general shift 
o f medial -I- to -j-, rather than -r-, in such an environment has obscured any evidence 
for this which will only now be discovered through external comparisons.
2.4 Tonality
2.4.1 Suffixal -? and -s
Although tone III is marked generally, but inconsistently, in the inscriptions as ~
the lack o f  marking o f  tones I and II makes an analysis based on orthographic 
distinctions rather difficult. However, following the evidence in the Ajawlat 
Inscription, discussed in Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:239-50) and Luce (1969- 
70:1.111-3), where tone II appears to be often marked w ith-oS  -h, Egerod (1971:168-
9) and Pulleyblank (1978:175) note a similarity with the proposals that Middle 
Chinese tones are marked by glotalic and breathy phonation from Old Chinese origins 
in -? and -s as discussed in 3.3. However, Weidert (1987:83) notes that the creaky 
glottalic phonation o f Burmese tone III appears to correspond to the glottalic feature 
o f  Chinese tone II while the breathy phonation o f  Chinese tone III appears to 
correspond to the breathy phonation o f Burmese tone II. Consequently, when 
compared with the Sino-Tibetan tonal categories, established in the introduction to 
Chapter 6 , there appears to be a curious flip-flop o f  tones II and III in Burmese:
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SB WB IB ST
I -J (low) - - -
II 1 (high) _« -oo  (-h) -?
III j  (crealcy) - i(-v -s > -h
Further compounding the evidence for an original -h in tone category II is the fact that 
Written Burmese consistently uses the Sanskrit visarga -s  to mark this category which
also represents ~h. The issue is additionally obfuscated by the evolution o f  modern 
spoken Burmese for which Nishi (1997:993-4), presumably following Henderson’s 
(1952:151) observations on Khmer, suggests that concomitant with breathy voice 
would be a lower pitch such that tone II should have been lower pitch than tone I with 
normal voice. Although Matisoff (1979:19-20) and Yue-Hashimoto (1986) show 
suprasegmental tonal flip-flops o f this nature, as opposed to a segmental flip-flop as 
the Inscriptional evidence would imply, to be not unknown in Sino-Tibetan, the 
curious implication o f  sequential flip-flops in the evolution o f Burmese suggests the 
analytical procedure must be faulty.
Dealing first with Nishi’s observation, Sagart (1986:90, 1988:84) provides evidence 
from many peripheral Chinese dialects to suggest that an original segmental -s may be 
better associated with creaky phonation. Pulleyblank (1986b:78-80) suggests Sagart’s 
proposal to be phonetically implausible and suggests that there must have been at 
least some kind o f  intermediary -h period; Pulleyblank’s opinion is later espoused by 
Sagart (1999b: 132-3) who brings further dialect evidence to support this. The 
difficulties with the orthographic evidence are addressed by Button (2005:7) who, 
following Pe Maung Tin & Luce’s (1960:243) and Sawada’s (2003:330) observation 
that -o 5  -h is generally only used to mark tone II in conjunction with short vowel
symbols which are usually reserved for glottalic tone III in open syllables, remarks 
that the situation is very reminiscent o f  Shorto’s comment (1976:1060) that in the 
Mon inscriptions vowel length distinction was neutralised before -h and Button 
consequently opines that the transcription o f  short vowels with -oS -h, alongside short
vowels with glottal, was simply a borrowed transcriptional convention from Mon 
devoid o f  phonological significance. 83 As for the later use o f  visarga, this was only
83 See also the suggestion under Village (#45) that -h is occasionally attested in Mon loanwords into 
Burmese as an inscriptional artefact.
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applied after long vowels and although it may well, as Bradley (1982:123) and 
Wheatley (1995:453) suggest, represent a discernible breathy phonation sometimes 
associated with modem spoken Burmese tone II, this certainly cannot be transferred 
back to Old Burmese as Lehman (1992a:236;240) and Nishi (1997:993) attempt. 
Further support comes from Sawada’s remark (2003:346) that if  breathy phonation 
had been a clearly discernible feature o f tone II, then Inscriptional Burmese could 
have marked it with j , or a subscript version o f  -uo -h, in the same way that f  was
used to glottalically mark tone III; as it stands only the Ajawlat inscription shows any 
attempt to mark the category at all. Consequently Haudricourt’s proposal (1975:342) 
to derive Burmese tone II from -s, along similar lines to Egerod and Pulleyblank 
above, is unlikely; this supports M atisoffs specific rejection (1982:8;45) o f  
Pulleyblank’s proposal due to a lack o f  a correlation with -s elsewhere in Tibeto- 
Burman. Interestingly, Matisoff (2003:478) restates this position but adds the 
observation that the few Tibeto-Burman words he reconstructs with final or suffixal -s 
may have merged with Lolo-Burmese tone II; an account for this is made in 5.2.7.
2.4.2. Prefixal s-
Contrary to the suffixal -s hypothesis postulated above, Thurgood (1981) proposes 
that Burmese tone III may have developed from a prefixal s-. Matisoff (1982:45) and 
Benedict (1983:16) are supportive but Jones (1986:136) prefers the conservative 
assumption that it derived from a glottal suffix which, following the above discussion, 
may now be treated as derived from an original suffixal -s. An argument by Thurgood 
(1981:43;49) that seems to have been overlooked is that the proposal is only made for 
certain tone III verbs with tone I provenances such that all other cases are attributed to 
the same unidentified source as Lolo-Burmese tone III for which, as Thurgood notes, 
a separate account must be made. Weidert (1987:156) points out that Thurgood’s 
proposition (1981:49), that prefixal s- must have caused creaky tone III development 
at a time prior to the aspiration o f  initials by s-, as evinced by the many verbs in tone I 
with aspirated initials and tone III with unaspirated initials, makes his prefix theory 
hard to accept.84 Benedict (1983:15-16) attempts to distinguish, in Burmese and Chin, 
between root clusters beginning with s- that gave aspiration and root initials with s-
84 To his credit, Thurgood acknowledges this difficulty and suggests that while some instances may 
well derive from -s, there is a lack of evidence (1981:49-50;56).
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prefixes that gave tone III but then is unable to account for Burmese verbal forms with 
both aspiration and tone III. Furthermore, the implicit assumption in Thurgood’s work 
is that tone II verbs do not have tone III counterparts but correspondences like phrau 
(5<|s spread vi85 with phraIH (o<|o spread vt and sV  socs flow, spread out vi with shi*n
soc pile/stack up vt suggest this also may not be the case. Thurgood’s work is
nonetheless o f  paramount importance because it establishes in Burmese a clear 
association o f  transitivity/causativity with tone III as well as with initial aspiration; 
this is something that is well-attested in Northern Chin, as discussed in 7.1.5 and 7.4, 
and supports Sun’s association (1999:194-5) o f  both prefixal s- and suffixal -s with 
causation in Tibeto-Burman languages. Sun suggests that the suffixes are derived 
secondarily from the prefixes but it seems rather that the two processes are distinct but 
complementary. Examples like nei1 mm1 subside vi, hnelI '’nim1 suppress vt,
nelm nimm low, low-lying, inferior vi, hne1 IU hnimII! lower vt, or lou1 lwim1
warm vi, hlouI ajj hlwimT warm (oneself) vt, hlouni hlwimni reheat vt suggest that
apparent cases o f  concomitant s- prefixation and -s suffixation more likely stem from 
discrete processes acting at separate stages on the language. A further valuable 
contribution o f  Thurgood is his association o f verbal nominalisation with tone III 
(1977:687, 1981:67-69) which is also attested in Northern Chin as discussed in 7.3.
85 Usually used to mean flush vi in reference to the spreading of blood in the face.
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Chapter 3: Old Chinese
Along with Old Burmese, as discussed in the introduction to Chapter 2, Old Chinese 
has similarly been the focus o f  rather inconsequential discussions regarding the 
validity o f  the literary tradition in its reconstruction. 86 To Miller’s dismissal 
(1975:1237-43) o f  the Shijing as ambiguous in its rhyming, and the Qieyun and 
Yunjing as being divorced from real language, Pulleyblank (1984a:74), focusing on 
the Yunjing, counters that modem dialectal evidence shows genuine correspondences 
to the divisions attested there, and Sagart (1999b: 10) notes that that the main 
distinguishing features o f  modem Chinese dialects emerged after the migrations 
occurring no earlier than the 2nd century BC such that the comparative method simply 
cannot reach the time depth o f  the Shijing. More recently, Miller’s mantle has been 
taken up by Norman & Coblin (1995) who take particular objection to the proposals 
in Pulleyblank (1984a) that Middle Chinese may be divided into Early Middle 
Chinese, corresponding to the distinctions in the Qieyun rhyme dictionary, and Late 
Middle Chinese, codified in the Yunjing rhyme table. In particular, Norman & Coblin 
(1995:578-82) suggest the following: the Qieyun is o f  little value due to it being an 
amalgamation o f  northern and southern dialects rather than a real language; the 
Yunjing, compiled as a key to the Qieyun, is by no means necessarily representative o f  
a Tang koine. Sagart (1999b:9) notes that the only real difficulty concerning the 
weight accorded to the literary tradition instead o f the vernacular by the Qieyun is the 
lack o f  evidence for iambic prefixes,87 while Pulleyblank (1998b:204-6) cites dialectal 
evidence as well as Tang linguistic commentaries and transcriptions in support o f a 
koine. Norman & Coblin’s plea, restated in Coblin (2003), for renewed vigour in 
Chinese dialectal research is commendable but this will almost certainly be 
confirmatory, with additional insights, o f  what is already known about Old Chinese 
rather than antithetic.
3.1 Vocalism
3.1.1 Baxter’s Six Vowel and L i’s Four Vowel System
Rather than pitting his six-vowel i, u, d, e, o, a system o f  Old Chinese at loggerheads 
with Li’s four vowel i, u, d, a  and three diphthong ia, ua, id system, Bodman (1980:47)
86 See Baxter (1992:32-43;139-74) for a good summary of the historical development of this field.
87 See the discussion in 3.5.2.
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suggests that it simply represents an earlier stage than Li’s Old Chinese. Bodman’s 
implicit assumption o f  vowel-breaking between his and Li’s system is confirmed by 
Baxter’s explicit correlation (1980:8-9) o f Li’s ia with Bodman’s e and o f  Li’s ua 
with Bodman’s o\ Li’s id essentially gives i in Bodman’s system88 and, were Li to 
have reconstructed ud, it would have correlated with Baxter’s u. Li does not 
reconstruct ud due to his observation that rounded syllables in such rhymes seem to be 
generally confined to coronal initials and codas which appear to have rounded d to 
ud,89 The conditioning environment is unclear and Baxter (1992:251-5) resolves the 
problem by noting that before coronal codas, syllables with coronal initials are in 
complementary distribution with syllables with velar initials in their Middle Chinese 
reflexes such that he is able to derive all o f  Li’s rounded Middle Chinese cases from 
an u vowel and all o f  Li’s id cases from d. Baxter’s observation restores balance to 
Li’s system due to Li (1974:264) having to reconstruct ua as a temporary measure to 
account for rounded vowels with coronal initials and codas to differentiate them from 
unrounded vowels in the same environments. However, on the basis o f  Shijing 
rhyming, Li rejects Yakhontov’s proposal (1970:65), adopted by Baxter (1992:236- 
40), to treat it as o. It is likely that Li would also reject Baxter’s treatment (1992:240-
7) o f  his corresponding unrounded ia as e in the Shijing.
Baxter’s reconstruction o f  separate rhyming categories in the Shijing represents the 
fundamental point o f  difference from Bodman’s system on which it is based. 90 The 
statistical evidence presented by Baxter for his e and o rhymes, which he further 
extends to i and u to create an even distribution o f vowels before final codas, is 
questioned by Pulleyblank (1994b: 167) on the basis o f  the requirement for several 
special exceptions. In response to Yakhontov’s proposals, Pulleyblank (1963:209) 
makes the alternative proposal that the rounding o f  wa to o and wd to u may rather be 
a feature o f the Shijing dialect that had a tendency toward rounding but did not 
practice it exclusively. Baxter (1992:839) admits that this accounts for the evidence 
but counters that this requires a distinction o f  kwan and kwan to be made in the 
reconstruction corresponding to his kwan and kon. In Li’s system this is distinguished 
as kwan and kuan in much the same way as Matisoff (2003:25) attempts to distinguish
88 It also occasionally correlates with Bodman’s a as will be discussed below.
89 The plain vowels in Baxter’s and Li’s systems do not correlate before velars, including where Li 
reconstructs -g where Baxter has an open vowel; this is discussed further below in 3.2.3.
90 See the discussion in Baxter (1992:255).
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kw- and lew- in his Tibeto-Burman reconstructions. 91 Consequently, while Baxter’s 
new divisions o f  the Shijing rhymes on the basis o f  rounding and fronting are 
relatively well supported statistically, it is unlikely that this represents anything more 
than distinctive rhyming practices in the Shijing, perhaps influenced by idiosyncrasies 
o f  the Shijing dialect. Nevertheless, following Baxter’s initial attempts (1994a), 
Matisoff (1995:36) is eager to associate his five vowel i, u, e, o, a  Tibeto-Burman 
system with Baxter’s six vowel Old Chinese system92 where 3 is assumed to have 
merged with a in Tibeto-Burman. 93 The frizziness o f the correlations, as similarly 
noted by Sagart (1995a:248), appears to have led Matisoff (2003 :xii) to default back 
to Karlgren’s (1957) system. Although Sagart (2006a:217-8) is justified in chastising 
M atisoff for reverting back to such an out-dated system in light o f  the significant 
advances in the field since Karlgren’s time, it appears that, erroneous comparisons 
aside, the major stumbling block is a persistence o f  scholars in assuming that a 
triangular vowel system is somehow more natural. 94
3.1.2 Pulleyblank’s Two Vowel System
Treating Baxter’s pure vowels as diphthongs in Li’s system could be superficially 
viewed as a sleight-of-hand devoid o f  phonological significance to simply achieve a 
smaller vowel set. Yet, Li’s system also has distributional difficulties whereby i only 
occurs before dentals or velars and u only before velars. By reconstructing palatal -d -  
j i  codas in addition to labiovelar -Pv/ - r f  codas (1977-8:187-94),95 Pulleyblank is able 
to remove the distributional anomalies in Li’s system to reduce Li’s four vowel Old 
Chinese system to just 3 and a.96 Pulleyblank accounts for Li’s diphthongs ia and id 
with a freely occurring medial -j-91 to which, contrary to Li’s evidence against its 
reconstruction (1974:238) and Pulleyblank’s proposals for metathesis discussed above,
91 Pulleyblank (1977-8:200-2, 1993a:366-8) prefers to assume that the medial -w-, when not from an 
original labiovelar initial, occurred via the addition of dental suffixes to syllables ending in rounded 
glides causing metathesis of the glide with the vocalic nucleus. Although this seems to have occurred in 
certain cases, it is unlikely that an account for all cases of medial -w- may be made in this manner.
92 Baxter actually writes d as i which is carried through to Baxter (1994a:26); Baxter (1995), a 
published summary of which may be found in Matisoff (1995:36), reverts back to s.
3 See Benedict (1972a: 183-4; 1973b:9) and the discussion in 5.1.2.
94 This will be further discussed in 8.2.
95 Pulleyblank also reconstructs uvular codas but more recently (1991a:44-51) replaces these with 
labiovelars to then replace the original labiovelars with labiopalatals; for the reasons outlined below 
these modifications will not be adopted in the system used here.
96 The possibility of a s/a vowel system for Old Chinese is first proposed in Pulleyblank (1963:207).
97 Pulleyblank (1993a:370, 2004:153) suggests another cause of this may be a palatalising sibilant 
prefix as discussed under Extinguish (#50).
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may now be added a freely-occurring medial -w- to account for Li’s ua and by 
extension m ? % This leaves a d/a vowel system with medial -j- and -w- that perfectly 
parallels the proposal for the development o f  Old Burmese as discussed in 2.1.4 and 
2.3.1. Baxter (1994b: 153-4) criticises Pulleyblank’s assignation o f  the palatal and 
labial features to the surrounding segments rather than the vowels on typological 
grounds; comparative Tibeto-Burman evidence aside, his suggestion that a similar 
procedure could be applied to his system but is unwarranted, may be challenged by 
some o f  the distributional gaps in his system that will be discussed below.
3.2 Codas
The system for Old Chinese rhymes follows that o f  Pulleyblank (1977-8:202-3). 
Pulleyblank’s more recent proposals for labiopalatal codas (1991a:47, 2004:150-9) 
which concomitantly remove uvulars from the system, albeit with some reshuffling o f  
correspondences, are not adopted here for want o f  better evidence in light o f  the 
newly emerging evidence for uvular initials in Old Chinese and Sino-Tibetan."
Yin
I fH -9m
II m  -am
III m - 9 i
iv  (i) -al
(ii)
V m - 9 j
VI aj
VII 12. -9(U{)
VIII M  -a(uj)
IX d i -9W
X ffl -aw
XI I f  -ax
101
Yang 
m -9 p  
fit -ap 
-&n 
-an
M-zjn
$\--ap
M -d y  
% -a y  
^  -awv
M -a y y
Ru
rn -o t  
^  -at 
%k-ats100
J J  -9 C  
-ac 
III -dk 
HI -ak
m  -dkw
m  -akw 
l$I -aq
98 The distinction of medial -w- before labiovelar codas encounters the same problems as with 
Pulleyblank’s medial -j- before palatal codas. This issue is beyond the scope of this paper but see the 
discussion under Extinguish (#50) for some preliminary observations. Medial -w- is not distinctive after 
bilabial initials in Old Chinese.
99 See the discussion in 3.5.1 and 4.10.2.
100 The Shijing rhymes suggest that suffixal -s after -at persisted longer than after other rhymes; see the 
discussion below.
101 Pulleyblank actually reconstructs -y but later (1995c:298) modifies the coda to -U{ which may not 
always have been present; see the discussion below.
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The reconstructions o f -m, -p , -1, -/c, -// are supported by Li (1974) and Baxter
(1992); the other codas will be discussed below.
3.2.1 Laterals
The proposal for an Old Chinese -I coda comes from Schuessler (1974a:82-4) who 
notes xiesheng102 and rhyming contacts with -n and Tibeto-Burman comparanda in -I. 
Developing his previous observations o f  Tibeto-Burman comparanda in -/ (1962:215- 
6 ), Pulleyblank (1977-8:185-6) follows Schuessler to further propose that -/ merged 
with -j very early on; this is preferable to Baxter’s reconstruction o f  an original -j for 
which a rather arbitrary denasalisation o f  -n to -j is proposed to account for the 
xiesheng links with -n (1992:294;414). Regarding the -n/-l interchange, Pulleyblank 
(1993a:363) notes a difficulty in accounting for the Tibeto-Burman -r coda and makes 
the tentative suggestion that -r may have developed dialectically into Old Chinese -n 
or This proposal mirrors one by Starostin (1989:338-41) although, like Baxter, he 
treats Pulleyblank’s -/ as -y. 103 Starostin’s proposal is adopted by Baxter (1995:1) 
following his comment (1994b:156) that Sino-Tibetan comparanda in -I do not 
necessarily imply that the coda had not shifted to -y by the time o f  Old Chinese. 104 
Baxter’s remark is valid but the discussion in 5.2.2, that suggests a similar shift o f  -/ 
to -j to have occurred in Northern Chin, certainly favours Pulleyblank’s reconstruction 
which allows for a more even distribution o f  the Old Chinese -y coda as will be 
discussed below.
3.2.2 Palatals
In addition to where his -j corresponds to Pulleyblank’s Baxter reconstructs a third 
rhyme -ij that corresponds to Pulleyblank’s -ay but then reconstructs an open vowel 
counterpart -e to correspond to Pulleyblank’s ~aj. Baxter (1992:292) wants to 
reconstruct -e to allow all his vowels to appear in syllable-final position but this 
requires him (1992:578-9) to apply a rule o f  -y insertion after -e to give Middle 
Chinese -ej (Pulleyblank’s -ej). Pulleyblank (1993a:361-2) observes that
102 Phonologically related words sharing the same phonetic component in their graphic form.
103 Interestingly Peiros’ discussion (1998:215) of the distinction between -I and -/ codas in the Sino- 
Tibetan system of Peiros & Starostin (1996) actually favours Pulleyblank’s distinction of -n and -I 
rather than Starostin’s -n and -j\ see the discussion in 5.2.4.
104 Baxter (2005b:9-21) further develops the evidence for this dialect shift of -r by locating the dialectal 
differences to specific regions
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reconstructing an original -j coda would not require any arbitrary rules but that Baxter 
is constrained by theoretical considerations. Pulleyblank’s proposal for a palatal series 
(1977-8:190; 1997:12-6) takes Hashimoto’s proposal (1970:336-362) to reconstruct 
Middle Chinese palatal codas -ji and -c in the Late Middle Chinese |Jt -ajt)/k rhyme 
group back to the Old Chinese level. 105 As Pulleyblank points out, this is a natural 
progression in light o f  Old Chinese -aji and -ac being the most common source o f  
Middle Chinese -ajfj/k\ the lack o f  an ‘inner’ rhyme group (i.e. without a low a 
nucleus) corresponding to the |J! rhyme is accounted for by the coronalisation o f  the 
codas from the rhymes -sji and -dc. Baxter (1992:422-5;434-7;451-2;491-500) 
reconstructs the palatal series as -ij, -in, -it and -e, -erj, -ek respectively which prompts 
Pulleyblank (1993a:369) to note the distributional lack o f  -i, -irj, -ik in Baxter’s 
system. Baxter tentatively suggests (1992:563) that -i may have merged with -ij, and 
follows (1992:299;301) Li’s proposal (1974:274) for a merger o f  -irj and -in by the 
time o f  the Shijing to further suggest a similar merger o f  -ik and -it. The distinction o f  
-i and -ij as an artificial phonological recourse o f historical linguists rather than a 
representation o f  any phonetic reality is discussed in 2.1.3.2 and the introduction to 
Chapter 5; the difficulty with Li’s proposal is discussed by Pulleyblank (1982a:250- 
3) . 106 Hashimoto’s proposals for palatal codas combined with the Burmese evidence, 
cited by Pulleyblank (1977-8:195-6) and discussed in 2.1.3.3, makes Pulleyblank’s 
proposal for a palatal series convincing.
3.2.3 Velar Glides
Pulleyblank’s reconstruction o f  a possible glide -U{ where Baxter reconstructs open 
vowels is a relic o f  the disfavoured voiced stop hypothesis essentially used by
105 Pulleyblank (1984a: 119) treats these as Middle Chinese -jq and -jk rather than actual palatals on the 
basis (1977-8:188, 1979:29) that -ji and -c were retracted to velar articulations after the low a vowel. 
Pulleyblank (1991a:47) modifies his Old Chinese reconstructions of -ji and -c to -tj and -k  which is 
shown in 5.2.5 to account better for the Old Burmese and Northern Chin evidence. In the 
reconstructions used here, Pulleyblank’s original -ji and -c will be retained for Old Chinese while -tj 
and -k! will be used for Sino-Tibetan; this represents more of a transcriptional convention than any 
phonological statement on the difference between the two.
106 The word mil]™ pp miajqra< *m-'rajim fate n, command vt with lnjm ^  liajij111 < *'rajini command vt 
as phonetic, rhymes as *m-'r3j i in in the Shijing-, Pulleyblank’s -aji and -dji correspond to -iq and -in in 
Li’s system which allows Li to suggest a sporadic and isolated dialectal shift of -iq to -in. Baxter’s 
reconstruction of -eq for the former and -in for the latter forces him to assume that -it] > -in in the 
Shijing dialect but -iq > -eq in the dialect later represented by the Qieyun; this is not felicitous and 
contradicts the Tibeto-Burman evidence that he uses to suggest -iq > -in in both the dialect represented 
by the Shijing and the predecessor of the Qieyun.
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scholars like Li to account for contacts between ru rhymes in p , -t, -k and their 
corresponding yin  rhymes. 107 For Li (1974:249) this represents little more than a 
notation rather than an explanation but the solution is provided by Haudricourt 
(1954b:364) who, noting the yin  rhymes are usually in tone III which he attributes to 
an -s suffix, proposes that the -p/t/k finals may have developed glide-like articulations, 
corresponding to the yin  rhymes, under the influence o f  this suffix. 108 Pulleyblank 
(1962:216-221, 1973b:371) bolsters Haudricourt’s proposal by providing specific 
transcriptional evidence for -s in words originally developed from a -ts cluster. 109 
Pulleyblank (1977-8:186-7) justifies his retention o f the glide after d on the basis o f  
Tai loanwords, for which Li (1945:341) believed the development o f  Old Chinese -g 
into the vowel -m was responsible, and (1995c:298) that the natural fronting o f -iq to - 
j  between Old Chinese and Middle Chinese avoids having to apply an arbitrary rule o f  
-j insertion as Baxter (1992:578-9) is forced to assume; the evidence for -iq after a  is 
less forthcoming, particularly in light o f the open vowel -a in Tibeto-Burman, but he 
notes (1995c:298) occasional xiesheng and rhyming contacts with velars. 
Nevertheless, the fact that universally reconstructing -u[ leaves Old Chinese with no 
open syllables makes Pulleyblank’s suggestion (1995c:297-8) that it may simply 
represent a case o f  epenthesis used to make isolated syllables well-formed likely. In 
the Old Chinese reconstructions provided here, Pulleyblank’s -u[ is omitted for 
simplicity.
3.2.4 Labiovelars
The existence o f  labiovelars in Old Chinese is relatively uncontentious; the 
specificities are less so. Baxter’s proposal (1992:302) for a single labiovelar stop 
affords it a very limited distribution and no nasal counterpart. Recognizing the issue, 
Baxter (1980:16) attempts to treat it as a -w  coda followed by a glottal stop -? which 
later becomes -k, but the evidence discussed below, that a glottal stop was the source 
o f  tone II, forces Baxter (1992:302) to reluctantly maintain this isolate. Li also
107 Li uses these voiced codas more as a functional notation than as an actual reconstruction. However, 
scholars like Gong (1995:57-9) attempt to assign a phonological reality to them. A detailed analysis of 
all the facets of the argument may be found in LaPolla (1994:135-154).
108 Comparisons like ^uIH A  Jlip < *’nwop enter vi and nojm A  nwojm < *nwotm < **nwopm inside n in 
Pulleyblank (1991a:59) show -pm (-p-s) to have merged with -f™ (-t-s) well before the time of the 
Shijing.
109 It is noted above that the Shijng rhyming shows -s to have persisted after -t longer than after other 
codas.
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reconstructs -akw but balances this out with -9kw in his system corresponding to 
Baxter’s -uk. The discussion under 3.2.5 below shows Pulleyblank’s reconstruction 
(1977-8:197-9) o f  -aq for Li’s and Baxter’s -akw to account better for the Middle 
Chinese reflexes; 110 this leaves Pulleyblank able to reconstruct -aw, -ayw, -ak for 
Baxter’s -o, -oy, -ok and similarly -sw, -okw, -oyw for Baxter’s -u, -utj, -uk. Li’s 
reconstruction o f  -ogw, -zkw, -syw for the latter is unproblematic 111 but his 
reconstruction o f  -u, -uy, -uk for the former needs to be addressed. Pulleyblank (1977- 
8:195, 1979:30) notes that, in spite o f  its Middle Chinese reflexes, there is strong 
internal and external evidence that Li’s -u, -uy, -uk corresponds to a low vowel in Old 
Chinese. The similar development o f  both in Middle Chinese is corroborated by the 
evidence in 5.2.6 suggesting that -dw, -dkw, -dyw and -aw, -akw, - a t f  have merged in 
Burmese and Northern Chin.
3.2.5 Uvulars
The benefits o f  Pulleyblank’s reconstruction (1977-8:197-9) o f  -aq and -aK where 
Baxter has -akw and -aw  are two-fold: it accounts for the lack o f  a typologically 
unusual uvular nasal that corresponds to a missing -ayw in Baxter’s system; it better 
accounts for the variations in labiality o f  the Middle Chinese reflexes which are 
usually unrounded when derived from -aq112 but always rounded when derived from - 
an for which Pulleyblank (1977-8:199) suggests a development o f  -an > -afi > -aw . 113 
Pulleyblank’s concerns (1982b:209) that his inability to find solid external evidence 
for uvular initials makes it difficult to reconstruct them as codas with any certainty, 114
110 Pulleyblank (1977-8:197-9) reconstructs -cm for the corresponding yin glide treated by Baxter as -aw 
and Li as -agw which will be further discussed below.
111 The voiced labiovelar -gw is based on the voiced coda hypothesis discussed in 3.2.3.
112 Baxter (1992:533) suggests the exceptional cases where a -wk coda as opposed to a -k coda develops 
in Middle Chinese may be due to dialect mixture where delabialisation of his -kw did not occur. If the 
rhyme is to be reconstructed with an uvular -aq then it must conversely be assumed that labialialisation 
occurred in these dialects; this is perhaps associated with the labialisation attested in the corresponding 
yin rhyme although further investigation may show Sagart’s reconstruction (2007:1-2) of labio-uvulars 
in initial position to have a bearing on this if  they can correspondingly occur in coda position.
113 Although the intermediary form -a/3 is supported by Pulleyblank’s suggestion (1963:206) that it is 
attested in foreign transcriptions, his phonological explanation for the change -cm > -a/3 > -aw on the 
basis of the occasional change of Middle English -% to modern English - /  ignores the fact that the 
labiodentalisation was restricted in English to words with a preceding labial u vowel. Nevertheless, an 
association of labialisation with back articulations may be found in the change in Cockney English of 
the velarised/pharyngealised -I into -w.
114 Pulleyblank (1991a:47) abandons his uvular hypothesis to instead adopt Baxter’s reconstruction of 
-aw and -akw and concomitantly replaces his original -aw, -ayw, -akw with -aq, -aif, -ak1. As Vovin 
(1995:324-5) observes, when combined with the plain velars and labiovelars and palatovelars, this
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may now be allayed by Sagart’s proposal (2007), to be discussed below, for uvular 
initials in Old Chinese.
3.3 Tonality
The three tone system o f  Old Chinese, with tones I and II as basic and tone III as 
derived, 115 corresponds to the Old Burmese and Northern Chin evidence discussed in
2.4.1 and the introduction to Chapter 6  respectively.
3.3.1 Tone 111 from -s
The origin o f  tone III in suffixal -s is proposed by Haudricourt (1954b:346) on the 
basis o f his observations o f  similar developments in Vietnamese (1954a:70-78) and is 
relatively uncontroversial. 116
As a derived tone, Downer (1959:267-9) distinguishes several categories for tone III 
in Classical Chinese. His inability to isolate a specific grammatical function leads him 
to propose (1959:262) that any regularity attested in his categories may be fortuitous 
with derived forms essentially being created on a need-by-need basis; he distinguishes 
this from the inflectional system o f  Indo-European. The scarcity o f  forms in many o f  
Downer’s latter categories allows Mei (1980:434-9) to reduce the categories to three 
predominant ones: verbs to nouns; nouns to verbs; endoactive verbs to exoactive 
verbs. He further proposes (1980:438) that the change o f  nouns to verbs may be 
attributed to analogy at a later stage. Sagart (1999b: 133) appears to favour M ei’s 
approach but Schuessler (1985) uses pre-classical evidence from Early-Zhou Chinese 
to question M ei’s separation o f Old Chinese into distinct layers; he follows Downer’s 
proposal that his categories are coincidental amalgams (1985:349) to suggest that they 
obscure an underlying unilateral inversion o f  attention flow underlying all these tone 
III derivations (1985:361). The desirability o f  Schuessler’s proposal is that it attributes 
a single function to the -s suffix believed to have triggered the derivations; the
creates a four-way distinction of velars in a system which, albeit perfectly distributed symmetrically, is 
not well distributed articulatorilly. With the recent reinvigoration of the reality of uvulars in Old 
Chinese, it seems wiser to retain Pulleyblank’s original proposal.
115 The late development of the Mandarin Chinese tone lb category from different manner features of 
initials is discussed in Pulleyblank (1978a: 192).
116 Benedict’s proposal (1972b:27) to treat it as a sandhi phenomenon is discussed in footnote 323. 
Pulleyblank’s modification (1995a: 160, 1995b:30) of -s to - f  is not adopted here due to it being 
predicated on a reconstruction of Old Chinese initials not adopted here; see the discussion of initials 
below.
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difficulty lies in its counterintuitive treatment o f  -s as an intransitiviser (1980:349) 
with causativisation being curiously treated as something “which flows naturally from 
its intransitive character” (1980:354). The main obstacle to conciliation with M ei’s 
proposals, is Schuessler’s identification o f  verbal derivations from nouns in Early- 
Zhou Chinese that runs counter to M ei’s proposal for analogical development post 
Classical Chinese. The force o f Schuessler’s argumentation is strong enough that Mei 
(1989:47-8) is persuaded by it. Yet, whatever the significance o f  analogy in tone III 
derivations may have been, 117 several examples in the Northern Chin data (e.g. *pol‘ 
group n, associate vi only retaining its form 2 derivation *polin for the verb in Tedim 
such that it superficially appears to derive from the noun) show that the perceived 
association between a noun and a derived verb may rather reflect the loss o f an 
original underived verb rather than any direct correlation between the two. The 
significance o f  this is that the role o f  tone III as a nominaliser and 
transitiviser/causativiser o f  verbs in Chinese corresponds perfectly with its identical 
functions in Northern Chin and Burmese.
3,3.2 Tone II from -?
The source o f  Chinese tone II in a glottal stop -? is first suggested by Pulleyblank 
(1962:225) via analogy with Haudricourt’s proposal for Vietnamese (1954a:80-l). 
Mei (1970:88-97) develops Pulleyblank’s proposal by providing three specific 
sources o f  evidence: preservation o f  glottality in some coastal, predominantly Min, 
Chinese dialects; Buddhist transcriptions and tonal commentaries; Sino-Vietnamese 
loans. The faint glottalic nature o f  tone II in open vowels in Zo is noted in footnote 42 
and provides some additional confirmatory evidence to that presented by Mei; the 
apparent contradiction o f  Burmese creaky tone III being associated with Chinese tone 
II rather than III was discussed in 2.4.1. Schuessler (2007:48) suggests an occasional 
association between tone II and enodactive verbs or nouns; the very limited evidence 
that tone II may sometimes have been suffixal in origin like -s for tone III is discussed 
in Sagart (1999b: 133-4). A few comparative sets showing similar alternations in 
Northern Chin and Old Burmese are discussed in 6.4.
117 This may be the source of the sporadic etyma in Downer’s latter categories.
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3.4 Type A and B Syllables
The syllables o f  Middle Chinese are classified in the Yunjing via a system o f  four 
divisions; the third o f these represents approximately half the lexicon and is generally 
distinguished from the others by its palatal fanqie  spellers. 118 Noting the inherent 
improbability o f  Karlgren’s proposal (1954:248) that in Old Chinese all o f  these 
syllables could have had a medial -j-, Starostin (1989:328-9;516-7) proposes a 
prosodic distinction whereby short vowels develop into these Type B syllables in 
contrast to long vowels in Type A. 119 Starostin bases this proposal on the surface 
length distinctions in Mizo with which he believes there to be a significant correlation. 
Baxter, who initially follows Karlgren in reconstructing medial -j- (1992:269), adopts 
Starostin’s proposal (1995:1),120 but Pulleyblank (1994a:91; 2001:32) rejects it on 
phonological and statistical grounds. Interestingly, Starostin’s proposal represents the 
inverse o f  a former suggestion by Pulleyblank (1962:98-100) that long vowels may be 
the source o f  Type B syllables. Pulleyblank is unable to find any supporting evidence 
for this, but later (1994a:91-3, 2001:27), following Stem’s proposal (1963:228-9) for 
syllabic peaking in Sizang, discussed in 1.4, suggests that syllabic peaking on the 
vocalic nucleus, that concomitantly surfaces as vowel length in Sizang, corresponds 
with Type B syllables. Phonologically, Pulleyblank’s proposal that type B syllables 
with falling accents, or syllabic peaking on the vowel nucleus, develop the vowel i 
has much to favour it; his Early Middle Chinese distinction between syllables derived 
from Type A with a plain 9 or a nucleus and those from Type B with a high vowel 
nucleus i, i, u that either replace 9 or form a diphthong with a (1973a: 118-9) is 
supported by the development o f  i into / and u when occurring in a palatalizing or 
labializing conditioning environment (1994a:79-81). Statistically Pulleyblank’s 
proposal is less sound: Pulleyblank only lists four comparanda, limited to numerals, o f  
which eight and nine may be discounted due to Stem’s faulty analysis o f  diphthongs, 
as well as six due to Stern’s mis-transcription (1963:240) o f  it with penultimate 
stress. 121 Furthermore, Pulleyblank’s proposal is essentially the inverse o f  Starostin’s
118 Palatal spellers also occur in the fourth division in what are known as chongniu characters; see the 
discussion in Pulleyblank (1984a:173-4).
119 The A/B terminology follows Pulleyblank (1994a:73).
120 Baxter’s later rejection (2005a:41,2005b: 7) of this is discussed below.
121 The short vowel in the data-set here is confirmed in Table A of Luce (1962a).
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proposal, and it is unlikely that all o f  Starostin’s comparisons, flawed as several may 
be, are wrong.
Although surface vowel length in Northern Chin is generally consistent, it seems that 
M atisoff s assumption (2007:440) that it is unlikely to be related to the Old Chinese 
Type A/B distinction is correct. Sagart (2006a:213), who is less dismissive o f  the 
possibility but aware o f  the apparent exceptions, more recently (2007:1), and along 
with Baxter (2005a:41, 2005b:7), uses a doubled initial consonant to mark Type A 
syllables; this is premised on Norman’s proposal that the distinction developed from a 
contrast involving initials (1994:403-5).122 A more damning piece o f  counterevidence 
against Starostin’s and Pulleyblank’s proposals is found in 6.1 where it is shown that, 
bar a few exceptional forms, there is an intrinsic association between tone II, 
specifically in its modification as lib, and long vowels with obstruent codas. In his 
“redundancy-free” representation o f  Mizo, Weidert (1975:4-8) removes a vowel 
length notation from syllables with obstruent codas suggesting that vowel length is a 
concomitant realisation o f  tone; Lehman’s logical counter (1978:720) that the 
argument could be inverted to treat syllabic shortness as the generator o f  reduced tone 
in checked syllables is relevant only if  one disregards Weidert’s latter observation 
(1975:11) that long checked syllables outside o f  tone lib are mostly phonoaesthetic in 
origin. 123 The fact that Weidert’s reductionism cannot account for vowel length in 
syllables with sonorant codas suggests that any association with surface vowel length 
before obstruent codas may only be superficial and that the actual source o f  
contrastive surface vowel length must lie elsewhere; this casts doubt on any 
association with Chinese Type A or B syllables which are not restricted in this manner.
3,5 Initials
3.5.1 Pure Initials
The reconstruction o f  Old Chinese initials is incredibly complex and still not well- 
understood. To the system o f  Sagart (I999b:25-42), which is generally adopted here,
122 Norman actually proposes pharyngealisation as a blocker of palatalisation in Type A syllables. See 
Pulleyblank (1996a) for a response which criticises Norman’s rather contradictory assumption that 
retroflexion could also block palatalisation in Type A syllables but not in Type B syllables.
123 Notably words with diphthongs and open rhymes develop a tone II reflex in form 2  contrary to their 
expected tone III reflex due to their inherent length; see the discussion in 7.1.
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Sagart’s further proposals (2006a:212; 2007) for uvulars are added in spite o f  
M atisoff s concerns (2007:439) regarding their reality in Sino-Tibetan. 124 Sagart’s 
reconstruction o f  uvulars accounts for xiesheng alternations between Middle Chinese 
?-, x~, y -125, j -  and their common occurrence in xiesheng series with velars. 126 The 
alternation o f  velars with ?- was actually one o f Pulleyblank’s tentative suggestions 
(1977-8:198) for evidence o f uvular initials in Old Chinese. In the table below, 
Sagart’s ts(h)- and dz- are treated as c^ -  and y
127x-
whkW-
C-
n- n-
m- m-
w-w-
s-
G-
hw
Noticeably lacking from the above table are Old Chinese ji-  and /'-: a possible lack o f  
j i-  in Old Burmese was suggested in 2.3.1.4 which, although failing to account for the 
deficiency, makes it typologically less unusual; Sagarfs proposal (1993:244-5) that 
Middle Chinese j -  seems to always be a reflex o f  Old Chinese /- may, following his 
uvular proposal, be extended to g- in type B syllables. His further suggestion 
(1995a:251, 1999b:29) that Tibeto-Burman evidence in support o f  Old Chinese j -  
stems from loanwords reflecting a secondarily derived j -  is contradicted by Schuessler 
(2007:96-7) who, following Baxter’s original proposal (1992:202), prefers to 
reconstruct Old Chinese y- which he believes remained unchanged in Tibeto-Burman. 
Sagart (1993:244-5) does not dismiss this idea but points out that positive evidence is
124 See the discussion in 4.10.2.
125 Sagart’s transcription of this as h- follows Baxter (1992:58) who notes that it actually has a voiced 
articulation of h- or y-.
120 Sagart (2007:3) assumes that velars developed from uvulars when preceded by a lost iambic prefix 
of some kind.
127 The lack of a voiced counterpart to x- is discussed in Sagart’s response (1999b:30) to the proposals 
in Baxter (1992:209-10). Schuessler (2007) follows Pulleyblank’s original proposal (1962:143) to 
reconstruct h-, although Pulleyblank (1991a:57-8) prefers x~. Unfortunately no good Tibeto-Burman 
comparative sets have been found.
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required to prove it, and Schuessler (2007:124) concedes that establishing a clear 
difference between his I- and j -  is somewhat elusive. The discussion in 4.8.2 and the 
loanwords in 6.5.4 show no specific evidence for reconstructing Sino-Tibetan *j-.
3.5.2 Prefixes
Sagart (1999b:63-110) makes a detailed investigation into Old Chinese prefixes. Ting 
(2 0 0 2 a:2 0 0 ) suggests that only prefix 5- and k- are relatively unproblematic; to this 
may be added the special case o f  r-, to be discussed below, and a bilabial prefix o f  
some kind which is supported by the Burmese evidence in 2.3.2. Examples like miijin 
up miaji] 111 < *m-'rajinI fa te  n, command vt and lir)!“ ^  liajg111 < *'rajim command vt 
show good evidence for a bilabial prefix, although, as is discussed in footnote 81, 
distinguishing between obstruent and nasal bilabial prefixes is not a simple matter. It 
should also be noted that examples o f  velar and bilabial prefixation appear to be 
mainly limited to liquid initials; this is presumably a reflection o f  prefixes being able 
to form clusters with liquid initials in contrast to simply being dropped before other 
initials. The cases o f  s- and r- are somewhat different in this respect and will be 
discussed along with k- in more detail below:
3.5.2.1 Prefixal k-
Sagart’s proposal (1999b: 124-130) to differentiate prefixes via close/fused and 
loose/iambic juncture provides a neat way o f  resolving some intractable problems 
with initials. 128 This allows him to suggest the following developments between Old 
and Middle Chinese: 129 *kl- /  *kr- > k-; *k~l /  *k-r- > 130 Nevertheless, Ting’s
reservations (2002a: 195-199) regarding the implications this has for the 
monosyllabicity o f  Chinese characters as regards Shijing metrics cannot be taken 
lightly. That Old Chinese most likely had pre-syllables is not at issue but, to allay 
Ting (2002b:404-8) who is not persuaded by Sagart’s further proposals (2002:392-6), 
it is certainly possible that this colloquial feature o f the language was dropped in the
123 Sagart’s proposal is bolstered by Norman’s suggestion (1986:383-4) that pre-syllables may have 
affected the development of Min Chinese initials which Sagart (1999b: 26) believes may be directly 
correlated with iambic prefixation.
129 Sagart distinguishes these as k-l/r and kd-l/r- in order to distinguish cases of infixal -r- which he 
treats as /cr-; in the system here, Sagart’s infixal -r- is treated as a prefix and the transcriptions IcMcr- 
and k-l~/k-r- will be used to correlate with the Northern Chinese evidence discussed in 4.2,
130 He further suggests (1999b: 129) that iambic prefixes could be lost early before I- in which case the 
Middle Chinese reflex would represent the ordinary development of Old Chinese /- into Middle 
Chinese d-/j~.
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Shijing such that the words were indeed treated as monosyllables; this o f  course 
would be isolated to such literary works and would not affect the ability o f  these pre­
syllables to interact with the root initial as the language developed. The modem 
dialectal examples discussed in Yang (1977-8:292-4) and Sagart’s focus (2001:127- 
34) on k- make it tempting to regard Sagart’s iambic proposal as being restricted to 
this single prefix; this is further supported by the Northern Chin evidence discussed in
4.2.
3.5,2,2 Prefixal r-
Old Chinese allows medial -r- to occur after all consonant types. In the development 
into Middle Chinese, Pulleyblank (1965c:205, 1991b: 12-3) notes that this caused 
retroflexion o f  coronal initials and in Type A syllables gave diphthongs with i after the 
vowel nucleus. Benedict (1987:30-1) questions the -r- hypothesis on the basis that it 
cannot be correlated with Tibeto-Burman evidence where medial -r- has a much more 
restricted distribution. Coblin (1986:13) introduces a notational distinction between 
Sino-Tibetan -r- and -r-\ the former is used when both Old Chinese and Tibeto- 
Burman reflect the medial; the latter is used when only Old Chinese reflects it. A lack 
o f  phonological reality means Coblin’s notation provides an account but no 
explanation for the issue which leads Benedict (1988b: 18) to note Coblin’s distinction 
but to refrain from making his position clear. In response to the criticisms by Benedict 
(1987:30-1), Baxter (1994a:26) notes that Old Chinese medial -r- has a morphological 
function which may have proliferated via analogy and it may correspond to other 
Tibeto-Burman phonemes as well as -r-. Evidence for a morphological function is 
proposed by Pulleyblank (1973a: 118) and is expanded upon by Sagart (1999b: 111-20). 
Pulleyblank further proposes that Old Chinese medial -r- may correspond to a prefix 
r-, and Schuessler (2007:84) suggests that the Written Tibetan prefixes g/d- and 
sometimes s- seem to correspond to Old Chinese medial -r- \ 131 the dropping o f  
prefixes would further contribute to the paucity o f examples o f  medial -r- in Tibeto- 
Burman. 132
131 This is a development of an original proposal by Schuessler (1974b: 189-91) that complex prefixal 
clusters of two or more elements in Written Tibetan provoked the loss of medial r; a broader scan of 
the Written Tibetan evidence suggests this not to be the case.
132 This of course rekindles the discussion over whether obstruent prefixes were originally voiced as a 
literal interpretation of the Written Tibetan orthography would suggest and Matisoff (1972a:33-7;55-6) 
would like to suppose in order to account for occasional unexpected tonal developments in Loloish, or 
whether they were voiceless as Bodman (1980:73) notes the Old Chinese evidence to suggest.
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3.5.2.3 Prefixal s- versus S asart’s N- and Pulleyblank’s a-
In 2.4.2 and 7.4 it is shown that aspiration via prefixal s- made intransitive verbs 
transitive in Northern Chin and Old Burmese. Pulleyblank (1973a: 117-8) and Sagart 
(1999b:70-l) note a few cases o f  transitivisation in Old Chinese via a prefixal s- but, 
following Pulleyblank’s observations (1973a: 114-6), it conversely appears that 
Chinese more commonly had a voicing prefix that made transitive verbs intransitive. 
Sagart (1999b:63-73) suggests that, rather than causing aspiration, an s- prefix in Old 
Chinese appears to give distinctive sibilant reflexes in Middle Chinese. Sagart’s 
proposal is well-founded but, excluding the case o f  si111 zim < *'s-d9 in servant n and 
f#  dp"1 < *'d9 m accompany, wait upon vt that supports his proposal for 
nominalisation via 5- prefixation, there is very little solid evidence o f s- prefixation 
before voiced obstruents. This creates an interesting case o f complementary 
distribution whereby, the examples o f  a transitivising s- prefix involve sonorant 
initials while the examples o f an intransitivising voicing prefix in Pulleyblank 
(1973a:114) and Sagart (1999b:75) involve obstruent initials.
Pulleyblank’s proposal (1986:9-10) to reconstruct a voicing prefix a- that correlates 
with the Burmese nominalising d n- [9 -] 3 3 -  prefix reduces any common ground with
the Northern Chin and Burmese prefixal s- whose purely transitivising function has, 
unlike suffixal -s, no nominalising function. Alternatively, Sagart (1999b:77, 
2003:759, 2006b:64) proposes an unspecified nasal voicing prefix N - on the basis that 
Chinese loanwords in Miao-Yao occur with pre-nasalised stops which, in light o f  
Miao-Yao having a series o f  voiced stops, must imply that the Chinese stops were 
pre-nasalised at the time o f  borrowing. Sagart’s evidence for the existence o f Chinese 
pre-nasalised stops at some stage in its development is incontrovertible, yet they were 
perhaps not always o f  this nature. Superficially Luce’s proposals (1962a:30, 1962b, 
1985:11:70-87) for a pre-nasalised velar rjg- in Thado, Zo and Tedim, as discussed in
1.5.2, seems to confirm this original nasal prefix. However the morphological 
alternations in Thado, Zo and Tedim occur between fc- and x- (< id'-) rather than k- and 
rjg-, and furthermore this pre-nasalisation is only attested with the velar g- and not 
with d- or b-. According to Ohala (1983:200), pre-nasalisation o f  stops often develops 
in languages as a means to maintain voicing and particularly relevant to the Northern
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Chin evidence is Ohala’s observation (1983:195; 199) that the further back in the 
mouth a stop is made, the harder it is for it to accommodate voicing. Consequently 
Sagart’s nasal voicing prefix appears to fare no better than Pulleyblank’s proposal.
The idea o f  a possible association between voiced intransitives alternating with 
voiceless transitives is originally made by Benedict (1972a: 124-5) who notes several 
examples in Tibeto-Burman languages which he suggests may be somehow associated 
with the Lolo-Burmese alternations assumed to be derived from a causative s- prefix. 
Sagart (2006b:66) counters that the lack o f  evidence in Lolo-Burmese for the voicing 
alternation is due to it already having pre-nasalised initials. However, if  M atisoff s 
reconstruction (1972a: 13-4) o f  the Lolo-Burmese initials is correct, 133 then the 
alternation o f  plain initialled intransitives and aspirated initialled transitives in Old 
Burmese actually stems from a Lolo-Burmese alternation o f  b- and s-b- as the Old 
Chinese evidence would suggest. Further research is required but the identical 
morphological patterning o f  Northern Chin, Old Burmese and Old Chinese makes the 
hypothesis that Old Chinese voiced stops became voiceless stops when preceded by 
an s- prefix distinctly feasible.
133 MatisofFs revision of his previous Lolo-Burmese voiced initials (1968:887-8) to pre-nasalised 
initials (1972a: 15) may perhaps be open to the same criticism as Sagart’s Old Chinese pre-nasalised 
initials but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Chapter 4: Northern Chin Initials
Northern Chin has a three-way distinction o f  voiceless, voiceless aspirated and voiced 
obstruents. Accomodating this into Benedict’s proposal (1972a:17-8;20-l) for a two- 
way voicing distinction in Tibeto-Burman is somewhat problematic. Miller 
(1974:196-7;200) criticises Benedict due to his rationale not being explicit134 and 
Pulleyblank (2000:38) notes a distinction around aspiration to be equally well 
supported. At the other extreme, Starostin (1989:50-1 ;61-3, 1995:227) suggests a 
four-way distinction o f  voicing and aspiration in Sino-Tibetan on the basis o f  
Norman’s proposals (1973) for Min Chinese. Starostin’s proposal is adopted in Peiros 
& Starostin (1996) but Peiros (1998:215) says it requires further confirmation. Sagart 
(1999b:24) questions the validity o f  Starostin’s supportive evidence to propose 
(1984:97, 1999b:25) that the distinctive aspiration o f  voiced obstruents in Min 
developed from a sandhi triggered originally by differential phrasal stress placement. 
Sagart’s explanation seems much more plausible and leaves a three-way distinction in 
Old Chinese, with aspiration only occurring with voiceless obstruents, that parallels 
Northern Chin. Although aspiration, whether original or conditioned by an s- 
prefix, 135 and voicing, with Old Burmese devoicing voiced initials and aspirating 
plain initials, is fairly regular, the miscorrelation o f voicing and aspiration with verbal 
transitivity, discussed in 3.5.2.3, makes specific correlations difficult to identify. The 
situation with distinctive aspiration o f  sonorants is even less regular and no attempt is 
made to disambiguate them here. Unfortunately little more can be said at this stage 
except perhaps invoking M atisoff s defensive response (1975:165-6) to Miller that the 
complexity o f  the system with the loss o f  many original prefixes, which Peiros 
(1998:215) readily admits his and Starostin’s system does not adequately address, 
precludes any definitive statements as yet.
134 Benedict suggests that aspiration is conditioned by a voiceless obstruent being unprefixed in initial 
position.
35 Contrary to Benedict’s suggestion (1972a: 106) that it may trigger aspiration like the causative s- 
prefix, the appearance of the animal prefix sa- before words with aspirated and unaspirated initials in 
Northern Chin shows this not to be the case. Benedict’s proposal to derive it from a reduced form of the 
Tibeto-Burman root for Northern Chin *san meat n is confirmed by the clear association of the avian 
prefix va- with *wa“ bird n in Northern Chin. In this regard, Luce’s suggestion (1959a:30) that these 
represent later developments in Tibeto-Burman languages not to be reconstructed in the original proto­
system seems correct.
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4.1 Velars
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*k- k- k- / t - k- k- k-
*!<!’- li'- k11- X - x~ X- It-
It I T y- y- *]- y-*v V V y- y- *3- y-
The attestation o f b- and d- in Northern Chin leads Ohno (1965:16-7) to suggest that it 
must be possible on distributional grounds to reconstruct an original g- phoneme but 
that the actual processes are still unclear. It is tempting to assume that g- shifted to y- 
as it did between Old and Middle Chinese136 such that, on the basis o f  the Southern 
Chin reflexes o f  r- as y -, Sino-Tibetan g- and r- simply merged. While this would be 
possible for the four more northern languages, in Mizo and Zahau this would assume 
a circular sound change o f  r- > y- > r- where, even if  the original articulation is 
assumed to be y - , a change o f  y - > r- is contrary to the standard shift o f  coronal r- to a 
posterior location rather than vice-versa . 137 The most likely solution is that original g- 
simply devoiced to k- in Northern Chin; the evidence for this comes from the 
evolution o f  the velar articulations o f r-, discussed in 4.3, where the tendency for the 
velar to lose voicing has led to Tedim and Sizang using the recourse o f nasalisation to 
prevent the change. The explanation as to why Tedim and Sizang did not adopt 
nasalisation to prevent the devoicing o f  the original g - as they appear to be doing with 
the new g- simply reflects different linguistic behaviour at different time periods. In 
the more northern languages it seems likely that the shift o f g- to k- would favour the 
shift o f yZk- (< r-) to g- due to this now being an available slot in the phonemic 
inventory:
ST NC OB o c
*k- k- k"-/k- k- /  g-
*//■- if - /(*- U’- / k -
*g- k -(<  *g-) k- 8-*Wjj_ "V "V <">y-
136 This refers to Type A syllables; in Type B syllables it remained as g-.
137 See Chambers & Trudgill (1980:187-9).
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[#1] Bitter
[M] *ka (2003:451)
[P&S] *gha: (1996:#2039)
[NC] *kV ! bitter vi
A semantic association with *kham bile n is supported in Matisoff (2004:357-
8 ) and discussed further in 7.3.
[OB] khau ©11 khan bitter vi 
[OC] k V  khou < *k V  bitter vi
M atisoff follows Benedict (1972a: 158; 165) in reconstructing an -n suffix to 
compare gan1 IFF kan1 liver n. Miller (1974:197-8) questions this association 
both on the phonological requirement for an arbitrary -n suffix as well as on 
the semantic grounds that liver n has no semantic link with bitter vi. The areal 
semantic associations o f liver n are shown to be either with heart n by Wilkins 
(1996:284) or with bile n by Matisoff (2004:357-8). Although Matisoff 
(2003:306) suggests an association with bitter vi, discussed under Liver (#8 6 ), 
there are no phonological grounds for setting up such a comparison here.
[#2] Barking-Deer
[M] *koj (2003:189)
[P&S] *g(h)ij (1996:#2313)
[NC] *khi' barking-deer n
[OB] <%i! Gsy / §oo khif barking-deer nm
Shafer (1952:148) provides a good individual Mon-Khmer link but the source 
is most likely Tibeto-Burman due to other Mon-Khmer languages, noted by 
Shafer (1952:115) and Shorto (2006:461;489), reflecting a separate root. 139
138 Not attested in the inscriptions,
139 Benedict (1972a: 116) compares the segmentally homophonous first syllable of tfeinei? e^scoo 
khijnsac leopard n, in which the latter syllable means leopard n by itself, with Mizo kej1 tiger n, but
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4.2 Velar Clusters
Matisoff (2003:145-6) suggests a clear case in Lolo-Burmese for a distinction 
between the cluster kr- and prefixed k-r-. An attempt at such a distinction in Sino- 
Tibetan appears to be made by Peiros & Starostin (1996) for Mizo but generally 
kr- rather than k-r- prevails. 140 A more useful comparison may be found in their 
proposal (1996:III.iii) to reconstruct Northern Chin *kl- as a unit phoneme *X- in 
Sino-Tibetan. 141 Although Peiros (1998:215) maintains the lateral affricate in Sino- 
Tibetan, Starostin (2004:64) more recently revises it to T-l-, with T- generally being a 
morphological prefix o f  some kind that in most cases may be treated as k-,lA1 due to 
confusion between tl- and /- in their Mizo reflexes. This brings Peiros & Starostin’s 
system more in line with that o f  Benedict and Matisoff where only one lateral initial /- 
is reconstructed and allows for the following observations: o f  the twenty-five cases o f  
Mizo nineteen are derived from T-1-, four from /-, two from kl-\ o f  the twenty-four 
cases o f  Mizo tlh~, nineteen are derived from /- o f which two have possible k- prefixes, 
four from T-1-, one from ghl~. In the latter case, the fact that Peiros & Starostin do not 
reconstruct aspirated/voiceless sonorants in Sino-Tibetan accounts for the 
predominance o f  *7- with Mizo tlh- generally seeming to be tacitly attributed to some 
kind o f  prefixal element before the lateral. The distinction between cluster initials and 
prefixed initials seems to be an unsuccessful attempt to distinguish between reflexes 
in other languages always showing evidence for a cluster in the former and those only 
sporadically so in the latter o f  which the following two cases are good examples:143
neither the rhyme nor tone correspond and the syllable also occurs in the Arakanese word 
t f  e i^ W 'tfe iV a 1 g^o-jg^ooo kllijIIthiwIIkhijlltlY  long-armed ape n.
140 Excluding eleven cases simply reconstructed with r- with no comment regarding a prefixal or cluster 
and one irregular root, twenty of the twenty-two cases are derived from clusters while two are assigned 
prefixal origins.
41 The proposal stems back to Starostin’s division (1989:217-220, 1995:227) of Old Chinese xiesheng 
series with laterals into hl- and A-, Kh~, L-, Lb- on the basis that, in spite of many commonalities and 
occasional mixing, Middle Chinese sibilant reflexes are confined to the former and retroflexes to the 
latter. Sagart (1999b:36-40) shows such a division to be statistically unsound and notes that 
prefixal/infixal r-/-r- and prefixal s- can adequately account for any such tendencies.
42 Other cases of T-1-, which mostly correspond to Starostin’s Old Chinese lateral affricates, may 
generally be treated as /- unless a prefix, like s- or r- in Old Chinese, is warranted from other daughter 
languages.
143 Perhaps also of note here are the following: *(k)rial’ stripe v for which Mizo and Zahau suggest an 
original *kr- while Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang suggest *r-; *kliak11'’ snap vi and *khliakllb snap vt for 
which Zahau suggests rather than *k(h'>l-.
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[#3] Wind
[M] *g-bj (2003:192)
[P&S] *lij(1996:#1761)
[NC] *kHi1 wind n
[OB] lei1 gco / coco lij1 air, breeze, wind n
[#4] Moon
[M] *s/g-la (2005:10)
[P&S] *s-la (1996:#1684)
[NC] *khlaI!I moon n
[OB] la111 co lani moon n
[OC] cim 'S? ziajk < *s-'la-k evening n
The comparison is from Sagart (1999b: 160) although no account is made for 
the velar coda. The word is related to iem jia111 < *'lakm night n which 
Takashima (2004:1-5) shows to be sometimes written with the character iIH //f 
jiajk < *'lak also in the earliest inscriptions. 144 The word cim ^  ziajk < *s-'lak 
evening n is attested in the earliest inscriptions as J) in contrast to P for ye111 
^  rjuat moon n, but both forms very soon become interchangeable. 145 The 
parallelism with the Old Chinese velar suffix in 41111 0  jiit < *'noc < **'n9j'-k 
sun, day n under Sun (#40) suggests the superfluous -k suffix may be 
connected with its use as a temporal period associated with its origin as a 
celestial object. 146
144 Sagart’s association (1995a:251) of ieffl jiara < *’lakm night n with Burmese jiamgojiam night n is 
rejected under Night n (#31).
145 Takashima (2004:3) observes that in spite of the graphic confusion it is unlikely that there is any 
phonological relationship between these two words.
146 Peiros & Starostin’s comparison of with Mizo riakir stay over night vi and Burmese je? / qoS 
rjak day (of 24 hours) n is discrepant in terms of initials. Superficially it seems that this may be 
supported by M atisoff s (2003:323-7) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#769) comparison of Mizo llnaknb 
grease n and Burmese je? / qjco rjak liquid-extract n with Chinese im/iem ^  jiajk < *'lak liquid, juice 
n. However, the Burmese word is confined to the second part of compounds and appears to be derived 
from aje? 39^06 orak distilled liquor n, shown by Hla Pe (1967a:81) and Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:303)
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The necessity to distinguish between *kr-/kl- and *k-r-/k-l- concurs well with the 
observations for Old Chinese in 3.5.2.1 and suggests that bilabial clusters in 
Inscriptional Burmese which are possibly also reconstructible in Old Chinese,147 may 
be attributed solely to prefixes now lost in Northern Chin rather than to any original 
clusters. In some cases, what appear to be prefixes may actually be reduced forms o f  
previous syllables:
[#5] Finger
[M] *jurj (2003:285)
[P&S] *jurj (1996:#1466)
[NC] *jot f  finger, root n
[OB] (k ^ tfa o 11 (cooo)Gsyocs (lak)khjiwij11 finger n
Benedict (1972a:76-7), supported in Weidert (1987:184), suggests that the 
velar coda o f  the first syllable for hand n has spread over to the initial o f  the 
second syllable. The fact that t fW 1 khjiwqn is treated by Hla Pe
(1967b: 183-4) as one o f  the main Burmese classifiers, in this case specifically 
referring to rod-like objects, would seem to argue against this, yet it is not 
noted in Ohno’s dicussion (2005:277-9) o f  the main Inscriptional Burmese 
classifiers which suggests a possible later origin.
4.2.1 Velar Clusters with r-
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*kr- t- t~ k- k- k- h-
*khr- t*- t - x- x- x-
Basing himself on Benedict’s development (1972a:41-2) o f  ideas originally presented 
by Shafer (1940:309-10), Solnit (1979:117) proposes a similar development o f *pr- to 
l~ in Mizo/Zahau and p -  elsewhere. Matisoff (2003:405) reconstructs a Tibeto- 
Burman root *pral for one o f  Solnit’s examples comparing Mizo f^al1 summer n with
to be a Mon loanword ultimately from Arabic, in which the first syllable 33 a from the Mon source has 
been reanalysed as a prefix.
147 See Sagart (1999b:79-89) for the Old Chinese evidence.
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Tedim phelm winter n.m  There are several problems with this comparison; the tones 
are different; the syllable weight is different; the glosses, plausibly connected by 
Matisoff via a semantic connection o f  dry season n, are different.149 In fact, the Tedim 
word for summer n is khaf, a perfectly regular correlate o f  the Mizo form.150 A more 
convincing example provided by Solnit is Mizo | \ m good vi and Tedim phani good vi 
to which Zahau fhim‘ needle n and Zo/Tedim p^m1 needle n may be added. It is 
probably no coincidence that it is precisely these same two words which Loffler 
(2002a: 133) finds to be irregular in the Southern Chin language Maraa. In the case o f  
the latter, the other three languages, including Mizo, have borrowed the English word 
pin n which may have subsequently affected the articulation o f  the native word in Zo 
and Tedim. In the case o f  the former, Ohno (1965:16) also treats it as irregular but 
makes no comment on its source;151 it is also significant that the inflected forms, Mizo 
t^nt and Tedim phBt, are irregular as a velar -k would be expected. Further evidence 
that the original clusters were uniquely velar in origin may perhaps be found in the 
lack o f  a voiced retroflex c[- in Mizo and Zahau to correlate with {- and £;'-.152 The 
devoicing o f  g- to k-, discussed previously, can easily account for this, but if  br~ was
148 Matisoff s comparison (2003:523) of Mizo biaknb converse vi/t with Burmese pwe? goS prwak scold, 
berate vt tacitly implies that the shift of pr- to £- does not occur after voiced initials; this unlikely 
scenario is discussed further below. In any case, the Mizo word is a form 2 inflection of biam with a 
suffixal -s, and the Burmese word has a root meaning effervesce vi from which the above gloss is but a 
semantic extension; a similar association may be found in Northern Chin *tsiar1 bubble v.
149 Peiros & Starostin (1996:#670) make a similar semantic proposal by comparing Mizo jyi)1 dry vi 
with liagIb to  liag! < *k-ragI cool vi. A difficulty with the proposal is that the Mizo form is only 
supported in Zahau where it occurs in tone II as tmjna.
150 No Mizo or Zahau correlate to Tedim phulm has been found.
151 There are two other possible cases in the word list: Mizo and Zahau fow1 sprout vi appears to 
correspond to pow1 sprout vi elsewhere, yet Mizo also has a form pow? poke out vi. poke into vt which, 
in the case of the latter gloss, appears to be a transitive derivation of the p~ initialled form; Mizo j;hel? 
extinguish vt appears to correspond to Tedim phel? extinguish vt yet its sense of separating wood from a 
burning fire or breaking up a fight/quarrel shows significant semantic overlap with Mizo phel? untie, 
dismantle vt.
152 Matisoff (1972a:41, 1988a:688) attempts to associate Mizo teknb lightning n with Lolo-Burmese 
*t(r)ek but the validity of the Lolo-Burmese -k is is questioned by Nishi (1977:9) and acknowledged as 
a difficulty by Matisoff (2003:374). Matisoff (2003:373-4) modifies the reconstruction to Sino-Tibetan 
*gle:k on the basis of an Asho Chin form, listed by Luce (1985:11.87) as °gle?n, but the lack of an -r- 
phoneme anywhere in Asho, either individually or as a feature of retroflexion, is shown in Stem 
(1962:11) and Luce (1962a:53). Stern (1962:11), commenting on Lofifier’s suggestion (1960:548) that 
medial r > I in loans from Burmese into Asho, suggests that this may be a more general shift in the 
language as a whole; this supports a reconstruction of Northern Chin *krekn. Matisoff s semantically 
and phonologically tenuous comparison of si? ©© cac dartingly, tinglingly vi originally had a -t coda as 
evinced by the inscriptional examples of the verb si? ©© / ©o5 cjat sift, sieve vt from which it is derived.
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also a legitimate combination then a separate account for the loss o f  voicing needs to 
be made.153 On this basis the following correspondences may be proposed:
ST NC OB OC
*kr- kr- lilr- /  kr- kr-/ gr­
*/cV lllr- r- id1 r-/ kr-
[#6] Dove
[M] *k(r)ow (2003:125; 199)
[P&S] *gru (1996:#2032)
[NC] *khru1 dove n
[OB] k^W 1  ^o k‘W  dove n
djoo11 sjj[s / g [o  khriwH dove n
Both forms are attested in the inscriptions, and Luce (1981:27) treats them as 
variants:
c o g o o c o o o c o € j > 6  (WK 3.42) 
kabota birth154 dove 
Kapota birth: dove.155
g^ po© oooo0o (SIP 43.30) 
dove156 shoot field 50 
Fifty dove shooting-grounds.
Matisoff (1969:168) suggests the vacillation o f  medial -r- may be due to 
onomatopoeia. The curious tone II contour in the form retaining the medial 
may represent an attempt at differentiation from c^oo1 sy[ / (op k^iw1 horn n 
which Matisoff (1969:194-5) notes to be phono logically very similar.157
153 There is similarly no evidence for original tr- clusters with MatisofFs tentatively proposed 
comparison (2003:267;303) of distend vi/t, discussed in 6.5.4, being Mon-Khmer influenced or 
unrelated.
154 Hla Pe (1960:80) notes this to be a Pali loanword; it specifically refers to the various Jataka 
incarnations of the Buddha about which a fuller discussion as it pertains to Inscriptional Burmese may 
be found in Luce (1956) and Luce & Whitbread (1971:172-5;200-17).
155 Based on an original translation by Luce & Whitbread (1971:201).
156 The assimilatory effect of the prefix g um, is the source of the modern spoken Burmese voiced initial.
157 The word for horn n also attests an obligatory prefix g um in the inscriptions; the occasional 
confusion of ~r~ and -j- in transmitted texts, discussed by Nishi (1977:46-7), occurs in both dove n and 
horn n leading them both to be be spelled in Written Burmese with an erroneous -j-.
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[OC] teiou1 kuw1 < *'krowI dove n
Schuessler (2007:320) notes an aspirated initial in some southern varieties o f  
Chinese.
[#7] W eep
[M] *krap (2003:336;339)
[P&S] *khrop(1996:#2336)
[NC] *krep weep vi
[OC] tehim '{t[. khip < *'khr9p weep vi
The aspiration is irregular; Schuessler (2007:423) suggests it may have an 
onomatopoeic association with an exhaling or outward gesture.
4.2.2 Velar Clusters with /-
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
* k l - i - i - hl - t - t - t -
*/<!7- a i h- hl - h -  / hl - X - t h-
Solnit (1979:118) extends his comparison o f the clusters with r to suggest that Mizo 
corresponding to Tedim t-, may also reflect Tedim p -  from orginal p i-  clusters. O f 
his two examples, the latter, as a specific avian name, is not included in the data-set 
but from Solnit’s transcriptions both the tone and the initial voicing appear to be 
discrepant. The former is a comparison o f Mizo tViin ~ t fa ll  vi and Tedim puk" ~  
pukm fa ll  vi along with their aspirated causative derivations tlhum ~ t)hukIIb fe ll vt and 
phukn ~ phukni fe ll vt. The lack o f  velar coda in the Mizo form 1 already makes this 
suspect but the otherwise good phonological and semantic association seems to merit 
consideration. Nevertheless there are two invalidating pieces o f  evidence: Thado, 
which unlike the other languages that fall into the Mizo or Tedim camps respectively, 
straddles both with hlum fa ll  vi reflecting the kl- cluster and pl\ i l n fe ll  vt reflecting the 
p h- initial;158 the Zo form is phuan whose final a must reflect an original -r not -k.159
158 Northern Chin *kl- and are not differentiated in Thado which has hl- for both. In fact all the 
forms appear to be related, as Solnit suggests, but the alternation of bilabial and velar initials seems to
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The discussion under Fall (#8) and 7.5.2.2 shows Mizo t!uUI ~  t’uknh fa ll vi to be 
simply an ablaut variant o f  t!am ~  t'akIlb drop vi with secondary semantic specialisation.
ST NC OB OC
*/c/- kl- kf'l-/ Id-- k l- /g l-
*k!‘l- llll- ll'l- lill- /  Id-
[#8] Fall
[M] *gla-k *  *kla-k (2003:480)
[P&S] *kla (1996:#2189)
[NC] *kla1I(/m) drop vi 
*khlaI!(/m) drop vt
The tonal variation is suggestive o f  the Mon-Khmer influence, to be discussed 
below, which may also have influenced the ablaut variants *klun fa ll vi and 
*khlun/e / /  vt attested in Mizo and Zahau. MatisofPs velar final accounting for 
Mizo t(h)1akIlb (< *k(h)lan-s) represents a regular form 2 derviation via an -s 
suffix from form l . 160
[OB] tfam oqj /oo  klam /a// vi 
t jV s y  l o ^ V d r o p v t
Sagart (2006a:214-5) includes these Burmese forms under a Sino-Tibetan root 
*kra which he attempts to disambiguate from a separate root *glak under 
which he includes the Mizo form 2 tlakIIb. The Mizo evidence was discounted 
above and the Burmese evidence is contradicted by a medial -/- in the 
inscriptions:
so5©6cyDoa5eoDgos>lGoqjo^6Gcoo^©3l (LK95)
p o iso n  a l l161 su rp ass162 a lso  fa ll REM r e a l  b o d y  a lso  turns163 r e a l
be due to Mon-Khmer influence rather than due to an intrinsic Northern Chin trait. See the discussion 
under Fall (#8).
159 Consequently MatisofPs addition (2003:280) of Mizo t'lij1 complete vi to Benedict’s comparison 
(1972a: 176) of pjei1" §gS /^gS plajtm fu ll vi and p"jeim ggf /^gS phlajiII[//7/ vt and iijIb ^Sjiajg1 < *'laf  fu ll 
vi seems unjustified. Furthermore, MatisofPs extension (1988b:6) of Benedict’s comparative set to 
include pji1 pjaji1 plank n, which Benedict (1972a:40) reconstructs under a separate root, is 
unwarranted due to it being attested with an original -n in the inscriptions as pjan1.
160 Possibly also associated are *knan/ra drop vi and *khnaII/m drop vt whose tonal issues are discussed 
under their respective entries in the word list.
161 See Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1963:62).
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All the poison fa lls  and the body also turns.164 
[OC] luom ^  lak < *k-lak drop, fa ll vi
Sagart’s suggestion (2008:154) that by reconstructing *glak an account for a 
suffixal -k does not need to be made is mitigated by the removal o f  the Mizo 
etymon to leave ^  as the only exponent.165 Schuessler (2007:371) notes a 
clear Mon-Khmer association and several alternative roots in Shorto 
(2006:521-2;524;527) without velar codas suggest this may perhaps be 
extended to Old Burmese and Northern Chin. The loan direction is unclear and 
it is likely that there was mutual influence between both language families. 
The fluctuation o f medial -I- and -r- in the Mon-Khmer forms parallels a 
possible association with eiam "F yaiII/IH < *gra1I/m descend, below vi which 
Sagart (2006a:215) includes under his root *kra.166
4.3 Rhodes
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
r- r- 8- 8~ 8- v -
V hr- h- h~ h- h-
Luce (1962a:52, 1985:1.81-2) and Peterson (2000:81-5) note that in several Southern 
Chin dialects reflexes o f  *r- have a uvular or velar-fricative articulation. This supports 
Solnit’s suggestion (1979:115-6) that its derivation to g- or t]- in the most Northern 
dialects may be due to a shift o f  r- to a velar continuant articulation or due to an 
original Tibeto-Burman velar allophone;167 M atisoff s association (1969:172) o f  
Written Burmese r- with Lahu y- provides further support for such a change.168
162 Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:247) treat this as a gerundive of ke m kajn surpass.
163 Ba Shin (1962:96) notes that ^  should read
164 Based on an original translation by Ba Shin (1962:126-7).
165 The velar prefix is supported by xiesheng evidence.
166 A comparison of eiam f  yaiu/ui < *gran/m with the Old Burmese forms is proposed in Bodman 
(1980:145, 1985:155;158) on the basis of his suggestion that Old Chinese *kl-i in contrast with *k-l-, 
merged with *kr~; this is accepted by Baxter (1992:232) as a change prior to Old Chinese but, although 
not directly discussed, does not appear to concur with the modifications to Baxter’s system proposed by 
Sagart (1999b: 122-8).
167 The function of nasalisation as a means to maintain voicing was discussed in 3.5.2.3.
168 MatisofPs (2003:336) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#676) comparison of Mizo rap mantel n with 
the middle syllable of minja7paou S^SsJlc: m^rappwiy1 wooden fireplace n is phonologically and 
semantically problematic: the middle syllable ja? <q<5 / «u<5 rjap is noted by Luce (1959b:40) to have a 
medial -j- in its inscriptional form and to have a basic meaning of place n; the meaning fireplace n of
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ST NC OB OC
oor_ 00 r_ 00 r_
[#9] Wither
[M] *raw (2003:225)
[P&S] *ri:w(1996:#714)
[NC] ’'•'raw1 darken (as leaf/fruit) vi
Peiros & Starostin also note M atisoff s comparison o f  Mizo row1 dry vi but the 
rhymes do not correspond and the semantic link is less good.
[OB] jo1 GCp raw1 wither, over-ripe vi
[#10] Alive, Green
[M] *s-r(j)ar) 3* *s-rit) (2003:307;506)
[P&S] *tshrer) (1996:#1257); *tshe:r) (1996:#2721)
[NC] *hrip! green vi, beget vt
[OB] Ji1 *j|C hraqr alive vi
There is no evidence for a palatal coda in the inscriptions:
(JOOGCOOC GCO (j|C COO®33 (LK 95)
Buddha169 future also alive come REAL 
The Bodhisattva also comes to life.110
In an attempt to avoid the necessity o f  positing allofamic variation, Benedict 
(1972a:85) suggests that the Burmese vocalism is perhaps conditioned by the
the compound noun is contingent on the preceding syllable miu 3: m Tfire n to which the final syllable 
pau11 cole: piwij11 arched cover n has been further added. Peiros & Starostin’s proposal (1996:#661) to 
associate Mizo remIIa brittle vi with ja11 ram11 rash, reckless vi, which they further associate with tfa" 
krarn” rough vi, is plausible but requires further investigation; MatisofPs comparison of Mizo riqub 
nape n with le1 cog laji1 neck n does not correspond in initial or tone, and Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#645; 1691) reconstruct them under separate roots,
169 The use of superscript r  ^ for medial r £ is common for this word in the Lokahteikpan. The various 
inscriptional spellings of this word, attested in Written Burmese as gcp:, are discussed by Duroiselle 
(1919:26-7) who notes a Sanskrit origin which is supported by Luce (1985:11.66).
170 Based on an original translation by Ba Shin (1962:127).
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initial cluster but his evidence is wanting.171 There are cases in the inscriptions 
o f  the word being preceded by an apparently prefixal r- q -  as 6|(coc rhrar) but
the r  probably represents an original d- 39- that has assimilated to the
following initial r - .112 Although Luce (1981:76) treats g][cBc as j? <^ c ^ag1
alive vi in the following inscription, his earlier gloss (1969-70:11.38) o f the 
whole phrase c^oSeJo^c, in which the former part means Buddha n, as His
M ajesty suggests an association with oji139 |^C 9hrarj! lord n\
moo^jGoaocoo^^ooql^c^oGOQ (OBEP 48a)
This many173 ATTR su b j  Buddha alive for em p h174j 75
These many (offerings) are fo r  the Lord Buddha.
Yanson (2002b: 164) believes oji1 39 o^aij1 lord n to be o f Pali origin; it is
often found in the inscriptions as 39oqjc csjag which is shown by Nishi
(1974:19) to be a variant spelling.176 It is plausible that confusion with this 
word caused the loss o f  the original palatal coda in alive vi.
[OC] gag' £  giajg1 < *s- rajt' live, alive, fresh vi 
bs'Tr)1 ts'Yjg1 < *s-hrajiI green, blue vi
The development o f 5- prefixed rhotics follow Sagart’s revisions (1999b:69) o f  
the proposals in Baxter (1983, 1992:205-6).
[#11] Louse
[M] *s-r(j)ik (2003:344;347)
171 Matisoff s (1985a:48) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#1521) comparison ofJim ^  ^ap 111 squirrel n 
which compares with goq1 giajij1 < *'sraji! weasel n casts doubt on Benedict’s suggestion. 
Matisoff s comparison of Mizo hlejUa squirrel n, with which Shafer (1952:154) suggests a Mon-Khmer 
link, via a lateral allofam with no nasal coda/suffix is unlikely and its inclusion by Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#1695) under a separate root is preferable.
172 The occasional attestation of V  «jg as hr- g -  is discussed in 2.3.2.1 and is of no phonological 
significance.
173 This gloss follows Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:244;255).
174 Following Yanson (2002a:47, 2005:227), this may be functionally treated as a copula in sentence 
final position.
175 Based on an original translation by Luce (1969-70:2.38).
176 Of note is an old Written Burmese spelling hsjaij in Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:524). In light of 
the above, MatisofPs (2003:70) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#765) comparison with Northern Chin 
*verj fa ther’s sister’s husbandn and Shorto’s (2006:208) tentative Mon-Khmer association are unlikely.
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[P&S] *srik louse (1996:#1525)
[NC] *hrik louse n
[OC] ^l1 S f £it < *s-'roc louse n
4.3.1 Confusion o f hr- and r-
There are four cases in the word list where Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang correspond 
to Mizo and Zahau V as if  it were simply plain r-.
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
V V g- g~ g~ V-
Luce (1962a:50) suggests that these velar reflexes reflect original V-, while the 
reflexes in h-, discussed in 4.10, reflect a local variant o f  h- in Mizo and Zahau; 
statistical evidence belies this proposal. Solnit (1979:116) prefers to distinguish 
original Tibeto-Burman *sr- from *s-r- to account for the difference but there seems 
little to warrant this. It seems rather that the rare cases o f  V- patterning as r- in Thado, 
Zo, Tedim and Sizang simply reflect the instability o f  aspiration before sonorants in 
Mizo and Zahau as discussed in 1.5. A good comparative set is the following:
[#1 2 ] Creeper
[M] *s-rwi(j) (2003:218)
[P&S] *ruj (1996:#835;837)
[NC] *hrojn rope, creeper n
The Xongsai data in Luce (1962c:3, 1985:11.82) suggests an original -/ coda.177
[OB] jwei11 gqi / ^co rwij11 creeper nm
[OC] lei11 IH lwi11 < *'rwol1! creeper n
177 Shafer (1952:146) suggests a Mon-Khmer link but the the correpondence is poor.
178 Not attested in the inscriptions.
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4.4. Laterals
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*/- /- l- l- /- /- /-
*'7- hl - hl- /- /- /- /-
These are attested regularly in Old Burmese and Old Chinese:
ST NC OB o c
*00 j_ <*;/_ (h)l- w/_
[#13] Lick
[M] *ljak (2003:81 ;323;327-8)
[P&S] *lak(1996:#1926)
[NC] *liakn lick vt
[OB] lje? ceyoo ljak lick vt
Nishi’s observation (1977:10-11) that some o f  the Lolo-Burmese correlates 
here differ in their rhymes from those corresponding to mje? c^ joo mjak eye n
and je? spo / qjoS rjak day (24 hours) n may perhaps be associated with the
issues involving the coda in Old Chinese. Alternatively, the Austronesian link 
in Sagart (2005:163), which is extended to the Chinese comparanda below, 
suggests external influence may have played a role.
[OC] j im £ian < *'ljajn < **'ljaki-? lick v t]79
The reconstruction follows Baxter’s proposal (1992:182) that a velar coda 
would be lost before sufflxal -? corresponding to tone II.180 Strong evidence
179 Pulleyblank (1991a:67) and Sagart (2005:163) support the comparison with the Burmese form 
above but Pulleyblank (199la:66-7) and Sagart (2006a:218) further suggest an association with §iIb 
?ik < *'s-l9 k eat vi. There may be some kind of word-family relationship but it does not correspond 
directly to the forms here as the reflex would be Northern Chin luk/lak and Old Burmese lak. A medial 
-j- could be reconstructed in the Old Chinese form *s-'ljok without disrupting the vocalism but this 
would give Northern Chin lik/lik and Old Burmese lik. Sagart (2005:163) also proposes an 
Austronesian link which seems preferable to Shafer’s (1952:138) possible Mon-Khmer link.
180 The palatal feature of the coda would of course remain in the same way as if the suffix had been -s. 
The specificities regarding this proposal are still unclear but Baxter (1992:182) provides some 
interesting internal evidence further discussed in 3.3.2. Baxter & Sagart (1997:59-60) add an alternative 
suggestion that in some cases -? may just be a weakened form of -k conditioned by stress or suffixes no 
longer evinced.
for an original velar coda in this word stems from the data for the Fuzhou 
dialect o f  Min Chinese in Bauer (1988:150) where the -k is still retained.
[#14] Road
[M] *lam (2003:250)
[P&S] *lsm (1996:#1706)
[NC] *lemH road n
[OB] la11 cows lam11 road n
Possibly also related is hlan cvpws hlamn reach out, stride vt.
4.5 Affricates
4.5.1 Unaspirated
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*ts- ts- ts- f t- t- t-
*dz- f -  f t- t- t-
Benedict (1972a: 18) proposes deriving Mizo f -  from Tibeto-Bnrman *dz- ; 181 this is 
accepted by Loffler (2002a: 128-9) and corresponds well with a similar proposal for a 
voiced provenance by Peiros & Starostin (1996:IV.iii).182 The change this entails is 
not too dismilar from the fronting o f 6- to f-  in Cockney English; the loss o f  voicing, 
paralleling the change o fg -  to k- discussed above, is readily accounted for by Ohala’s 
observation (1983:201-2) that fricatives have an even greater tendency to become 
voiceless than stops. Benedict’s proposal (1972a: 18) to treat Tibeto-Burman *te- as a
181 Benedict (1972a: 18) also derives it from a voiced sibilant z- but his correspondence sets for this 
phoneme are dubious. Just as Sagart (1999:29-30) shows it to be unnecessary for Old Chinese, it seems 
unlikely that a voiced sibilant z- is required in Sino-Tibetan. Matisoff (2003:43) suggests that *dz- may 
give Mizo Is- or f -  indiscriminately but his addition of Is- appears to be unnecessary.
182 A lack of awareness of the merger of Mizo and Zahau ts- and / -  with coronal (- in Zo, Tedim and 
Sizang can lead to miscomparisons: Matisoff (1988b:4) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1026) compare 
Tedim turn1 level vi with Burmese tarn1 o6 tarn1 rod-like object n but Mizo tsem1 shows the original 
initial to have been *ts~. Matisoff (1988b:4-7) further associates Tedim dimu/« // vi but semantic issues, 
for which Matisoff (1988b: 9) attempts to make a debateable but plausible account on the basis of Indo- 
European, aside, the phonological discrepany is further compounded by the establishment of %- rather 
than */- for level vi.
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source o f  Mizo j- is not confirmed by the data here183 where it is attested unchanged
* • 184as ts- m Mizo.
ST NC OB OC
*c- ts- ch- / c - c- / >
dz- c-
[#15] Break
[M] *teat(2003:330;334)
[P&S] *dzhVt (1996:#1672); *teVt (1996:# 1361)
[NC] *tset snap (as rope) vi
[OB] sha? sooo chat brittle vi
[OC] -
MatisofPs comparison o f  [§Yib fcsiat < *'tat bend, break vt, which has an 
intransitive form <5Ylb jff cfeiat < *'dat bend, break vi, is suggestive, but the 
initials do not correspond. 185
[#16] Suck
[M] *dzjup £  *dzo:p (2003:382)
[P&S] *dzhjV:p (1996:#1670)
[NC] *dzopH suck v?186
The Burmese evidence below suggests a possible relationship with *tsoapn 
lungs n which M atisoff (1978:113-9) derives from an original Tibeto-Burman 
*tsi-wap in which the first part means lung n and the second soft v i. The
183 In spite of M atisoff s response (1995:42-3), Baxter’s rejection (1994a:28-9) on phonological and 
semantic grounds of M atisoff s comparison (1988b: 10-13) of Tedim and Mizo saj1 elephant n and Mizo 
zajm temperament n with tsaiIb dzsj1 < material, talent n is justified.
184 Matisoff s comparison (2003:251) of sa1 © cam1 enjoy, benefit from vt with Mizo team1 sojourn vi via 
a gloss of stay (of royalty) vi is tonologically and segmentally acceptable but Stewart & Dunn (1940- 
81:84) show Matisoff s gloss to be only applicable in compounds with nan< :^ nan" palace n.
185 No Old Chinese comparanda have been found but the correspondence with c-/y  may be made on the 
basis of it being the only remaining, and most logical, slot in the system.
186 Matisoff suggests that Lai Chin dop suck vt is related as a stop-initialled allofam, but Sizang, whose 
reflex of *dzopn is the regular top11, also has a word dup1 suck out directly (e.g. from an egg) vt which 
compares much more favourably to the Lai form.
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Burmese vocalism implies Sino-Tibetan -wsp rather than -wap which suggests 
the reduction to a monosyllable may have happened earlier there than in 
Northern Chin which was able to undergo the regular lowering o f  a to a 
without undergoing rounding triggered by a medial -w-; this concomitantly 
makes the tentative assumption that the secondary rounding o f  wap to op  in 
Northern Chin, as discussed in 5.2.1.3, happened prior to the fusion o f the two 
syllables there.
[OB] soo? cwip suck vt
Matisoff (1972a:43) cites a variant spelling soo? i^oo cwit which he originally
treats as an irregular derivation but later (2003:382) uses as the basis for an 
allofam *chut. Inversely, the word oshoo? 33scj>oo ochwit lungs n is assigned a
variant spelling os'oo? 3G3 Cj><5 oclxwip in Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:104) which
in light o f  the above most likely represents the original. Unfortunately no 
inscriptional evidence has been found for either but possible Austronesian and 
Tai-Kadai links with a -t coda are noted by Benedict (1976c:93).
[#17] Erect
[M] *tsjuk (2003:357)
[P&S] *dzhji:(k) (1996:#1656); *tsuk (1996:#1180); *tsj(r)ik (1996:#1329)
[NC] *ckok erect vi
M atisoff s and Peiros & Starostin’s compare *tshuk descend vi with the former 
Burmese form but the initials do not concur.
[OB] sau? g©oo5 cw ik  steep vi
shau? gsoocd chwik build, erect vt
M atisoff s comparison o f  sai? ^oo cikplant vt is rejected in 2.1.1.
Another good example is M atisoff s reconstruction (1985a:8) o f  Lolo-Burmese *?- 
dzan111 for Burmese sam ®^ o can111 stretch vi and sham s o |o chanIH stretch vt to which 
Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1650) compare Mizo fan1 stretch vi/t.
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4.5.2 Aspirated
NC Mi Za Th Zo Te Si
*tsh- 4tJ*ts - s- s- s- s- s-
Benedict’s proposal (1972a: 17) that Mizo tsh- derives from Sino-Tibetan * / ' - , 187 rather 
than ch~, is supported here.
ST NC OB OC
V- tsh th-/t-
[#18] Emerge
[M] *s-twak (2003:321)
[P&S] *duak (1996:#464)
[NC] ^ts'hak11 emerge vi
[OB] tNve? ogoo thwak come out vi
[#19] Vagina
[M] *s-tu (2003:247)
[P&S] *d?aw s  *cfeiw (1996:#1644); ^t/dllu (1996:#1071)
[NC] *tshun vagina n 
[OB] -
Benedict (1972a:53) suggests a possible association with sau? goooo  cwik
vulva but the initial and coda are discrepant; Peiros & Starostin miscite it 
without the -k coda.188
[OC] t£houn m  teNrw" < *‘th9 wn anus n
187 More specifically in Benedict’s system this corresponds to *t- which is aspirated by default in initial 
position. The requirement for distinctive aspiration in accounting for the Northern Chin affricate series 
casts serious doubt on Benedict’s proposal to distinguish initial consonants via voicing rather than 
aspiration.
18 They actually cite the correct spelling under a separate root (1996:#1321).
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4.6. Sibilant s-
4.6.1 Affricate Source
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*s- s- s- s- s- s- s-
The fate o f  Sino-Tibetan appears to be Northern Chin s-:
ST NC OB OC
* r j- 5’- ch- ch-/c-
[#20] Wash
[M] *s(j)il (2003:425;508)
[P&S] *sio:l (1996:#1567)
[NC] *silH wash vt
[OB] shein g s o s  / s8 co chijn wash vtm
This comparison is from Loffler (1966:134) who associates the Mizo form.
[OC] d 11 sej1'/sen11 < *s-ch9 lI1/*s-ch9 n11 wash vt
The evidence for a root initial cb- stems from the relationship o f  ci1 j?§f sej1 west 
n, as a depiction o f  a bird’s nest $ in the earliest inscriptions, 190 with the 
homophonous character ci1 flf sej1 nest n, roost vi whose phonetic is tehi; 
tshej‘ < *chol' consort, wife n. Pulleyblank’s proposal (1962:132;215-6, 
2001:48) to reconstruct ci1 M  sej1 with *s-n- due to it appearing to be phonetic 
in naj11 M  nqf < *n9n is plausible in light o f  *s-hn- also giving Middle Chinese 
s- in the system here, but suffers from the rhymes not corresponding. 191 
However Sagart (2004:72) observes there to be no other obvious explanation 
for the use o f  such a phonetic and suggests that the root initial o f  was *j- 
and the character was only used interchangeably with after the shift o f
189 Not in the inscriptions.
190 See Sagart (2004:71-2) for a justification of this analysis in the Shuowen.
191 The graphic composition may have occurred between Old and Middle Chinese when the divergent 
Old Chinese rhymes had become very similar; after grave initials the Old Chinese rhyme *-&l actually 
gives the same Early Middle Chinese reflex -dj as Old Chinese
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*s-hn- to s- had occurred. Unfortunately Sagart’s proposal disqualifies the Old 
Burmese comparandum; further research is required although possibly o f  note 
is Mizo sir)1Ia ten-thousand n as plausable loan from Chinese tGhien‘ ts'W  < 
*s-hnajiI thousand n.
[#21] Hot
[M] *tsa-t (2003:462-4)
[P&S] *tsha (1996:# 1189)
[NC] *sar hot vi
M atisoff s -t suffix that accounts for Mizo set (< *sa‘-s) represents a regular 
form 2 derviation via an -s suffix from form 1 .
[OB] s V  soo cV  hungry vi
See the other comparanda in Benedict (1972a:27) for the semantic link.
4.6.2 Benedict’s *5 #  Hypothesis
Benedict (1972a:53) proposes another source o f Northern Chin s- to be Tibeto- 
Burman *sj-. In the development o f  Northern Chin vocalism adopted here this would 
assume the fronting o f  3 and a to i/i and e/e in all cases but Benedict’s proposal is 
primarily based around the following correspondence set with a whose Lolo-Burmese 
reconstruction is less than certain: 192
[#2 2 ] M eat
[M] *sja (2003:448)
[P&S] *sja (1996:#1543)
[NC] *sa" meat n
[OB] 0 a11 coos sa11 meat n
192 Benedict’s only other correspondence, with the medial -j- tentatively enclosed in parentheses, is 
Burmese ©we11 e=g: swoj11 whet, sharpen vt with Mizo sujLIb whittle vt (1972a:43) which is an irregular 
variant form of saj?.
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Bradley (1979:152) adds an extra Lolo-Burmese initial phoneme *x~ to 
M atisoff s (1972a:55-6) *s- and %- (sj-J to account for cases in Lisu where fi- 
or x- correspond to sibilants elsewhere. This leads him (1979:306) to 
reconstruct Lolo-Burmese *xan meat n which is supported by Benedict 
(1975:291). Bradley explicitly notes (1979:152) that this initial phoneme 
should not be reconstructed back to Tibeto-Burman but makes no account for 
how it could then have emerged. It is plausible that this is a case o f  original 
Lolo-Burmese *h-9 which is noted in 4.10.2 to be rare, followed by a medial 
glide, but without further evidence little more can be proposed.
Although it could be proposed that -j~ may have merged with s- before vowel fronting 
occurred in Northern Chin to give e- which remained distinctive enough from *s- to 
prevent it from occluding to this causes difficulties for cases o f  coda palatalisation 
in Old Chinese triggered by medial -j- in words like Tree (#84). It may be noted that 
loanwords are a further source o f  Northern Chin s- as shown in 6.5.4.
4.7 Dentals
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*t- t- t- t- t- t- t-
*th- /•- th- th- t - th~
*d- d- d- d- d- d- d-
*n- n- n- n- n- n- n-
* V V V n- n- n- n-
4. 7.1 Unshifted
Except for Northern Chin th- the dentals are mostly reflected unchanged from Sino- 
Tibetan:
ST NC OB OC
*t- t- t h- / t - t - /d -
*d- d- t- d-
*mn. < v Mn- w n-
[#23] Stand
[M] *dig (2003:307)
[P&S] *dhe:r) (1996:#473); *[t]erj (1996:#867)
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[NC] *digI stand v
[OB] te1 oo£Q taji1 establish vi/t
[OC] thigIb ^  dejg1 < *dajf settle, regulate vt 
tig111 /E dejg111 < *dajim establish vi/t
[#24] Length
[M] *dug (2003:285-6); *dug £  *tu:g (2003:288)
[P&S] *tog (1996:#955); *dVg (1996:#509); *t(h)ug (1996:#1083)
[NC] *dug’ length n
*tog’ warp n, erect vi/t
The voiced initial in Zahau dog111 cubit n, which corresponds to tog111 elsewhere, 
suggests the Northern Chin word to be a Burmese loan; this accounts for the 
curious vocalism.
[OB] tad1 g o ooc  twig1 cubit, w in gn m
[#25] Hurt, ill
[M] *na-n/t (2003:440)
[P&S] *no: (1996:#519)
[NC] *na* hurt, ill vi
M atisoff s -t suffix accounting for Mizo net (< *na'-s) represents a regular 
form 2 derviation via an -s suffix from form 1 .
[OB] na1 <|o na1 hurt, ill vi
193 This word also means mountain, south n which Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1003) compare with Mizo 
dognb mountain range n and ‘0 -  truawgm < *r-‘taijwm mountain n. The derived Mizo tone and its 
exclusive attestation in Mizo make it suspect but more interesting is Peiros & Starostin’s tentative link 
with tog1 towg1 < *tagWI east n. A semantic connection with this is plausible on the basis of Ohno’s 
observation (1967:87) that mountain, in its sense of south n, may more specifically be referring to the 
area found above rivers in contrast to mjau? cgooo / <|$oo5 mliwk north n which is an abbreviation of 
mji?ao? gleswno / mlac?iwk literally meaning river under, a similar semantic confusion over 
cardinal directions may be found in Northern Chin where *tsllek means east n in Mizo but north n in 
the other languages and *khlugI means west n in Mizo but south n elsewhere.
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Matisoff compares na7 ^oo nat spirit n but the derivation o f final -t in 
Northern Chin from -s makes this unlikely.
[OC] -
Notwithstanding semantic issues, M atisoffs and Peiros & Starostin’s 
comparison o f  nanlb/m i |  nan1/in difficult vi, difficulty n is unlikely because 
following the discussion in 3.2.1 and 5.2.4.1 it would originally have had an -r 
coda which would have been retained in Northern Chin.
4.7.2. Sibilant in Origin
The origin o f  Northern Chin tsh- in Sino-Tibetan */'- suggests an alternative source for 
Northern Chin which Benedict (1972a: 17) suggests may be found in *5 . This gives 
the following correspondences:
ST NC OB OC
*s- th- s- s-
[#26] Kill
[M] *sat (2003:330;335)
[P&S] *sa:t (1996:#1495)
[NC] *thet kill vt
[OB] 0 a? coco sat kill vt
[OC] £al ^  gait < *r-sat kill vtm
[#27] Itch, breath
[M] *sak (2003:317); *sak (ibid:317;326)
[P&S] *sak (1996:#1488); *sok (ibid:#1489)
194 The Middle Chinese reflex develops as if from -3-. However, the discussion in Baxter (1992:267- 
69;371-2;580-1) suggests this may be a result of the initial complex. See also the discussion under 
Alive, Green (#10).
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[NC] *thuk itch, spicy vi
[OB] 0e? oooo sak slightly bitter vi; breath, life n
The Burmese form glosses bridge the semantic gulf between Northern Chin 
and Old Chinese. Although these could be accidental homophones in 
Burmese, a possible association may be established from compounds like 
9nam90e? 33^333000 9namm9 sak odor n and 90aI90e? 3330333000 osanfosak
voice n in which the former syllables seem to carry the semantic weight195 and 
the latter syllable could plausibly be associated with either gloss.
[OC] ci1 sik < *'s9 k breathe vi
[#28] Rot
[M] *?u(w) (2003:227)
[P&S] *so & sew (1996:#1515)
[NC] * tV  rot vi
The association o f  tV 11 (< *tllus) rotten discharge n is discussed in 7.3.
[OB] 0OU11 o^s / 3 ^ 8  siw11 stale v i196
4.8 Glides
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
* w - V- V- V- V- V- V-
*/- z- z- z- z- z-
4.8.1 Labiovelar w-
The provenance o f  Northern Chin v- as a labiovelar glide w- is well-supported: 
Benedict (1972a: 18), relying on missionary orthographies, transcribes the Mizo reflex 
as w-; Luce records w- for some Southern Chin languages (1962a:55) and transcribes 
vw- in Xongsai (1962c; 1985:11.70-87). As with the shift o f  *r- to g- in the more 
Northern Chin languages that was possibly favoured by the loss o f  voicing o f  original
195 The word nara 4, namm odor, smell n is discussed under Smell (#96); the word 90a13ac6 os am1 sound, 
voice n is related to ei1 sim1 < *lsomI heart, mind n as noted in Matisoff (2003:532).
196 Not in the inscriptions.
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*g- to k-, the shift o f *w- to v- was perhaps favoured by the devoicing o f / -  in Mizo 
and Zahau that again diffused north like the shift o f  *j- to z- to be discussed below. 
The Sizang reflex o f  *w- as h- before u perhaps also hints at a previous non-if icated 
source. Although attested in Old Burmese and Old Chinese, Luce (1962a:51) 
explcitily notes no evidence for hw- in Northern Chin.
ST NC OB OC
w- °l)w-
[#29] Bear
[M] *wam(2003:252;531)
[P&S] *?w9 m (1996:2013)
[NC] *womI bear n
This is most likely related to *wom‘ black vi. Notably the word bear n usually 
occurs with the animal prefix sd- perhaps literally meaning black animal n. 
The original e vowel has undergone secondary rounding to o under the 
influence o f  the labial initial; see the discussion in 7.5.2.2.
[OB] wu1 o warn1 bear n
[OC] cyor)Ib wuwrj1 < *'w9m’ bear n
4.8.2 Palatal /'-
Peterson’s observation (2000:94) that j -  in some Southern Chin languages 
corresponds to z- in the Northern ones is supported by the data in Luce (1985.11:70- 
87). Peterson’s further suggestion (2000:80) that the shift to z- first occurred in 
lanaguages like Mizo and Zahau and then diffused northwards is supported by the fact 
that Thado, as the language furthest north, still often retains a post-alveolar 
articulation. Luce’s data (1962a:39) does not support Peterson’s proposal (2000:94) 
for an original hj -  in Southern Chin which is not attested in the North. 197 The dubious
197 Peterson (2003:175-8) notes a form hjul follow  in the Southern Chin language Hyow, the name of 
which also reflects hj~. The Northern Chin form is *juj”showing a shift o f-/ to -j in coda position which 
will be discussed further in 5.2.2.
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status o f  Old Chinese j -  is discussed in 3.5.1 and precludes a solid Sino-Tibetan 
reconstruction:
ST NC OB o c
*?_ j~ 0,j_ ?
[#30] Ashamed
[M] *s-r(j)ak ^ *g-yak (2003:317;326)
[P&S] *jak (1996:#1418); *srok (ibid:#1522)
[NC] *jEk ashamed, humble vi
[OB] je? / apoo hjak ashamed vi
Peiros & Starostin keep the Burmese and Northern Chin forms apart due to the 
Written Burmese hr- initial which Matisoff accounts for with allofams. Only 
one inscriptional form has been identified and this reflects V-:
o g ( ^ o o o o ^ o o  (IB 32 J 9-20) 
not scared not ashamed 
Not scared and not ashamed.
However, Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:324) note a variant Written Burmese 
spelling je? opo5 hjak which concurs with M atisoff s reconstruction (1972a:68,
1988a: 1269) o f  *j- in Lolo-Burmese as opposed to Bradley’s *s-r- (1979:342).
[#31] Night
[M] *s-ja-n (2003:165;329)
[P&S] *n-ja (1996:#1412)
[NC] *janm night n
Benedict’s derivation (1972a: 102) o f the -n suffix must be rejected on the 
basis o f  the Burmese evidence below for an original -n coda.
[OB] jii111 jx>g / g o i  jian111 night n
O g O G g o £ « 3 g r )O O o (« o 5 )© 3 3  (LK 221)
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That night MaddT sleep198 dream (dream) 199 REAL 
That night M addl dreams a dream.200
Following Thurgood (1981:10) and Luce (1981:3), jiamjX> jiam night n may be
treated as a reduced variant form. The palatalisation o f  the coda suggests an 
original medial -j-, but Benedict (1972a: 100) and Sagart (1999b:35) believe 
that j  was the root initial and that a nasal prefix caused the distinctive Burmese 
reflex. Benedict proposes that an n- prefix was derived from from ne!/m g^ >/g^ o
noj1/111 sun, day n as the first part o f what was originally a compound noun; 
Sagart proposes that the generic nasal voicing prefix that he assumes caused 
voicing before obstruents in Old Chinese was retained in Burmese as 
nasalisation in Chinese loanwords. Like Benedict, Sagart is not aware o f the 
original -n coda in Burmese making his proposal for a Chinese loan origin, 
discussed below, debateable. The compound neimje? G^tqco / |coqjco nijmrjak
day «, discussed under Sun (#40), is supportive o f  Benedict’s hypothesis for a 
similar night-time compound.
[OC] -
Sagart’s proposal (1995a:251) that iem ^  jia111 < ^'lak111 night n should be
reconstructed with *N-l- and was loaned into Burmese after the loss o f  the 
velar coda makes no account for the -n coda in Burmese. His supporting 
example (1999b:35) treating jii1 go jii1 younger-brother n as a loan from tim IB
dejn < *'lojn younger-brother n via an N- prefix may be rejected due to it 
ignoring the fact that in Inscriptional Burmese the word is often attested with a 
velar initial as c rji1 which palatalised before the high front vowel i in Written
Burmese as discussed in 2 .3 .1 .1:201
(^[^oo3p | 00o cclojj» (IB 5.2-4)
Buddha202 slave ... younger-brother Nga203 Ku
198 See the discussion in footnote 339.
199 Following Ba Shin (1962:72), the second «o5 is assumed to have been omitted.
200 Originally translated by Ba Shin (1962:141).
201 See Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:244-5) for confirmation of this treatment.
202 Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:242) gloss this as The Holy One and suggest that it could in this 
instance mean pagoda n.
203 Pe Maung Tin (1930:21) and Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:233) note this to be a prefix attached to 
male Burmans.
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Slaves o f  the Buddha... younger-brother Nga Ku.
4.9. Bilabials
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*Z7-
Pl Pl
p "-
Pl Pl*p K P - p  - Ph~ Ph~
*b- b- b- b- b- b- b-
*7W- m- m- m- m- m- m-
*hm- hm- hm- m- m- m- m-
4.9.1 Unshifted
These are generally retained unchanged from Sino-Tibetan:
ST NC OB OC
*p- p : p h- / p - p - / b -
*ph- Ph- P 1- p h-/p -
*6 - b- P~ b-
<h)m-
[#32] Discard
[M] *ba *  *ba:j (2003:483-4)
[P&S] *pa:j (1996:#179); *Pjol (1996:#360)
[NC] *pajm discard vt
[OB] phe‘ csoS pha 'j push/set aside vt
Okell (1969:208) tentatively suggests there may be an association with pe1 ooS
paj1 reject, decline vt. The tone I appears to reflect the underived form as 
opposed to tone III in Northern Chin and Old Chinese.
[OC] po111 HI pa111 < *palm sow, disseminate vt
M atisoff (2000a: 161, 2003:394;425) compares Mizo vor? sow vt but the 
phonological correspondence is poor.204
204 Matisoff (2000b:365) alternatively suggests that the Chinese forms are related to a separate root
*pwa:j in Benedict (1972a:41) including Mizo phuajT shavings n, attested in Weidert (1987:144), Thado 
vaj1 chaff n and Burmese p'Sve" § p'Svaj11 husk n. The Burmese form is a semantic specialisation of a 
verb meaning jine, small vi which puts it in a separate semantic field and from which the single Mizo 
etymon may well be a loan; Northern Chin *waf chaff n could perhaps be related but it requires 
assuming p-/w- variation for a root in which it is otherwise not required.
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[#33] Son-in-law
[M] *s-ma:k (2003:325)
[P&S] *ma:k (1996:#65)
[NC] *mak" son/brother-in-law n.
[OB] (0 o)me? (0 0 ) 0 0 6  (so)mak son-in-law n
Following Matisoff (1972a:61), the first syllable may be treated as an
abbreviated form o f 0 a11 ooos sa11 child n; a similar case may be found in the
word Oomi11 0 0 somi11 daughter n discussed in 6.5.3.
[#34] Ripe
[M] *s-min (2003:277)
[P&S] *s-min (1996:#107)
[NC] *hmin1 ripe vi
[OB] hmeni hmajiin ripe vi
Tone III is derived from suffixal -s and corresponds to Northern Chin form 2
*hminm (< ^mifr-s).
4.9,2. Lenition to w-
Benedict (1972a:23) notes a sporadic lenition o f p -  to w- across Sino-Tibetan which 
he attributes to preceding prefixes. 205 Benedict’s analysis is favored by Sagart 
(2006a:211-2) who compares it to the spirantisation o f  voiceless obstruents in 
Vietnamese after pre-syllables as outlined by Ferlus (1982:87-98).206 Later Benedict 
(1972a:24) proposes the alternative that w- simply extruded from an originalp~; this is 
favored by Matisoff (2000a: 175-82, 2007:438-9) who, concomitantly rejecting his
205 There are possible internal examples in Old Burmese like wain o wam plump, fu ll vi and pwam y 
pwa111 swell, bloat vi.
206 This is not restricted to bilabial stops in Vietnamese.
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own previous proposal (1997b:33) for an unspecifiedp -  prefix on a disproportionately 
large number o f  words with initial w-, rejects Benedict’s former explanation due to 
insufficient evidence for such prefixes.207 A difficulty with the extrusional hypothesis 
is that by attempting to explain the phenomenon via an intrinsic feature o f  the syllable, 
rather than an externally applied prefix that may or may not be present, an account for 
the irregularity o f  the lenition process can no longer be made. Unfortunately the 
Northern Chin evidence does not elucidate the issue any further but a tonologically 
somewhat problematic case possibly supporting the prefixal hypothesis is found 
below .208
[#35] Bamboo
[M] *r-pwa (2000:140-1)
[P&S] *wa: (1996:#432)
[NC] *roa' bamboo n
Weidert (1987:135-6) suggests that the tone o f the Northern Chin is irregular 
when compared with Naga evidence reflecting tone II.
[OB] wa" ol s wa!i bamboo n
[OC] ba11 ®  baiH < *r-ban bamboo n
ba1 pai1 < *r-pa! bamboo basket/fence n
The tonal variation between Chin and Burmese is attested here also. 
Schuessler (2007:152) suggests the former may be a loan from Tibeto-Burman 
due to its first appearance being in the Guangyun and it also being glossed 
there as specifically coming from southwest China.
207 Sagart (1999b: 87-9) provides some interesting, but sparse, evidence for a p - prefix in Old Chinese.
208 Another possible case of lenition is Matisoff s (2003:402;428-9) and Peiros & Starostin’s 
(1996:#444) comparison of Mizo war1 illuminated, white vi with pIluoIb ba1 < *baf white, white- 
haired vi although Northern Chin par1 white vi is also possible. A difficulty is that Old Chinese -I 
should correspond to Northern Chin -/ rather than -r but Matisoff s further comparison of fanIb ®  buan1 
< *'ban‘ burn, roast suggests an original -r to also be possible. Matisoff s additional comparison of 
Mizo ur1 smoke, heat, warm vt, as attested in Schuessler (2007:514), appears forced.
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4.10 Glottals
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*2- 0- ?- 0- 0- 0- 0-
*h- h- h- h- h- h- h-
4.10.1 Unshifted ?-
Matisoff (1997b:29;34) suggests that a distinction cannot really be made between a 
glottalic onset and a zero-initial in Tibeto-Burman. When looking at Northern Chin 
from a purely synchronic perspective MatisofPs comment is well-founded; the 
distinct glottalic creak in Zahau may be treated as a default onset without necessarily 
having any diachronic significance. In Inscriptional/Written Burmese, the 
correspondence o f  &  ?i and 3  ^ ?wi with coo j a  or o1 wa suggests the glottal onset 33
may simply be a vocalic place-holder,209 and on the basis o f  internal evidence alone 
there is no way o f  distinguishing whether a word begins with ?- followed by a medial 
-y- 210 or -w-, or whether it instead begins with a root initial j -  or w-. However, the 
reconstruction o f  Old Burmese as a two vowel i/a system shifts the question regarding 
glottalic onsets away from a synchronic debate over how syllables beginning with 
open vowels are articulated to whether or not in diachronic terms an initial glottal can 
be followed by a glide. Comparisons like Northern Chin *wok p ig  n and Old Burmese 
we7 ooo wak p ig  n as opposed to Northern Chin *?op brood vi and Old Burmese wu? 
o<5 wap brood vi suggest a distinction between initial *w- for the former211 and *?w-
for the latter. Further evidence for a Sino-Tibetan ?- comes from Pulleyblank’s 
observation (1984a:64) that Late Middle Chinese tonal developments in syllables for 
which a glottal may be reconstructed reflect a voiceless initial; in spite o f  
Pulleyblank’s attempts (1995c:292-6) to demote to an obligatory onset for vowels
209 There are no cases of oo/oS j i  or 9 /9  wt in Inscriptional/Written Burmese excluding a handful of 
adverbial or onomatopoeic words attesting the former and the inscriptional form of wei <30 as 90S wij.
210 This is no longer attested before t due to its derivation from ja.
211 Peiros & Starostin’s reconstruction of *wak (1996:#438) is preferable to Matisoff s (2000a: 157-60) 
*pwak which is influenced by an unlikely comparison with pa1 fG pai1 < *r-palp ig  n.
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in Old Chinese, 212 Baxter’s reconstruction (1992:207) o f a distinct phoneme is 
preferable.213
ST NC OB OC
*?- ?- 7- 7-
[#36] Dumb
[M] *?a (2003:176)
[P&S] *r-?a: (1996:#1977)
[NC] *?a11 foolish vi
The tone in Mizo and Zahau is Ha, rather than the expected lib ,214 suggesting 
that onomatopoeia has played a role.
[OB] am 33  am dumb vi
Matisoff (1978b:25) suggests the Burmese tone III to be secondary; this is 
supported by Bradley’s (1979:348) and M atisoff s (1998a:235) reconstruction 
o f  Loloish tone II.
[OC] ia11 Bfuj; ?aiu < *?an dumb, mute vi
Whether Pulleyblank’s proposal (1995c:294-6, 1998b:212) for long vowels in 
Old Chinese is accepted or not, it is unlikely that the Middle Chinese vocalism  
o f this form derived from a cluster involving -r- as Peiros & Starostin suggest. 
Schuessler (2007:550) believes onomatopoeia may have played a role which is 
most likely the casue o f  the discrepant Northern Chin and Burmese tones.
4.10.2 Peiros & Starostin’s Uvular Hypothesis
Benedict (1972a:33, 1988b:20) treats h- as a very marginal phoneme in Tibeto- 
Burman; Matisoff (1997) attempts to fill this lacuna but the correspondences are still
212 Pulleyblank’s argumentation requires a fair amount of special pleading: an OC initial *j- being 
treated as a vowel and developing a glottal onset; initial *w - having a redundant voicing prefix a -  
before which a glottalic onset could develop; distinctive vowel length in Old Chinese to account for 
vocalic developments conditioned by medial -r -  that would call for initial *?r-  as in Baxter’s system.
213 This may also be labialised as Tv- but, as with the case of kw- and kw-, discussed in 3.1.1, such a 
distinction is not required in Northern Chin or Old Burmese.
214 See the discussion in 6.1.
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not regular and he prefers (1997:32-3, 2007:439) to attribute the alternations to proto­
variation. For Lolo-Burmese, Matisoff (1972a) reconstructs no etyma with h~ and 
notes (1997b:31) that many o f  the h- initialled forms in Loloish correspond to 
complex clusters involving resonants in Burmese.215 Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:V.iii- 
iv) reconstruction o f  a uvular series *q- and *g- to account for correspondences o f  
Mizo ?-/h- with Old Burmese l-flt*- and with Old Chinese velars is queried by 
Bengtson (1998:170) and strongly repudiated by Benedict (1998:151) on typological 
grounds. 216 Although Sagart’s proposal (2007) for uvulars in Old Chinese is 
provisionally adopted in 3.5.1, M atisoffs concerns (2007:439) over the lack o f  
regularity when projecting this back to Sino-Tibetan is evident in Peiros & Starostin’s 
inability to pin the reflexes down precisely.
Peiros & Starostin’s comparative sets in support o f uvulars tend to suffer from a 
variety o f  problems: lack o f internal Old Chinese evidence for uvulars in cases like 
Mizo ajn crab n and ciein Ht y a if  < *r-gajn crab n (1996:#2544) or Mizo en!Ib look vt 
and teien1" JIL ken111 < *kjanni see vt (1996:#2537); a demonstrable loanword origin in 
cases like Cover in 6.5.4; associations with sound-symbolism, which Matisoff 
(1997b:33-4) notes to be a common role o f  laryngeals, in cases like Mizo ham111 yawn 
vi and tehienm khiamin < *,khamIli yawn vi (1996:#2091) or Mizo hakIIb choke vi217 
and he? coco hak phlegm vi (1996:#2620). In the particular case o f  Peiros & Starostin’s 
comparison o f  Mizo hig1 sour vi with tfT qjg k j^aji1 sour, acidic vi (1996:#2079), 
Matisoff (1988a:459) queries why his Lolo-Burmese reconstruction *7-kjirjI does not 
compare with his Lahu data that suggests *?-kjan.INishi’s suggestion (1974:26) that 
that the discrepancy may be triggered by a medial -j- that caused a shift o f  -n to -ji is
215 He maintains the possibility of Lolo-Burmese h -  by reconstructing it for two roots (1988a:220, 
2003:58).
216 They also reconstruct a labialised version in comparisons like Mizo hoam1 d a re  v t, as attested in 
Schuessler (2007:335), with Burmese wuUI 9  wamm d a re  v t  (1996:#2086) in which their proposed 
change of *gw-  to *hu~ in Northern Chin parallels Sagart’s  proposed change of Old Chinese * g w-  to 
Middle Chinese yw -  quite nicely. They also compare kanE f fc  kam“ d a r e  v t  but this is difficult to 
reconcile phonologically unless a labiovelar initial is assumed to have dissimilated from the bilabial 
coda to become a plain velar; Matisoffs further attempt (2003:300) to associate Mizo ijBmnb d a r e  v t  
confronts additional problems with nasality.
217 Peiros & Starostin suggests a possible association with Mizo khakIIb p h le g m  v i  but this is actually a 
form 2  inflection whose velar derives from a suffixal -s on form 1  kV". The tonally irregular nominal 
form khakITii p h le g m  n , which further compares with tonally irregular Zahau khak‘, is good evidence for 
the onomatopoeic origin of this root with which Shafer (1952:140) and Schuessler (2003:34) suggest a 
Mon-Khmer link.
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supported by the inscriptional forms for sour vi o f  sjj<| khjanr a n d k hlaji‘ whose
variation is suggested by Okell (1971:19) to be associated with the *klj- clusters 
discussed in 2 .3.2 .2 :
J^uSogcuoS^oo (IB 164.17) 
earth acid paddy-field 400 
400 acidic earth paddy-fields.
(WK2.4a)
Buddha DIpangkara SUBJ fig sour open REAL 
DTpangkara Buddha blossoms at the sour fig-tree.218
Another interesting case may be found in the word for dog n for which Peiros & 
Staorstin (1996:#2951) reconstruct uvular *q- but Matisoff (2003:448-9) reconstructs 
labiovelar *kw- on the basis o f  his proposals in Lolo-Burmese (1969:196-7) to account 
for a Lahu bilabial aspirate p h- rather than the expected kw-. In spite o f  M atisoffs 
uncertainty (2003:24) as to whether his labiovelar proposal can be reconstructed back 
to the Tibeto-Burman level, and additional problems with the Old Chinese coda, the 
otherwise regular correspondences suggest it may be a very old loanword:
[#37] Dog
[M] *kwoj-n (2003:448-9)
[P&S] *qhwi:j/n (1996:#2951)
[NC] *?ojn dog n
Benedict (1972a:26) supposes the initial velar was reanalysed as a prefix and 
dropped; Peiros & Starostin account for its lack by reconstructing a uvular 
initial. The Xongsai data in Luce (1962c:3; 1985:11.82) suggests an original -I 
coda.
[OB] khwei" g§s / <j>oS khwijn dog n
M atisoff (1969:196-7) originally suggests the velar initial may derive from the 
Lolo-Burmese velar animal prefix, discussed in Matisoff (1969:190-9), but 
later (1980:11) follows Benedict in reconstructing an original velar element 
that was dropped in Northern Chin. Matisoff (1978b:6-7) attempts to bolster
218 Based on an original translation by Luce & Whitbread (1971:195).
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the evidence for a Lolo-Burmese labiovelar initial by adding Lolo- 
Burmese *kwoj‘ nest n which also has a bilabial initial in Lahu. However, 
M atisoffs other supporting examples are problematic: in spite o f Burmese phin 
els / (css phrin comb vi219 attesting a bilabial initial which Bradley (1979:358-9)
reconstructs for Lolo-Burmese, Matisoff, in Benedict (1979:27), reconstructs 
Lolo-Burmese *?-gw9jn comb vt220 to compare a tonologically discrepant Mizo 
isolate khuj7 comb n/vt; Matisoff (1980:24, 1986:83)221 adds *rjwat star n, due 
to its m- reflex in Lahu but, as noted in Matisoff (1985a: 14-5), the rhyme 
correspondence is not well-supported; Matisoff (1986:84-7) reconstructs *N- 
gwan chew vt due to a Lahu bilabial b- reflex but has to insert a medial -j- as 
*N-gwjan to account for the Lahu rhyme while acknowledging that the basic 
root is *wa, as reconstructed by Peiros & Starostin (1996:#431), with the velar 
initial emerging through reanalysis o f  its prefixal origin as a root initial.222
[OC] tehyenn ^  kNven11 < *hkwj©n/l" dog n
Sagart (1999b: 190) rejects Benedict’s proposal (1972a:158) for an -« suffix to 
instead propose a liquid coda but Old Chinese -n would suggest an original 
*-r while Northern Chin -j would suggest an original *-/.
The question regarding the specific role o f uvulars, if  indeed a reconstructible 
category, remains very much open. Another suggestive case is the follwing:
[#38] Steal
[M] *ru:k (2003:80); *r-kow (2003:441)
[P&S] *r-qho: (1996:#2568)
[NC] *ru11 steal vt
219 The form without the medial -r- is most likely a modern corruption due to the merger in modem 
pronunciation. Notably Bradley’s correspondence tables (1979:181-2) show other Loloish languages 
differing in whether they reflect an original -r- or not.
220 The reconstruction follows Matisoff (2006:100); Matisoff (2003:434) reconstructs Tibeto-Burman 
*kwi-s following Benedict’s modification ofhis original *kwiG) (1972a:140) to *kwis (1979:13).
221 See also Matisoffs comments in Benedict (1979:27).
222 Matisoff (2006:101) also adds a root *kwu fis t n due to bilabial initials in some Loloish languages 
among which Lahu is lacking.
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The final -k in M atisoffs former root should be derived from suffixal -s. 
Peiros & Starostin suppose that an r- prefix replaced the original uvular initial 
after it developed into Northern Chin 0-/7-. Further evidence for a uvular 
initial may possibly be found in M atisoffs reconstruction (1997b:33) o f  an 
allofam *hu.
[OB] khoou / (j>6 khiwn steal vt
M atisoffs latter form accounts for the Burmese reflex; the r- prefix is 
reconstructed on the basis o f  Written Tibetan. Weidert (1987:150-1) and 
Loffler (1966:130) support Peiros & Starostin’s association o f  the Burmese 
and Northern Chin forms.
[OC] -
Peiros & Starostin compare khouni ^  khow,n < *khawm rob vt, robber n. The 
derived nature o f  tone III suggests it may have ousted another tone but 
following Yakhontov’s proposal (1970:65) that wanlb %  ywan1 < *gaw-n‘ 
complete vt is phonetic the rhymes are difficult to reconcile. Notably Peiros & 
Starostin (1984:124) suggest an Austronesian link.
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Chapter 5: Northern Chin Rhymes
On the basis o f  internal evidence alone, Northern Chin cannot properly be reduced 
beyond a basic five vowel system. The only sign that something might be amiss is the 
synchronically moot point that -j and -w  cannot occur as codas after i/i and o/u due to 
the lack o f  a possible phonetic distinction in Northern Chin between -i and -ij/-ij or -u 
and -uw/-uw. The problem that this entails diachronically is an inherent contradiction 
whereby, on the distributional grounds that all vowels can occur with all codas, if  -j 
and -w  must have originally existed after i and w, they would have disappeared as 
soon as they appeared. Such vocalic difficulties form an interesting parallel with 
Benedict’s supposition (1972a:58-9, 1973b:7) o f a basic Tibeto-Burman three vowel i, 
u, a system in which only the vowel a occurs with any regularity in open syllables 
that leads Matisoff (2003:159) to characterise it as a single vowel system o f  a with a 
set o f  diphthongs.
Excluding those beginning with e and o, due to Benedict’s assumption (1972a:58-9) 
that the mid-vowels are generally secondarily derived,223 the diphthongs posited by 
Benedict are -ij, -uw, -a(:)j and -a(:)w. Yet, these are not freely occurring diphthongs 
to which a consonantal coda may be added, but rather are closed rhymes with a -j or - 
w  coda that should not really be included in the vowel system. Notably Benedict 
(1972a: 57) suggests modifying the diphthongs -ij and -uw to -sj and -dw which 
according to Matisoff (1985a:20) avoids an implicit length distinction between -i and 
-ij or -u and -uw.224 This introduces d as a second vowel into the system which, 
following the regular lowering o f  Old Chinese a to a in Tibeto-Burman, noted by 
Benedict (1972a: 183-4, 1973b:8-9),225 effectively establishes a vertical d/a vowel 
system for Sino-Tibetan in open syllables and syllables closed with glides.
223 Although Matisoff (1972b:279) concurs with a basic i/u/a system, he notes (1972b:280-l) that a 
demonstrable origin in ja  and wa for all cases of secondarily derived e and o has not been found such 
that Benedict’s provisional rhymes in e and o assume a more permanent status in the reconstructions in 
Matisoff (2003).
224 Benedict’s occasional reconstruction of pure -i and -u rhymes in contrast with -ij and -uw is chiefly 
based on Written Burmese. The former is shown in 2.1.4 to derive from an original lateral coda; the 
latter is discussed inn 5.2.3.1. Matisoffs proposal (1992:170-3) to add another diphthong *-uj to 
contrast with *-sj after a labial feature stems from a confusion of Burmese forms which should be 
exclusively assigned to *-a>v but in which the spelling a combination of — and - represented in 
modem spoken Burmese as it and /, has misled him into trying to associate them with a putative *-uj.
225 This correlation specifically refers to a when it is not coloured by surrounding palatal or labial 
elements. See Baxter (1994a:29-31), who reconstructs a and a in his Old Chinese system in the same
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That such an interpretation represents a reanalysis rather than a rejection o f the 
fundamentals o f  Benedict’s system is shown by M atisoffs observation (2003:159) 
that the Tibeto-Burman vowel system corresponds to the two vowel system proposed 
by Hockett (1947:266-7) for Mandarin Chinese, While Matisoff seems to be using 
this analogy to justify his system in terms o f phonological reality whereby any given 
language at a given time could develop into a system that may be analysed in this way, 
it is this same article by Hockett that Pulleyblank (1984a:46-57, 1984b) uses to justify 
his proposal for a basic a/o system underlying the roots o f  Old Chinese.
5.1. Open Rhymes
5.1.1 High vowels -i and -u
Northern Chin -i and -w appear to correspond to Sino-Tibetan d before -j and -w  as 
they are reconstructed for Old Chinese:226
ST NC OB OC
*~3j -i -ij -3j
* -9 W -u -iw - d W
[#39] Slingshot
[M] * b j  (2003:192)
[P&S] * l i j  (1996:#1935)
[NC] * l i ” slingshot n
[OB] l e i 11 g c o s  /  c o c o  l i j 11 bow n221
[OC] gin £cGi" < * ' V  arrow n22%
rhymes as Pulleyblank when no coloring is assumed, for some correspondence sets supporting this 
well-established correlation.
226 Benedict’s comparison (1972a:16;91) of Mizo llninb gums n with ni11 ni1 red vi is phonologically and 
semantically problematic.
227 Not attested in the inscriptions.
228 Sagart (2006a:218) rejects Matisoffs comparison (2003:404;422) of Mizo and Tedim the]n arrow n 
with gin ^  ci11 < *s-'lojI! arrow n to propose alternatively thanIb Dip dan1 < *dan’ shoot pellets at vt but 
the tones and coda are discrepant.
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[#40] Sun
[M] *naj (2003:191;464)
[P&S] *nij (1996:#581)
[NC] *ni' sun, day n
[OB] nei1 / ^oS nij1 sun n
Benedict’s proposal (1972a:88) that the tone III in neim g^o / nij111 day n is
grammatically induced does not seem to fit the two areas o f  usage identified 
by Allott (1967:159-61): additive and attributive noun phrases; emphatic 
expressions. However the noun phrase neiinje? G^spS / ^cocyco nijmrjak in
the inscriptions, which is a compound o f nei111 g^ / Jpco nij111 day n and je? epo
/ qjoo rjak day (o f 24 hours) n, suggests a possible attributive function that
may have become lexically established:
|coqjc6oo|so (IB 303.6) 
day day not separate
990Every day and night without break.
[C] 41111 0  jiit < *noc < *'n9j-k sun, day n
Sagart (1999a: 175) observes a similarity in correspondences with blood n 
which leads him to suggest that sun n is also a Chinese loanword in Tibeto- 
Burman. An issue not addressed by Sagart is that here the tonal reflex is I 
whereas in blood n it is II. The development o f  loanwords is not always 
consistent but the proposed development o f  -d1( > -dc > Dj? with a glottal 
catch supports the tone II reflex o f  blood n much better. Bodman (1980:129), 
who also assumes this for blood n, and Baxter (1980:17) suggest that there 
may have been an original glottal stop in Old Chinese that was lost in Tibeto- 
Burman, but Baxter notes that this conflicts with the proposal to treat glottal 
stop as the source o f  tone II. Starostin (1995:237-8) prefers to assume a -/t 
suffix, as he also does in the case o f  blood n, but is unable to assign any 
specific function. The comparison with the velar suffix in ci1" ziajk < *s-
229 This gloss follows Luce’s (1969-70:1.114) original translation of the inscription.
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'lak evening n depicting a moon n in the earliest inscriptions suggests a similar 
temporal usage o f  the suffix.
[#41] Smoke
[M] *kow (2003:178;451)
[P&S] *giw (1996:#2052)
[NC] *khu11 smoke n/vi
[OB] khouu khiw 11 smoke, steam vi
[OC] -
Benedict’s (1972b:30) comparison o f cyn1 H  xun1 < *'xwon1 smoke, steam vi 
as a possible example o f  his proposed shift o f  tone II to I in the environment o f  
an -n suffix is queried in 6.5.2.
5.1.2 Low Vowel -a
Sino-Tibetan -a, which is still maintained in Old Chinese, has merged with -a in 
Northern Chin in the same way as in Old Burmese:
ST NC OB OC
*-a -a -a -a
*-d -a -a -9
[#42] Child
[M] *tsa a  *za (2003:176;450)
[P&S] *dzV (1996:#1615)
[NC] *dzan offspring n
[OB] 0a11 coos sa11 son n
The irregularity o f  the initial is ignored by Peiros & Starostin; Matisoff 
(1978a:55, 1995:63) suggests that Lahu reflects allofamic variation in this root 
with dz- when occurring as a prefix to boys’ names and z- with the meaning 
here. A possible solution is provided by the Chinese evidence below.
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[OC] siUI E zi11 < H:'z9 n sixth earthly branch n
Matisoff and Peiros & Starostin compare tsi11 E  tsi11 <  *'c9n son, child n but 
Sagart (1999b: 165) suggests this meaning, as opposed to its use as a 
calendrical sign, to be internally derived from a verb meaning bear vt 
associated with tsi1 f ?  tsi1/n < *'c9I/n burden n such that the Tibeto-Burman 
correlates are Chinese loanwords. 230 Benedict (1972a:27) suggests an 
association with sim E zi11 < *'z9I[ sixth earthly branch n apparently on the 
basis o f Karlgren’s tentative treatment (1957:255) o f  it as depicting a foetus.231 
There is some palaeographical support to such an interpretation and Xu’s 
similar association (1988:19-20) o f  s i111 E zi11 < *'z9n with tsi11 -f1 tsi11 < *'c9 n
on the basis o f  their similar inscriptional forms o f  8  and 8 is supported by 
his observation (1988:1575-6) o f  a graph 8 with an unclear meaning that 
appears to be an amalgam o f  the two. The source o f  Middle Chinese z- is also 
problematic; noting that it only occurs in words derived from Type B syllables, 
Baxter (1992:206) suggests that Old Chinese *z- may have merged with *dz- 
in Type A syllables. Alternatively, Sagart (1999b:29-30) proposes that Middle 
Chinese z- generally appears to result from an s- prefix before non-nasal 
voiced root initials such that *z- does not need to be reconstructed for Old 
Chinese. Sagart’s proposal is eminently reasonable but Baxter’s suggestion 
allows Old Burmese s- to be treated as a regular derivation from z- and allows 
an explanation for Northern Chin *cfc- to be made along similar lines to the 
proposed merger in Chinese.
[#43] Jaw
[M] *ka (2003:486)
[P&S] *g(h)a (1996#2037)_______________________________________________________
230 Sagart’s concomitant suggestion (1999b:211) that the xiesheng graph tsim ^  dzim < * ja111 breed, love 
vt, writing n is loaned into Burmese as sa1 «*> ca1 writing n, sympathise vt shows a more regular 
correspondence of initials which may possibly be explained by different loan periods but does slightly 
mitigate his proposal.
231 Benedict’s further comparison (1972a:158) of tehin' Wl tshinr < 1 parents, relatives n is rejected
by Sagart (2006a:219) on both phonological and semantic grounds; Benedict’s further use (1972b:30) 
of this comparison in support of his theory that an -n suffix caused a tone shift of I to II in Old Chinese 
is rejected in 6.5.2. See Schuessler (2007:429) regarding the difficulties in reconstructing the initial.
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[NC] *kha "jaw n
[OB] (do)ga11 (0 6 )si s (tam)khan door n 
[OC] -
The Old Burmese semantics make it tempting to associate huIH p  yo11 < *gan 
door n but other Tibeto-Burman comparanda suggests the root meaning to be 
ja w  n. There is a possible association with Northern Chin *kan forked vi and 
Old Burmese ka11 0 0 0 s ka11 divaricate vi,232 although the etyma under fork  vi in
6.5.4 suggest Mon-Khmer influence.
5.1.3 Mid-vowels -e and -o and Diphthongs -la and -ua
Benedict (1972a:58) supposes z/e and d/o, restricted in open syllables to -e and -o, to 
be secondary derivations from ia  and ua respectively but makes no attempt to account 
for cases where the diphthongs remain. Luce (1962a:55;57-9), who transcribes the 
Northern Chin distinctions z/e and 0/0 as e/e and d/d (1962a:55) or e/e; and 0/0: 
(1985:11.70-87), follows a proposal originally made in table II o f  Luce (1959a), to 
suggest conversely that the diphthongs derived from the vowel-breaking o f  original [e] 
and [o] vowels which he maintains to still be attested in Thado -ou [o:] and -ei [e:]. 
Even without the recourse o f Sino-Tibetan evidence favouring Benedict’s proposal, a 
clear association in open syllables o f  the diphthongs with z/e and 0/0 is found in the 
observations o f  Stem (1963:236), Henderson (1965:24) and Weidert (1975:69-70) 
that the diphthongs -ia and -ua surface as -z and -0 when forming the short unstressed 
initial syllable o f  a disyllabic compound. A similar process occurs in certain verbal 
inflections as discussed in 1.4.1, and further evidence may be found in the occasional 
sporadic variation between diphthongs and pure vowels in some morphemes.
In a purely synchronic description, the restriction o f  the diphthongs to combinations 
with a may simply be regarded as a feature o f the phonological system requiring no 
further explanation; in diachronic terms such a treatment is not acceptable. That the 
syllable weight in the former part o f  Sizang zi? is more likely a secondary development 
form an original placement in the latter part o f the syllable, as in Tedim ia, is
232 See Benedict (1972a: 166).
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supported by two pieces o f  evidence: the secondarily derived Sizang diphthongs ea 
and oa have syllable weight in the latter part; on the basis o f  the available, albeit 
sporadic, evidence, the source o f the diphthongs appears to be the medials -j- and -w-, 
attested in Old Burmese and Old Chinese, before the a vowel which before s  simply 
merged to give i/i and u/u. The source o f  the distinction between pure mid-vowels and 
diphthongs is not entirely clear. The limited comparative sets in closed syllables 
suggest an association o f  pure vowels with Old Chinese Type A syllables and 
diphthongs with Type B syllables, but this may well be coincidental. Unfortunately no 
comparative sets in open syllables have been discovered but the above discussion is 
supported by the closed syllable examples in 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3 below. 
Corresponding to Sino-Tibetan -ja  and -wa were -jd and -wd. It will be seen below  
that in closed syllables these generally developed into ili and o/w. In open syllables the 
correspondences are hitherto limited to -ws in syllables corresponding to Old Chinese 
Type B but this has interestingly undergone vowel lowering from d to a in spite o f  the 
preceding labial environment to give the following correlations:233
ST NC OB OC
* -W 3 -ua - i w -WD
[#44] Carry
[M] *ba (2003:24); *bow (2003:44; 178; 199)
[P&S] *p(u)o-k (1996:#220); *ph&w (1996:#254)
[NC] *paan carry on back vt
Superficially *pu‘ carry on shoulder vt appears to be a better comparison with 
the Burmese and Chinese forms but the tonal contours are tellingly irregular.
[OB] poo11 /  § 6  piw11 carry on back vt234 
[OC] fum M  buw11 < *‘bw9n carry on back vt235
233 The discovery of correspondence sets is undoubtedly hampered by the difficulty in distinguishing 
medial -w- in Old Chinese; see the discussion in 3.1.2.
234 Not attested in the inscriptions.
235 Baxter (1992:182) suggests this may have had an original velar coda which was lost due to the 
glottal suffix that gave tone II. In the system here this would reconstruct as *'bokn supporting Baxter’s 
suggestion of a comparison with peira pojm < *pokra back n; see the discussion under Lick (#13) for 
another possible example of this.
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Baxter’s comparison (1994a:31) o f paw111 M  baw11 < *bow!I embrace, carry in 
arms vt concurs well with the Burmese form but fails to account for the 
Northern Chin vocalism.
[#45] Village
[M] *r/g-wa (2003:127)
[P&S] * gO wa(1996:#2068); *q'™3 (1996:#2575)
[NC] *k'W  village n
M atisoff (1972b:278) reconstructs *grwa with the assumption that the velar 
initial has been treated like a prefix in Burmese and dropped while in Chin the 
r  has disappeared in the environment o f  the velar; this cannot be the case as 
Chin would have developed a retroflex initial.
[OB] -
M atisoff follows Benedict (1972a: 109) in comparing jwa1 <go rwa1 village n by 
treating initial r- as a prefix and similarly demoting the id'- o f  Northern Chin to 
a prefixal status. Luce’s observation (1959b:40) that in Old Burmese the word 
often had a larger sense o f  world n does not in and o f  itself pose serious 
semantic difficulties according to the schema in Evans (1992:490), but 
Lehman’s observations (1963:172-3) regarding the distinction between 
Northern Chin *k’W  village n as the settled area with its semantic extensions 
o f soul/spirit n when contrasted with *rem’ forest, territory n, discussed under 
Forest (#49), as the uncultivated wilderness cast serious doubts on the validity 
o f  Benedict’s comparison. Phonological issues further compound these 
difficulties: in addition to the Chinese form below suggesting the initial id1- to 
be original and calling into question the vocalism, the word is often attested in 
the inscriptions with a superfluous final -h -oo  which was also noted in the
loanwords for Buddha and Brahmin in which the -h in the latter word is
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suggested in footnote 250 to be an artefact o f the original Mon spelling.236 The 
fact that Bradley (1979:326) cannot find Loloish correlates for the Burmese 
word suggests an external source to be likely here as well. In what is often 
held to be the earliest Old Burmese inscription, 237 the word for village n is 
spelled with a curious g^o waw  nucleus as gqooo rwawh:
oB6GCC7x>Goqp|o^GgoooGoooSo1oSGep33ooa5®3G (MZA.8-9)
This king SUBJ slave three village e m p h  wife dear238 to give r e a l
23 9This king gave three villages o f  slaves to his dear wife.
Although the use o f g-o  aw  to spell words with a nucleus wa is shown by 
Ba Shin (1962:38-9) to be common in the inscriptional language, and may 
incidentally be observed in the spelling o f slave n as Goqp«| in the above
inscription, it was noted in 2.1.2 that the rhyme -waw  is not possible in Old 
Burmese due to phonotactic constraints causing dissimilation to -aw. Luce 
(nd) notes that many Burmese village names preserve Old Mon names, and 
although the standard Mon word for village n bears little resemblance to the 
Old Burmese form, Shorto (2006:560) notes a Palaung word which he 
transcribes as ru. In this regard, Ba Shin’s observation (1962:36-7) that words 
rhyming in Inscriptional Burmese -u, corresponding to Old Burmese as -wi in 
the system used here, were often written with -aw  makes this a very interesting 
correspondence.
[OC] te^ou1 f r  khuw' < *'khw9’ village, hillock n
Recognition o f  the above developments also helps accounts for the relationship 
between Northern Chin *koau nine vi and Old Chinese teiou11 f i  kuw11 < *'kw9wri nine 
vi. Matisoff (1980:17, 1997a: 107) suggests that *kuan may have developed via an -a 
suffix from *kowJI-a but Weidert (1981:10;12) queries M atisoffs division o f  the
236 Ba Shin (1962:38-9) extends Duroiselle’s suggestion (1919:37) concerning village n to propose that 
the -h in these words represents tone II. The fact that the word for village n is in tone I is already a 
difficulty here and it seems Ba Shin and Duroiselle are influenced by the transcriptional practice in the 
Ajawlat Inscription discussed in 2.4.1.
237 See the discussion in footnote 8 .
238 Duroiselle (1919:36) and Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:265) note this to represent Written Burmese
3 3 0 0 u S .
239 Based on an original translation by Duroiselle (1919:25).
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rhyme in this manner. Alternatively Lehman (1973:520-1 ;544) proposes that it 
developed from a lost final -/ but Maran’s proposal (1971:38) for final liquids in Old 
Burmese, upon which Lehman bases his argument, is incorrect. 240 Karlgren’s 
reconstruction (1957:260) o f  Old Chinese *kiug, equivalent to *'kwo in the system  
used here, is corrected by Baxter (1994a:30-l) but Karlgren’s error actually hints at a 
solution. Baxter (1992:510) notes that words with labiovelar initials in '-dw 
dissimilated to -a before undergoing rounding again later unless inhibited by a medial 
-r-. Following Miller’s proposal (1988:528), discussed in 6.5.4, that Tibeto-Burman 
numerals from two to nine are Old Chinese loanwords, it seems the word for nine vi 
was borrowed across at the time o f  it rhyming as -a from which it accordingly 
dipthongised to -oa in the manner discussed above; the Burmese form also regularly 
reflects koo11 / o^o kiw11 nine vi.
5.1.3.1 Prefix Induced Diphthongs
A further source o f the Northern Chin diphthongs appears to be prefixation before j -  
and w- when occurring as initials 241
[#46] Rain
[M] *r-wa-s (2003:173;433)
[P&S] *r-qhwa (1996:#2579)
[NC] *r~WEs rain n
The original word must have been *r-wus in order for Mizo, Zahau and Thado 
to develop roa?; an original *roas would have given roa111242
[OB] (mou^jwa1 (^s/^o)gp (miwII)rwaI rain vi
Weidert (1987:97) notes this as an exception to his correlation o f  -s and Lolo- 
Burmese tone II. Like its Loloish counterparts, this only occurs as a bound 
morpheme such that a sandhi shift o f  tone II to I in the latter syllable seems 
likely. Further support for this may be found in the association between sa11 ©os
240 See Matisoff (1973b:742).
241 See also Bamboo (#35).
242 See the discussion in 5.2.7.
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ca11 eat vt and osa1 30©o oca1 fo o d  n which is plausibly a shortened form o f  
osa’^ sa130do;30©o ocanoca! that perhaps underwent the same sandhi change.243
[OC] y11 Rif wuam < *'wam rain vi 
y11 Mf wua11 < *'wan rain n
Both the verbal and nominal senses are attested in the earliest inscriptions. 
Whether the tone II reflex can be treated as a nominal derivative requires 
further investigation; see the discussion in 3.3.2.
 12636)
this eleven month perhaps rain 
In this eleventh month it may rain.244
£  i f  (H J14295) 
this eleven month Di245 order rain 
In this eleventh month D i (will) order rain.246
5.2 Closed Syllables
5.2.1 Unshifted
When the coda remains unaltered between Sino-Tibetan and Northern Chin, 247 the 
vocalic alternations appear to be generally what would be expected from the above 
discussion regarding open syllables. Specific developments conditioned by other 
codas will be discussed separately below. The discussion o f  closed syllables is 
constrained by the paucity o f correspondence sets and it is expected that further 
details will be added to the system as new correspondences are discovered.
5.2.1.1 Pure Vowel
ST NC OB OC
-d- -e/a- -a- -a-
-a- -e/a- -a- -a-
243 Matisoff (2003:440) compares this to Mizo fc7 feed  with mouth vt but Shafer (1952:138) and Shorto 
(2006:71) note a good Mon-Khmer link.
244 Based on an original translation by Keightley (2000:44).
245 Ito, in Ito & Takashima (1996:1.4-7), discusses the role of this supreme deity.
246 Based on an original translation by Keightley (2000:70).
247 The backing of the velar coda -k to -? in Thado and Zo is not significant here.
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[#47] Fathom
[M] *la(:)m (2003:251 ;298)
[P&S] *bm  (1996:#1705); *T-lam (1996:#1703;1887)
[NC] *lam1 fathom n
There is some confusion here with Mizo hlnm1 and Zahau 1 m d fathom n having 
the syllabic weight on the coda rather than the vowel. It is possible that the 
Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang forms were influenced by ^lam1 dance vi due to 
the characteristic Northern Chin dancing style with arms outstretched. The 
aspiration in Mizo may be a back formation from hlnm1 fathom vt which is not 
attested in the other languages.
[OB] lar co \avd fathom n/vt
[OC] GynIb/c in lb #  z im 1 <  ^s-'lom 1 measure o f  length n
[#48] Mouth
[M] *r-ka(:)m (2003:251 ;298)
[P&S] *khom (1996:#2291); *kho:m (1996:#2294)
[NC] *kBmI mouth n
Matisoff glosses the Mizo form as bank, shore n but this is a figurative usage 
o f  its root meaning mouth n; Peiros & Starostin’s reconstruction o f the 
different meanings under separate roots is unnecessary. M atisoffs association 
o f  Northern Chin khamUI precipice n, in turn a nominal form 2 o f  k^rn1 
precipitous vi, may be valid but it would represent an ablaut variant as attested 
by his Chinese comparanda khanm ff$f kh9 min < *kh3 inin cliff bank n and tehin' 
^  khim‘ < *r-'khamI precipitous v/ . 248
[OB] k'^dw l”) ©y(cgcs) kbam^twap11) (inside of) mouth n
248 See Pulleyblank (1984a: 173-4) for the necessity of reconstructing r- here. Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#2055) partially support Matisoffs association by listing 'ftk in the root discussed here but l&H in a 
separate root (1996:#2291).
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This mostly obsolete compound noun is noted in Luce (1977a: 19, 1981:41); 
the -m coda is sometimes omitted in the inscriptional form as the modern 
pronunciation would attest:249
oS^ouSaog^SoSo] (I K  156)
parrot Brahmin250 mouth inside excrement voids251
The parrot defecates inside the Brahmin’s mouth.252
M atisoff and Peiros & Starostin compare the tone II word ka11 ooos kam11 bank,
shore n. As an individual word it appears to have lost its aspirated initial, 
attested in the inscriptions, which is still maintained in compounds like 
hno(j?khan bnwitkhamn lips n in which hnoo7 ^co hnwit means mouth,
snout n. The semantic extension involved parallels that o f  Mizo above but the 
concomitant shift to tone II is not attested there.
[OC] kan1 f t  kam1 < *kam1 (sweet vi)
This now has a meaning o f  sweet vi but it appears in the earliest inscriptions as 
fej, a mouth W (khoun □  khown) with a line inside, which, aside from 
functioning as a place name, is unclear in meaning. Boltz (1992:42) assigns it 
to a word family meaning close in/down on in which he also includes han1 i f  
yam1 < *gam! hold in the mouth as Qiu (2000:218-9) supposes the original 
sense o f  & to have been. It is perhaps o f no coincidence that Thado, Zo, 
Tedim and Sizang also use kam1 mouth n in a verbal sense, with a form 2 
kam111, to mean set a trap vt. In Mizo and Zahau this occurs as a derived form
249 However, note also Mizo and Zahau ka1 mouth n which is only attested in a verbal sense open (as 
mouth) in Thado, Tedim and Sizang,
250 Hla Pe (1967a:79) notes this to be a Mon loanword; this possibly explains the superfluous final -h; 
see the discussion in under Village (#45). It occurs in Written Burmese as
251 The verb phrase tf‘einpa 1 G^ jsdl /JoSol k 'lifpa 1 is a set compound meaning defecate vi. Ba Shin 
(1962:136) glosses it as drop dung for the inscription here; this represents a more literal interpretation 
in light of the first syllable individually meaning excrement n which Matisoff (2003:201) associates 
with jii11 ^  ei11 < *lllb jn excrement n. Matisoffs suggestion (1969:198) that the velar initial in Burmese 
may represent the Lolo-Burmese velar animal prefix is likely, but the Karen forms that he attempts to 
associate, undoubtedly from the same source as Northern Chin *7e“ defecate vi, are shown by Shafer 
(1952:158), Benedict (1994a:5) and Shorto (2006:238-9) to be Mon-Khmer in origin.
252 Based on an original translation by Ba Shin (1962:136),
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kamIIb which suggests the original tone I sense may have been intransitive as 
the Old Chinese forms would suggest.253
[#49] Forest
[M] *ram (2003:299-300)
[P&S] *rom(1996:#708)
[NC] *rBm1 forest, territory n
Shafer (1952:139) and Schuessler (2007:358-9) suggests there may be a Mon- 
Khmer link; the forms in Shorto (2006:378) suggest the semantic fields to be 
somewhat different.
[OB] -
The forms in Shorto (2006:379) show Peiros & Starostin’s comparison o f  jo1
rwim' cluster, clump vi to rather be a Mon-Khmer loanword; this seems to be 
supported by the comparison in Hla Pe (1967a:85).254
[OC] linIb /jvfv lim1 < ^'rom1 woods, forest n
son1 ^  §im! < ^s-'rom1 dense trees, thicket n
5.2.1.2 Medial
ST NC OB OC
- P - -i/i- -t- - P -
-ja- -e/e-, -ia- -ja- -ja-
[#50] Extinguish
[M] *s-mi:t/n (2003:519-20) 
[P&S] *me(:)t (1996:#90)
253 There also seems to a Mon-Khmer connection here with Shorto (2006:361-2) linking a root meaning 
molar tooth, jaw  n with hanra yam11 < *gomnjaw  n, a xiesheng derivative of the Burmese form a1 
35 am1 molar tooth n compares well with the Shorto’s glottalically initialled variant (2006:358).
254 There is a semantically barely distinguishable word joon rwim11 assemble, gather vi whose tone II 
reflex may reflect a peculiarity of the loan process; Hla Pe (1967a:85) and Shorto (2006:213) 
alternatively propose a link with a Mon-Khmer root with a final -ij.
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[NC] *mit extinguish vi/t
[OB] hmei? tpoo hmit close, extinguish vt
Benedict (1972a:99) proposes a transitivity distinction with hmei11 hmin11 
have eyes closed, doze vi via a gloss o f  hmei7 $ 0 0  hmit as shut (the eye), wink,
Matisoff prefers to simply treat them as allofamic variants in -t and -n. This 
meaning in Burmese only occurs when preceded by the word for eye n, and 
Nishi’s gloss (1974:4) o f  extinguish vt elsewhere in Lolo-Burmese makes 
Benedict’s comparison appear rather forced.255
©<|8|^jo58co»^oS(^^oGooo^qjG03a^§c6GCO (WK lb .2)
in ten tly  e y e -se e d  n ot c lo se  lo o k  ATTR 7 d ays an im m isam  EMPH 
The seven days when he intently stared without closing his eyes is 
Animmisam.
[OC] mie111 $$ mjiat < *'mjot
The Middle Chinese rhyme o f mie111 $$ mjiat requires an Old Chinese 
reconstruction o f  *'mjat extinguish vt. However in the Shijing it appears to 
rhyme with teielb ket < *koc, and xiesheng dervatives like mie111 met < 
*m9 c blood n also attest such a reading. However Pulleyblank (1983:441, 
1995b:30, 1996b:55) notes that the semantically very similar mie111 j§§ met 
eliminate vt, for which Old Chinese *mjat would be expected, is used 
interchangeably with muo111 7^ mat < *mat as a place name and further notes 
the similar usages o f both o f  them as grammatical particles. This prompts him 
to suggest that some kind o f  prefixal element may have triggered the Middle 
Chinese front vowel which he suggests (1995b:30) to be a sibilant prefix but 
there is little evidence for such a development elsewhere in Old Chinese. It 
seems likely that mie111 mjiat < *'mj9 t may in some dialects have undergone
255 Benedict proposes similar transitivity distinctions between pu11 y<f: pwan11 abrade vi and po? yaS pwat 
abrade, rub vt as well as pa11 o :^ pan11 encircle, outflank W255 and pa? 0 0 S pat encircle vt. The first case 
looks plausible but Bernot (1978-92:X.135) also notes a transitive sense for pun y :^ pwann which casts 
some doubt on the theory. In the second case, lexical alternates like goba? ©I:oo5 kha'[pat belt n and goba 
s>1 :o|: khanpann belt n, the latter of which Hla Pe (1967:84) notes to have a Mon correlate in its 
secondary meaning of baseboard/skirting-board n, suggest the distinction to be purely phonological 
with semantic specialisation occurring at a later date
256 This is a Sanskrit term glossed by Luce & Whitbread (1971:193) as Unblinking in their original 
translation of this inscription.
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the same lowering process that affected name n and fire  n to then develop as if  
from mjat while in others the medial -j- may have palatalised the dental coda 
to -c allowing it to rhyme as *'mj9c. The situation may be similar to that o f  
teieIb 0  tset < *C9 C < **cj9 k jo in t n and tei,b j!|J tsik < *'c9k thereupon noted in 
Pulleyblank (1991a: 6 6 ) .257
[#51] Braid
[M] *bjar & *pjar (2003:360;401)
[P&S] *ber (1996:#11)
[NC] *pher1 braid vt
Mizo and Zahau phiar' braid vt appears to have derived from a variant Type B 
syllable.
[OC] pien1 $§ pen1 < *pjar' weave, braid vt
Peiros & Starostin (1996:#188) associate the xiesheng character pien11 f f  pen11 
< *pjar“ f la t and thin vi with Mizo per111 flatten vt which is a transitive 
derivative o f  Northern Chin *per11 f la t vi, under a root *pe:r.
[#52] Leaf, Flat258
[M] *lap (2005:9);259 *s-ljap a  (2003:338); *ljap (2003:339); *s-lep (2003:376-7) 
[P&S] *lap (1996:#1718); *ljep (1996:#1776); *le:p (1996:#1906)
[NC] *hlep pare vt
[OB] ljap <x^o ljap thin, fine  vz260
257 However Pulleyblank suggests that Type A syllable structure may have allowed the palatalisation of 
the coda that was prevented in Type B syllables.
258 Possibly related, but not directly, are the words for butterfly n in Matisoff (2003:377) and Peiros & 
Starostin (1996:#1736). The variations in the Northern Chin reflexes are, as noted by Schuessler 
(2007:281), reflected across Tibeto-Burman.
259 Matisoff (2005:9) reconstructs an allofam *s-la with a supposed Burmese form la111; it is actually a 
reduced form of le? coco lak in close juncture in the compound iophe? comooS lakphak tea-leaf n.
260 This is more commonly spelled hlap op5 hlap; see Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:346).
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ja? c£]5 hljap flake off vi/t, flash vi 
[OC] tieIb dep < *ljap writing tablet n
There is a type B xiesheng character ieUI ^  jiap < *'ljap lea f n.
5 .2 .13  M edial -w-261
ST NC OB OC
- W d - -u/u- -wi- - W 3 -
-wa- -o/o-, -ua- -wa- -wa-
[#53] Warm
[M] *s-lim s  *s-lum (2003:272;275;496)
[P&S] *lim (1996:#1835)
[NC] ^ lom 1 warm vi
[OB] lou1 lwim1 warm vi
bjou1 o j hlwim! warm (oneself) vt
The transitive tone III derivation hlouEU og hlwimII! reheat vt compares nicely
with Mizo lumIIb and Zahau hlomEEb from Northern Chin *(h)lumm-s which 
derives from an -s suffix on the form 2  inflection (h)lomin when used 
transitively as a form 1 verb.262
[OC] rorjIb lilt juwg1 < *'lw9mE warm vt
The reconstruction o f  a bilabial coda in the above character which, judging by 
its phonetic, must have been created after the dissimilation -m to -rj in the 
environment o f the labial medial, follows Bodman’s comparison (1980:124) o f  
it with 6 ynIb/GinIb Ip zim1 < *s-'l9 mI measure o f  length n when used as a 
jia jie 263 character to mean warm vt; the use o f  ip. in this way presumably
261 Matisoff s comparison (2003:309-10) of Mizo koij1!b waist n with kao1 erooS kiwi)1 body n and kinf 
/IB kuwij1 < *'k3 wi)1 body, se lf n is phonologically and semantically problematic. The Mizo form, along 
with Zahau, also shows irregular syllable weight with its tone lib contour that would regularly be in Ila 
to correlate with Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang kor)u; this is is suggestive of an external source.
262 See the discussion in 7.1.5.
263 A phonographic loan with no semantic relationship.
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stems from the lack o f distinctiveness o f Sino-Tibetan medial -w~ after and 
before labial codas or initials.
[#54] Round
[M] *zlum (2003:78;272)
[P&S] *li(:)m (1996:#1839)
[NC] *lllumn sphericalised vi
[OB] lou11 cvjs lwim11 spherical vi
[#55] Swell
[M] *s-pwam/p (2003:518)
[P&S] *[p ]uam (1996:#223)
[NC] *poam1 unripe but swollen vi
[OB] p V 1 / phwam £>o pNvam111 plump vi
The tone III is derived and compares with Northern Chin form 2 *puamm. 
Matisoff (1972a:47) and Bradley (1979:175 ;364-5) propose a Lolo-Burmese 
allofam with a -p coda with which Matisoff (2003:381) tries to associate Mizo 
bop hind-leg n. Matisoff5s association may ultimately prove to be correct but 
further research is required.264 Notably, bop is the form 2 o f  bom111 swarm vt in 
Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang, attested as bom1Ib in Mizo and Zahau, which 
makes an interesting parallel with the cases o f  Smell (#96) and Snot (#97) 
discussed in 7.5.1.
5.2.2 Coda -i
Excepting cases derived from Sino-Tibetan -dj to give Northern Chin -i/-i, Sino- 
Tibetan -j appears to have been maintained regularly. However, while laterals are 
regularly attested across the six languages here, Luce (1962a:55, 1962c) notes that in
264 See also the discussion in 7.5.1.
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Xongsai, a dialect o f Thado, -/ appears often to be in free-variation with -j which 
corresponds to -j in the six Northern Chin languages discussed here.265 Consequently, 
in spite o f  a Northern Chin -/ coda to be discussed below, it appears that the reflexes 
o f  Sino-Tibetan *-/ have also merged with Northern Chin -j:266
ST NC OB OC
-j ~j -j
*-/ . j -/
[#56] Water
[M] *twoj(2003:195;451)
[P&S] *tuj (1996:#990)
[NC] tuj11 water n
The Xongsai data in Luce (1962c:3, 1985.11:82) has a variant form til11 which 
is compared in table A o f Luce (1962a:59) to a Thado form ti11 that is distinct 
from tuj11 as recorded here. Luce further compares Zahau tiIIa with Thado ti11 but 
the shift o f -oj to -i after coronals, discussed in 1.4.2.2, is a regular process in 
Zahau that is not attested in Thado. Nevertheless, Benedict (1972a:26;45) 
reconstructs a root *ti(j) water n which Matisoff (2003:435) treats as an 
allofam o f  *twoj, correlating with *twi(j) in Benedict’s original formulation, 
that supports the -/ coda in the Old Chinese form below. Luce (1962a: 59-60) 
similarly poses a single source with the suggestion that the shifting in syllable 
weight from the first part o f the diphthong to the second part ultimately caused 
the loss o f the labial feature.267 Notably, although Benedict’s proposal 
(1939:225) for a semantic link between *tujn water n and *tuf egg n is 
tentatively queried by Matisoff (2004:387), the Xongsai form for egg n in 
Luce (1962c:3, 1985.11:72) has the regular reflex tul11.268
265 Luce’s Xongsai data shows that this variation has also spread to -I codas derived from Sino-Tibetan 
*-r, as discussed in 5.2.4.1, which leads him to suggest that all Northern Chin -j codas may perhaps be 
derived from original -I. Conversely, the other Northern Chin languages are more conservative here in 
only attesting forms in -I.
266 See also the discussion in footnote 383 regarding evidence in Southern Chin for an original -/ coda 
in Northern Chin *)uju follow vt.
267 Shafer (1952:156) suggests a Mon-Khmer link but this is not well supported.
268 Although Matisoff (2004:364) suggests a Tibeto-Burman link between water n and testicle n via the 
meaning egg n, the homophony of the Xongsai word til“ water n with tiln testicle n is entirely 
coincidental due to testicle n being regularly attested with an -/ coda elsewhere in Northern Chin such
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[OB] (to)dwei11 ( o o ) gc^ s / (co)apoS (tam^tNvij11 spittle n269
M atisoff s reconstruction (2003:195) o f a separate allofam *dwoj to account 
for the unaspirated initial in (to)twei11 ( c o ) gcqi is shown to be unnecessary
with the older Written Burmese form, cited in Luce (1981:17), and its 
corresponding inscriptional forms showing original aspiration that was lost in 
close juncture.270 The independent verb thwein cogs thwijn spit out vt is most
likely a back-formation.271
[OC] fguei117J9K tewi11 < *ltwoln water n 
guei11 7)C cwi11 < *s-ltwsl11 water n
Starostin’s suggestion (1995:241) that the doublet forms may be due to 
dialectal differences suggests the s- prefix in the latter should be removed. 
Sagart (1999b: 157-8) prefers to derive the two forms from *hl- and *t-l- 
respectively on the basis o f forms, including Northern Chin *lujm river n, 
listed by Matisoff (2003:197) under *lwi(j) and Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#1832) under *luj.272 Gong (1995:64) supports such an interpretation 
but the Northern Chin and Burmese evidence above favours Starostin’s 
proposal.
5.2.2.1 Rhyme -ei
The regular derivation o f  £ in closed syllables from ja  would suggest that Northern 
Chin -ej should derive from Sino-Tibetan *-jaj or *-jal. This may be very tentatively 
suggested in the following example, although Sagart’s alternative suggestion
that it must have derived from an original - r  coda. Benedict’s association (1972a:37) of Mizo tilna 
te s t ic le  n  with a Thado form for e a r th w o rm  n  is supported by Matisoff (2004:363-4) but this stems 
form a faulty transcription of Thado -telra e a r th w o rm  n .
269 Not attested in the inscriptions.
270 Matisoff (2003:451) later correctly cites the aspirated form.
271 Sagart’s comparison (2005:163) of Burmese twei1 G0 3  V m f f l o w  in c e s s a n t ly  v i  with the Chinese form 
below may well be valid but his reconstruction of */-/- seems solely motivated to accommodate his Old 
Chinese reconstruction with a lateral initial that is rejected below.
272 Sagart (1999b: 158) compares tguan1 JI [ teNvian1 < *'-won1 r iv er , s tr e a m  n  by reconstructing an initial 
* t-hl~ and a tentative liquid coda -r; a lateral initial of some kind is supported by x ie s h e n g  connections 
but, in addition to difficulties with codas, this makes an association with the t -  initial in w a te r  n  
problematic. Benedict’s proposal (1972b:30) that this is an example of Old Chinese tone II shifting to I 
in the environment of an -n  coda is rejected in 6.5.2.
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(1995b:353-4) that the Tibeto-Burman forms are Old Chinese borrowings o f  the word 
for tongue in Hakka and Cantonese remains possible in spite o f  the fact that the issue 
o f  taboo, proposed for the ascendancy o f  this word, is dismissed by Bauer (1988:152) 
as a myth:
[#57] Tongue
[M] *s-l(j)a-j (1995:71)
[P&S] *laj (1996:#1698)
[NC] *lejI tongue n
The Xongsai data in Luce (1985.11:70) and table B o f  Luce (1962a) does not 
attest a variant with -I.
[OB] ja1 c^p ’hja1 tongue n
Bradley (1979:302-3) and Matisoff (1994b:50)273 reconstruct Lolo-Burmese 
*?-l(j)al noting the Loloish languages do not support a medial -j-. It is 
unequivocally attested in the inscriptions:
c^poocoogoocxjjoSoGoooGoo (IB 69.21)
to n g u e  o n e  fa th om  protrude w h ile  su ffer  m ay274 ATTR EMPH
May they (be the ones who)215 suffer while their tongues protrude one fathom.
There are no cases o f -jaj in Burmese; on the basis o f the merger o f -waw  with 
-aw, it seems likely that -jaj would have merged with -aj. However, the 
evidence here suggests that it was rather the coda that was lost through 
dissimilation; further research is required.276
273 See Matisoff (1969:177) for discussion.
274 The gloss of e® as exhortative may follows Ohno (2005:289) in his original translation of this 
inscription.
275 Yanson (1994:370-1) associates ©am oo sam with a Pali pronoun which he further links to the 
established pronoun marker 0un aj su11. Yanson (2002a:41-8, 2005:224-8) extends this to the attributive 
marker ©oa ecoo saw11 which is the status assigned to 0aDI =o sara in the above inscription. With the 
emphatic marker tei goo tij serving as a surrogate copula, as noted in footnote 174, this represents a 
grammatically more faithful, albeit functionally unnecessary, rendition.
276 Benedict (1972a:48;64, 1979:24) suggests Ja1 ojp hIja! tongue n may be derived from ja 1 ''ljam1 
radiate, overflow vi via a suffixed form like *hljam-ma > *hlja-ma. Benedict provides no source for the 
suffix leading Matisoff (1994b:54, 1995:71, 2003:299-300) to simply assume an allofamic variant *s- 
Ijam. In fact such ruminations are unnecessary as Shorto (2006:383-4), supported in Shafer (1952:144), 
shows the word to be Mon-Khmer in origin. Benedict’s proposal (1972a: 172) for a polyphonic §Ylb fiy
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However, a well-supported alternative source o f Northern Chin -zj is from Sino- 
Tibetan *-a/ in which the lateral coda seems to have triggered vowel lowering in 
Northern Chin in order to retain the coda to give -zj rather than -i as in the case o f  *-37. 
Old Burmese, not having the luxury o f  vocalic options available to Northern Chin, 
simply loses the original coda but retains it in spirit by not undergoing lowering to -a 
and instead remaining as -i:277
ST NC OB OC
*-dl -zj -i -dl
The data in Luce (1985.11:82) and table B o f  Luce (1962a) suggests this also occurred 
in Xongsai where no variant in -/ is attested for the following words:
[#58] Fire
[M] *mej (2003:206)
[P&S] *me:j (1996:#84)
[NC] *mej11 fire  n
[OB] mi11 ws mi11 fire  n
Shafer (1952:158) suggests an Austroasiatic link but Starostin’s (1995:230) 
rejection o f  any solid external links is more likely.
[OC] huo" iK  xwa11 < *hmol11 fire  n218
?iat < *'lat tongue n due to its occurrence as phonetic in characters like t^ien11 j§js themu lick vt, tllienlb 
dem1 sweet vi, cien1 jtg- siam1 sharp vi and tbienIb filf dem1 quiet, tranquil, calm vi is debatable. The 
phonetic in ^  is clearly thienn themn shame vi; the others are somewhat harder to justify but 
Takashima (2003:11.428-9) notes another word in the Shuowen thienmM  themm with which, in spite of 
Qiu’s observation (2000:186) that it actually represents a phonologically shifted form of tienu3f! dem“ 
mat n rather than the Shuowen gloss of tongue n, there may have been graphic confusion.
277 This allows the rejection of a couple of tonologically discrepant proposed correspondences: Peiros 
& Starostin (1996:#1151) and Sagart (2006a:215), via his citation of Matisoff (2003:190), compare 
Mizo tsinb seed n to tsi1 ^  tsi1 < *>colI sacrificial grain n and tsi1 |tr dzi1 < * p f  granary n respectively; 
Matisoff (2003:509) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1692) compare Old Burmese mjei1 eg / JoS mlij1 
earth, ground n to Mizo lej“ ground n. In the former case a comparison with Old Burmese sei"1 e<p cijm 
seed n remains possible but the lack of initial aspiration and the derived tone III are less than ideal; in 
the latter case Sagart’s tacit rejection (2006a:218) of a previous proposal (1985:215-6) to instead follow 
Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1692) in comparing tim fit} dim < *'lalin is possible if the ablaut rhyme *‘-9lw, 
rather than the Shijing rhyme *‘-alm that gave the Middle Chinese, rhyme is treated as original.
278 The Middle Chinese reflex reflects a lowering of 3 to a.
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The bilabial initial is justified internally by Sagart (1999b: 158-9) via the 
variant form huei11 fM xuf1 < *'hmol11 fire  n which has wei11 M  muj11 < *'mol!I 
tail n as phonetic.
[#59] Tail
[M] *r-mej (1985a:31)
[P&S] *r-moj (1996:#138)
[NC] *mejn tail n
[OB] mji11 (§s mri11 tail n
[OC] wei11 M  muj11 < *'m9ln tail n
The r  medial in Old Burmese is not attested in Old Chinese or it would have 
developed into Middle Chinese mi11; this suggests it to be prefixal in origin.
[#60] Foot, Leg
[M] *pej (2003:205-6)
[P&S] *be(:)j (1996:#6)
[NC] V e j" 1 leg n
[OB] pho(na?) 0 8 (^6 ) / 0 ( .^6 ) phim(nap) sandal, shoe n 
pho(wan) o(ols) ph(lwan) sole n219
ouooooooo^oo^^oo.. (W K 1 .7a)
Mahakassapa sole OBJ worship280 
Mahdkassapa worships the soles (of the Buddha).
The voiced variant 0 0 ^ 6  is a later, and now defunct, corruption; cf. side n,
fa ther n, grandfather n for similar cases. Hla Pe (1967a: 84) suggests it to be a 
Mon loanword; while this is likely the case for the second syllable, the first 
syllable fluctuates in Mon between velar and dental articulations suggesting it
279 In Modem Burmese this can also mean palm n making it indistinguishable from le?wa“ coo5oh 
lakwa11 palm n.
280 The gloss of <jj£ as worship follows Luce & Whitbread (1971:192) in their original translation of this 
inscription.
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to be distinct in origin from the Burmese bilabial. Nishida’s proposal 
(1968:22) that the first syllable o f Burmese phona? 8^<5 phiUInap sandal, shoe n
appears to correspond to velar initials in several other Lolo-Burmese 
languages is rejected by Matisoff (1978b:30) due to Lahu not also attesting a 
bilabial initial as it should according to his labiovelar hypothesis discussed 
in 4.10.2. The expected development oft^o phlwan to Written Burmese would
be as (gos phrwan or oogos ph9lwau. The earlier loss o f  the i vocalism than in 
8^.8 is related to the complex initial cluster; a similar example may be found 
pslwei1 c^ Gog pumlwpjr flu te n, nowadays written in a reduced form ocog, 
which may also be written ©(y prwei.281 The meaning o f  palm n is expressed in 
the inscriptions solely by leTwa11 cooools lakwa11 palm  n in which the first 
syllable means hand n. Similarly, the o pham o f Written Burmese ph©waH ools 
phamwan may be treated as being semantically associated with foo t n as 
attested by the several modem compounds in which it occurs. The most likely 
course o f  events for the origin of_ooo phlwa is that it is a reduced form o f
8 cooools phimlakwan in which 8 phini was prefixed to the word cooools palm n 
to give a meaning o f  sole n (lit. foot-palm). Over time, the association o f  8 
phim with fo o t n in contrast to coco with hand n must have made coco lak, or 
rather its reduced form co 19, somewhat redundant in the middle o f the word 
such that it was lost due to analogical levelling to leave simply phowan ools
5.2.2.2 Rhvme -at
Benedict’s proposal (1972a:62) for a length distinction to account for Tibeto-Burman 
*~a:j giving Mizo -aj and *-aj and giving -zj is not supported here with Sino-Tibetan 
*-aj regularly deriving Northern Chin -aj and vocalic length not playing a role:282
281 Matisoff (1970:36-7) treats these two Burmese forms for flute n as independent but they are 
undoubtedly the same.
282 Benedict makes similar proposals for a length distinction involving u before -k (1972a75-6) and i 
before -t (1977:2) on the basis of Burmese reflexes, and for a before -p on the basis of Garo reflexes 
(1972a:72). The latter is beyond the scope of this work but the Burmese case with u is rejected in 2.1.1 
and the extremely limited evidence regarding i is directly contradicted by the evidence in Extinguish
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ST NC OB OC
-aj -aj -aj
[#61] M iddle
EM] *la:j (1985:28)
[P&S] *laj (1996:#1877)
[NC] *laj' middle, navel n
The homophonous Northern Chin gerundive marker is possibly derived from
this.
[OB] (o)le1 (3 3 ) 0 0 0 0  (o)laj1 centre, middle n
5.2.3 Coda -w
The derivation o f  Northern Chin -v/-u from Sino-Tibetan *-ow was discussed above; 
elsewhere Sino-Tibetan -w  appears to have been retained regularly.
5.2.3.1 Rhyme -ow
The regular derivation o f  Sino-Tibetan -wa- to Northern Chin -o/o- in closed type A 
syllables would suggest a derivation o f -ow from *-waw. Regrettably, no good 
comparative evidence is forthcoming283 but, such possible cases aside, Matisoff 
(2003:224) notes an association o f  Northern Chin -ow and Old Burmese -wi which 
interestingly parallels the association o f  Northern Chin -ej with Old Burmese -i, as 
discussed in 5.2.2.1, on the opposite side o f  the vowel triangle.284 Unfortunately no 
Old Chinese comparanda have been found and, although an avenue for possible 
research is proposed in 7.2.3, the Sino-Tibetan source remains unclear.
(#50). The assumption in Benedict (1972a:70, 1991:27) that a poorly attested length distinction may be 
reconstructed for Tibeto-Burman is unlikely.
283 See the discussion of Northern Chin *kowni call vt in 5.2.3.3.
284 Matisoff (2003:227) notes that his comparison of Mizo tu-m, as the first syllable of a compound 
noun meaning hammer n, with Burmese tu1 oj twi1 hammer n is an exception. Evidence from elsewhere 
in Northern Chin shows the root meaning of the Mizo form to rather be small-hoe n with a verbal sense 
of chop vt. In Mizo only the verbal sense is retained in the form 2  inflection tak which leads Matisoff 
(2003:357) to make an otherwise phonologically sound comparison with tau? goxxvS tiwk fillip vt; 
Shorto (2006:143) suggests a Mon-Khmer link with Matisoff s root with the suggestion that it may be 
onomatopoeic in any case.
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ST NC OB OC
-? -ow -wi -?
[#62] Boil
[M] *tsjow (2003:224;227)
[P&S] *cu (1996:#1170)285
[NC] ’“sow1 boil vi
[OB] su1 chwi' boil vi
The word su1 scjj chwi] can also mean thorn n which Luce (1981:32) does not
distinguish from sun cwi11 awl n, pierce vt. As a verb, much as in English, its
meaning may be extended metaphorically to seethe with emotion vi such that it 
seems highly likely that the nominal form su" cllwin thorn n, which, unlike
su" cwi" awl n, also occurs in a nominalised form osu" 3 astjjs oc'Vi", is but a
nominalised semantic extension o f the concept prickling with emotion vi.m>
[#63] Soft
[M] *now (2003:224)
[P&S] *nu(1996:#611)
[NC] *nown young vi
[OB] nu" nwi" soft vi
hnu" hnwin soften vt
Matisoff (1978b:27) suggests the tone III word num ^ nwiUI soft vi derived 
from a vanished prefixal s-; this would contradict the evidence in hnu" hnwi" 
soften vt. It is distinguishable occasionally by a sense o f fine vi rather than 
tender vi and probably represents a back-formation o f  the Pali loan onu111 zzaq
285 Peiros & Starostin reconstruct *c- due to a confusion with the Northern Chin forms listed under Rot 
(#28).
286 Benedict’s (1972a:63-4) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#1179) comparison of shun s(j: c!lwin thorn n 
and su" <p: cwi11 awl n, pierce vt with the tonally discrepant Thado sow1 panji n is therefore unlikely.
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anwi111 used to refer to minute objects; Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:203) note it 
can also be written onum 39^ onwi111 making it identical with the nominalised 
form o f  num ^ nwi111 soft vi. Both cases appear in the inscriptions where the use 
o f j  as opposed to -  makes an unmarked tone III in the former case unlikely:
d8 g § o | (OBEP 44a) 
cucumber287 soft 
Tender Cucumber. 288
(IB 107b.16) 
grass soft water clear 
Soft grass and clear water.
[OC] -
Peiros & Starostin’s comparison o f  ^ puIb fj| jiuw1 < *'n9W! soft vi and 4pum 
jiuw111 < *n9wm soften vt is tantalizingly close but only the initials correspond 
regularly. They appear to be ablaut variants o f ^uIb ff§ jiua1 < ^'naw1 weak vi 
discussed under Child (#64) although the Tibeto-Burman forms being Old 
Chinese loanwords remains a possibility.
5.2.3.2. Rhyme -aw
Benedict’s proposal (1972a:62) for a distinction between Tibeto-Burman *-a:w giving 
Mizo -aw  and *-aw giving -ow is, like the case with -j above, not supported here 
where *-aw regularly derives -aw.
ST NC OB OC
*-aw -aw -aw -aw
[#64] Child
[M] *na:w (2003:225-6)
[P&S] *nsw (1996:#601)
[NC] *naw‘ child n
287 This is an irregular spelling of cSgo, attested in Written Burmese as =ogo: in which the first syllable, 
discussed under Fruit (#80), has been reduced in close juncture.
288 Originally translated by Luce (1969-70:11.35).
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[OC] 4uIb/UI M  Jiua11' < *'nawin child n
Schuessler (2007:445) notes that the modem tone I is unexpected; he suggests 
it may be the same word as j|uIb fff jiua1 < *'naw' weak vi that develops the tone 
III reflex, and graphic alteration, when occurring as an adjective (= vi) for -p* 
child  « .289
5,2.33. Sino-Tibetan -is
The merger o f  -is with -w  between Old and Middle Chinese, as discussed in 3.2.5, 
appears to be paralleled in Northern Chin where Sino-Tibetan -k appears to have 
merged with -w:
[#65] Fat
[M] *sa:w (2003:225;227)
[P&S] *ts a:w (1996:#1207)
[NC] *thaw1 fa t  vi, grease n
[OB] _
Peiros & Starostin reconstruct tsh- to account for a comparison with su1 sq
1 fa t vi which was originally proposed by M atisoff (1974:189) but later
retracted (2001:14).
[OC] sau1 saw1 < *sad  fa t  n
Another possible case is Peiros & Starostin’s comparison (1996:#2303) o f Mizo kow111 
call vt to hauIb yaw1 < *-aKI shout, cry out vt if  the Old Chinese forms is 
reconstmcted with *gH’- rather than plain *g-. Matisoff (2003:225) adds Burmese kho! 
gqT /  ©o khaw! call vi/t and faw  g (c o o  kraw1 shout vi, but Northern Chin *?aw' shout vi
289 A similar case with this rhyme of a derived tone III in Chinese corresponding to tone I in Northern 
Chin may perhaps be found in Matisoff s (2003:227) and Peiros & Starostin’s comparison of Northern 
Chin *ijawr monkey n with y111 p§i t)uam < *'ijawm monkey n.
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may also be added here, suggesting Shafer’s proposal (1952:145), supported by the 
forms in Shorto (2006:474), for a Mon-Khmer association to be valid.
5.2.4 Liquid Codas
Benedict (1940:114-27) gives a lengthy treatment to the codas -r and -/ and their 
confusion with -n in Tibeto-Burman but does not manage to clearly disambiguate 
them . 290 Peiros & Starostin (1996), as discussed in Peiros (1998:215) and Baxter 
(1995:5), attempt to account for the difference by reconstructing a velarised lateral -i 
coda for cases where Old Chinese -n corresponds to Tibeto-Burman ~l in Benedict’s 
system. Starostin (2004:68) is unable to identify a source for the distinctive but his 
choice o f  phoneme is undoubtedly influenced by his broader ruminations regarding 
links with Caucasian languages. It seems likely that it is simply a representation in 
other Sino-Tibetan daughter languages o f  the dialectal shift o f  -r to Old Chinese -/ and 
-n proposed by Starostin (1989:338-41) but treated by him as -j and -n 291 Matisoff 
(2003:383) suggests that the Written Burmese reflexes o f  Tibeto-Burman *-r may be 
conditioned by the preceding vocalism. Unfortunately there is not enough evidence to 
test such a hypothesis fully but the possibility that the two dialect developments o f  
Sino-Tibetan * -r  proposed below are not mutually exclusive o f  one another remains 
open .292 At any rate, Old Burmese -n appears to be exclusively derived from Sino- 
Tibetan -n with proposed associations with Northern Chin rhotics or laterals being 
unlikely.
5.2.4.1 Rhode ~r
As with initial *r-, discussed in 4.3, occlusion has occurred in the Tedim and Sizang 
reflexes o f  -r to give -k which is by default unreleased and unvoiced in coda position. 
The Thado and Zo reflex has further developed to -? ,293 with Zo showing a further
290 See also the brief discussion in Benedict (1972a: 14-6).
291 See the discussion in 3.2.1.
292 In addition to illuminate, white v/, discussed in footnote 208, the following may also be noted: the 
variation between Mizo hmujm muzzle n and hmurm lips n, as tentatively associated by Peiros & 
Starostin (1996:#163), appears to be due to external influences as discussed in 6.5.4; Matisoff s 
(2003:416;424) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#50) comparison of Mizo and Tedim boln(a) base n with 
Chinese ponu ponu < *ponn base, foundation n has problems with initial voicing and Schuessler 
(2007:160) questions the validity of an original lateral coda while noting a possible association with 
ion1 f f  pun1 < *'ponu divide vt\ Matisoffs (2003:405) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#2139) 
comparison of Mizo and Tedim keln kidney n with Burmese khan ©1: khan waist, loins n is semantically 
slightly tenuous.
293 This is also the case with the original -k series as shown in 1.4.2.
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alternation with -a as discussed in I.4.2.4. MatisofFs (2003:392) and Peiros & 
Starostin’s (1996:#249) comparison o f  pa11 pan11 flow er n with Mizo par1 flow er
n/vi is supported by Weidert (1987:132), but a Loloish cognate is not attested and 
Luce’s suggested association (1981:52) o f pa1 pan1 adorn vt is supported by
Bemot’s glosses (1978-92:X.16;19) o f pa11 o |s  pan11 as flora l decoration/motif n and
pa1 pan1 as wear a flow er or jew ellery on the head or ear v/1.294 Removing an
association with Old Burmese -n allows the following correspondences to be 
proposed:295
ST NC OB OC
*_7* -r -0 -n
[#6 6 ] Nose
[M] * s-na ss *s-na:r (2003:103;427)
[P&S] *s-na(1996:#516); *s-na:r (1996:#555)
[NC] *hnarI/in nose n
*hnarx snore, breathe vi
The fluctuation in tones o f  Northern Chin is due to some forms correlating 
with *hnaiJ snore, breathe vi and others with its form 2  inflection hnarIH (< 
^’nar^s) . 296 Benedict (1988a:260-l) suggests that the -r coda is a suffix, and at 
the root level a better Chin comparison is Mizo hnam source (of stream/river), 
spring n which is semantically linked to some o f the more figurative uses o f  
*hnarI/m nose n?91
[OB] !W  hna‘ nose n
[OC] thanin HJ| thanm < *s-nanin sigh vi
294 See the discussion in 6.4 regarding the association of tones I and II.
295 Matisoff (2003:396) proposes another possible case with Old Burmese -n in his comparison of Mizo 
tornb urge, give pulsating pain vt and too1 cq§ twin1 tremble vi. Only Zahau has an associated form in tor1 
pulsate vi and, with the irregular Mizo form not showing tor? an external source should not be ruled out.
296 See the discussion in 7.3.
297 Benedict also compares ^um jiia1/in < *'naI/m marsh n.
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[#67] New
[M]
[P&S]
*g-sar (2003:3 9 1;402) 
*tshar (1996:#1205)
[NC] *thBrI new vi
[OB] 0 am co sa111 titivate vt
This is proposed by Gong (1995:69) and may represent a transitive derivation 
from an original tone I that would correlate with Northern Chin form 2 *thErm.
[OC] eien1 sian1 < *'sanx fresh vi
5.2.4.2 Lateral -I
Proposed correspondences o f Old Burmese -n with Northern Chin -I appear 
unlikely.298 This allows the following to be proposed in which the dialectal shift o f  *-r 
to -/ must be assumed to have occurred after the shift o f  the original lateral coda to -j 
had already taken place:299
ST NC OB OC
-I -I
298 Matisoff (1997a:40) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#2246) compare koo1 kwin1 used up vi with 
Northern Chin *kolr twenty vi via the nominalised form koo1 kwin1 all n, but the semantic fields are 
clearly distinct with the Burmese sense of all n being derived from a sense of complete consumption 
rather than abundancy, Matisoff (2003:417) compares Mizo nul1 wipe vt with noon/I" ^  nwinn/ra weak 
vi but the semantics are very tenuous; Matisoff (2003:516) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#660) 
compare ja1 ran1 enmity n with Mizo ral1 and Tedim gal1 enemy n but the Burmese meaning appears 
to be a semantic extension of its verbal meaning side by side vi with Northern Chin *ral:n opposite-side 
n showing a similar case of areal semantics rather than root cognacy; Matisoff s addition (2003:418) of 
a Lai word correlating with Northern Chin *kulm bend vi to a comparison of a Lai word correlating 
with Northern Chin *kunn bow vi and koo11 rr^s kwin" bend/t vi seems unnecessary and is suggestive of 
fortuitous coalescence or external influences; Matisoff (2003:71) compares Tedim kal1 interval n with 
teien1 fa] kain1 < *krjanI between vi but the vocalism does not concur and his further association of Mizo 
kar1 between n ignores its regular attestation in Tedim as kak1 widen, stride vi.
299 Matisoff s comparison (1995:85, 2003:203-4) of Mizo pe? pierce vi/t with pem § pajm break o ff vi / 
phem § phajDI break o ff vt and p!luom pham < *phalm break, smash is phonologically and semantically 
unlikely. Two of M atisoff s comparative sets, bend, coil vi/n and scatter vi/t, suggesting an association 
between Northern Chin ~il/-il and Burmese -wij (2003:410-1) are rejected in footnote 396. The 
remaining two are also unlikely: ^'ril1 choose, inform vt shows a similar semantic association as 
English select vt and lecture vt, while jwein g&: rwijD choose, ransom vt parallels English exempt vt and 
redemption n; a semantic link between Zahau rilin roll along vi, including its derivative hrilm roll along 
vt, and jweim rwijm move vi, including its derivative Jweim g&. hrwijm move vt, is tenuous and 
Matisoff s further comparison of Northern Chin *jialr ~ *jialra roll up vt is phonologically implausible.
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[#68] Body-Hair
[M] *s-mul (2003:419;423)
[P&S] *mul(1996:#158)
[NC] *hmoln hair (body) n
[OB] mwei11 Ggs / quo mwij11 hair (body) n
[OC] (mei11 H  mi!I < *r-'mwoln beautiful vi)
Unfortunately this has only been identified in the inscriptions as a 
place/personal name. Its graphic form f  consists o f  a person f\ ( f f )  with 
head plumage that in many instances appears to have been stylised into ram’s 
horns $  sheep n). The areal semantic association o f  feather n and fu r  n, 
noted in M atisoff (2004:357-8), makes the graphic confusion o f  feathered 
plumage with a woolly sheep not difficult to conceive. A semantic extension 
to beautiful vi is also plausible considering the verbal sense o f  English plume 
is essentially that o f  preen.300 Perhaps also o f  note is the phonologically very 
similar meilb Jg mi1 < ’fr-'mwol1 eyebrow n with which Sagart (2005:163) 
suggests an Austronesian link supported in Matisoff (1976a:272).
[#69] Snake
[M] *m-ruil (2000:169-70)
[P&S] *Pru:l (1996:#407)
[NC] ^rul1 snake n
[OB] mwei1 c(g / («|gS mrwij1 snake n
M atisoff suggests the bilabial prefix may be derived lfom  *bow insect, bug, 
vermin?01 It is possible that the prefix was added in Burmese to distinguish it 
from the word jwei11 g^s / ^oo rwij11 creeper n with which it would otherwise
300 Matisoff s (1985:35) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#116) comparison of Zahau and Mizo moj1 
beautiful vi respectively is treated as a Chinese loanword in 6.5.4.
301 This tacitly rejects his previous suggestion (1969:190) that it may be the same prefix as ones 
possibly attested in the word for horse n discussed in 6.5.4.
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have become segmentally homophonous and would only have been 
distinguishable via tone.
[#70] Congeal
[M] *kal (2003:405-6)
[P&S] *ghol (1996:#2049)
[NC] *kheln solid, congeal vi
Benedict (1972a: 15) suggests an alternative comparison o f Mizo k^r11* close 
shut vi/t with a gloss o f  congeal vi. This latter gloss is actually a figurative 
usage o f  its original sense whose form 1 can occur as a noun meaning crust, 
dam, glutinous mass n in Mizo and Zahau.
[OB] khen q / qoS khajn congeal, freeze vi
This can also mean lead (metal) n, the soft and coagulated nature o f which 
makes it likely that they reflect the same proto-form. Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#2077) and Matisoff (2003:390) attempt to compare it with Mizo 
har111 pewter, solder n and Tedim hakIH lead n respectively but the Burmese 
form would not then attest the palatal coda.
5.2.5 High Vowel l/i before -k/n and -t/n
It was shown in 5.2.1.2 above that Sino-Tibetan -jd- regularly gives Old Burmese i 
and Northern Chin i/i. Very limited evidence suggests an exception in Old Burmese 
rhymes derived from an original uvular -q coda where it may have prevented medial - 
j -  from inhibiting the regular lowering o f  d to a:
[#71] Eye
[M] *mik £  *mjak (2003:347;506)
[P&S] *mjVk (1996:#109)
[NC] *mit eye n
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The -t coda results from palatalisation o f the original -k; this is supported by 
some Southern Chin data in Luce (1985:11.78-9) where a final -k is still 
attested.
[OB] mje? feyoo mjak eye n
Nishi (1977:44) notes a very rare spelling with medial -/- as mlak but this 
is most likely due to scribal error with this common inscriptional word being 
otherwise universally attested with -j-:202
g ( ^ j o 5 ® o o © C 9 o 5 g c o o o o < |( 8  (L K 115)
e y e 303 o n e  s id e  a lso  b lin d  REAL
His eye also becomes304 blind on one side.
The Burmese vocalism forces Matisoff to suggest allofamic variation which 
French (1983:280-1;484) is also forced to assume for Northern Naga. Benedict 
(1976a: 179) prefers to reconstruct a single form *mpk eye n but the 
difficulties associated with this are discussed in 7.5.2 .305 What seems to have 
happened is that the original uvular coda -q , that merged with -k in Burmese, 
prevented the schwa from fronting to i after the palatal medial such that it 
lowered to a in the regular manner for a non-palatal environment; it appears to 
have had no such effect in Northern Chin. Shafer (1952:148) and Stewart & 
Dunn (1940-81:280) suggest a possible relationship with Mon, and Hla Pe 
(1948:65) notes a semantic connection with Mon in the extension o f  the 
meaning eye n to jew el n. The phonological difficulties in associating the Mon 
form means Benedict (1967:283) and Starostin (1995:230) are probably 
correct in dismissing the association.306
302 Nevertheless Nishi (1977:51) also notes that the lateral in the rare spelling of tf'e? ^oS khjak cook vt 
as khlak is supported by Benedict’s comparison (1972a:39) of Mizo t'ek boil vt\ to this may be 
added Pe Maung Tin’s discovery (1933:32) of <jqjo5 kljak for tfe? cqjm kjak cook vi.
303 The superfluous g vowel before tjjoS is a peculiarity of the earliest inscriptions which Ba Shin 
(1962:29) and Yanson (1994:366-7) attribute to Mon scriptural influence.
304 See Ba Shin’s original translation (1962:130) for contextual support for the progressive sense here.
305 Matisoff (1985a:40) and Pulleyblank (1995:175-9) suggest there may be an association with mienID 
®  mjian111 < *'mjanm face n/vt but this is phonologically, and in the case of Pulleyblank’s proposal 
palaeographically, unlikely. Following Benedict (1972a: 173), Matisoff associates Northern Chin ^m el1 
visage «, but the failure of the Northern Chin form to regularly reflect -lar suggests an external 
influence, attributed by Shafer (1952:154) to Mon-Khmer, to be likely.
306 See Pulleyblank (1996b:45;55) for a tentative proposal linking the Mon form with an alternative 
Chinese etymon.
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[OC] m u 111 g  m u w k  <  * 'm j9q eye n
_______The reconstruction o f  a uvular coda follows Pulleyblank (1977-8:2QO).307_____
The more general source o f  -i/i- before -k/rj and -t/n appears to be the original Sino- 
Tibetan palatal codas -U and -if. Pulleyblank (1979:29) assumes that Old Chinese -c 
and -ji developed a velar articulation after a as Middle Chinese -jk and -jtj but a 
coronal articulation after 3 as Middle Chinese -t and -n. He later (199 la:47) emends 
the Old Chinese reconstruction to -U and -if which gives better symmetry with his 
reconstruction o f  labiovelars -kw and - i f  and conversely suggests that the velar 
articulation fronted to a coronal one in the environment o f  the higher vocalic 
nucleus,308 The Old Burmese correspondence o f  -ac and -aji with Old Chinese -dc/-ac 
and -3ji/-aji provides no support for a velar articulation but the Northern Chin reflexes 
o f  -ik/-ik and -itj/-iij which like Burmese have merged the Old Chinese distinction o f  3 
and a show clear evidence for a velar articulation. Somewhat obfuscating the issue are 
the Northern Chin reflexes o f -it and -in which, unlike in Old Chinese where this 
represents 3 instead o f  a  as the vocalic nucleus, exemplify a steady, but both cross- 
linguistically and within individual languages, sporadic shift o f  -ik and -uj to -it and - 
m in Northern Chin. In a few cases there appears to be no trace o f  the original velar in 
the six languages although occasionally it may be confirmed on the basis o f  Southern 
evidence. 309 Pending the discovery o f  correspondence sets, it also remains unclear 
what effect a preceding labial element in the initial complex had before the codas -ti 
and V ; it was noted in 2.1.3.3 that the few cases in inscriptional Burmese o f  medial - 
w- before -c and -ji are only o f  very limited use in this regard. For the time being the 
following correspondences may be reconstructed:310
307 Pulleyblank (1995:175-9) modifies this to *'mjokw and then further modifies it (2004:158-9) to 
*'mj9 kn; neither case is particularly convincing.
308 Pulleyblank is also motivated by his reconstruction of the labiopalatal velars -Id and - if  which, as 
discussed in footnote 95, are not adopted here.
309 Matisoff s comparison (2003:291) of Mizo rin1 delineate vt with JI1 ujg ''jaji1 put side by side vt and 
jei^tu1) c^(c^) raji^twi1) equal vi superficially appears to be a valid comparison of this type if the 
irregular comparison with -t in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang is ignored. However, internal 
phonological issues in Northern Chin aside, the former Burmese etymon was shown to be originally 
hran! put side-by-side vt in 2.3.1.5 and the latter actually means quality, attribute n as a single 
morpheme and only means equal vi when compounded with the latter morpheme meaning same vi. 
Matisoff s alternative comparison (2003:441) with jei“ / l[o5 rijn delineate, write vt requires him to 
posit an unidentified -n suffix.
310 Pulleyblank’s Old Chinese reconstructions are retained as -c and -ji for the sake of continuity.
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ST NC OB OC
-dH -ik(/t) /  -ik(/t) -ac -dC
-aii ~ik(/t) /  -ik(/t) -ac -ac
-mj -nj(/n) /  -irj(/n) -qp -dji
-caj -iff(/n) /  -irj(/n) -qp -qp.
[#72] Name
[M] *r/s-mir) *  *mi:n (2003:306-7;529)
[P&S] *mi3r)(1996:#61)
[NC] ^mir)1 name n
[OB] mji1 ogS maji1 named vi
hmjini hmapIU name vt
[OC] migIb ^  mjiajr}1 < *' map1 name n
Coblin (1983:186) says the character was used interchangeably with mir)111 op 
miajq111 < *'mrojLm in Han times; the Shijing rhyme would have been expected 
to give min111 but instead the Middle Chinese rime has developed as if  from
stfj III* mrajr .
[#73] Tie
[M] *gjit/k s  *kjit/k (2003:345-6;528)
[P&S] *gi:k (1996:#2025)
[NC] *khit tie, b indvt
[OB] tji? cqj<S kjac compact vi, twist vt
An aspirated initial would be expected; it appears the transitive sense has 
been absorbed into the intransitive sense for which a non-aspirated initial 
would be expected.
[OC] teieIb ket < *ksc tie, Imot vt
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[#74] Nail, Claw
[M] *(t)sjen (2003:290)
[P&S] *sen s  sion (1996:#1497)
[NC] *tinI! nail, claw n
An aspirated initial would be expected. French (1983:190;469) notes that 
the Northern Naga forms always occur in a compound beginning with hand n; 
this parallels the situation in Burmese and as an original bound morpheme is 
perhaps the reason for the lack o f aspiration in Northern Chin.
[OB] (le?)0in (coco)oogS; (lak^aji11 nail n
As in Written Burmese, this only occurs as a compound noun with le? coco 
lak hand n in the inscriptions:
cooooogS^ocoGGpoS (IB 79b.6) 
hand nail poke311 one person 
One chiropodist?n
[#75] Heavy
[M] *s-r9j~t (2003:192;201)
[P&S] *rit (1996:#756)
[NC] *rik heavy vi
[OB] -
Matisoff reconstructs an allofam *s-loj-t to account for Burmese lei11 g c o s  loj11
heavy vi; Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1933) wisely reconstruct this under a 
separate root *T-lij.
[OC] lim HI lit < *‘r9 c dense, compact vi
311 The word §5 represents Written Burmese tho“ <^ s t 'W 1 poke, stab vt with initial voicing due to the 
close juncture in the compound noun with the preceding voiced coda.
312 This gloss follows Luce (1977a:55).
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5.2.5.1 M atisoff’s  Bilabial Coronalisation after i/i
Matisoff suggests original -p and -m codas may have fronted to -t and -n in the 
following comparisons:313 Zahau 7it sleep vi314 and Burmese ei? 38  <5 ?jip sleep, lie
down vi (2003:499-500;533);315 Mizo in1 drink vt and Chinese in" fjft *7imn < *'7 9 m11 
drink vt (2003:298;300;533); Mizo inIIa house n and Burmese 7eTi 3 8 0  7jim‘ house n 
(2003:273;533).
In the first case, while some Southern Chin evidence in Luce (1985:11.78-9) does 
suggest an original -p coda, Shafer (1952:124; 158), whose data is supported in Shorto 
(2006:239), shows the dental coda in Zahau to have been clearly influenced by Mon- 
Khmer. Furthermore the correspondence o f -p and -t appears to be inverted in 
M atisoff s comparison (2003:533) o f  Mizo ip bag n and Burmese ei7 asco 7jit bag, 
sack n which confronts additional problems with the d- initial in Zahau and Thado 
dip.316 In the remaining two cases, the tonal correspondences are irregular: Matisoff 
reconstructs the former under a root *7am which supports the regular lowering o f  Old 
Chinese a to a in Tibeto-Burman but makes no account for the Northern Chin 
vocalism whose restricted distribution in only Mizo and Zahau suggests its affiliations 
may lie elsewhere; in the latter, an ~m coda is attested in some o f  the Southern Chin 
languages in Luce (1985:11.82-3) but Weidert (1987:108) notes this root to be unique 
in an almost clean split between Chin and Naga languages in tone II and Lolo-
313 Matisoff (2003:323) also attempts to compare Mizo hiatub scratch at, itch vt with Burmese je7 <x>m 
jak rake in with hands vt under a root *hjak that follows Benedict’s proposal (1972a:46;55) that -tak > 
-lat on the basis of a purported association between Mizo plliatIIb sweep vt and Tibeto-Burman etyma 
with -k meaning broom n. Without Old Burmese or Old Chinese comparanda a precise reconstruction 
of the latter is difficult to make but it should be noted that the Mizo word for broom n ends in not -t, 
as the form 2  derivative of sweep vt. Regarding the former, Zahau hriatnb scrape, scratch, comb vt 
shows an aspirated rhotic initial, and Benedict, in French (1983:521), suggests on the basis of Northern 
Naga evidence that a reconstruction with -t may be preferable in any case.
314 This is restricted in distribution in Northern Chin; only the form 2  is retained in Tedim while in 
Thado the form 1 curiously seems to imply an original velar coda although this may have been 
influenced by Tedim.
315 Wheatley (1982:31) suggests that 0ei? oSS sjip compress, cram, put to sleep vt is a causative 
derivative via a semantic connection of tuck in vt. Matisoff (2003:114) notes that this causes problems 
for deriving the Lolo-Burmese glottalised initials from an original s- prefix and treats it as a case of 
sporadic survival. Wheatley (1982:31) suggests a similar case with wT1 oc waif enter vi and 0wTn o c^: 
swaif insert vt while also noting a possible association with wt11 oc: w aif enclosure n; Hla Pe 
(1967a: 85) shows the latter to be a Mon loanword and the tonal discrepancy in the former two is 
problematic.
316 There is a possible association with the form 2  of Zo, Tedim and Sizang imra ~ ip retain (secret) vt 
whose coda development would then parallel that of Snot (#97) as discussed in 7.5.1.
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Burmese and Barish languages in tone I which suggests the word may have been 
loaned from Burmese into Northern Chin later than in the more heavily Burmanised 
Southern Chin languages during the intermediary -n stage before -m was dropped to 
leave nasalisation o f  the preceding vowel.317
5.2.6 High Vowel u/u before -k/n
The Sino-Tibetan labiovelar codas -kw and - i f  appear to have merged as -uk/-uk and - 
uij/-uij in a similar manner to the merger o f  the palatal codas -U and - i f  No 
comparative sets demonstrating the effect o f a preceding palatal element on the 
rhymes have been proposed such that a definitive statement as to whether Sino- 
Tibetan -jakw becomes Northern Chin -uk or -ek will have to await the discovery o f  
further evidence.
ST NC OB OC
*-3kw - u k /  - u k - m k -3kW
*-akw - u k /  -u k - m k -a k w
* - d i f -UIJ / -U1J -WI] - 3 f
* - a r f -U1J /  -UIJ -W3J - a t f
[#76] M aggot
[M] *s-luk/r) (2003:522)
[P&S] *lok/rj(1996:#1841)
[NC] *lur)11 insect, maggot n
[OB] lau? g c o o o S liwk maggot n
The hardening o f  -rj to -k in tone II syllables will be discussed in 6.3.
[OC] jog11 juawg11 < *'lagWI1 silltworm chrysalis n
Sagart (2006a:218) compares [ghogIb Jjj| druwg1 < *r-'l9gwl insect, worm n but
the tones are discrepant.
317 A similar merger of -m with -n occurred between Middle Chinese and Mandarin.
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[#77] Bend, Knee
[M] *g/ku(:)k (2003:357-9;362-3)
[P&S] *kuk(1996:#2244)
[NC] *khuk11 / * k V 11 knee n
Wilkins (1996:284) notes a common pan-linguistic semantic link between 
Imee n and bend v. Regarding the -p coda, there may have been a convergence 
with words under cover vt, discussed in 6.5.4, which are possibly Mon-Khmer 
in origin. However, a -k/p interchange after u is also reflected in six vi and 
colugo n in 6.5.4.
[OB] kao? gooooo  kwik bent vi 
khau? g ©1 oo khwik fo ld  vt
Matisoff (2003:378) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#2069) compare the 
nominalised form o f  the latter okhau? 3 3 g©1 o5 okNvik fold, layer, tree-bark n
to Mizo khok peel up vt but the vocalism suggests this either to be unrelated or 
a loanword. Shorto, in Matisoff (1976a:285), suggests Mon-Khmer influence 
but Shorto (2006:132; 178) makes no explicit mention o f  this.
[OC] tehuin Eftj khuawk < *'khakw bent, crooked vi 
tsuIb guawk < *'gakw bend, curl up 
teulb fSjf kuwk < *'kokw bow, bend
5.2.7 Final - ? / - iU
An association o f  Tibeto-Burman -s with Mizo -? is noted in Benedict (1972a: 16). 
Focusing on Tedim, Ostapirat (1998:239-40) develops Benedict’s observation by 
proposing that -s developed regularly to -h but then glottalised after vowels surfacing 
as short while developing into tone III after vowels surfacing as long. Rather than 
treating -s purely as a suffix which would presuppose a typo logically rare surface 
vocalic length distinction in open syllables, Ostapirat appears to be proposing a 
distinction between root final -s on open syllables and a suffixal -s that could be 
added to all syllable types. Whether this reading o f Ostapirat is correct or not, such a 
distinction certainly appears possible; the role o f suffixal -s will be discussed
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extensively in Chapter 7. Ostapirat’s proposed developments o f  root final -s in Tedim 
are tabulated below, along with the other five languages, with v/a being used for 
purposes o f  exemplification only:
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
-tf -E? -d n -d u -v? -d “
*-as -am -d 11 -d 11 -d u -am -cF
Such a distinction does not appear to be relevant for Old Chinese, but Weidert 
(1987:83;95-6) occasionally struggles with an apparent flip-flop o f  Lolo-Burmese 
tone II and Chinese tone III, and further struggles to reconcile his splitting o f tone III 
into separate -h and -s categories which he uses to account for a merger o f his -s 
category with Lolo-Burmese tone II. On the basis o f  the correspondence sets below, 
the following correspondences may be tentatively suggested in want o f  further 
evidence:
ST NC OB OC
*-s - ? / - m n JII
*-s in iii III
[#78] Bone
[M] *g-rus (2003:435;465)
[P&S] *ri-t/s (1996:#703)
[NC] *rus bone n
[OB] joo11 (jp /  ^ 6  riw11 bone n
[OC] -
An account for the rhyme in Benedict’s comparison o f  kum #  kwot < *kw9t 
bone n is difficult to make both in terms o f  initials and rhymes. Furthermore, 
although later semantic divergences are possible, Hla Pe’s observations 
(1948:65) o f  a semantic association o f the Burmese form with lineage, stem n 
puts it in an entirely different semantic field from Serruys’ connection 
(1982:462) o f the Chinese word with omen n as characterised by the
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divinations in Shang China. Sagart’s proposal (2005:163) for an Austronesian 
link is preferable.318
[#79] Palm, Sole
[M] *pwa-k (2000a: 155-7)
[P&S] *Pa (1996:#332)
[NC] *phEs splay vt
In Mizo this means palm n or sole n when preceded by kot hand n or kd^ foo t 
respectively.319
[OB] (ph9 )wan (cs)ol s / js p  (phl)wan sole, palm n 2{)
Benedict (1972a: 100) suggests the initial part o f  the compound to be the only 
one o f his comparanda that does not mean hand n or fo o t n\ the discussion 
under Foot, Leg n (#60) identifies such a meaning in Burmese. Matisoff 
(1972a: 34) criticises himself for his earlier accidental conflation o f phe? ooo
phak lea f n with phe? csoo phak / be? coco bhak side n and prefers (2000a: 155)
to compare it here by adding a -k suffix; ironically it seems his association 
with side n was correct with the voiced variant in the latter being a result o f  
secondary voicing as discussed in 2.2. Matisoff (1969:197) suggests a possible 
association with k’V a 1 go khwa' hoof n via a velar animal prefix but an
account must be made for the discrepant tone. Sagart’s proposal (2005:163) 
for an Austronesian link may also be noted.
318 Starostin’s (1995:228) and Peiros & Starostin’s (1996:#2248) proposal to associate Mizo kut hand n 
via semantic specialisation from a root meaning bone o f hand n is unlikely. Notably Starostin 
(1995:229) accepts Sagart’s proposal as a viable alternative.
319 Tedim uses peklr flat vi in a similar manner while Thado and Zo use p'^ij1 palm, sole n which in 
Sizang means slice n.
320 The inscriptional form is discussed under Foot, Leg (#60).
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Chanter 6: Northern Chin Tones
Luce’s division (1959a:28-9, 1985:1.83) o f Chin tones into three categories, with 
Mizo and Zahau undergoing a later split o f tone category II, was noted in 1.6. 
Loffler’s suggestion (2002b: 128) that tones I and II are primary fits well with the 
common association o f  tone III with derived verbal and nominal forms, to be 
discussed in Chapter 7, that pertains equally to Old Burmese and Old Chinese. It also 
bolsters Benedict’s proposal (1972b:27, 1973a: 129) for a Sino-Tibetan two tone 
system with a peripheral third tone; the segmental origin o f  this system will be 
discussed below .321 The association o f  tone 11(b) with obstruent codas is discussed in
3.4 and 6.1 with the suggestion that surface vowel length before obstruent codas is a 
concomitant realisation o f  the tonal contour and therefore a secondary development. 
The fact that stopped syllables were originally not able to bear tone suggests that 
rather than following Weidert (1975:4-8) in his synchronically reasonable decision 
not to note the vowel distinction before obstruent codas, it would be preferable in 
diachronic terms not to note the tonal distinction.322 This approach is prevented by the 
need to further distinguish verbal inflections in tone III and onomatopoeic words or 
loanwords in tone I with obstruent codas. Consequently, both vocalic and tonal 
distinctions are noted before obstruent codas in the reconstructed roots in the word list.
M atisoff (1973a:81-4) finds too many exceptions to Benedict’s proposal and prefers 
to treat Tibeto-Burman tonogenesis as a cyclical process that occurs independently in 
different languages but along similar principles. A similar opinion is voiced by 
Weidert (1987:491) who ultimately rejects his own proposal (1979:224) to reconstruct 
the Sino-Tibetan tonal system back to four phonation types o f  I voice -0, II creak III 
breath IV whisper -s. Alternatively, Sagart (2006a:212-3) speculates on purely 
typological grounds that Benedict’s analysis may be correct if  tone II is assigned the 
same glottalic origin as in Old Chinese. Benedict (1988b:7) is reluctant to accept such 
a proposal due to glottality being attested in tone III in Burmese rather than tone II but 
does modify (1984:65-6) his original low and high tones I and II to falling and rising
321 Peiros (1998:216) suggests that two suffixes, -? and -H, may be reconstructed to account for the 
Sino-Tibetan tonal system but Peiros & Starostin (1996) only reconstruct -H which appears to have 
been indiscriminately applied to any series where there is evidence for tone II or III in the data.
322 Albeit seeming to be only superficially related, vocalic distinctions need to be made before sonorant 
codas in any case; see the discussion in 3.4.
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as an attempt to accommodate the evidence for glottality in the latter; Weidert 
(1987:83) similarly struggles with the supposed flip-flop in Burmese and Chinese o f  
tones II and III, and further struggles to reconcile his splitting o f  tone III into separate - 
h (III) and -s (IV) categories which, o f  relevance to the languages discussed here, he 
uses (1987:95-6) to account for a merger o f  his tone IV with Lolo-Burmese II. Both 
these issues were addressed in 2.4.1 and 5.2.7 respectively, but Benedict (1973a: 128, 
1991:16) explicitly rejects the Old Chinese -s hypothesis to instead (1972a: 159;169) 
associate a Tibeto-Burman -s coda with Old Chinese -t which he further extends 
(1973b:4, 1979:28, 1987:27-8) to suffixal -s . 323 He premises this on three comparative 
sets o f  which bone n is dismissed under Bone (#78), seven vi is identified as a Chinese 
loanword into Tibeto-Burman in 6.5.4 ,324 and his comparison o f  0 im oS si111 know vt
with ei1 ^  sit < *'sac everything n, know vt is phonologically untenable.325 With the 
morphological evidence in 7.1.3 showing a clear association with Old Burmese and 
Old Chinese, and the comparative sets throughout this work regularly concurring in 
their tonal categories, a Sino-Tibetan origin o f tone II in -? and III in -s, that may be 
projected back from Old Chinese, is likely .326
S T N C O B O C
* - 0
j i I
n a J  ( J )
*-5 m « ( J )
323 The improbability of Benedict’s alternative proposal (1972b:27) to treat Old Chinese tone III as a 
sandhi phenomenon, distinct from Old Burmese tone III for which he provides no source, is noted in 
Weidert (1987:178).
324 Benedict follows Karlgren’s reconstruction (1957:113) of te'T -fc; tshit < *s-'hnoc seven vi with a -t 
coda to suggest that it represents the hardening of an original -s coda maintained in some Tibeto- 
Burman languages; Matisoff (1988a: 1239) fiirther extends this hardening to Burmese k V Illlni? 
kNvi'^'nac which he reconstructs (1972a:56) with a final -t. Although Benedict (1972a: 169; 185) does 
not include oqj11 Zl jii111 < *'n9 c-s two vi in his analyses due to Karlgren (1957:150) reconstructing an -r 
coda, Matisoff (1988a:767) makes an assumption of -s > -t here also to account for his reconstruction 
of hni? fS hnac two vi with final ~t.
325 Benedict follows Karlgren (1957:321) in reconstructing an Old Chinese -t coda.
326 Interestingly there is evidence of another kind for Old Chinese -s merging with -t internally. 
Pulleyblank (1973b:372, 1998b:205) suggests that -s sometimes dialectally shifted to -/ in words like 
sira IZH sim four vi with its Jiyun reading of sit and pilb J|. bjit nose n with its Guangyun reading of bjim. 
The phonetic of the latter, pim pjim < *'p9jUI, is reconstructed by Baxter (1992:603) with an original 
-t coda which Matisoff (2000b:365) uses to support Benedict’s rather superficial ruminations 
(1972a: 101) of an association between Tibeto-Burman -t and Northern Chin -k by connecting Northern 
Chin *pian ~ *piak“ give vt; the rhymes do not correspond and the -k in the form 2 inflection is derived 
from suffixal -s as *pian-s.
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6.1 Tones Ha and lib
The split o f  Old Chinese tone I in Early-Mandarin, as discussed by Pulleyblank 
(1978a: 192), and the split o f  Lolo-Burmese tone categories I and II in Lahu and Lisu, 
as discussed by M atisoff (1970:14), both came about due to different manner features 
o f  initials. There is no evidence for such a distinction in the bipartite division o f  tone 
category II in Mizo and Zahau.
Luce (1959a:28) suggests that tone Ha and tone I, excepting when an obstruent coda 
in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang corresponds to an original -r, never occur with 
obstruent codas. Loffler (2002a: 129) notes a general association o f  tone lib with 
obstruent codas in M izo ,327 and Weidert (1975:11) attributes the few cases outside o f  
lib in Mizo to a mostly phonoaesthetic origin; Ostapirat (1998:235-7) similarly notes 
an association o f  tone II with obstruent codas in Tedim. Luce’s data (1962a, 
1985:11.84-7) also has no cases o f  tone lib with final sonorants; there are actually 
numerous instances but they can generally be attributed to morphologically derived 
forms, discussed in 7.1, which are not recorded in Luce’s word list. 328 In closed 
syllables, this allows tone lib to be limited to tone-bearing syllables with obstruent 
codas and to derived forms. Open syllables appear to be able to bear Ila or lib but, 
although Luce (1962a, 1985:1.83;II.82) and Weidert (1979:80;90;114-5) do not treat 
open rhymes in Ila as aberrant, they both note an abundance with lib .329 Cases o f  Ila 
in the correspondence sets like Blood  (#93), Thin (#94) and itch (#95) suggest them to 
be loanwords but further evidence may prove otherwise. A couple o f  possible other 
cases are the following:
[#80] Fruit
[M] *sej (1985:24)
[P&S] *sej (1996:#1496)
[NC] *thej" /zg, fru it n
327 Loffler (2002b: 139) also notes an association of tone II with obstruent codas in Tedim.
328 The derived nature of tone III excludes it from the discussion.
329 Luce’s tentative proposal that the open rhymes in lib may have been conditioned by the loss of an 
original final voiced obstruent is based on the now disfavoured proposal for voiced obstruents in Old 
Chinese discussed in 3.2.3. It is likely Luce was influenced in this analysis by the association of tone 
lib with obstruent codas.
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In spite o f  previously rejecting the idea (1972b:279), Matisoff (1980:21) 
compares the final syllable -si111 o f  star n; this is phono logically untenable.330
[OB] Gi11 oos sf  fru it n
Shorto (2006:257) suggests a Mon-Khmer association.
[#81] Parrot
[M] *gj9j!I(1988a:506)331
[P&S] *k(h)ij (1996:#2314)
[NC] *ki“ parrot n
[OB] ^ei11 Goqjs / oooS kij11 parrot n
The initial should be aspirated to regularly correspond with the Northern Chin 
form. The root is o f  very limited distribution in Tibeto-Burman such that 
M atisoff only reconstructs a Lolo-Burmese form although Luce (1985:11.95) 
does suggest some Karen comparanda. The inscriptional evidence shows 
M atisoff s Lolo-Burmese medial -j- to be unnecessary. 332
For native uninflected tone-bearing syllables the following correspondences may be 
suggested:
Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
open Jib lib a j i j i j i
stop _ISb J ib a j i j i j i
closed Ila J Ia n j i j i J I
330 An alternative suggestion by French (1983:559) that it may rather be associated with Burmese 0ein 
sdo: soj11 small vi concurs better in rhyme and tone but the sibilant initial is still a problem.
331 This is a Lolo-Burmese reconstruction hence the reconstructed tone contour.
332 A similar argument may be made for t^el1 It'fu1 weigh vt which Matisoff (1988a:555)
reconstructs as Lolo-Burmese *kji:n'; Matisoff (2003:277) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#2047) 
compare Mizo k*’inm weigh vt which is not attested in the other five Northern Chin languages discussed 
here and is probably a Burmese loan.
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6.2 Shift o f - i f  to -k
Weidert (1987:134) suggests that there may be an association in Sino-Tibetan 
between tone II on velar nasal codas and their hardening to obstruents. In spite o f  
M atisoff s scepticism (1994a:257), this is, albeit inconsistently, borne out by the data 
here. Baxter (1992:324) notes a similar association in Old Chinese word families 
suggesting that it may result from a phonological confusion o f  -i]l and -/t333 which is 
supported by the discussion in 7.1.3.1 regarding the association o f  Mizo and Zahau - 
r j u h  with Tedim and Sizang -k via - j j ? .
Internally in Northern Chin there appear to be a few examples o f  such a correlation: 
*khk g 11 and *khlekn exchange vt with later semantic specialisation in Thado as hleg11 
substitute vt and hle?n exchange vt; the irregular Mizo and Zahau forms dir)llb straight 
vi are undoubtedly related to dik correct, true vi; Mizo rikIIb- threaten vt corresponds 
to Zahau -rir)IIa scare vi while Thado and Zo make a presumably later semantic 
distinction between the two as gig11 scare vi and gi? 11 threaten v/ ; 334 Mizo thligIIa and 
Thado hlinn marrow vi correspond to Zahau thlik;335 Mizo hrpk elbow vt and hrprjllb 
elbow, recoil (as gun) vt; Mizo kik knock vt and Zahau kit)111 ~  kigIIb knock vt. In the 
comparative sets the phenomenon appears to be generally restricted to Burmese. In 
addition to the cases o f  year n, discussed in 6.3, and Tree n (#84) and Maggot (#76), 
the following may be noted:
[#82] Stone
[M] *k-luk/r) (2003:523-4)
[P&S] *k-lia:r)/k(1996:#1922)
[NC] *kH)u stone n
[OB] tjao? G c p p o o  / gooo c o  klwik stone n
333 Sagart (1999b: 134) notes that in Old Chinese there are also apparent cases in tone I such that no 
defintive statement can be made.
334 Tedim and Sizang have an irregular /- initial here suggesting a loanword origin.
335 Matisoff (1983:470-1) compares tfi^s'T) §£(so) k 'Tag '^ji1) marrow n to the Mizo form but later 
(1992:170, 2003:293) includes it under a root containing Thado keg11 leg n and Tedim xem leg, foot n; 
Tedim has both keg11 leg n and xemfoot n and Luce (1962a:57) is wary of associating the two. A better 
association for tfT^s'T) §£(s3) kV ag '^ ji1) marrow n may be found in Benedict’s root for bone n 
(1976a: 163; 176) which then allows the Burmese form, in which the latter syllable means fa t n, to be 
analyzed literally as bone-fat n with a velar animal prefix; Zahau rag1 bones n may also be added.
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33QO^CO0C^OOGCX>DGOOOOO®O (IB 4.4)
m oth er n o t w rite rem  ever336 a t t r  ston e  in scrip tion
The stone inscription which mother has never written.331
[#83] Dream
[M] *marj/k (2003:521)
[P&S] *mor)/k(1996:#71)
[NC] *mBrj11 dream n
*merjH / *menni dream vi
Mizo meg1’3 shows the original derivation from the nominal form which in the 
other languages has been replaced by the form 2  inflection *menm (< 
*mEgn-s).
[OB] me? mak dream  v/ 338
A nominal function is reserved to compounds after sleep vi only:
«C ££0O O 0O O <833 (LK 104)
King sleep339 dream dream real  
The king dreams a dream.340
[OC] mop1 1 1 muwp111 < *'m9 gni dream n
Although assigned a gerundive sense here, a verbal function for |£ ,  proposed 
by Takashima (2003:1.149), in his original translation o f  the following 
inscription seems justified in light o f the syntax:
S 5 :  b ft* i t  (BB 96)
336 The final -h corresponds to tone II due to this forming part of the Ajawlat inscription discussed in 
2.4.1.
337 See the original translations in Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1960:255) and Luce (1969-70:1.111) for the 
possible context behind this inscription.
338 Matisoff and Peiros & Starostin compare hm 1 yc hmai)1 composure n due to its appearance in some 
compounds referring to somnambulism; the glosses in Bernot (1988:XI.196) show it to be unrelated.
339 The vowel ligature q?, equivalent to is used for ei? d>5 7lp sleep, lie down vi. It also occurs as eiq? 
?im, equivalent to goo, before me? «oo mak in the inscription noted under Night (#31) where it has 
assimilated the nasal feature of the following segment. In the case here the newly assimilated -m coda 
is simply omitted from the first syllable. Notably in Modern Burmese both ei?me? and elms? are 
acceptable pronunciations.
340 Originally translated by Ba Shin (1962:129).
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Yi Chou divination Nan test Jia Zi cleave341 Yi Chou king dream herd stone 
mi-deer not be misfortune be aid.
Yi Chou day divination, Nan tests: When Jia Zi day cleaves Yi Chou day, the 
king’s dreaming o f  herding stone mi-deer does not mean misfortune but means 
aid.
This suggests that the nominal tone III reading is a derivation o f  an original 
verbal sense.
A somewhat more complicated case may be found in M atisoffs comparison 
(2003:520-1) o f Mizo '’nog1 back (body/direction) n with hnaon g^ocs hnwign late vi. A
tono logically more appropriate comparison is with nao1 g^oc nwir)1 hereafter n but
notably the Burmese word for nan? g^ooo nwik back n, from which is derived onao?
ggg^ooo onwik West n, shows the hardening associated with the tone II contour.
Sagart’s suggestion (1999b:61-2) o f a common, yet sporadic, 342 shift o f -ay11 to -a11 in 
Old Chinese, which he attributes to the glottalic origin o f  tone II, is probably relevant 
here. The loss o f a velar coda in Old Chinese before corresponding to tone II, is 
discussed in the case o f  Lick (#13) and it may be assumed that a hardening o f  -ay? to 
ak? preceded the development to -a11 as discussed under Ear (#8 8 ) .343 This inherent but 
sporadic incompatibility o f  tone II with -y  is nicely paralleled in the discussion in 6.3 
below showing a shift o f  -jamn to -ay>,/-ajiI in Old Chinese,
6.3. Northern Chin -n f  and O ld Chinese -an1
Pulleyblank (1991a:56-7) notes that xiesheng characters like thien! f i  then1 < *hbjiI 
sky, heaven n and thien" themn < *hl(j)omn shame vi suggest that -m occasionally 
fronted to -ji. Pulleyblank (1995a: 178; 182) assumes the cause o f  this to be a medial -j- 
and further proposes an association between nienIb ^  nen1 < *nDji‘ year n and Jon11 ^  
jiim11 < *'nom11 harvest, year n which he compares to Burmese hni? hnac year n.344 
Pulleyblank suggests the word may be a Chinese loan into Burmese after the shift o f
341 The interpretation of as HI, being the original graph for {$uo fUjjf traiwk chop, cleave vt, follows 
Takashiraa (1979:54, 2004:8); the sense is that of one day becoming another.
342 Sagart assumes dialect differences.
343 See also you n in 6.5.4.
344 Schuessler (2007:441-2) notes a plausible Mon-Khmer connection with the latter Chinese form.
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the coda; this would help account for the tonal discrepancy as well, but the 
phonological regularity o f  the comparison and the evidence below suggest that an 
original Sino-Tibetan rhyme -jsm11 has occasionally palatalised to -aji1 very early on 
causing a concomitant shift to tone I in Old Chinese:
[#84] Tree
[M] *sir)/k (2003:524)
[P&S] *sig (1996:#1513)
[NC] *thign wood n
[OB] 0 1 ? oo© sac tree n345
[OC] Gin1 Iff sin1 < ^sop1 < **'sj9 mn firew ood n
The evidence for an original bilabial coda stems from the oracle-bone form 
o f  the xiesheng graph ein1 i/f  sin1 < *'s9p‘ new vi whose phonetic component 
J represents Gin1 ^  sin1 < *'sppI < ^'sjom 1 bitter vi which is reconstructed 
with an original bilabial coda under Liver (#85). Miller (1974:208) rejects the 
comparison with the Chinese form on the semantic grounds that a meaning 
firew ood n is not attested in any o f the proposed Tibeto-Burman comparanda; 
Matisoff (1975:167, 1978a: 174) counters that such a meaning is indeed found. 
Significantly, Peiros & Starostin (1996:#1511) cite an apparent phonological 
parallel with 0i7 co<B sac new vi and Gin1 0 f  sin1 < ^'soji1 new vi; Beckwith
(2002a: 137) appears to reject this mainly on the basis o f  limited distribution
outside o f  Lolo-Burmese, but Matisoff (2003:345) notes a possible supporting
form in Qiangic.
[#85] Liver
[M] *sin (2003:277;306)
[P&S] *sin(1996:#1512)
[NC] *thinm liver n____________________________________________________________
345 The similarity of the modem Standard Burmese pronunciation of thIn co& ( ‘aif' /we/, firewood with 
the Northern Chin form is entirely coincidental.
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The derived tone III is most likely a nominalised form o f  bitter vi in tone II. 
Weidert (1987:36) notes that Bodo-Garo has tone II contrasting with Chin and 
Naga tone III.
[OB] 0 in oo£Os saji11 liver n
The areal semantic association o f liver n and heart n, noted by Wilkins 
(1996:284), is supported in Burmese with Luce (1981:64) glossing it as liver, 
feelings n and Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:358) as liver, seat o f  emotion, heart, 
mind n.
(IB 73.30-1)
liv er  fe e l  a t t r  lord  sa in tly  PL to  a lm s-flo w er  serve  con tin u e in -order-to  
In order to continue to serve alms to the patient monies.346
[OC] Gin1 ^  sin1 < *'s9jiI < **lsj9 m11 bitter vi
Evidence for a bilabial coda here is found in the xiesheng derivative in1 ^  Tim1
sound n. M atisoff s extension (2004:357-8) o f the areal relationship between
bile n and bitter vi to liver n suggests an entirely different semantic field from 
Burmese and Northern Chin. 347 The inscriptional form J depicts some kind o f  
pointed instrument suggesting that liver n must be a derived sense, as 
suggested by tone III in Northern Chin, which then underwent further 
semantic permutations.
6.4. Tone JI Nouns
A possible association o f  nouns with tone II when compared with their verbal 
counterparts was noted for Old Chinese in 3.3.2; a few possible cases in Old Burmese 
like flow er n and yoke n are noted in 5.2.4.1 and 2.3.1.5 respectively. Although 
internal evidence in Northern Chin is even more limited, 348 recognition o f  this
346 Based on Than Tun’s original translation (1958:46) of this inscription where he glosses as 
flowers o f rice food.
347 See the discussion under Bitter (#1).
348 A possible example is *wialI coil vi and *wialn times n but cases like *pajI carry on oneself vi and 
*paj‘ sheath n show an inverse relationship.
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morphological phenomenon possibly accounts for some mismatches o f tones I and II 
in Sino-Tibetan:
[#86] Die
[M] *soj(2003:189;201)
[P&S] *sij (1996:#1508)
[NC] *thi[ die vi
[OB] 0ei' goo / 0000 sij1 die vi
[OC] si1 ^6 si1 < *'sojn die vi
See Schuessler (2007:47;478), and the discussion in 3.3.2, for the suggestion
that tone II may have been used to reflect its inherently endoactive nature
which is also associated with nominalisation.349
[#87] Fish
[M] *gja (2003:167)
[P&S] *rj(j)a (1996:#2501)
[NC] *(h)ga11 fish n
[OB] ga11 cl i ga1 fish n
It is tempting to associate ta'ga1 oocl tam’ga1 fisherman n which is attested in at 
least one case in the inscriptions with an aspirated second syllable as 0 0 9 I 
tam'bga1 paralleling the alternation between Zahau gaIIb and Mizo hgaIlb:
oo<pl g c o c o o ® (LK95) 
fish erm an -star a lso  co m e r e a l  
The star o f  dawn350 also comes.
However, in spite o f  the similarity, Hla Pe (1967a:86) treats it as a Mon 
loanword. Shafer (1965:5-6) suggests an association o f  the Northern Chin
349 See also the discussion in 6.5.1.
350 Ba Shin’s (1962:96) gloss of star o f  dawn n in his original translation of this inscription is supported 
by the modern constellation nomenclature 06 clog^S Southern Cross n .
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forms with the Mon-Khmer velar stop initialled word for fish n but this is 
unlikely as the form kam oo kam is maintained in many piscine loanwords from
Mon listed in Hla Pe (1967a:88-9).351
[OC] y*b ^  gia1 < *'ga1 fish n
The oracle-bone graph <t>, representing y*b gia1 < ^'ga1 fish vi, appears 
sometimes to be used instead o f $i and 4  to mean y*b ^  gia1 < *'ga1 fish vi. 
The following is a short but incontrovertible case due to it appearing after the 
negative which, following Takashima, in Takashima & Ito (1996:1.370-3), 
only appears before controllable verbs:352
3E& (BB 156.16)
King fish
The king (should) fish
%JM (BB 156.15)
should-not fish
(The King) should not fish
It seems likely that the verbal form in tone I has ousted a nominal form in a 
tone II.
[#88] Ear
[M] *na (2003:162; 176)
[P&S] *no(1996:#521)
[NC] * V  ear n
[OB] na1 na1 listen vt 
na11 ^os na11 ear n
[OC] jii11 < * W ! ear n
(YZ 271) 
_______Test ail ear is have mishap
351 In certain cases it appears to have been replaced by the native word ga“ cl: ga11.
352 Original translations of these may be found in Takshima (2003:1.248).
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Tested: An ailing ear means353 there will be mishaps.354
The oracle-bone graph for ear n is £ . The graphs t  and &, consisting o f  ear 
n and one or two components for mouth n td, are generally treated as thip' H  
thejpI listen but the graphic development is unclear and notably Takashima 
(2003:11.252-3) is non-committal. Qiu (2000:195-6) associates §§, which is 
clearly derived from 4  with thipn i  dejp1 as phonetic, and suggests that later 
textual confusion o f H? and H  supports this. Qiu’s argument can be reversed 
to suggest that Hi represents a semantic outgrowth o f  sage n later in the 
history o f language which is particularly likely as it would be curious for the 
scribes to omit the phonetic component if  it really represented « . It seems that 
the phonetic in was t  simply  ^ and the graph represented the now disused 
original verbal form still attested in Burmese.
(BB 358)
Test King hear is misfortune
Tested: The King's hearing things355 means misfortune?56
Alternatively, Sagart (1995b:346, 1999b:61-2) suggests -ay11 to be a dialectal 
feature o f  Old Chinese contrasting with a more general shift o f -d if  to -sa 
which, on the basis o f  its -rj coda in the Jiyun and some Min dialects, he 
believes to have happened to Tf. Sagart’s associated suggestion (1995b:346-7) 
that the Tibeto-Burman forms may be be the result o f an Old Chinese loan 
remains a distinct possibility.
6.5 Loanwords and Tonal Discrepancies
Weidert (1987:115-34) lists some examples o f Lolo-Burmese tones I and II being 
inverted in relation to other languages but, excluding the recourse o f  loanwords, is 
unable to provide any real solutions. Benedict (1972a:28-30;33) notes some similar 
cases with Old Chinese; in the case o f  Old Chinese tone I he falls back on a tentative
353 The treatment of weiIb f t  jwi1 as an explanatory copula follows Takashima\s proposals in Takashima 
and Ito (1996:1.460-3).
354 The functional translation of I as mishaps follows Takashima (2003:11.120-122;286-287).
355 See Takashima (2003:11.253) for a discussion of this interpretation.
356 See Serruys (1982:462) for a discussion of this graph.
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loanword hypothesis but for tone II cases he suggests conditioning environments 
based around a root-initial or prefixal s- and an -n suffix.
6.5.1 Benedict’s s- hypothesis
Benedict (1972b:29) notes that the case o f  Die (#8 6 ) causes problems for his 
hypothesis. The only other words proposed by Benedict (1972b:33) that are relevant 
to the discussion here are Tree (#84), Liver (#85) and Fish (#87) for which alternative 
accounts have been made. 357 Consequently M atisoff s hesistancy (1999:25) in 
accepting Benedict’s proposal seems well-founded.
6.5.2 Benedict *s -n Hypothesis
Here too Benedict (1972b:30) provides a counter-example to his hypothesis by 
suggesting the word for D og  (#37) represents an inverse o f  his proposal. As it 
happens, dog may perhaps not reflect a nasal suffix, but to his examples under Bitter 
(#1), Smoke (#41), Water (#56), Child (#42) and also rodent n, discussed in 6.5.4, that 
have been dismissed previously as faulty comparisons, may be added the following 
comparison by Benedict which, in spite o f  its omission in his supporting evidence, 
also fits his hypothesis:
[#89] Person
[M] *r-mi(j)-n (2003:449)
[P&S] *mi(1996:#101); *mi9 n (ibid:#87)
[NC] *mi11 person n
[OB] meln(mani) / 8 oo(o) mij^ma111) woman n
357 Also of note are here are the following: Weidert (1987:440-1) suggests that tone I in Northern Chin
*bli' flea n appears to be the basic Tibeto-Burman reflex but Matisoff (2003:192-3) and Peiros & 
Starostin (1996:#1932) compare hleiI! goj: hlijn tiny vi,flea n which is not attested in the inscriptions and 
has a nominalised form meaning insignificant thing, pest n suggesting that flea  n is either a semantic 
extension that happens to coincide phonologically with other words in Tibeto-Burman or alternatively 
has influenced the tonal development of the word for flea n; Mizo ’’nag”1 viscous vi is compared by 
Matisoff (2003:304) to qagIb y|£ jiiag1 < *'naijI heavy with dew/grain vi but in the latter sense there is a 
variant reading in tone II which corresponds tonally; Matisoff (2003:268) and Peiros & Starostin 
(1996:#2149) compare kl1 me kag1 roast vt to Mizo k^g1 f ly  vt, kagm burn vi and kegDb evaporate vi of 
which the former is the most appropriate; the tonal discrepancy in Matisoff s (2003:195) and Peiros & 
Starostin’s (1996:#2786) comparison of Mizo ''mop spindle n with hmweim sg. hmwijnI twirl vt may well 
stem from the different parts of speech with tone III being a derived tone in any case.
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^aSSaSoo^oSoSopsaS (IB 175.21) 
gran d ch ild  w o m a n  to  g iv e  again  real  
It was further given to the granddaughter.358
The latter morpheme « mam is a female suffix . 359 The modem Burmese 
spelling is now meiirmanr with a superfluous -n coda.360
[OC] -
Contrary to Benedict’s (1972a: 158) comparison o f  the tonally discrepant minIb 
Is; mjin1 < ^'moji1 people n via a suffixal -n, Pulleyblank (1995a: 178-9) and 
Sagart (1999b: 135) suggest a connection with maglb/mor)lb CK moijg1 < ^T-majf 
people n which supports an original nasal coda.361
6.5.3 Kinship Terms
The tonal alternation between Northern Chin *pa11 father n and *pani male n correlates 
perfectly with *nuu mother n and *num fem ale n 262 On the basis o f  similar evidence in 
other Tibeto-Burman languages, Weidert (1987:51 ;166;213) suggests that a 
distinction between vocative and referential forms may have induced the tone 
shifts.363 The former case has solid external comparanda suggestive o f  such a shift:
[#90] Father
[M] *pwa (2000a: 153-5)
[P&S] *pa (1996:#233); *Pa (ibid:#330); *wa (ibid:#434) 
[NC] *pan father n
358 Based on an original translation by Than Tun (1959:181).
359 See the discussion in footnote 370.
360 See Nishi (1974:26-7) for a discussion of the evolution of this word.
361 Pulleyblank actually supports Benedict’s comparison by reconstructing a putative *'mjon1 in which 
the medial -j- palatalised the coda but this makes his attempted association with maijIb/moijlh ®  moiji]1 
< *mraji' somewhat more elliptical.
362 The superficial phonological correspondence with the modem Mandarin form of ny11 f c  nria11 < *'r- 
na11 woman, female, girl n leads Matisoff (1991a:342) to suggest a possible association; the Old Chinese 
form shows this not to have been the case.
363 The discussion in 5.2.7 suggests that male n and female n should be reconstructed with an original -s 
coda as *pas and *nus respectively, but the special nature of kinship terminology suggests the tonal 
alternation to be an unrelated secondary development. The irregular form 2 put of para, when it occurs 
as the second part of a compound meaning elder vi, is supportive of this interpretation.
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*pam male n
[OB] bam oo /<* pham father n364
pham (s> pham male suffix n
33 ^ 0 3 3 0 ^ 0  ^ 00  00 (SIP 63)
mother type father type 7 connect
7 generations on the m other’s side and on the fa th er’s s id e 365
Weidert (1987:51; 166) suggests that Burmese tone III is morpho-semantically
conditioned as a vocative form instead o f a referential one.
[OC] fuin5 £buan <*'ban father n
fu11 pua11 < *'pan honorific suffix
Weidert (1987:337-8) suggests a similar tone shift between I and II may have 
occurred in the case o f  grandmother n:
[#91 ] Grandmother
[M] *pwaj (2000a: 171-2)
[P&S] *pij (1996:#194;450)
[NC] *pi! grandmother n366
[OB] bei11 goos / goo ph9jn great-grandfather, great-grandparent n
In the following inscription, Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1963:64) gloss this as 
great-grandparent(s) n but Luce’s later suggestion (1981:13) o f grandmother 
n361 is supported by the word appearing to be compounded with grandfather n 
in the same way as mother and father.
cl 0ODO33§33C933§oS33^0330^0033^ jjO»*. (IB 6.23)
I wife mother father grandmother grandfather 
My w ife’s mother, father, grandmother, grandfather..,368
364 Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:267) suggest that ophe! ssgu / aoSuS op^j1 father n may perhaps be a later 
variant form; see the discussion of similar forms under Mother.
365 Based on an original translation in Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:273).
366 Following his proposal for a semantic link between big vi and mother/female (199la:319-20), 
Matisoff (2000a: 172) suggests Mizo pujna big (of female animals) vi and pin bji11 < *'b9jn female o f  
animals n may be related here. This proposal is not repeated in Matisoff (2003:448); notably the Mizo 
form is treated as derived from *pin in the other five languages without the labialisation.
367 Luce (1981:13) also suggests a meaning of a n c e s to r  n.
368 Based on an original translation in Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1963:64).
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[OC] pin #tb pjin < *'p9jn deceased mother n
This appears equally applicable to grandfather n:
[#92] Grandfather
[M] *PW3W (2000a: 167-8J
[P&S] *po (1996:#310); *PfW  (1996;#429)
[NC] *pu] grandfather n
[OB] p ^ o 1 ^ phiw’ masculine suffix n 
boo11 / cj>s phiw” grandfather n
©OCOC7^ QO^ OO<^ ,Q©<| 33(j)§33§G3CDOC OOOO^ cS.o. (LK 245)
Zalikumar Kahnazin grandfather ancestor haunch on stay...
Jdlikumdra and Kanhajina rest on the haunches o f  their grandfather^^ 9...
Recognition o f  such tonal shifts allows an account to be made for M atisoffs 
comparison (1988a:985) o f  Burmese omi111 3 9 S omi111 mother n with Lolo-Burmese miri;
the tone II form is still attested in Bradley’s comparison (1979:312-3) o f Gsmi11 coos
somi11 daughter n in which the first syllable is a reduced form o f  Ga11 ooos sa11 child n
allowing a literal gloss o f  fem ale child n as proposed by Pe Maung Tin & Luce 
(1963:113).370
6.5.4 Loanwords
Excluding faulty comparisons, the attribution o f  the remainder o f  tonologically 
irregular comparisons to loanwords appears to be correct. Included in the list below
369 The gloss of 3a$<$5»8 u5 as grandfather n follows Ba Shin (1962:143) in his original translation of this 
inscription. The former syllable by itself has this meaning while the latter syllable is glossed as 
grandfather n by Pe Maung Tin & Luce (1963:64) and then grandmother, ancestor n by Luce 
(1981:13); here it is treated as ancestor n although it could equally well be treated as grandmother n to 
give a compound sense of grandparents n as appears to be the case in the inscription listed under 
grandmother n.
370 The Burmese female suffix mara « mara corresponds vocalically with Old Chinese mu" M  mow11 < 
*mo“ mother n\ the vocalism of 9 mim 338 omini mother n is noted by Shorto (2006:100) to be associated 
with Mon-Khmer. Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:276) suggest omei1 saeo / ®8o5 omij1 is a later variant; see 
the similar form under Father. Matisoffs comparison (2003:223;227) of mu“ M  mow11 < *mo“ mother 
n with Northern Chin *mowI daughter-in-law n is based on a superficial correspondence of modern 
pronunciations.
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are also cases where the tones happen to coincide but irregular segmental 
correspondences support an external origin. Following Miller (1988:527-9), the 
Tibeto-Burman numerals from two to nine are treated as Chinese loanwords; this is 
supported by their irregular segmental correspondences within Northern Chin as well 
as in their comparison with Old Burmese and Old Chinese.371 In a similar manner to 
the prefix-runs in Tibeto-Burman numerals noted by Matisoff (1997:100-2), tone- 
bearing syllables, excluding diphthongs and those with secondarily derived tone lib 
with obstruent codas, have all undergone analogical levelling to tone I in Northern 
Chin and tone II in Burmese; Northern Chin form 2 derivations have also been 
analogically levelled. Three other comparative sets, Blood (#93), Thin (#94), Fruit 
(#80) and Fall (#8 ) that suggest loanword influence are not noted below due to their 
individual treatments elsewhere.
371 Miller (1988:525) does not address the numbers one and ten due to their greater instability, and no 
cognate sets have been established for the languages here. Matisoff (1997a: 17-8) attempts to relate 
Northern Chin *khBt one vi with i? as© 7ac one vi and i1 — ?jit < *'?oc one vi, but the Pali origin of the 
Burmese form is shown by its variant Written Burmese form eo5 with a -k coda as noted by Stewart & 
Dunn (1940-81:80) and Hla Pe (1960:74;89), and a phonological association between the Chinese and 
Northern Chin forms is incredibly unlikely.
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Chapter 7: Northern Chin M orphology
Northern Chin words may be classified as either nouns or verbs. Following Osbume 
(1975:120), this classification also includes the numerals which for the numbers one 
through nine may be classified as intransitive verbs on the basis o f  their, albeit 
analogically conditioned irregular, inflections in Mizo, Zahau and Thado.
7.1 Verbal Inflections
Most Northern Chin verbs have a basic form 1 and an inflected form 2 ; specific 
syntactic functions vary between languages.444 The main form 2  derivations o f  the six 
languages from a reconstructed Northern Chin base, o f  which the -s suffix will be 
discussed further below, may be summarised accordingly:445
NC Mizo Zahau Thado Zo Tedim Sizang
*-k-s -? -7 -0m -0m -7 -0m
*-P-s -7 -7 -0m -0m -IP 7-7 -1P/-SP
* - P s -? -7 -0m -0m -7 -0m
*-t-s -? -7 -0m -0m -7 -0m
* d -s -7 -7 -P - f - P / - 7 - P/ - HF
* -P s -7 -7 -0m -0m -7 -0m
*-p-s -7 -7 -0m -0m -7 -0m
*-pn-s -7 -7 -Pm ~Pm -pm /-7 -pm/ - 0 m
*-pm-s -7 -7 -0m -0m -7 -0 “
*-0l-s -t -t -t -t -t -t
*-gp-s - p * / d lb - p b/ d b - T / d l - T / - f - P / d 1 - P / d 1
*-0UI-s -k -k -7 -7 -k -k
-rP -nm -rP -n,u -nm -nm
-inllh -k -k -k -k
*  w/n c ,JII _f// m m in-n -s -n -n -n -n -n -n
*-nIU-s -nllb -nnb -t -t -t -t
*  i/u „T-m -s -mm -mm ^ aii-m -mII! -mm j-m
*-mm-s -imIlb -mIlb ~P ~P ~P ~P
* d -s -V11 - P yin -7m/ - d n - r -IP
* -P s -r111 - P -0Ul -0m/ - d n - I P / -7 - P l / - 0 m
*-P-s -r7 -r7 -0m -0m/ - d n -7 -0 11
*-lm-s -lm -lm -P -P -P _p
* - P - 3 -17 -17 -P -P -17 -P
* fl/U c ■hi •in •III •hi •m •iii~J ~S :1 -J -J -J -J
-fl -a - f
jU I
-a - f
*-W/!,-s - d u -W" -W'1 -Wn -yfl -Wa
*-Wll-s -w7 -w7 -Wu -W11 -w7 -Wn
444 See Henderson (1965:84-9), Stem (1963:243-51) and Lehman (1996) for further information.
445 Non-native or onomatopoeic syllables with original obstruent codas in tone I, or Ila in Mizo and 
Zahau, appear to develop tone III in form 2  without loss of the coda.
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Mizo and Zahau form 2 derivations in tone lib  may not assign syllable weight to the 
vowel; there are a handful o f  exceptions in the word list but their occasional free- 
variation with regular forms, irregular correspondence across all the languages or 
loanword status shows this not to be o f  reconstructional significance. Open syllables 
with diphthongs develop tone 11(b) in form 2 regardless o f  the original tone due to 
their patterning as syllables with surface vowel length before obstruent codas that, as 
discussed in 3.4 and 6.1, have an inherent association with tone II.
7.1.1 Stopped Syllable Variation in Tedim and Sizans
The alternative Sizang reflexes o f  *-k\ *-f, *-p1] and * - / ,  due to its occlusion to -A:,446 
are in free-variation; in Tedim they are only in free-variation after the diphthongs la 
and ua otherwise only the former surfaces.447 It appears that the former variants in 
tone III represent the earlier state o f  affairs that is gradually shifting to a complete loss 
o f  the original coda. Significantly, Osburne (1975:140) notes a similar variation in a 
few verbs in Zahau where *-k*\ ~f, -p1! give either - f \  -pm or -? although only 
reflexes in -? exist in the Zahau recorded here.448
7.1.2 Open Syllable Variation in tone II
The general form 2 reflex is -k and is derived from regular syllables corresponding to 
tone lib in Mizo and Zahau. Like the grammatically conditioned tonal splits in certain 
Lolo-Burmese languages, noted by Burling (1967:57) and M atisoff (1978b: 19-20;33), 
Mizo regularly shifts all verbs with open rhymes from tone lib to tone III; this does 
not affect the form 2 inflections. Any nominal forms associated with form 1 retain the 
original tone such that Mizo khuIlb smoke n correlates with k V 11 (< *k V 1b) smoke vi. 
The shift to tone III in verbs renders Hillard (1975:12; 16-9) unable to separate when 
Mizo -k develops from original tone III, and when ~1dh develops from secondarily 
derived tone III.449 Cases with -t appear in words corresponding to irregular open
446 The Zo reflexes in -a from an original rhotic correspond to the preceding vocalism as discussed in 
1.4.2.4.
447 Bhaskararao (1994:338) suggests a form 2 ho? for hokn skin vt but it is recorded regularly as hokffl in 
the wordlist here.
448 The exceptional word tJluknb deep vi, with a form 2 fkik111, is also irregular in Mizo, Thado and Zo 
and is clearly external in origin. Matisoff (2003:359) and Peiros & Starostin (1996:#994) compare 
( ‘arf^'ai? 09cogo thiktbik thickly adv but its rhyme shows it to be a non-native word whose verbal 
source 0900 worthy, suitable vi is noted by Luce (1977b: 3) to be plausibly Mon or Shan in origin.
449 Hillard’s associated proposal that form 2  may therefore be primary is discusssed in 7.1.3.
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syllables in Ila discussed in 6.1. The suggestion that such words belong to a more 
recent layer is supported by Zahau syllables in -i, that are shown in 1.4.2.2 to have 
developed from -uj after coronal initials, always developing form 2 inflections in -ifib 
regardless o f tone. Occassional occurrences o f -t instead o f -k  from lib are most likely 
further analogical extensions o f  the -t/-k alternations discussed in 7.2.2 and attributed 
to mutual influence between languages.450 Further tentative support for words in Ila 
being external in origin, but possibly o f  an old stratum due to regular tonal 
correspondences, may be found in the following comparative sets:
[#93] Blood
[M] *s-hjwoj-t (2003:194;230)
[P&S] *s-?wi:j (1996:#2017)
[NC] *thin blood n
In Mizo and Zahau this may be used as a verb bleed vi in which M atisoff s -t 
suffix derives from an -s suffix in form 2 *thitn (< *thiII(f°-s). Excepting Zahau, 
-uj would be expected instead o f  -i. Benedict (1972:51) reconstructs *hjw- to 
account for this.
[OB] 0w ein GO0 S / cxjjoo swij11 blood n 
[OC] cien/cyein ifll xwet < *hmac blood n451
Sagart (1999a:171-3, 1999b:153) reconstructs the initial as *hm- on the basis 
o f  correspondences with words like mie111 l j | met < *moc blood n. The 
derivation o f  -dc from an original -dtt allows for an analysis o f  the rhyme as 
-dj with a suffixal -k. Starostin (1995:228) assumes a suffixal origin, but 
Sagart (1999a: 174-7) suggests the velar coda to be evidence that this is a 
Chinese loan into Tibeto-Burman. The tone Ila contour in Mizo and Zahau 
combined with the lack o f labialisation in Northern Chin supports the idea o f
450 Mizo unequivocally attests -k except in tshianb ~ tshiatnb ruined, bad vi, which is also noted by Hillard 
(1975:10) to be irregular, and possibly also in jf,iatnb ~ jfia? drop vt of which the form 1 correlates with 
a derivative of an open vowel in some of the other languages which interestingly show -tfk variation in 
any case.
451 In spite of M atisoff s ingenious comparison (1978a:184, 1992:169) of suei" fiS swia“ < *'s-hlwaln 
marrow n, Sagart (1999a: 178, 1999b:67) appears correct in his rejection.
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an external source, particularly in light o f the original bilabial initial in Old 
Chinese that is not attested in Tibeto-Burman. Sagart (1999a: 175) compares 
this development to 41111 0  jiit < *'n9c sun, day n which he also treats as a 
Chinese loan. A difficulty with this is that while Sagart’s proposal that ik > ic 
> ij? (9 Id > 9 c >  dj7 in the reconstruction used here) is promising in light o f  
the tone II reflex in blood n, the Tibeto-Burman correlates o f sun, day n are in 
tone I. An alternative proposal for the development o f  sun, day n is discussed 
under Sun (#40).
[#94] Thin
[M] *pa-n/t 5? *ba-n/t (2003:440)
[P&S] *pa: (1996:#178)
[NC] *pa!I thin vi
M atisoff s *-t suffix in the form 2 *patn (< *pa!,(a)-s) derives from an -s suffix. 
The word is not attested in Mizo and appears to be vying for lexical 
dominance with *pen,/u thin vi in the other languages. In Thado and 
Sizang the form with an -n coda appears to have been semantically specialised 
as very thin vi; according to Henderson (1965:156) and Bhaskararao 
(1996:78), this may also be extended to Tedim.452 Table B in Luce (1962a) 
includes both the open and closed syllables under the same category; the tone 
Ila in Zahau for the former and the variation between tones I and II in the latter 
suggests the possibility o f  external influence.
[B] pa11 ol s pa11 thin vi
[#95] Itch
[M] *ja (2003:136)
[P&S] *ja itch (1996:#1414)
[NC] *jatl(a) itch vi_____________________________________________________________
452 The word is not attested in Zo; one informant did produce it but it was retracted by others as a 
Tedim word.
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The irregular vocalism in Tedim zia11 and Sizang ze11 possibly reflects a 
loan source.
[B] ja11 coo; ja11 itch vi
7.1.3 Origin in Suffixal -s
Although noting a general change to tone III in form 2, the variety o f  form 2 reflexes 
leads Weidert (1979:98-107) to reconstruct a suffixal combination -(s-)cl' whereby the 
dentalisation triggered by the -cl1 suffix could be modified by glottalisation caused by 
the -s- infix. Matisoff (1982:9-17) criticises Weidert’s proposal for being 
typologically bizarre and phonetically aberrant; preferring to opt out o f any all- 
inclusive hypothesis, he proposes three separate suffixes -s, -t, and -k to which he can 
identify no semantic function nor account for the selection o f  one over another. 
Ostapirat (1998:244-6) makes the interesting suggestion that in Tedim there is a tense- 
lax alternation such that syllables in tone II (tense) give tone III (lax) but syllables in 
tone III (lax) give -? (tense) but then admits that this leaves no account for the derived 
forms with -t and -k . In spite o f  his suggestion that the alternation between form 1 and 
form 2 is not directly phono logically conditioned (1974:78) and, specifically in 
reference to Mizo, is largely irregular (1975:1), Hillard (1975:12) suggests an inverse 
proposal that Mizo form 1 open-rhymes may actually be derived from their form 2 
counterparts which retain etymological -t and -k suffixes, but notes (1975:9) that the 
lack o f  a -p coda in this analysis is a problem. Significantly Hillard does note a 
correlation between tones and -t versus -k suffixes (1975:10) but prefers to assume 
that the different tonal contours were triggered by the different status o f  the codas 
before they were lost. Noting a similar correlation, Loffler (2002b), in essentially a 
reversion o f  Hillard’s proposal back to a more plausible derivation o f  form 2 from 
form 1 , believes that all the verbal paradigms may be derived from a single suffix. He 
tentatively suggests this may be something like -t which may also surface as -k in 
open syllables depending on the tone contour (2002b: 124) or as a glottal stop in 
closed syllables that would either replace obstruent codas or, in the case o f  sonorant 
codas, would either disappear to leave a distinctive tonal reflex or remain as a 
coarticulation depending on the tone o f  the syllable and manner o f  articulation o f  the
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coda (2002b: 130).453 Loffler succeeds in identifying most o f the main derivational 
patterns outlined above but the phonological development o f  his -t coda is rather 
arbitrary. Significantly Loffler (2002a: 128), following his own proposals cited in 
Henderson (1976:16), notes that the Tibetan equivalent o f  his final -t appears to be 
final -s, but excludes this from consideration on the basis that Northern Chin root final 
-s becomes -? as discussed in 5.2.7. A possible association with the Tibetan ~s suffix is 
proposed in Pulleyblank (1966b:423); Henderson (1976:7;9) takes up this proposal 
and suggests a further possible comparison (1976:11) to the Old Chinese tone III 
derivations. Unfortunately Henderson is unable to take the comparison out o f the 
realms o f speculation but her hunch seems to be correct when the different 
conditioning environments are taken into account. Excluding the general association 
o f  -s with tone III as attested in Old Burmese and Old Chinese, and the loss o f  original 
stop codas before -s which is noted in 3.2.3 to also occur in Old Chinese, the 
following developments remain to be discussed:
7.1.3.1 Glottalitv
An association o f  -s with glottality in the development o f  tone III in Old Burmese and 
Old Chinese is noted in 2.4.1; this renders its development here under the 
conditioning environments noted above phono logically possible. The association o f  
root final -s with glottality, discussed in 5.2.7, may also be noted here. The attestation 
o f  globalised nasals in Lai Chin where Mizo and Zahau have nasals in tone lib 
corresponding to obstruents in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang suggests a glottalic 
development here also that parallels the globalised liquids and glides in Lai Chin that 
are still maintained in Mizo, Zahau and Tedim. The typological naturalness o f  a 
development o f  -p/t/k from -m?/-n?/-tj? is noted in Matisoff (1982:49) as well as in 6.2. 
The alternative emergence o f tone lib after nasals in Mizo and Zahau is suggestive o f  
the globalic origin o f  tone II; this is supported by the occasional occurrence o f  laterals 
and glides in tone Hb that tend to be in ffee-variation with their globalised 
counterparts such that they are o f  no reconstructional significance. 454 The further
453 Loffler’s proposal (2002b: 129-30) for distinctive tones on short stopped syllables to account for 
verbs that do not inflect seems unnecessary. Verbs in other categories sometimes do not inflect and the 
process rather represents the gradual depletion of inflections that, as shown in Hartmann (2002:81), has 
almost completely disappeared in many southern Chin languages.
454 Loffler (2002b: 132) notes this variation exclusively Mizo laterals but attempts no explanation. The 
following cases may be noted: Mizo tol? / tolnb slide vi, thol? / tholub slide W; Mizo p'Hil? / pllulnb sprinkle
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development o f  -rfl to Mizo -nub and Tedim -t appears to be the result o f  the spreading 
o f the coronal feature o f  suffixal -s.45'5
7.1.3.2 Open syllables and -t /  -k
M atisoff (2003:431) shows the development o f -s into -t to be a regular development 
in Tibeto-Burman; it is also noted in footnote 326 to have occurred sporadically in 
Old Chinese. A development o f  -s into -k is less well-supported cross-linguistically 
but the shift o f  -r to -k in certain Northern Chin languages, discussed in 5.2.4.1, via 
an intermediary uvular or velar fricative articulation, discussed in 4.3, certainly makes 
such a change less typologically unreasonable when the close relationship o f -s with 
the laryngeal fricative -h, to be discussed below, is taken into account.
7.1.4 Superadded -s Suffixation
An issue with the -s hypothesis is that words in tone III which were originally derived 
from suffixal -s are allowed to further inflect as if  they were suffixed again. 
Pulleyblank (1966b:423) suggests the complexity o f the inflectional system may be 
due to analogical extension affecting different layers o f language; in the case o f  
derived words from an original tone III this seems to indeed have been the case. 
However, if  a form 2 derivation could be lexically reanalysed in form 1 and inflected 
again, the -s suffix that triggered the first inflection must have developed into 
something else before -s' could be suffixed again. This calls into question how -s 
suffixation could still exist as a formative process if  there was no trace o f  suffixal -s 
left in the lexicon.
A solution to this lies in the development o f -s in Old Chinese. Pulleyblank 
(1973b:371, 1978a:173-4) observes that the development o f  -5  into a laryngeal 
fricative -h by the time o f  the Qieyun was a sporadic process that affected some 
rhymes earlier than others. In support o f  this diglossic situation, Pulleyblank 
(1978a:200) notes a similarity with Henderson’s observation (1952:169-70) that the
vt; Mizo belnb, Zahau bel? stick vt; Mizo molnb, Laizo mol? forget vt; Mizo rolub, Tedim go 17 stiff vi; 
Mizo llnoj7 murky vi, Zahau hnojnb breast, milk n as a nominalisation of murky vi; Mizo tsolDb, Zahau 
tsol? yeast n for which Tedim tone II suggests external influence. Occasionally a semantic distinction 
appears to have emerged or the variant forms have been reanalysed via analogy as inflectional 
derivatives: Mizo pil? peel-off vi, pilnb rind n; Mizo sujnb ~ sqj? whittle vt; Zahau vejnb ~ vej? wave vt.
455 See also the discussion in 7.2.2.
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Cambodian final sibilant -s is not distinguished from final aspiration -h except in 
careful reading pronunciation. The most likely scenario in Northern Chin is that -s 
gradually started to shift to -h in some words which were then open to further 
suffixation by the lexically still viable -s remaining in other words. By the time all 
cases o f  had shifted to -h, the pattern was already set such that analogy was allowed 
to take over to derive the rest o f  the lexicon. A clear example o f  this distinction in 
suffixal levels, and the effect o f  analogy thereon, may be found in words o f  the type 
- if1 which should all be attested as -nm if  derived from an original ~rf/u with suffixal -s 
causing coronalisation o f  velar. The situation is similar to that o f  t f ‘-s becoming -n,ih 
or -t in Mizo or Tedim respectively but - / / b, -k or -? in Zahau, Sizang or Thado/Zo 
respectively.456
7.1.5 Causativitv Paradigms
The cases o f superadded -s suffixation tend to mark an interesting process o f  
causativisation in Northern Chin. Henderson (1965:83) shows a few examples o f  
Tedim paradigms whereby form 2 inflections o f  intransitive verbs may be used as 
transitive verbs in form 1 while the form 2  inflections o f transitive verbs may be used 
as benefactive verbs in form 1 which may also manifest a distinct form 2 . The general 
loss o f  the intermediate stage in Mizo and Zahau, as well as in Lai, such that only the 
form 2  inflection o f the derived form 1 remains, has led Osburne (1975:114), Peterson 
(1998:93-4) and Matisoff (2003:472-3) to suggest a distinctive form 3 inflection.457 
That these isolated Mizo, Zahau and Lai third forms are rather simply evidence o f  the 
gradual reduction in verbal inflections, that Hartmann (2002:81) shows has already 
occurred on a massive scale in Southern Chin languages, is hinted at by Hillard 
(1974:82-3) who compares Henderson’s Tedim paradigms and some Mizo paradigms 
in Bright (1957b: 110) to suggest that they may represent a similar process but is 
unable to take the comparison further.458 The loss o f the derived form 1 in Zahau may 
be seen in a comparison o f  the Zahau and Thado reflexes o f  *kluq11 arrive v below:
456 See the discussion in 7.2.2.
457 Nevertheless there are a few examples in the data-set of Mizo and Zahau maintaining the full 
paradigm and also cases where Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang retain only the further derived form.
458 In a select few cases, such as ^dzaj11 clean v, Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang pattern as Mizo and 
Zahau in not attesting the derived form 1
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Form 1 Form 2 Form 1 Form 2
Zahau ttaj11 ~ t W 11 return vi459 - t W Ib return vt
Thado hW ' ~ hkram arrive vi hlonnI ~ hlut bring vt
The ascendancy o f  benefactive and causative particles in Northern Chin460 seems to 
have been a major contributor in the reduction o f  verbal forms such that evidence o f  
these paradigms is now sporadic. Inspite o f  the better rentention o f  the intermediate 
derived from 1 in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang, examples o f  such causativity 
paradigms are rare and the best evidence comes mainly from Zahau and sometimes 
Mizo. Significantly, there do still remain a few examples where Mizo and Zahau 
maintain the full paradigm as well as cases where Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang lose 
the derived form 1 .
There are also several cases where the form 2 o f the derived transitive or benefactive 
form 1 is not attested. In some cases this can be attributed to phonological 
convergence preventing verbs from inflecting any further: Thado, Zo and Sizang have 
-m where Mizo, Zahau and Tedim distinguish -? and -m such that Zo kuej111 bend vt is 
the regular phonological correlate o f  both Tedim form 1 kuajm and form 2 kuaj? bend 
vt; the form 1 codas -p, -t, -k universally become -? in in Mizo and Zahau form 2  
inflections461 but are sometimes retained in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang462 such that 
the nominal derivative phicm (< *phiatn-s) broom n o f  Sizang phietn ~  phictin sweep vt is 
not distinguished in Mizo phia7 broom n from the form 2 in phiatI!b ~  phia? sweep vt . 463 
Sizang has a variant form 2 phie11! which is homophonous with broom n but the word 
for broom n is fixed and cannot be attested as phietm;464 in purely verbal terms, this 
may be compared to Mizo tshoak!lb ~ tshoa? emerge vi, tshua? produce vt and Sizang 
suck11 ~ suck111 / sue111 emerge vi, sue111 produce, unload vt which similarly does not 
show the variation in the transitive form. The situation supports the discussion in 7.1.1
459 Literally arrive back vi.
460 See Peterson (1998:94-7) for a discussion of this in Lai.
461 This excludes any irregular cases of tone I with obstruent codas; see the discussion in 6.1.
462 This is dependent on the conditioning environments discussed in 7.1.1.
463 The word for broom n actually forms the second part of a compound noun.
464 See the discussion in 7.3 concerning the link between verbal inflections and nominalisation.
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where it is suggested that the variants with the obstruent codas and tone III represent 
the earlier state o f affairs.465
The table lists all the verbs, excluding cases also attesting variations in initial 
aspiration to be discussed in 7.3, in the word list for which grammatically 
distinguishable causativity paradigms are still extant. Cases like Zahau *na‘ ~  *net 
hurt vi and *nnt hurt vt, where the possible form 2 o f  the derived transitive or 
benefactive form 1 is not attested, are not noted here due to their playing no role in 
morphological distinctions 466 It should be noted that in cases where no intermediary 
form 1 is listed the form 2 occurs undifferentiated in form 1. There is also a notable 
preponderance o f  verbs in form 1 with sonorant codas.
Form 1 Form 2 Form 1 Form 2
*?aw[ *?awm (< *7aw1-s) shout vi *7awIli *?awIH-s shout at vt
*7emI *?emm (< *7em'-s) dry out vi - *?emin-s dry out vt
*7inI *7inm (< *?inI-s) drink vt *7inm-s drink vb
*?or)'1 *?onm (< *7op"-s) vacant vi *7onm *7onm-s vacate vt
*701" *?olm (< *7ol"-s) unengaged vi - *7olin-s unengage vt
*barI *barm (< *bar!-s) gorge vt *barm *barHI-s gorge vb
*bor* *bor111 (< *borI-s) swarm vi *borIU *borm-s swarm vt
*dBm1 *dBmm (< *dum1-s) heal vi - *dumni -s heal vt
*dBr)n *dEnm (< *deg"-s) different vi *dBnni *denHI-s differentiate vt
*deg‘ *denm (< *derjI-s) throw vt - *denIH-s throw vb
*dim" *dimm (< *dim"-s) fu ll vi - *dimin-s f il l  vt
*diqI *dinrn (< *dirjI-s) stand-up vi - *dinm-s stand-up vt
*dumI *domni (< *domI-s) black vi - *domin-s blacken vt
*dzaj" *dzajm (< *dzaj"-s) clean vi - *dzajHI-s clean vt
*dzun" *dzunni (< *dzun"-s) wrap vt - *dzunin-s wrap vb
*hawI *hawm (< *haw1-s) quarrel vt - *haw1II-s bespeak vf467
*her[ *herm (< ^eF -s) revolve vi - *heF-s revolve vt
*hewI/n *hewni (< *hew1/n-s) deplete vi - *hewHI-s deplete vt
*hem! *hemIH (< *hemI-s) move aside vi *hemni *hemIII-s move aside vt
*hof *hojin (< *hoj‘-s) face  vi - *hoj!I1-s turn to face  vt
*hogI *honnI (< *hopI-s) open vt *hon1H *honIH“S open vb
*holl *holUI (< *hof-s) brandish vi - *holm-s prod  vt
465 These situations where a secondary grammatical distinction is made between two variant forms of 
the same inflection are reconstructed in the wordlist as *~p/t//d(!,s  with the variation between tones II 
and III acknowledging this distinction at the surface level but not as individual forms at the underlying 
level.
466 Cases like *kemI ~ *kemm set a trap and *kumm-s set a trap vt, where any possible grammatical 
distinction is completely obscure, are also not noted.
467 The benefactive sense is no longer clear.
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*h o l[I * h o lm (<  *h o ln-s) seek vt - * h o lm-s seek vb
*jt?l! *jElm (< ^bI'-s) spread out vi _ *jBlin-s spread out vt
*jBmf *jEmm (< spread vi *jem IH spread vt
*jar‘ *jarm (<  *jar'-s) spread vt - *jarIH-s spread vb
H=jir‘ *jIrJn (< *jir !“S) learn vt - *jir!-s teach v/468
^jial1 *jia l!I1 (<  ^jial'-s) roll vt - *jia lni“S roll vb
*juar' ’“joar111 (<  ^joar'-s) sell vt - *joarm-s sell vb
^jom 1 *jum m (<  *jom I-s)  taper vi *jom m *jom ni-s taper vt
*ker)1 *kenm (<  *k egI-s )  bring vt - *kenm-s bring vb
^kuaj1 *kaajm (<  *koajl-s )  bend vi *kuajm *koajIU~s bend vt
*k h^ m ’ *k hEmm (<  *k bem I-s) lie down vi * k * W n *k hem III-s pillow  vt
!t:kbaj1 *khajm (<  *kbaj'-s) carry vi - *k bajUI-s carry vb
*kbe g ! *khen !" (<  *k be g I-s )  resound vi *kbenm *k ben m-s hammer vt
*klig' *k lin m (<  *k ligT-s) complete vi *klinm *k lin Iir-s complete vt
* k b g n *k lon m (<  * k b g n-s)  arrive vi *klunm *k lon ni-s bring vt
*k blaj' *khlajm (<  *k blajI-s)  hang vt - *k blajm-s hang vb
*khb m I *khb m ni (<  *k hb m I-s )s w e e / vi - * k 1b m III-s  sweeten vt
*kble g I *khlenm (<  *k bk g ‘-s) arrive vi - *k blen m-s arrive vt
*kblim I *kbh m m (<  *k hlim I-s)  stealthy vi - *k blim m~s put to sleep vt
*(k)rial' * (k )ria lH1 (< striped vi *(k)ria lIH *(k)rial'-s stripe vt
*krom I *krom m (<  *krom I-s)  borrow vt *krom m *krom lu-s lend v/469
^k^Ven1 *khrenIU (< ^k'Ven'-s) separate vt *kbrenm ;|:k brenm-s separate vb
*lam ' *lam m (<  *lam 1-s )  dance vi *lam ni * lam in-s dance vt
*lejn *lejm (<  *lejn-s )  buy vt - *lejni-s buy vb
^ lsm 1 * lem m (< ^lem ^s) peaceful vi * lem ni * lem m-s pacify vt
* lo m n * lo m IH (<  * lorries) rejoice vi * lo m II! * lo m ni“S rejoice vt
* b a g ’ * b a n in (<  * b a g ’-s)  flow  vi - * b a n m-s carry in flo w  vt
^ l o n 1 *(h)lon m (< ^ l o n ' - s )  throw vt (h)lon ni * (h)lo n m-s throw vb
*ch)lom' *(h)b m in (< ^ b m ' - s )  wa/tm vi _ *(h)b m ni-s warm vt
*hlum" *blum in (<  *hlum n-s)  coil up vt * V u-s coil-up vb
*m egJ *m en IH (<  * m eg I-s) awake vi -b III*m en  -s awake with vt
*m ol' * m o lin (<  *m olI-s)  stupid vi - * m o lni-s forget vt
*bmt>jn *bm ejin (<  *hm ujn-s)  fumble vi - *bmBjni-s smear vt
^ m in 1 *bm m HI (<  *bm in 1"S) ripe vi - *bm in HI-s ripen vt
^ m o a m 1 *hmoamra (< *hmuam1-s) hold in mouth vt *hm oam in *llm oam in- s mouth fee d  vb
^ n a j 11 *bnajm (<  *bnaj’-s )  near vi *(b)najni * (b)najm-s approach vt
*bnog' *hnonni (<  ^ n o g ^ s )  reject vi - *bnonm-s reject vt
*bn ojn *hn ojm (<  *hn ojn-s)  murlcy vi *hn ojin * hn oj1H-s smear vt
*(h)n u f (< ^ n u f - s )  laugh vi - *(hW j m-s laugh at vt
* g em I * g e m m (<  *gtm i'-s) tame vi - * g em m-s dare vt
*par[ *parm (<  *par'-s) flow er vi - tk Ill*par -s unfurl vz470
468 Literally make learn vt hence the benefactive sense.
469 Compare modern Chinese tei^kei" ffHp lend vt or Standard Burmese 90:0 0 : hijaubein lend vt as 
compounds of teiem fir borrow vt and kei“ give vt or 90: hijan borrow vt and pei“ so: give vt 
respectively.
470 The aspirated derivative *pharm-s unfurl vt appeal's to have rendered this derivative intransitive; see 
7.4 below regarding the association of aspiration and transitivity.
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*perI *perm (< ^per1 -s) catapault vi - ab III*per -s catapault vt
*pemI *pemni (< *pem‘-s) migrate vi *pemm *pemin-s extend house vt
*pern *perIn (< *pern-s) f la t vi *perm *perni-s flatten vt
*polI *polm (< *polI-s) associate vi - *polra-s associate vt
*pomn *pomin (< *pomII-s) swell vi ^pom111 *pomni-s exaggerate vt
*phen” *phenm (< *phenn-s) divaricate vt - *phenin-s divaricate vb
*pllit11 *phit1I~s spew vi - * p V (I)-s spew at vt
*raj3 *rajin (< *raj’-s) pregnant vi *rajm *rajin-s impregnate vt
*rem1 *remm (< *ronin-s) harmonise vi - *remm-s harmonise vt
^row1 H'row111 (< *rowI"S) dry v/'471 ^row1 :f:rowin-s roast vt
^riam1 *hriamUI (< *hriamI~s) sharp vi *hriamm *hnamni-s sharpen vt
■f;hril1 (< ^rrf-s) choose vt - *hrilin-s choose vb
*hrir)[ * * V m in (< ^rig'-s) beget vt - *hrinm-s beget vb
*SDw‘ *sowin (< ^sow^s) boil vi - •sow111-* boil vt
*senI *senm (< *senI-s) red vi - *senm-s redden vt
*suann *soanm (< *soann-s) usurp vt *soanII! *soanm-s entrust v f 72
*sur’ *surUI (< *sur‘-s) rain vi - *sur!I1”S rain on vt
*tarI *tart11 (< *tarl-s) display vt - *tar*n-s bait v/473
t^ur1 45 tor*11 (< *torI-s) pulsate vi - *torm-s pulsate vt
*tow* *towm (< "■'tow^ s) sit vi - *towlII-s seat vt
*teln *telm (< *tdI[-s) include vi - *tdm-s include vt
*ther)] *thBnIU (< *theg*-s) famous vi » *thBnIII-s broadcast vt
*thew! *thew111 (< *thewn-s) diminish vi - *thewin-s plane vt
^ im 1 *thimin (< quiet vi - *thimni-s quieten vt
*thur' *thor111 (< ^t'W-s) ladle vt - *thorm-s ladle vb
*tsil[ *tsilm (< ^tsil'-s) throng vi - *tsilm-s squash vt
*tsign *tsinII! (< *tsign-s) short vi - *tsinm-s shorten vt
*tsumn *tsumm (< *tsumH“S) f lo o d  vi *tsumin *tsumIH-s f lo o d  vt
*tshag! *tshanin (< *tshag!-s) borrow vt *tshanm *tshanm-s lend W474
*tshian *tshiatn (< *tshian-s) ruin vi *tshiatH *tshiatn-s ruin vt
*tshaar)n ^ts^an111 (< :|itshoagI-s)/)o// vi - *tshoanin- s bo ilv t
*tshoakn *tshuakn-s emerge vi *tshoak1I-s *tshoakIlW-sproduce vt
*warjn *wanm (< *wegn-s) illuminate vi - *  in  *wan -s illuminate vt
*wei}1 *wenm (< *weg‘-s) gird  vt - III^wen -s gird  vb
*wialI/u *wialUI (< *wialI/u-s)cc>*7 vi *wialm *wialni-s coil vt
*won1 *wonm (< *won‘-s) pregnant vi - *wonni-s impregnate vt
^wor1 H’wor111 (< :|:woiJ-s) sing vi - *worm-s sow vt
471 Listed in the wordlist under its variant *ror.
472 Literally usurp to someone else vt hence the benefactive sense.
473 Literally display fo r  vt.
474 See *krom' borrow vt.
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7.2 Superficial Irregularities
7.2.1. Reduction o f Causativitv Paradigms
The ousting o f  original secondarily derived form 1 inflections by their form 2 
counterparts in Mizo and Zahau provides clues towards the source o f verbal 
inflections that appear not to fit the above correspondences. Almost all o f  these 
inflections are phonological relics, sometimes as alternative forms, o f  these further 
inflections that have now lost their distinctive function. In some cases comparative 
evidence maintains the grammatical distinction.
a. Mizo
deg! - den111 dennb throw vt (Zahau denI,b throw vb)
haw1 ~ haw111 huw? reprove vt (Mizo hew? reprove vt)
kheg[ ~ khenni khennb hammer vt (Thado xen111 ~ xet hammer vt)
lorn1 lorn111 lum1Ib warm vi (Zahau hlumllb warm vt)475
hlumm - w hlomI,b coil-up vt (Zahau h\omnbcoil-up vb)
Hamug ~ - mmiIIb dream vt (Tedim mun111 ~  met dream vt)476
*Wg' ~ W n 111 hmnnIIb utilise vt
noj1 noj111 noj? laugh vi (Mizo noj? laugh at vt)
gaj1 fiaj111 gig? love v f 17
tsoj111 ~ tsoj111 tsoj? heft vt
tshem1 - tshemII! tshemIIb blow vt
zul1 z u f zol? trace vt
b. Zahau
sim1 ~ - / simIIb say, tell vt (Te sim1 ~ sim111 count, read vt)
soag1 ~ - / sonIIb put above vt (Te soag1 ~  soan111 put above vt)
fo w 11 ~ - / tllo? arise vi (Zahau tho? arise vt)
zir1 ~ - /  zir? learn vt (Mizo zir1 ~ zir111 learn vt)478
c. Thado
domn ~ dom111 / dop support vt
horn1 ~ horn111 / hop distribute vt
lorn1 ~ lorn111 / lop suitable vi
475 Mizo also has lornnb warm vt.
476 The noun mug11 dream n is attested in all six languages.
477 This also means listen vt in Thado, Zo and Tedim; Mizo makes a secondary semantic distinction 
with ijaj1- ~ gnj?- listen vt not reflecting the original form 2 gajm. The two glosses love vt and listen vt 
seem to be connected by a meaning pay close attention vt. Matisoff s comparison (1985a:43) of aim 
? q f  < *701™ love vt is based on a superficial modem phonological correspondence.
478 Note also Zahau zir? teach vt.
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"lem11 ~ hlemin hlep deceive vt
noonr ~ noom111 nop happy vi
w  ~ - g s f love, listen vt (Zahau gaj1 ~  gajm love vt)
teim11 - teim111 theip promise vt
theimn - theimni theip know vt
tfom1 "■ tfom111 #>P
i  479gather vt
xem1 - - X E p block vt (Tedim xem1 ~ xemII!/ xep block vt)
d  Zo
horn1 ~ horn111 / hop distribute vt
lam1 / lep floa t vi (Tedim lam1 ~  lam111 dance, floa t v/ )480
noom11 ~ noom111/ nop happy vi
gaj1 ~ / r n m love, listen vt (Zahau gaj1 ~ gaj111 love vt)
e. Tedim:
dom11 -- - / dop support vt (Thado dom11 ~ dom111 /  dop support vt)
horn1 -- horn111 / hop distribute vt
gaj1 - - / gej? love, listen vt (Zahau gaj1 ~ gaj111 love vt)
sum11 -- - / sep call over vt (Sizang sum11 ~  sum111 /  sup call over vt)
xem1 -- xem111 / xep block vt
f  Sizang:
k W 1 ~ k 'W 11 / khep block vt
lam1 ~ lam111 / lep dance vi (Mizo lemIIb, Tedim lep dance vt)
nuom11 ~ nuom111/ nop happy vi
gaj1 ~ / love, listen vt (Zahau gaj1 ~  gaj111 love vt)
sem11 ~ semm / sep call over vt
g. Northern Chin:
Occasionally every language reflects the same vb/t derivation that has ousted the 
original form 2 from which it was derived:
*?en" ~ - / *?enm~s look vt
^men1 ~ - / *menI!I-s catch vt, sticky vi (Zahau men1 ~  men111 sticky v/')481
*hmuin ~ - / *hmok-s see vt
*tim ~ - / *tik-s say vt
*thi] ~ - / *thit-s die vi
479 Perhaps also contusion with xamm ~ xap pillow vt so should be included in other section
480 Zo makes a secondary grammatical distinction between lam1 ~ lam111 dance vi and lam1 ~ lup float vi.
481 Zahau has men1 catch up with vt; the vocalic ablaut of e/a and e/e will be discussed in 7.5.2.1.
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7.2.2. Alternations o f  -k and -t
Zo and Sizang occassionally reflect -t instead o f  -k or -? respectively in their 
derivations o f  ijm-s > ~rfl > -k (> -7). In most cases the two are in free-variation; the 
explanation lies in the dominance o f  Tedim, discussed in 1.2, whose shift o f  -)]UI-s > - 
n? > -t appears to have been adopted by Thado and Sizang in some items. The 
following cases are noted in the data set:
a. Zo:
or)m ~ o? / ot shout vi
oog111 ~ / oot boast, exaggerate vi
dog111 ~ do? / dot reply vt
Phogm pho? / phot arise vt
W " tfi? / tflt wise vi
zug111 ~  ZB? / ZBt use vt
higm ~ / hit ferm ent vi
b. Sizang:
beg111 bek / bet clap vt
dog111 dok / dot reply vt
nug111 ~ nuk / nut ill, sluggish vi
pV ~ phok / phot arise vt
zBgm ~ znk / ZBt use vt
kag111 knt scorch vi
lug111 Ink / lat appear vi
Sizang makes a secondary semantic distinction in the last example o f  nBgm ~  nnk 
sluggish vi and nug10 ~  nut ill vi. The use o f -t and -k variation to make a secondary 
semantic distinction in Sizang is also noted in gat11 ~  gatm / gam tight vi and gak11 ~  
gakm / gam tighten vt; Stern (1963:245) notes a similar distinction in the form 2 o f  taI! 
~  tat11 / tak11 scare vi which he treats as tat11 fea r  vi and tak11 fea r  vt but this is not 
supported in the Sizang recorded here. Occasional variation o f -t and -k was noted in
7.1.2 where it was suggested to be isolated and not o f  reconstructional significance.482
482 Another example may be found in the Thado and Zo reflexes of *siaku cockspur n as seit" and sietu 
respectively.
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7.2.3 Alternation o f  -o?/-om and -ow?/-oWn
The following six entries in the wordlist have developed form 2 reflexes in -o? in 
Mizo, Zahau and Tedim or -om in Thado, Zo and Sizang: *thow!I arise v; *lowH pick  
(flowers/fruit) vt; *jown finish, win vt; *tsowJ1 dig vt; *khlown weed vt. The expected 
form 2  reflex would be -oW!I which even if  ousted by a further derived form would be 
reflected as -ow? in Mizo, Zahau and Tedim or still as -oWn in Thado, Zo and Tedim. 
Some words with the rhyme -ow/-ow have developed form 2  reflexes in -o? in Mizo, 
Zahau and Tedim or -om in Thado, Zo and Sizang instead o f  the regular derivation o f  - 
ow? or - om?11 respectively. Weidert’s failure to acknowledge the discrepancy 
(1979:100), and Loffler’s observation that this does not occur in the Southern Chin 
language Maraa (2002b: 132-3), suggests that the distinction must have been a subtle 
one. O f note is a similar confusion in the case o f  *roI dry v for which Mizo and Zahau 
suggest *row‘ and Thado possibly reflects both variants. An explanation may possibly 
be found in the association o f  Northern Chin -ow with Old Burmese -wi, discussed in
5.2.3.1, which may perhaps tie in with M atisoffs observation (1972b:280) that 
Tangkhul Naga -uj, as opposed to -ow,m  sometimes correlates with Northern Chin - 
owl-ow.
7.3 Nominalisation
Sporadic cases o f  denominal verbalisation with nouns being used as uninflected verbs 
in form 1 are attested throughout the word list. More significant to a morphological 
study o f  Northern Chin are cases o f  nominalisation o f  form 2  inflections as noted by 
Henderson (1976:9). The nominalising function o f the -s suffix in Old Burmese and 
Old Chinese was discussed in 2.4.2 and 3.3.1 respectively and brings it into 
alignment with its function in Northern Chin. Three nouns *hum (< *hus) steam n, 
*kham (< *khas) bile n, * tV n (< *thus) rotten discharge show an association o f root 
final -s with their corresponding verbal counterparts *huH steam vi, *khan bitter vi, and 
*thu11 rot vi. Whether this has any connection with the establishment o f -s as a 
derivational suffix, requires further investigation. The following cases o f  
nominalisation via suffixal -s are attested in the word list:
483 See French (1983:336).
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Verbal Forms 1 ~  2 Nominalised Form 2
*bemn - bem11 circular vi *bemin basket n
*boalI - boal111 wallow vi *boalHI wallow n
*daln - dal111 defend vt *dalm fence n
*doj! - d o f give trouble (indirectly) vt *dojm spirit n
*jaf - j a f 1 sing vi *jajUI temperament n
^aw 1 - jaw111 wide, sprawl vi *jawm surroundings n
*jiaf - jial111 roll vt *jialm roll n
* m l - jonm urinate vt *junm urine n
*koajm -- koj? bend vt *koj7 bend n
*koamn -- koam11 indented vi *kuamnI valley n
*khan - khakn phlegm vi *khakH phlegm n
*khajm -^ khajIU hang, carry vt *khajni unspecifed mass n
*khamI -- khamm precipitous vi *khamni precipice n
*khonI - khonni collect vt *khonm pile o f lumber n
*liakn -- liakn-s lick vt *liakn-s lick n
*luain - loak11 vomit vi *loakn vomit n
*munr - met catch vt *mEt captive n
*hnojm -^ hnojm-s smear vt *hnojm-s milk, breast n
*pumn -- pom111 spherical vi *pom111 belly, body n
*pllelI -^ phelin share-out vt *Phc r piece n
*phiat" -- phiatH-s sweep vt *phiatWn-s broom n
^rin1 - rin111 delineate vt *rinm line n
*rof - rol111 withhold vt *rolm fence n
*somI - somm invite, bind-together vt *somin ten n
*sumI - sum111 withhold vt *summ fist-measure n
*tomr - tom111 tie hair-bob v *tomni hair-bob n
*t‘W  -- thawl fa t vi ^ a w 111 fa t  n
*tsenn - tsenm slice vt *tsenlu slice n
*wej[ - wejUI swing vt *wejUI times n
*won" - won111 wear vt *wonm load, clothes n
There are a handful o f  examples where some languages have a nominal form 1 rather 
than form 2 . In the case o f  nose n they appear to be in free-variation in Mizo, although 
Weidert, in Benedict (1988a:263), makes a distinction o f  hnar‘ nose n and hnarIH trunk 
(of elephant) n which is not noted here.
*hnar1 - *hnarin breathe, snore vi *hnar! / hnarHI nose n
*par* - *parm flow er vi *par' / par111 flow er n
*hrumn -~ *hremm weedy vi *hremn/ brEmin weed n
*tef - *telm bundled, bunched vi *tel‘ / telni bundle, bunch n
*tum1 - *turnm make f is t  v ^tom1 I tom111 f is t n
7.4 Initial Aspiration
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That a prefixal s- may have caused initial aspiration in Northern Chin transitive 
inflections is proposed by Wolfenden (1929:185-6) who also makes a comparison 
with Burmese. As with the Burmese cases, mentioned in 2.2, the process is no longer 
productive but a few more isolated examples in Tedim and Sizang are provided by 
Henderson (1965:22) and Stem (1963:251) respectively. Although the original 
functions o f  the s- prefix and the -s suffix tend to coalesce, the former only seems to 
represent an alternation o f  transitivity without attesting the full causativity paradigm 
associated with the latter. However, it seems unnecessary to draw a fundamental 
grammatical distinction here as the benefactive derivations o f  suffixal -s seem to be 
simply an extension o f  its transitive derivations under the broad notion o f  
causativisation discussed in 7.1.5. The following cases are attested in the word list:
Intransitive (vi) Transitive (W)
*kinn move vi *khinn move vt
*kaf hang vi *khaf hang vt
*kagn rise vi *khagH raise vt
*kok peel up vi *kllok p ee l up vt
*kiaH1 drop vi *khiam drop vi
*krur)1 distend vi/t *khrerjI .484increase vi
*krilm drop vi *khrilm drop vt
*kris scare vi *khris scare vt
*kromH decrease vi *khrom“ decrease vt
*kret tear, tatty vi *khret tear, make tatty vt
*klan drop vi *khla11 drop vi
*klep fo ld  vi *khlep fo ld  vt
*kliaknb snap vi *khliakIlb snap vt
*klaj{ hang vi *khlajI hang vt
*lumm lie vi *hlumHI lay vt
*parm-s unfurl vi *pharIH-s unfurl vt
*pur11 fa ll  vi *phur11 fa ll  vt
*pok put on end vi *pllok pu t on end vt
*pdn detach vi *pheln detach vt
*poaq‘ divulge vi *phoagI divulge vt
*pif sink vi *phil] depose vt
*p£S pierce vi *phes pierce vt
roll along/down vi ^hrilIn roll along/down vt
*tol,!I-s slide vi *tholm-s slide vt
484 The transitivity distinction appeal's to have been lost in favour of a semantic one.
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In the discussion o f  -s suffixation above, some cases with concomitant aspiration via 
s- prefixation were noted; this parallels the situation in Burmese, discussed in 2.4.2, 
perfectly. The following cases are attested in the word list:
Intransitive (vz) Transitive {vt)
*kiamn decrease vi *khiam111 (<*kiamn-s) decrease vt
*kiru return vi *khirIII-s return vt
*kriakn disperse vi *khriak!I-s disperse vt
*nemI soft vi *hnemm (< *hnemI-s) comfort vt
*nBm[ smell vi *hnBmIU (< *hnBmI-s) smell vt
*toamn wrap vt *thoamm (< ^ u an f-s) put on v/485
*tsajn play vi *tshajm-s tease vt
7.5 Allofamv
Matisoff (1978a: 16-7) coins the term allofam to account for words in separate Tibeto- 
Burman languages486 which appear to be derived from the same root but which violate 
regularly assumed sound-laws. Such lexical variations are noted by Benedict but he 
prefers to attribute it to unclearly defined phonological/morphological alternations. 
Peiros (1998:206-7) suggests that M atisoffs approach demonstrates a lack o f  
methodological rigor and Sagart (2006a:210-l) specifically criticises Matisoff for 
disregarding Benedict’s observation (1972a: 124) o f an association in initial position 
o f voicing with intransitivity and voicelessness with transitivity as discussed in 3.5.2.3. 
Peiros’ and Sagart’s criticisms are partially warranted but the discussion in 8.1 o f  
neogrammarian versus lexical diffusional hypotheses for sound change provides some 
support for M atisoff s approach providing it is not applied as a wildcard.
7.5.1 Consonants
The complexity o f  correspondences between initials was discussed in the introduction 
to Chapter 4. In the development o f  codas, the derivation o f -?, -t and -k from the same 
-s suffix in Northern Chin helps remove some o f  M atisoff s allofamic variations, yet 
in certain cases the evidence is less conclusive. The word *nep snot n is 
homophonous with the form 2 o f  smell vt in Thado, Zo, Tedim and Sizang and 
appears to be a regular nominal derivation from nmrf'-s > mm?; the Mizo and Zahau 
form 2 o f  smell vt is predictably hnem1Ib but the word for snot n occurs with an
485 The transitivity distinction appears to have been lost.
486 Matisoff also posits allofamy within one language; see left n in 6.5.4.
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obstruent coda as hnep .487 A cross-linguistic semantic link o f  nose n and snot n is 
supported in Wilkins (1996:284) but, notwithstanding the partial phonological 
similarity, the Northern Chin word for nose n, *hnarI/in, has an -r coda and it is unclear 
whether the semantic link with snot n can be extended to smell vz1.488 With Burmese 
also attesting a nasal in the verbal form and an obstruent in the nominal form, for the 
time being the tantalizing close yet insurmountable phonological and semantic 
difficulties must keep the two roots apart:489
[#96] Smell
[M] *nam (2003:250-1)
[P&S] *nam (1996:#535)
[NC] ^nem1 smell vi
The transitive form *hnemm smell vt in tone III has concomitant initial
aspiration.
[OB] na1 nam1 smell vi
Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:192-3) noted the tone III derivation, nam ^ nam111
smell n/vt, to not always be precisely differentiated after a nominalising prefix.
The transitive sense o f tone III is generally now only reflected in na11 nam11
smell vt which is curiously reflected in the Loloish forms in Bradley
(1979:342-3) as intransitive. The attestation o f a verbal sense o f smell in all
three tones in Burmese suggests there has been some confusion 490
[#97] Snot
[M] *s-nap (2003:336)
487 The initial aspiration is regularly lost outside of Mizo and Zahau and is of no significance here.
488 Benedict (1988a:259-60) suggests an alternative link with Mizo nem1 soft vi but the vocalism does 
not correspond.
489 See also the discussion of Zo, Tedim and Sizang ip bag n in 5.2.5.1 and Mizo bop hind-leg n under 
Swell (#55). Perhaps also of note is the Tedim form 2  inflection dnp of damm shaded vi which is 
homophonous with dup cold (weather) vi in Zahau, Thado, Zo and Sizang.
490 Benedict (1991:19) suggests there may be a correlation between tone I with intransitivity and tone II 
with transitivity but does not note the tone III form and his supporting evidence is not strong.
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[P&S] *s-nap (1996:#553)
[NC] *hnep snot n
[OB] hna7 ^ 6  hnap mucus, snot n
7.5.2 Vowels
Benedict appears reluctant to commute vocalic variation back to Tibeto-Burman but is 
forced to admit it for apparent alternations between i and u (1972a: 80), i and ja  
(1972a: 84), and the secondarily derived vowels e/o with the primary vowels i/u/a 
(1972a:68-9). In the first case Benedict notes that the alternation is predominantly 
associated with Garo; Burling (2004:26-7) more recently associates this with features 
o f  labiality.491 Benedict (1976a: 178-9) attempts to remove the alternation between i 
and j a  in two roots: in the case o f  Eye n (#71), Matisoff (1978a:240-l) queries 
Benedict’s setting up o f  a a vowel before a non-glide coda492 but it appears that the 
curious vocalism may rather be attributed to a specific feature o f  the coda; in the case 
o f  pheasant n, the allofamic variations pertain to languages beyond the scope o f  this 
paper but the Northern Chin and Old Burmese forms are noted as loanwords in 6.5.4. 
Two o f the three cases o f  alternations with secondary vowels relevant to the work 
here, thorn n and hammer n, are discussed in 5.2.3.1 and appear to stem from faulty 
comparisons. In the third instance, Benedict appears to be hitting on the basic d/a 
vocalic alternation underlying Sino-Tibetan as a whole:
[#98] Near
[M] *s-nej x  *s-na:j (2003:215 ;220)
[P&S] *noj (1996:#560)
[NC] *hnajn near vi
The rhyme correlates with Loloish *najl) from an original -al as opposed to the
Burmese form representing an ablaut with -dl.
[OB] ni11 ni11 near, intimate vi
491 Burling (2004:80-1) further notes that speakers are generally consistent for each word but that 
individual idiosyncracy also plays a role.
492 See the discussion in the introduction to Chapter 5.
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Matisoff (1998:#21305) reconstructs Loloish '"naj11 noting that this does not 
concur with the Burmese reflex vi; the Loloish form appears to represent the 
Old Chinese ablaut in *'naln.
[C] M  jiia11 < *'n9 ln near vi, approach vt
The Shijng rhyming suggests *'n9 ln but the Middle Chinese form suggests 
*'naln; the former corresponds to the Burmese form while the latter to the 
Northern Chin etyma.
Another case o f  9/a variation may perhaps be found below:
[#99] Low, soft
[M] *s-njam (2003:290;299)
[P&S] *nem (1996:#575)
[NC] *hmamn low vi
Matisoff associates *nemJ soft vi, with which Benedict (1983:15) further 
associates *hnemni comfort vt via an original meaning soften vt, but an 
account also needs to be made for the tonal distinction.493
[OB] jiam g5 jiam111 soft, inferior, subside (as pain/fever) vi vi
Matisoff reconstructs a separate allofam *nem to compare neiIH nim111 low, 
low-lying, inferior vi which also has a transitive derivative hneim hnim111 
lower vi1.494 Alternatively an ablaut variation o f  *njam and *nj9 m could be
493 Zahau has *nemn s o f t  a r e a  b e tw e e n  th e  h ip s  a n d  r ib s  n  which is reflected in tone I elsewhere but this 
is possibly a tone II nominal derivation; Peiros & Starostin (1996:#568) compare na1 4 nam1 f l a n k  n , 
which Sagart (2004:71) convincingly associates with nanIb f j^ nam1 < *nom‘ so u th  n , but the Northern 
Chin vocalism is discrepant.
494 The latter also appears to form part of a much larger word family consisting of hneim llnimm lo w e r  
v t as well as nei1 §§ nim1 s u b s id e  v i  and '’nei1 |5  ‘‘nim1 su p p r e s s  vt; see the discussion in 2.4.2. The words 
nei? |5  nip s u b s id e  v i  and hnei? £ 6  hnip p r e s s  v t  seem allofamically related to tlie latter pair but the 
Pali/Sanskrit loanword nei? $£ nic low , in fe r io r , h u m b le  v i, identified by Hla Pe (1960:83), is noted by 
Stewart & Dunn (1940-81:198;200) to have been respelled as nei?15 nip which they further associate 
with ne~im ^  nim111 low , lo w - ly in g , in fe r io r  v i. An association with Northern Chin *hnip m a lle a b le  v i  
may also be possible here.
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proposed in which the derived palatal nasal ji- o f jiam jiam111 remained as n- 
in nelm ^ 0  nim111 due to -jd- merging to -i- before initial palatalisation could 
occur.
[OC] 4an“ ^  jiiamII/in < *'njamII/m soft vi
The proposed Burmese ablaut with a is perhaps also attested in ,jpnm H  jiim11 < 
*'nj9 m" soft vi.
In addition to cases where 3  appears to have shifted to a  between Old Chinese and 
Middle Chinese,495 Pulleyblank (1963:220-1, 1965a:238-9) believes a morphological 
ablaut can be set up for Old Chinese and further suggests (1965a:237-40) that this can 
be extended back to Sino-Tibetan as a whole.496 The idea o f a morphological ablaut in 
Tibeto-Burman is first proposed by Miller who, in his study o f Burmese (1956:47-9), 
suggests two systems o f  ablaut based on three different vowels in each. His work is 
strongly criticised by Nishida (1957:57-8), Benedict (1972a:69-70) and Matisoff 
(1975:166) who note that little attention has been paid to semantics. 497 Miller 
(1957:42-3) further proposes that vocalic mismatches between early Inscriptional 
Burmese, as attested in the Myazedi Inscription, and Written Burmese are evidence 
for an original ablaut, but this is unlikely; Duroiselle (1919:15) proposes that these 
variations represent a language in transition but Ba Shin’s study (1962:36-9) o f the 
regularities behind the alternations shows them to represent little more than 
orthographic variation before the script was standardised. Returning to Pulleyblank’s 
proposal, he is unable to find any examples in Burmese (1965a:239) and his examples 
in Tibetan (1965a:233-7) are strongly contested;498 Benedict (1972a:69-70) does not
495 This is to be kept distinct from the regular lowering of 3 to a between Sino-Tibetan and Tibeto- 
Burman when not affected by labializing or palatalizing elements.
496 Pulleyblank (1986a:9, 1989:8-14) proposes the a vowel to be a result of infixation; this will be 
discussed further in 8.2,3.
497 A similar criticism may be made of Miller’s proposal (1958) for a Tibeto-Burman infix system; see 
the comments by Benedict (1972a: 124).
498 Pulleyblank believes the Tibetan verbal alternations represent this primitive ablaut; this is also 
argued by Miller (1956:44-7). The lack of verbal inflections elsewhere, except in Chin where it has no 
such effect on vocalism, leads Matisoff (2003:493) to treat view them as a Tibetan peculiarity that 
cannot be reconstructed back to Tibeto-Burman. Pulleyblank’s proposal has also been rejected by 
Rona-Tas (1985:178-179) on more specific morphological grounds due to it often requiring his derived 
forms to be treated as the root forms and vice-versa. Pulleyblank (1965a:234) does actually address this 
issue with the argument that the derived form could become lexically encoded to no longer appear
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reject Pulleyblank’s handful o f  possible Old Chinese examples but notes much more 
evidence is required before any meaningful conclusions can be drawn; this seems to 
be a fair assessment. Whatever the diachronic status o f  vowel ablaut in Sino-Tibetan 
may be, there are several cases o f synchronic alternation in Northern Chin. The extent 
to which these can be commuted back to phonological conditioning environments 
remains to be clearly established.
7.5.2.1 The e/a and e/e Ablaut
Noting the variation between Tedim sun1 and Mizo/Thado sen1 red vi, Benedict 
(1972a: 17-8) suggests that both derived from an original palatal medial -j~ that fronted 
the Mizo and Thado vocalism but left Tedim unchanged. The free-variation o f  sen1 
and sen1 in Thado is not noted by Benedict who appears unaware o f  the sporadic e/a 
and e/e ablaut across Northern Chin which suggests synchronic euphony to be as 
likely a cause as diachronic phonology. Nevertheless, although it seems that in most 
cases e/a was original, in a select few cases it seems e/e may have been original with 
e/a emerging via analogy. This in fact seems to be the case with red vi:
[#100] Red
[M] *t(s)ja-n (1995:54-5)
[P&S] *tshe:n (X996:#1210)
[NC] *senI red vi
[OB] -
Matisoff compares an old literary form |  cqp ni'toja1 o f  ni'ta1 |o o o  very red vi
on the assumption that oqp taja means very red vi. Nishi’s rejection
(1974:19;43) o f  the use o f  such forms in Lolo-Burmese reconstruction was 
discussed in 2.3.1.4 but equally vitiating are the forms listed by Bernot (1978- 
92:VII:56-7) that show such a meaning to be only attested when preceded by 
ni1 |  ni1 red vi. 499 This concomitantly nullifies MatisofPs proposed
derived. A comparison may be drawn here with the Northern Chin verbal inflections in spite of their 
different processes of inflection, but the issues addressed here are beyond the scope of this work.
499 Matisoff (2003:507-8) attempts another comparison with the anomalous Burmese tj- combination in 
the variant spelling oqjmo^oo tjaktjak of the adverb te?te? coa$coo5 taktak completely which he compares
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association, also suggested by Peiros & Starostin (1996:#918) and Sagart 
(2006a:220), with tan1 tan1 red vi, cinnabar n.500
[OC] tEhienm i f f  Mi tshenin < *chjanm red vi
The following cases are also attested in the wordlist:
*?enH / Ten11 fo o d  n * ^ 1 ' / phef share-out, permit vt
*?awI /?ew I noisy vi *phegr / P^O1 f la t vi
*heln /h e ln mix vi *rekn / rak1 tighten vt
*jek / jek ashamed vi *hremn / hremn otter n
*kek / kek crack vi ♦tel1 / tel1 muscle n
*khel-s / khel-s overtake vt *tprI / ter1 elderly, firm  vi
*khtei)1 / k^lerj1 choose vt *thagI/n / thegn / -501reek vi
^larj1 / leg1 visit, fly, epidemic vi ^ c l 1 / tsel1 male n
^mcn1 / men1 catch, sticky vi *tsplm / tsel111 forehead n
^puj1 / pejn g o v i *tsnnn / tsen" slice vt
*pBn' / pen1 thin vi *tsnt / tset snap vi
In certain cases an ablaut variation appears to have been exploited to create a new 
semantic distinction or more explicitly define an already existing one: Zahau kek 
crack vi and kek crack vt', Thado *ter’ hard vi and ter1 elderly vi.502
7.5.2.2 Other Cases
Disambiguating phonoaesthetics from alternations o f true phonological import needs 
to be addressed on an individual basis. There is sporadic evidence o f  secondary vowel 
rounding in words originally with initial *w~ as shown under Bear (#29), where 
*wemI has uniformally rounded to vom1, while leech n is attested as vet in Mizo and 
Zahau but vot elsewhere:
with Northern Chin *tek r e a l  vi, r ig h t- s id e  n ;  Nishi’s rejection (1974:19;43) of the validity of this 
Burmese comparison is discussed in 2.3.1.4.
500 Schuessler (2003:43) proposes an external source for this.
501 Peiros & Starostin’s comparison (1996:#!505) of ©iu =oc: sag11 a r o m a tic  v i  suggests the a  vocalism 
with tone II to be original. There is also an irregular tonal correspondence in *pBjI / pejn g o  v i  and a 
plausible association between *tsul' / tsel1 m a le  n  *tselI / tsel1 f o r e h e a d  n. In addition to the two cases 
discussed in footnote 348, there are a few other tonally differentiated semantic alternations in the word 
list which sometimes also show differences in syllabic weight: *banr a rm  n , *banm r e a c h  f o r  vt; *ralI 
e n e m y  n , *ralm o p p o s i te  n; *dajK s h a l lo w  v i , *dajI s h a l lo w  (a s  v e s se l)  vi; *homI h o l lo w  v i , *homn e m p ty  
vi; *doij' so lic i t ,  in te r c e p t  v t , *doij"‘ a s k  vt; *?olI e a s y  v i, *?oln u n e n g a g e d  v i;  *?eij’ g r e e n  v i,  *?eijn e n v y  
vi.
502 See the specific entries in the word list for further examples.
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[#101] Leech
[M] *k-r-pwat (2000:150-3)
[P&S] *wat(1996:#446)
[NC] *wot / *wet leech n
[OB] tfu? ogjoS I (§oS  krwat land-leech n
The modern spelling with medial -j- is a corrupted form; see Nishi (1977:46-7) 
for further discussion. Matisoff (1972a:65) notes the Loloish forms to reflect 
*wat and treats the Burmese form as attesting the velar animal prefix followed 
by an unspecified -r~.
Another possible case is *wenm / won111 load n which is treated in the word list as a 
nominalisation o f  *wonn wear vt but may alternatively be associated with *wonf 
pregnant v, offspring n via a semantic link like hear vt and bairn n that would also 
suggest a link with Burmese wu1 o | wan1 load, burden n . 503
Several other cases appear to be loans or onomatopoeic words: *k(h)laIIb drop v  and 
*k(h)luIIb/a //  v are discussed under Fall (# 8 ) where Mon-Khmer influence is suggested 
to have played a role; *klan / klo11 tiger n is discussed in 6.5.4; *dof / dut1 drink vt and 
*hupr / hop1 /  hip1 slurp vt have non-native tone I with a stop coda; *thug! I thoqn echo, 
resound vi, ’‘‘jug1 / jig111 segmentor n, *tal! / tul1 / dil11 heel n and *tsin/gu / tsen/g11 
downpour vi all have additional irregularities. The following cases are also attested in 
the wordlist where they are listed under their first alternant:
*71  ^/ Tor1 neck n *khlep / khlip fo ld  vt
*biln / bol11 blunt vi *hleml / hlim' strip vt
*boqI/m / *bigm container n *Illum11/ hlim"/ ''bin'1 ball n, sphericalise v
*bukn / bok11 hut n *monm / men111 clitoris n
*dogH / dng11 hinder vt *numn / nom11 push vt
*dzErI / dzor1 drip n/vi *nokJ / nek1 jo stle  vi
503 Matisoff (2000a: 141-2) assigns a meaning belly n rather than load to the first syllable of an old 
Mizo word vonmsor! have diarrhoea vi, but his comparison of Burmese wu11 om: warn11 belly n does not 
concur in rhyme or tone. The Mizo compound may nonetheless be a loan from Burmese wu!Ijon o&cc^p 
have diarrhoea vi.
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*dzopn / dzep11 suck vt *hnemHI / hnirnm smell vt
*dzok / dzok erect vi *geg! / gog1 dawdle vi
*hajn / hoj11 skim off vt • p a f /p o f carry on oneself vt
*heg! / hog1 hollow vi *putn / pot11 emerge vi
*hogn/hogn/hign come vi *philu / phuln snout, butt vt
*jal* / jo l1 beam n, recline vi *tomm / tom111 fist, block, hair-bob n
^jial1 / joal1 roll v/n n'^l1 /  thil' thread vt
*ji>g! / jig1 urinate vt, urine «504*WElin-s / wolni-s swallow vt
*kogI / keg1 rod n *wot / wit pierce vt
*kunn /k on n bow vi *wot / wot ash n
*khegI / khogr resound, hammer v *wof / wej1 swing vt, times n505
*khimHI / khomin put on head vt *wejm-s / wojni-s fa r t n
^klom1 / klem1 few  vi
As with the v/a and e/e ablaut, semantic specialisation may occasionally be noted: 
Zahau *?ir' front o f  neck (animals) n and ^Tor1 front o f neck (humans) n, t'a!Ib drop vi 
and tu IIb fa ll  v/ . 506 It is also possible that certain words like ^nug1 back n and hnogI 
rejected vi or zuq11 finger, root n and zag11 penis n may be associated but there is no 
confirmatory evidence.
504 This alternation only occurs in the nominal form 2  Laizo derivative zmra.
505 This alternation only occurs in the nominal form 2 derivative *wojni / wejDI.
506 See the specific entries in the word list for further examples.
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Chapter 8: Concluding Remarks
The establishment in the preceding chapters o f  regular sounds laws, both segmental 
and suprasegmental, as well as morphological associations, including an elucidation 
o f  the intricate Northern chin verbal paradigms, attempts to provide greater legitimacy 
to the Sino-Tibetan hypothesis. Nevertheless, the work raises questions regarding two 
intractable linguistic issues: the interaction between Neogrammarian sound laws and 
lexical diffusion; the nature o f  the dichotomy between vowels and consonants.
8.1 Lexical Diffusion
Under the rubric o f  lexical diffusion, Wang (1969:12-8) suggests that exceptions to 
regularly defined sound laws makes it more reasonable to assume that individual 
words, rather than individual phonemes, are the units o f  change. His proposal that 
sound change progresses gradually throughout the lexicon causing abrupt 
phonological changes in affected words represents an inversion o f the 
Neogrammarian approach where sound change is treated as phonologically gradual 
but lexically abrupt. Pulleyblank (1978b:183-5;190, 1982c:397-401) suggests that the 
idea that a group o f  speakers would simultaneously alter a single word as opposed to a 
class o f  words is equally unlikely, and suggests that external sociological influences 
may have more influence than Wang concedes. Developing proposals made in Chen 
& Wang (1975) for a distinction between actuation and implementation, and 
acknowledging Egerod’s concerns (1976, 1982) regarding over-application o f  the 
theory, Wang & Lien (1993:381-2) respond that Pulleyblank’s rejection is too 
dogmatic and that in addition to internal factors, external sociological influences may 
actuate a sound change which is then implemented by lexical diffusion. Although 
Wang & Lien are accommodating o f  some o f  the criticisms levelled against them, 
they still retain the idea that lexical diffusion should replace the Neogrammarian 
approach and it is unlikely that this would appease Pulleyblank, or indeed Egerod 
(1982:169) who prefers to follow Labov’s belief (1981) that the Neogrammarian 
hypothesis and lexical diffusion are not mutually incompatible.
Labov (1981:303-4) suggests that the distinction may lie in degrees o f  abstractness o f  
the phonetic realisation from the original underlying phoneme which occurs to a 
greater degree in changes involving lexical diffusion. While this is an interesting
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theory which should be tested further, it does little to address the actual cause. This is 
addressed more clearly by Labov (1994:542) with the suggestion that sound change 
according to the Neogrammarian hypothesis occurs internally by causing incremental 
phonetic shifts in phonemes which eventually may realign themselves with a different 
phoneme, while sound change according to lexical diffusion reflects more abrupt 
phonemic differentiation triggered by external sociological factors or internal lexical 
or grammatical conditioning affecting the later stages o f what was originally an 
internal change. Although not entirely explicit, Labov’s assumption appears to be that 
underlying all cases o f  lexical diffusion are regular Neogratnmarian sound laws which 
are allowed to progress their course, equally affecting all phonemes in the same 
environment, until other processes intervene. The relevance o f  this to the Northern 
Chin cases will be discussed below .507
8.L I  External Conditioning
At the present stage, Thado 3 - and z-, discussed in 1.5.4, appear to be allophones in 
free-variation which a purely internal and synchronic analysis would exclude from 
any discussion regarding sound change. However, Peterson’s proposal (2000:80), 
noted in 4.8.2, that a shift o f  original *j- to z- first occurred in languages like Mizo 
and Zahau and then spread north, supports the fact that Thado, as the furthest north o f  
the six languages discussed, is the only one that does not uniquely attest z-. Although 
the expected development for Thado would be the eventual loss o f  the 3 - allophone, 
its retention o f  this intermediate stage suggests that interaction with its more southerly 
neighbours has allowed the introduction o f z- into the phonemic inventory before the 
original shift has completed its course. Although only free-variation is attested here, 
future research may perhaps unearth cases o f  lexical diffusion as is possibly the case 
in a similar situation concerning the Zo dialectal distinction, discussed in 1.5.3, 
between hl- and h- from original The development to h- appears to be a further 
development from hl- but in the case o f  one speaker, a lexical distinction appears to 
have been made distinguishing hl- and h- which, having no phonological conditioning 
environment, appears to be a result o f  lexical diffusion via the contact o f  an hl- dialect 
with an h- dialect. A clear case o f  mutual influence among Northern Chin languages
507 The cases of vowel ablaut discussed in 7.5.2 will not be discussed any further here, suffice to say 
that the complex situation appears to be a combination of regular Neogrammarian sound shifts, 
phonoaesthetics, borrowing and analogy; the case of analogy as it relates to lexical diffusion will be 
discussed in 8 .1 .2  below.
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was discussed in 7.2.2 where Tedim morphological alternations were shown to have 
been adopted by Zo and Sizang.
8.1.2 Internal Conditioning
Wang & Lien (1993:353-5) suggest that lexical diffusion resolves the antinomy 
between the Neogrammarian hypothesis and analogy by rescuing the latter, along with 
borrowing, from serving as a catch-all account for irregularities. Within the 
parameters o f  Labov’s interpretation, analogy may be added to grammatical or lexical 
conditioning as an internal actuator o f  lexical diffusion. This creates an ironic 
situation whereby the regularity caused by analogical levelling may be treated as 
lexical diffusion in spite o f  the concept o f  lexical diffusion being devised by Wang to 
account for cases o f  irregularity. A good example o f  analogical levelling as lexical 
diffusion is the verbal paradigms discussed in 7.1.4 where analogy is assumed to have 
derived the rest o f  the lexicon after the derivational -s suffix had disappeared. 508 
Notably, grammatical conditioning appears to have been able to disrupt this regularity 
as attested in the development o f  -ym that does not show the coronalisation otherwise 
attested in the change ~tj > -ri". Nevertheless, a pitting o f  analogical conditioning 
against grammatical conditioning in terms o f regularity appears untenable due to 
apparent de-regularising effects o f  analogy: the evidence for a shift -s > -? > -Ilb after 
nasal codas in Mizo and Zahau suggests that the occasional occurrence o f  tone lib 
instead o f -? after liquid and glide codas is an analogical extension. The above 
alternations have sometimes ousted the original, are sometimes in free-variation, but 
occasionally show evidence for secondary grammatical conditioning in verbal 
inflections or in subtle shifts in semantics. In this regard it may be suggested that 
while the irregularities appear to be analogically derived, the real actuator is 
grammatical conditioning with the alternations simply being the ones to which the 
language is most amenable due to similar instances elsewhere.
8.2 Vowelless Languages
Although languages attesting vertical vowel systems have been accorded some 
legitimacy by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1995:286), Colarusso’s treatment
508 Pulleyblank’s suggestion (1973b:371) that the sporadic process o f change of Old Chinese -s to 
Middle Chinese -h was conditioned by the rhymes involved is in accordance with the Neogrammarian 
hypothesis; the variability suggests this not to be the case in Northern Chin although grammatical 
conditioning may have been an influence.
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(1997:122-3) o f them as rare developments from original triangular systems only 
mildly tempers Szemerenyi’s charges (1967:74-5) o f statistical insignificance. 509 The 
reconstruction o f  a Sino-Tibetan d/a vowel system suggests that rather than being left 
languishing in a linguistic hinterland, vertical vowel systems are representative o f  a 
more primordial situation underlying the very phonological foundations o f  language. 
It is unlikely mere coincidence that the Indo-European language family, upon which 
the whole enterprise o f  historical linguistics was founded, is also suggestive o f  such a 
system.
8.2.1 Indo-European
Under the premise that i and u pattern as glides510 and a  is too insignificant to be a 
primary vowel, Saussure (1879:70-1;135) reduces the Indo-European vowel system to 
a single vowel ai with an ablaut variant a2 for which he acknowledges a correlation 
with e and o in other analyses. The typological peculiarity o f  the remaining e/o vowel 
system leads Allen (1956:172-4, 1965), Pulleyblank (1965b:91-2, 1993b:68-74), and 
Colarusso (1981:499-501) to suggest that this may actually reflect a vertical d/a 
system. It is ironic that this reanalysis represents an attempt to make the Indo- 
European vowel system typologically more reasonable by appealing to a construct 
generally dismissed as typologically anomalous. Interestingly, reconstructing a for o 
allows an account for the sporadic a  vowel in Sausurre’s analysis to be made: 
Pulleyblank’s (1965b:89, 1993b:73-4) and Colarusso’s (1981:499-501;536) proposal 
that a new a  vowel emerged from an original laryngeal to displace original a to o is 
supported by Villar (1993:152) who further adds (1993:148) that the many a reflexes 
o f  original o in daughter languages make a shift from a to o as likely as one o f  o to 
a.sn An association o f  e with d is questioned by Villar (1993:157-8) due to a lack o f  
direct evidence, but Allen (1965:116) and Colarusso (1981:499-500) note the salient 
features behind the vowel to be one that is neither back nor maximally open and that a 
shift from o f  d to e nicely parallels that o f a to o; Pulleyblank (1993b:74) further 
proposes that the phonological reanalysis o f j  and w  as i and u would have triggered a
509 See Kuipers (1968:78-80) for a criticism of Szemerenyi’s position.
510 Note also the observation in 1,4.1 that the distinction between sonorant consonants and vowels in 
Northern Chin is blurred.
511 Pulleyblank (1993b: 83) notes solid evidence in the evolution of Chinese.
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shift from a to e in accordance with the proposals in Crothers (1978:109) that the
• 512common vowel system i, u, e, a derived from an original and i, u, d, a.
8.2.2 Northwest Caucasian
8.2.2.1 Abaza
Saussure’s reduction o f  the Indo-European vowel system to a single vowel with an 
ablaut variant leads Jakobson (1958:23) to comment that such a unitary vowel system 
is not supported anywhere in the world. Allen (1958:28), referring back to his earlier 
study (1956:142;172) o f  the Northwest Caucasian language Abaza, responds that the 
vertical d/a vowel system attested there may be treated as only having one vowel a if  
a is treated as an epenthetic product o f  syllabic stress placement that alternates with 
zero in unstressed positions. Jakobson (1958:34) responds that this violates 
established principles o f  phonemic differentiation but, as Kuipers (1968:83) remarks, 
this does not necessarily make the establishment correct. A more interesting line o f  
query could have centred on the feet that Allen is treating a  as the solitary vowel in 
Abaza while Saussure believes the Indo-European root vowel to be the one 
represented as a in the analysis proposed here. Lehmann’s quite valid proposal 
(1952:112) to treat the solitary Indo-European vowel as a default feature o f  syllabicity, 
due to it having nothing else with which to compare, essentially sets up a vowelless 
analysis o f  Indo-European to which Kuipers’ study (1960) o f  another Northwest 
Caucasian language, Kabardian, provides an interesting comparison.
8.2.2.2 Kabardian
In his o/a analysis o f  Kabardian, Kuipers (1960:50-1) takes Allen’s approach one step 
further by suggesting that the vowel a should be reanalysed as a feature o f openness 
rather than a vowel due to it having no other vocalic elements with which to compare. 
Halle, who is accepting (1970:99) o f  Kuipers’ d/a analysis, dismisses both the 
analyses o f  a by Allen and Kuipers as well as Kuipers’ further analysis o f  a  on the 
following grounds: the symbols for stress and juncture required to dispense with a are
512 Crothers’ analysis is also noted by Villar (1993:157-8) whose preference (1993:144) for treating i 
and u as vowel phonemes, regardless of their different function from e and a, leaves him no typological 
grounds for favouring any vocalic system other than i, u, e, a.
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merely notational distinctions (1970:100-3);513 treating a as a specific feature instead 
o f  a vowel represents a terminological readjustment that could be applied to any 
vowel phoneme (1970:103). Kuipers responds accordingly: if  o is predictable in 
environments that are unequivocally identifiable as stress and juncture then marking 
an underlying a violates basic phonemic principles (1976:106-7; 111-2; 114); the 
feature openness, unlike closeness which is dependent on its position in the word, 
always yields a phonetic vowel but this is not valid grounds for establishing a 
consonant-vowel distinction (1976:119-20). In purely synchronic terms, Kuipers’ 
response seems justified, but the special treatment that must be accorded to a could 
have been more persuasively critiqued by Halle had he appealed to diachronic 
evidence. In this regard, although Szemerenyi’s denunciation (1967:75-9) o f Kuipers 
on typological grounds is countered by Kuipers’ response (1968:74-7) that this 
represents a confusion o f  the phonetic with the phonemic and a lack o f  familiarity 
with Northwest Caucasian languages, Szemerenyi’s observation (1967:81) that the a/a 
systems proposed for Indo-European and Kabardian are fundamentally incomparable 
is valid. 514 While Kuipers’ vowelless analysis, upon which Pulleyblank’s similar 
proposal (1984a:57, 1984b) for Mandarin is based, superficially appears to parallel the 
Indo-European evidence, this cannot be projected back to the Indo-European level 
where a is an apophonic derivative o f  a that cannot be compared with j  and w  due to it 
being able to function as a syllabic base like a; this differs from Kuipers’ and 
Pulleyblank’s synchronic analyses o f  Kabardian and Mandarin respectively where a is 
allowed to pattern as a feature o f  openness in the same way that j  and w  pattern as 
features o f palatility and labiality that only become vocalised when occupying the 
requisite slot in the syllable. 515 A similar situation exists in the Sino-Tibetan 
reconstruction proposed here where a and a, albeit with the former being underlyingly 
zero, represent the two basic building blocks for the syllable.
513 According to Kuipers (1976:108-9), the issue of juncture does not concern Abaza. Nonetheless, 
Halle (1970:101) is able to levels the same criticisms regarding stress.
514 Kuipers’ response (1968:77) suggests that in this case he has not fully grasped the significance of 
Szemerenyi’s point.
5,5 A fundamental difference between Kuipers’ and Pulleyblank’s analyses is that Pulleyblank 
(1998a:5-13) does actually posit a syllabic glide phoneme a, corresponding to a in the same way j  and 
w corresponds to i and u, while Kuipers’ does not need to appeal to such a recourse in Kabardian.
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8.2.3 Indo-European versus Sino-Tibetan
Pulleyblank (1965b:95-8) proposes a controversial alternative approach by treating 
Indo-European a as a phonemic vowel with an originally defined morphological 
function rather than a result o f  undefined phonetic conditioning with secondary 
semantic differentiation. However, in addition to Szemerenyi’s querying (1967:83-4) 
o f  the semantic grounds for the d/a alternation, Pulleyblank himself (1965b:98) notes 
the inherent paradox whereby if  d is originally zero then the vowel a would have 
existed phonemically beforehand. Following his proposals for Old Chinese (1986a:9, 
1989:8-14), Pulleyblank (1993b:79-82) attempts to resolve the paradox by suggesting 
the a vowel to be a product o f  infixation rather than a derived ablaut. Pulleyblank’s 
proposal is interesting but not conclusive even for Old Chinese; when transferred to 
Indo-European, Lehmann’s criticism (1993:119-120) that supposed external parallels 
do not remove the need for solid internal reconstruction based on Indo-European 
evidence becomes all the more pertinent. Consequently, although the Sino-Tibetan 
and Indo-European evidence provides good support for a theory o f d/a as the 
underlying vocalic structure o f  language that is still manifested at the phonemic level 
in several languages around the world, at this stage o f  knowledge it can only 
tantalizingly hint at a complete rejection o f  the consonant/vowel distinction that will 
hopefully be achieved with further advancements in the field.
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